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This directory is current as of October 1, 2018.

This directory provides a list of Kaiser Permanente’s current network providers.

This directory is for our Southern California service area, which includes all of Orange County and parts of Kern, Los Angeles, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego, and Ventura counties. If you live in a partly covered county, please see the service area description inside for the ZIP codes that are in our service area.

To access Kaiser Permanente’s online provider directory, you can visit kp.org/finddoctors. For any questions about the information contained in this directory (hardcopy or online), please call our Member Service Contact Center at 1-800-443-0815, seven days a week, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. TTY users should call 711.

Kaiser Permanente is an HMO plan and a Cost plan with a Medicare contract. Enrollment in Kaiser Permanente depends on contract renewal. The provider network may change at any time. You will receive notice when necessary.

This document is available in a different format for the visually impaired by calling our Member Service Contact Center at the number listed above.

ATTENTION: If you speak Spanish, language assistance services, free of charge, are available to you. Call 1-800-443-0815 (TTY: 711).

ATENCIÓN: Si habla español, tenemos a su disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia con el idioma. Llame al 1-800-443-0815 (los usuarios de la línea TTY deben llamar al: 711).
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Section 1—Introduction
This directory provides a list of Kaiser Permanente’s network providers. To get detailed information about your health care coverage, please see your Evidence of Coverage.

Your Primary Care Physician
You will have to choose one of our network providers listed in this directory to be your Primary Care Physician (PCP). The term “PCP” will be used throughout this directory. Generally, you must get your health care services from your PCP.

Your PCP meets state standards and is trained to give you primary medical care. He or she will usually practice general medicine, also called internal medicine or family practice. Women may also choose specialists in obstetrics-gynecology whom the Medical Group designates as Primary Care Physicians.

Your PCP will provide most of your care. If you need a specialist, your PCP will help you choose a doctor in that field and work with him or her as part of your health care team.

You can choose your PCP from any of our available primary care network providers. Once you make your choice, it is effective right away. If you wish, you can change your PCP for any reason.

Choosing or changing your doctor
We believe that an important part of your total health is building a trusted relationship with your primary care doctor. He or she is your supporter for your health needs and goals, helping you with everything from preventive care exams and advice for healthier living to treating you when you’re sick.

Whether you’re new to Kaiser Permanente or a longtime member looking for a change, choosing a personal doctor to coordinate your care is easy. You can learn about each doctor’s certifications, specialties, languages spoken, interests, and more on kp.org/finddoctors to help you find the right fit for you.

If you want to make a switch, you can change your doctor at any time and for any reason.

A doctor for your unique needs
You can choose a personal doctor from one of the departments listed next.

- Adult or Internal Medicine (Internists)
- Family Medicine (Family practitioners)
- Obstetrics-Gynecology (Ob-Gyn) This department provides comprehensive gynecologic and obstetric care. Women 18 to 64 may choose an ob-gyn as well as a personal physician. We encourage sexually active teenage girls to also choose an ob-gyn.
- Pediatrics Pediatricians care for infants, children, adolescents, and teens.

How to choose or change your doctor
Online
Search our directory for primary care practitioners who are accepting new patients. Then browse their profiles to find the right doctor for you. Follow these steps:

1. Go to kp.org/finddoctors.
2. Choose your area.
3. Narrow your search by city, doctor name, etc.
4. Click “Search.”
5. Read about the doctors and click “Select me” when you find a good match that is accepting new patients.

Phone
Call our physician selection service at 1-888-956-1616, weekdays from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. We’ll talk to you about your needs and help you make your choice. For TTY for the Deaf, hard of hearing, or speech impaired, call 711. Your family is free to choose different doctors at different locations.
Getting Covered Care

For Senior Advantage members, you must use network providers except in emergency or urgent care situations or for out-of-area renal dialysis. If you obtain routine care from out-of-network providers, neither Medicare nor Kaiser Permanente will be responsible for the costs.

For Kaiser Permanente Medicare Cost members, you must use network providers for care to be covered by our Plan except in emergency or urgent care situations. You may use your Original Medicare coverage separate from your Health Plan benefits and obtain care from out-of-network providers. If you do so, ask the out-of-network provider to file a claim directly with Medicare. You are responsible for Medicare coinsurance, any unmet portion of deductibles, and, for charges from providers who do not participate in Medicare, amounts up to the Medicare limiting charge.

The network providers listed in this directory have agreed to provide you with your health care and vision services. You may go to any of our network providers listed in this directory; however, some services may require a referral.

To see a specialist, you usually need to get your PCP’s approval first. (This is called getting a “referral” to a specialist.) However, you do not need a referral to get specialty care from network providers in Ob-Gyn, optometry, psychiatry, and chemical dependency.

Bills from out-of-network providers

If you receive a bill from an out-of-network provider, you should not pay the bill. Send it to our Claims Department and they will let you know how much you have to pay.

Claims Department
P.O. Box 7004
Downey, CA 90242-7004

Emergency and urgent care

If you have an emergency medical condition, call 911 or go to the nearest hospital. When you have an emergency medical condition, we cover emergency care anywhere in the world.

For ease and continuity of care, we encourage you to go to a Plan hospital Emergency Department if you are inside our service area, but only if it is reasonable to do so, considering your condition or symptoms.

If you have an emergency, we will talk with the doctors who are giving you emergency care to help manage and follow up on your care. The doctors who are giving you emergency care will decide when your condition is stable and the medical emergency is over.

After the emergency is over, you are entitled to follow-up care to be sure your condition continues to be stable. Your follow-up care will be covered by our Plan. If your emergency care is provided by out-of-network providers, we will try to arrange for network providers to take over your care as soon as your medical condition and the circumstances allow. It is very important that your out-of-network provider call us to get authorization for post-stabilization care before you receive the care from the out-of-network provider. You will only be held financially liable if you are notified by the out-of-network provider or us about your potential liability. For Kaiser Permanente Medicare Cost members: If our plan does not cover the post-stabilization care, but Original Medicare does, you will pay the Original Medicare cost-sharing amount.
For Senior Advantage members: You must use network providers except in emergency or urgent care situations, or for out-of-area renal dialysis or other services. If you obtain routine care from out-of-network providers, neither Medicare nor Kaiser Permanente will be responsible for the costs.

For Kaiser Permanente Medicare Cost members: If you want your care to be covered by Kaiser Permanente, you must use network providers for care except in emergency or urgent care situations. You may use your Original Medicare coverage separate from your Health Plan benefits and get care from out-of-network providers. If you do so, ask the out-of-network provider to file a claim directly with Medicare. You will need to pay for Medicare coinsurance, any unpaid deductibles, and, for charges from providers who do not participate in Medicare, any costs up to the Medicare limiting charge.

What is the service area for Kaiser Permanente Senior Advantage, Senior Advantage Medicare Medi-Cal, and Medicare Cost plans?

The counties and parts of counties in our service area are listed below. Our service area includes all of Orange County and parts of Kern, Los Angeles, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego, and Ventura counties. If you live in a partly covered county, you are in our service area if your home ZIP code appears here:


- **San Diego County:** 91901–03, 91908–17, 91921, 91931–33, 91935, 91941–46, 91950–51, 91962–63, 91976–80, 91987, 92007–11,
How do you find Kaiser Permanente providers in your area?

Our Southern California Region is divided into the following areas:

- Baldwin Park, Downey, and South Bay
- Inland Empire and Coachella Valley
- Kern County, Valleys, and western Ventura County
- Metropolitan Los Angeles
- Orange County
- San Diego

Look up the area where you live or get care beginning on page 5. Then find the location that you’ll go to most often to find a list of doctors for that medical facility. The medical facilities are listed alphabetically within each area.

If you have questions about Kaiser Permanente or require assistance in selecting a PCP, please call our Member Service Contact Center at **1-800-443-0815**, seven days a week, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. TTY users should call **711**. You can also visit **kp.org**.
Section 2—List of network providers
All providers in this provider directory accept both Medicare and Medicaid.

Kaiser Permanente Providers

Baldwin Park, Bellflower, and South Bay

Baldwin Park Medical Center

Emergency Urgent Care
Hospital and Medical Offices
1011 Baldwin Park Boulevard
Baldwin Park, CA 91706

Advice/ Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.—7 p.m.)
1-800-780-1277
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.—7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Long-Term Care
By referral only
626-851-7037

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Cardiology
Kevin Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese

Timothy Cotter, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sarah De Guzman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Language spoken: Spanish
Previn De Silva, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Language spoken: Spanish
Godofredo Gutierrez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rasoul Mokabberi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Language spoken: Farsi
Nazila Naderi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Language spoken: Farsi
Pauline Woo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Language spoken: Cantonese

Certified Nurse Midwife
Elizabeth Aguirre, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sarah Egan, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mayeli Guzman Lopez Aguado, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carmen Lung, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Christine Mckeon, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Deborah Nakielski, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Juanita Wielenga, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Critical Care Medicine
Olufemi Adenuga, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bruce Corigliano, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marc Schultz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Endocrine
Diabetes/Metabolism
Eloy Suarez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Language spoken: Spanish

Endocrinology
Radha Bhargava-Gupta, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Language spoken: Hindi

Jill Kunitake, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Robert Nicoloff, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Family Medicine
John Austin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Benjamin Broder, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sonya Brown, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Paola Case, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Josephine Chan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Cantonese
Yushu Chou, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
Leon Deleon, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
David Dinwiddie, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Brian Doerning, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Shaju George, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Malayalam
Sanjeev Nandakumaran, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Migran Vartanyan, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Rosalva Vieyra, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Amy Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Jenny Phan, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Vincenza Sorrells, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ju-En Thlick, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Arash Khalili, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Rody Yoshinaka, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jian Zhang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Genetics
Sridevi Abboy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gastroenterology
Puja Khanna, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ernest Khine, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese
Mark Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Robert Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Spanish
Vincent Ng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Niraj Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jian Zhang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jorge Vargas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Palliative&contcare
Pushkar Chand, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Dubisz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chinelo Ogbogu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Mitchell, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chinelo Ogbogu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Herman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Dubisz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Mitchell, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chinelo Ogbogu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jorge Vargas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
William Wake, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Gyn Oncology**  
Hyun Shvartsman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Hematology And Oncology**  
Debbie Bracamonte, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Millie Leung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Cantonese  
John Liang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Aswini Padmanabhan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Rex Wong, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Cantonese Mandarin

**Im Nephrology Chronic**  
Caprice Cadacio, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Mary Kalpakian, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Armenian Spanish  
Arjang Kasravi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Farsi Spanish

Iris Lee, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Abdalla Mallouk, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Arabic Spanish  
Kimdeep Mangat, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nichole Mihara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Mark Rutkowski, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Paul Wang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese  
Rui Yu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Infectious Diseases**  
Manie Beheshti, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gary Bluestone, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Russian Ukrainian  
Martin Tien, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Internal Medicine**  
Terri Abe, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
John Bigley, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Betty Chen, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Bryan Chen, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Joanna Chen, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Cantonese Mandarin  
Sammie Cheng, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese  
Guiselle Clark, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Douglas Clements, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Thao-Trang Dang, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Joseph De La Merced, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Phillip Duong, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Asher Edwards, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Daisyllyn Galarrio, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Juan Gamboa, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Maria Gomez, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Vince Ha, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Carolyn Hardy, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Irene Ho, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Johnson Hua, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Susan Hua, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin  
Denise Jung, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.
Andrew Kim, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Korean

Jayon Kim, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Joshua Kim, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Sandra Koyama, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Esther Kwon, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Harry Lam, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Minh-Tri Le, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Young Lee, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Kiet Lieu, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Jennifer Mah, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Arcelia Martin, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dennis Matejka, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Wesley Miao, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Allen Onizuka, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Kiet Phan, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Brett Provence, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Bengali

Manav Shah, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Shilpa Shinde-Garg, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Hannah Sim, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Korean

Jimmy Tam, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Tin Tran, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Khanh Trieu, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Hsuan Wei, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Connie Xu, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Jason Xu, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Allen Yee, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Lawrence Yu, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Mental Health
Lisa Barajas, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Margo Roa, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Neurology
Ronnie Karayan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Agnes Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Teresa Luna, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Italian

Spanish

Barry Monroe, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Rodrigo Rodriguez, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Qian Zhang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Nuclear Medicine
Vicki Quan, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Roberto Alonso, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Chansun Chung, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Jill Costley, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Rubilyn Cunanan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Sylvia Domínguez, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Corey Ferrero, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Sarah Franklin, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Alicia Jo, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Cathy Lu, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Julie Marenco, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Mary Okwandu, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Randy Quedit, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Brenda Scheibe, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cathleen Snee, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ellen Song, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Diem-Linh Tran, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese
Marie Zuniga, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ob/Gyn
Felicia Bahadosingh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nancy Baisch, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ira Blitz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Ethelind Cheng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cynthia Dale, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dipika Dandade, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nelda Daoud, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Niloofar Eskandari, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bervic Johns, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Frances Kita, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dana Nakashima, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Asma Saraj, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Diana Tovar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lyn Yasumura, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Michelle Britt, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ophthalmology
Donald Fong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bobbie Jahan-Parwar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher Yo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ophthalmology: Corneal Disease
Soma Agarwal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ophthalmology: Glaucoma
Baber Ali, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Peng Lei, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ophthalmology: Pediatric
Michelle Britt, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ob/Gyn Urogynecology
Ene George, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leanne Kon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Optometry
Christie Chan, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shirley Chew, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lila Chu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Linda Chun, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Quang Chung, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Philip Do, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Daisy Fu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Karen Kang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Heather Lazaro, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Danny Ngo, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yoona Shin, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Veronica Tea, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Susan Ung, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Orthopedics
Michael Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Glenn Diekmann, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ivan Garcia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jennifer Graham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thomas Heer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: German
Chris Helmsedter, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Armond Khachatourians, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Spanish
Gaurav Khanna, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Paul Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Peter Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gregory Maletis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Raffy Mirzayan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Jerry Schilz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher Shean, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Phillip Taylor, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
William Tully, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pediatric Endocrinology
Lawrence Wetterau, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pediatric Infectious Disease
Margaret Khoury, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Polish
Pediatrics
Irene Amuno, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Sandra Baik, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Alma Cortez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Amy Davis, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Krikor Deramerian, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Laura Farach, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gilbert Gonzales, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Connie Hsu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Armi Ilada, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jeannie Kim, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Wesley Lin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ryan Nelson, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Robert Riewerts, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Brian Shen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Karla St. Germain, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jacqueline Tran, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Susan Wong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Pediatrics Developmental
James Gates, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joseph Spitzer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Perinatology
Cristiane Guberman De Andrade, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physical Med/Rehabilitation
Sung Choi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Emerald Huang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Woojae Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Natalie Matsuno, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mario Perez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Joseph Pham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kim Thai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Peter Yeung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Brenda Bailey, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Beemer, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kevin Blodgett, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marietta Breaux, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sheri Cameron, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lilian Chou, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Donald Ewens, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mikhail Fraser-Gray, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Francis Galura, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Harold Glidewell, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kelsey Glidewell, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kristen Harrington, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charlie Johnson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Edward Kemp, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brenda Kobernusz, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paul Lee, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cheryl Leu Sinclair, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Chinese Mandarin
Jamie Lim, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wendy Lin, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sandy Liu, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Daniel Lopez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mira Makarem, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Hung Nguyen, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Bradley Reynolds, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Celina Salgado, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gina Shafer, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Eric Smith, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Acacia Sutherland, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kelly Tapert, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Wilson Truong, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alfredo Vargas, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Carlos Villarreal, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Podiatric Surgery**  
Silvia Arroyo, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Matthew Byrnes, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nathan Lee, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tara Lee, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Baotram Lu, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Raymond Tsukuda, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Erin Vogtmann, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

David Wang, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Psychologist**  
Michelle Meyer, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Pulmonary Diseases**  
Freddie Ibrahim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Minggen Kuo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kim Man, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Hooman Mobassery, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Social Worker**  
Jessica Ayala, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Linda Castro, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jennifer Corado, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Roxana Cruz, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Delia Garcia Montoya, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Christine Lopez, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Marta Lopez, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Margo Louis, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Teresa Patron, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Aracely Rodriguez, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Surgery Head/Neck**  
Michael Chen, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Harold Chow, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Babak Jahan-Parwar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Anastasios Karnezis, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Wesley Low, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
John Ramsay, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paula Rodgers, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Tran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Surgery: Colon/Rectal**
Haig Dudukgian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian

**Surgery: General**
Joseph Ahn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bryan Goldner, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Mahler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carlos Manookeymsehi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian Farsi
Philip Mercado, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Reynaldo Nava, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Hong Yoon Plurad, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ron Verham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christine Wong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Urology**
Michael Aleman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ramin Davidoff, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Mark Feng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Reynaldo Hernandez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Young Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hossein Mirheydar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

**Vascular Surgery**
Gavin Davis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Edward Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kin-Man Lai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese
Nhan-Vu Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

---

**Bellflower Medical Offices**

**Emergency Urgent Care**
9400 E. Rosecrans Ave.
Bellflower, CA 90706

Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., 7 a.m.–1 p.m.)
1-800-823-4040
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

**Family Medicine**
Swayne Cofield, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ryan De La Cruz, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Elsa Del Rio-Elizarraraz, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jenny Fraire, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ruben Franco, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kymberly Franklin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Daniel Gavino, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Clint Lagbas, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Bhavika Rakholia, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Anjum Sameena, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi

**Hematology And Oncology**
Everett Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ana Franco, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Youssef Gamal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Han Koh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Suman Chopra, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Punjabi

**Mental Health**
Oscar Armando, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Myra Botello, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Danielle Carrillo, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Matthew Enriquez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lanae Faciane, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bedelcia Franco, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Claudia Hirugami, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jessica Maldonado, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jaime Paz, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Evelyn Perez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Pryor, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kenneth Reiter, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mercedes Serafini, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Fany Toshkov, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Erica Trejo, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Pediatrics**
Cheryl Castro, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Tagalog
Linda Chavez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Tagalog
Geraldine Chen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Mercie Digangi, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Tiffany Ghatan, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Laura Gordon, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Hai-Feng Huang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Eunice Kong, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Eugene Lee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jeffrey Mallin, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ehrnad Marzo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mona Motamedi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Melissa Pujazon, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Danielle Schneider, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Diane Truong, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Roderick Vicente, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Julie Xu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Perinatology
David Sacks, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Christian Putney, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Paul Riskin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Anthony Tan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Carson Medical Offices
18600 S. Figueroa Street
Gardena (Carson), CA 90248
Advice/Appts. (M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., Sun., 7 a.m.–1 p.m.)
1-800-780-1230
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)

After-Hours Advice (M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection 1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Allergy Asthma And Immunology
William Crawford, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Von Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Caroline Spagnola, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Salima Thobani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Dermatology
Julia Alexander, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Paola Rodriguez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Phung Huynh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Paola Rodriguez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ki-Young Yoo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Yu-Fahn Yuen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Dermatology: mohs Surgery
Ernest Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese

Family Medicine
Naziuh Bishay, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Christine Dao, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Vurette Gordon, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

John Hsu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ricardo Jimenez-Kimble, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Brian Kawasaki, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Brian-Linh Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Ada Onyeagocha, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sylvia Osorio, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Shelley Pickering, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Natalie Ting, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Jennifer Armstrong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Michael Barnum, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jason Chu, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Radha Pema, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Bakheng Pheng, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Murali Surapaneni, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Ob/Gyn
Colleen Bonpane Londono, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Stephanie Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nioosha Godsi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Alice Yau, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Occupational Medicine
Shelley Arredondo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wendy Ho, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jin Xiao, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Xing Yang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Optometry
Anna Gee, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Natalie Skokandic, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Laura Brown, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Douglas Carman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jane Oh, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Stephen Shih, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Charu Soni, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Spanish

Physician Assistant
Shari Warmsley-Ylma, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Cerritos Medical Offices
10820 E. 183rd St.
Cerritos, CA 90703

Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;
Sat., 7 a.m.–1 p.m.)
1-800-823-4040
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Internal Medicine
Asha Bisht, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Donald Chen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Joyce Chou, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Rowena Javier, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Tina Jose, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Malayalam
Anna Kalman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Judong Kim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Reuven Kimmerling, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Frank Kuo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Mandarin
Chantal Le-Pham, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken:
Vietnamese
Lynda Ngo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
An Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken:
Vietnamese
Timothy Oh, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Tomoko Okahara, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Japanese
Denise Park, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Minhchau Pham, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken:
Vietnamese
William Sim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jennifer Tan, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Christian Thiim, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Rofina Widjaja, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Indonesian
Benjamin Winarko, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Nurse Practitioner
Karen Bonnici, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carol Britton, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ob/Gyn
Patricia Bajamundi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Rodrigo Cifuentes, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Catherine Lee-Shin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Renee Polhamus, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Aimee Rivers, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Ob/Gyn Surgery
Varoosh Alaverdian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Farsi
Pediatrics
Sowmya Anantharayanan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Russian Tamil
Audrey Kim, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alicia King, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Carmen Pelayo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Allergy Asthma And Immunology
Ashmi Doshi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Coastline Medical Office
25821 S. Vermont Avenue
Harbor City, CA 90710
Advice (24 hours)/
Appts./Cancel/Msgs.
1-800-780-1230
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Crossroads Medical Offices
12801 Crossroads Pkwy.
South
City of Industry, CA 91746
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-780-1277
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Medhat Ragab, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Dermatology
Evelyn Cheung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ryan Church, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Pooya Jahanshahi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi, Spanish
Amy Jan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Evette Ramsay, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Sandy Ro-Yim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Linda Wong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Occupational Medicine
Priyanka Bhanot, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Thai Do, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Hannah Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Cudahy Medical Offices
7825 Atlantic Ave.
Cudahy, CA 90201
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., 7 a.m.–1 p.m.)
1-800-823-4040
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Duc Ngo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Physician Assistant
Julie Gray, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jennifer Jang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Helen Lu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin, Spanish
Li Yang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Rheumatology
Linda Atkinson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jennifer Jang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Grigor Matentsian, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian, Spanish

Family Medicine
Robert Escalera, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Luis Fletes, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Mariela Garcia, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Christopher Kramsch, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: French, Spanish
Danielle Manalo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Grigor Matentsian, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian, Spanish
Anna Millan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Aide Perez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jorge Ramirez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Juan Rodriguez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Rosa Rodriguez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Luis Sanchez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Carlos Silva, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laurie Smith, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Edwin Solorzano, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Bernardo Sosa, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Irene Valencia, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Jannette Villalobos, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Nela Garay, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Liza Jaime, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Optometry  
Mayra Berdugo, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Makkasen Em, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Chandra Kawewat, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Lorin Vogel, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Pediatrics  
Maria Gonzalez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Rocio Perez, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Hesham Ragab, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic, Spanish  
Juan Ruiz, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Anita Singh, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Michael Tan, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Nurse Practitioner  
Hugo Guadian, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.  
Carlos Moreno, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.  
Ob/Gyn  
John Artenos, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Greek  
Shant Ashdjian, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Tad Traina, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Tuan-Anh Truong, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Physician Assistant  
Francisco Orozco, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.  
Diamond Bar Medical Offices  
1336 Bridgegate Dr.  
Diamond Bar, CA 91765  
Advice/Appts.  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)  
1-800-780-1277  
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)  
After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)  
Behavioral Health Care  
Member Help Line, 7 days, 24 hours  
1-800-900-3277  
Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors  
Psychiatry  
626-960-4844  
Certified Nurse Midwife  
Renee Rubio, C.N.M. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Family Medicine
Monica Abrew, M.D. PCP
  Not accepting new patients.
  Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Cho-Han Cheng, M.D. PCP
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Richard Kao, M.D. PCP
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Steven Le, M.D. PCP
  Not accepting new patients.
Seymour Lu, M.D. PCP
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese
Yann Pan, M.D. PCP
  Not accepting new patients.
Brandon Pham, M.D. PCP
  Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Mohammad Qazi, M.D. PCP
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Urdu
Savitha Sunkara, M.D. PCP
  Accepting new patients.
Cathy Tong, M.D. PCP
  Not accepting new patients.
Monica Van Norden, M.D. PCP
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Internal Medicine
Paul Han, M.D. PCP
  Not accepting new patients.
Jieli Li, M.D. PCP
  Accepting new patients.
Que Nguyen, M.D. PCP
  Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Michael Schwartz, M.D. PCP
  Accepting new patients.

Mental Health
Jennifer Ankele, LCSW SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Allison Landa, MFT SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Wendy Marinoff, LCSW SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Lorena Moreno, LCSW SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Graciela Olid, MFT SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Anh Quach, MFT SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jonnie Russ, MFT SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Pei-Ying Wu, MFT SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Kristie York, LCSW SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Julia Aburto-Erazo, N.P. SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ob/Gyn
Adrienna Boynton, M.D. SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Murali Kamath, M.D. SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Mark Wu, M.D. SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Optometry
Jim Lee, O.D. SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Brian Yam, O.D. SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Mohammed Ferozuddin, M.D. PCP
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jennifer Nguyen, M.D. PCP
  Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychiatry
Jim Chomchai, M.D. SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Maria Jong, M.D. SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Jack Boghosian, PhD SPC
  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Garden Medical Offices
9353 Imperial Highway
Downey, CA 90242
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., 7 a.m.–1 p.m.)
1-800-823-4040
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
1-888-576-6225
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Gastroenterology
Rajeev Attam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Binesh Batra, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi
Punjabi
Terence Chiu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Taiwanese
Gareth Dulai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Basuki Gunawan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Indonesian
Kevin Kao, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anshu Kumar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eric Lever, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kalpesh Mehta, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati
Harold Sussewell, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Vu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Internal Medicine
Ravi Dixit, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Johnson Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Marcus Magallanes, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Henya Paul, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Le Marie Abellon, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Maria Ammermann, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lori Auman, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Teresa Mendoza, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sarita Parajuli, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Occupational Medicine
Sangarappillai Manoharan,
M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tamil
Neha Sahni, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Theodore Sung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopaedics: Spine Surgery
Johannes Bernbeck, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: German
Thomas Day, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Matthew Hwang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Elizabeth Norheim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Chris Tang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin

Orthopedics
Julian Ballesteros, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Madhav Boddula, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
William Buchanan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jarrod Crum, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Dell, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maylene Glidewell, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Narendra Gurbani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati
Hindi
Albert Hsu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pradeep Kumar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Money, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gregory Rafijah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nicholas Robertson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Glenn Shulman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Bradley Steele, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Sundstrom, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cuong Tran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Wesley Tran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Roberto Velasco, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish Tagalog
William Weiser, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paul Woodworth, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andre Zimmerman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Physical Med/Rehabilitation**
Jill Gorze, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Michael Huoh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Paul Hwang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elise Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Jan Li, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Joshua Sussman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
David Sweeney, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chirag Vora, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yanfeng Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

**Physician Assistant**
Michele Afshar, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mykeisha Alzaatra, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hilarie Beattie, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christie Blondek, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Amber Calderaro, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Carlin, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Katherine Dodds, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lizbeth Escobedo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
William Hendry, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Kim, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Samuel Lagunas, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alber Lin, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jason Luciene, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Delia Mendoza-Zesati, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian Spanish
Marcel Motz, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nicholas Ortenzo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Patterson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Miguel Peralta, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lawrence Poon, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Matthew Stresak, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrew Tamura, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Melanie Aoki, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Japanese
Lisa Dow, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Gardena Medical Offices
15446 S. Western Ave.
Gardena, CA 90249

Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;
Sat., Sun., 7 a.m.–1 p.m.)
1-800-780-1230
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Family Medicine
Uyioghosa Brown, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Brian Buckley, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Andrew Choung, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Daniel Constandse, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Raven Copeland, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Yeymi De Leon, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Patrick Lemm, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Esther Min, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sean Moat, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Lyra Ora, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Grace Park, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Korean Spanish
Freymon Recinos, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Angel Schaffer, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mark Song, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Korean Spanish
Noralisa Villarreal, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jennifer Wang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Peter Chong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Korean

Nurse Practitioner
Patricia Naylor, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.

Ob/Gyn
Daniel Lopez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Cecilia Raju, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Rachel Mirvish, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Lisa Montes, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Keila Trimble-Cox, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Imperial Satellite Offices
12200 Bellflower Blvd.
Downey, CA 90242

Care Guidance Center
562-622-3820
Durable Medical Equipment/
Prosthetics and Orthotics
1-855-80KPDME
(1-855-805-7363)
Health Education
562-622-4150
Home Health
1-888-215-4350
Hospice/Palliative Care
1-888-215-4300
Long-Term Care
562-622-3823
Women and Children’s Case
Management
562-622-3224
Geriatrics
Palliative & Cont Care
William Braun, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Carol Chung, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Joan Duffy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Nancy Gibbs, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Josefina Kenyon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Sarah Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ishita Sharma, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Dat Vo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Internal Medicine
Rebecca Goldstein, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Mental Health
Karina Arias, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Kathryn Crain, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Virginia Cruz-Samonte, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Julia Gonzales, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Erin Messett, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jennifer Tellers-Schultz, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Deborah Truax, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Li-Chym Wu, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Social Worker
Michele Rose, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

La Puente Peritoneal Dialysis
1813 N. Hacienda Blvd.
La Puente, CA 91744
Information
626-931-3580

Lomita Medical Offices
2081 Palos Verdes Drive North
Lomita, CA 90717

Mental Health
Gail Andrews, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Stephanie Archinas-Murphin, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Cherise Arzaga, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Elana Berman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Erica Camello, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jill Dorn, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Margherita Grammatico, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Miyuki Kanda, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sayaka Kawase, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Robert Kolts, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Emily London, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Luisa Lowe, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gina Mai, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Latrice Mitchell, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Stephanie Nakayama, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Trinh Nguyen, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Deborah Osaki, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hugo Pastore, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Denise Resendez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jose Rey, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sally Rodas, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wendi Russell, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Matthew Shackelford, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Shortt, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Linda Silver, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nicola Stockberger, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Fonda Tokushige, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lois Vazirani, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yesenia Ventura, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jessica Williams, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joann Yang, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nurse Practitioner
Jessica Gonzalez-Rangel,
N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psych-Geriatric
Stuart Hinds, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amy Walston, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychiatry
Clarissa Andic, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gabrielle Beaubrun, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sibylle Delaloye, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Donna Ehlers, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Rajesh Bhagat, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Verderame, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Italian
Spanish
Lishan Workeneh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychologist
Harris Halpern, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Angelica Morrow, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Long Beach Medical Offices
3900 E. Pacific Coast Highway
Long Beach, CA 90804
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;
Sat., 7 a.m.–1 p.m.)
1-800-780-1230
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
Family Medicine
Karen Allsup, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nicole Deppe, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Steven Farr, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Vanessa Gavin-Headen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Amal Gergis-Aquino, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
David Green, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Reshma Lakhiani, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Wadie Marcos, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Michael Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish Vietnamese
Jenny Phung-Payne, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kenneth Chu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese
Grace Hacegaba, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Roger Ong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Thomas Pham, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kijing Sung, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Mental Health
Julianne Ballon-Casement, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Julie Cicileo, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Carlos Feliciano, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Maricela Jauregui, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Shannon Swinford, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Jean Campos, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Rachel Schmidt, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Shanaeya Nelson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Raj Odhav, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

William Wallace, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Optometry
Kim Ikemoto, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Tien Tran, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Crescantino Azcuenta, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Holly Diep, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jasmine Omrani, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Richard Schaar, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jennifer Sluder, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Physician Assistant
Mojdeh Yazdani, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Trevor Wells, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Lynwood Medical Offices
3830 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Lynwood, CA 90262
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., 7 a.m.–1 p.m.)
1-800-823-4040
Main Street Health Pavilion
23701 Main Street
Carson, CA 90745

Addiction Medicine/
Chemical Dependency
Recovery Program (CDRP)
310-513-6707

Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Health Education
310-602-7940

Health Store/Classes
310-816-5440

Addiction Med Cdr
Jodie Escobedo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Mental Health
Barbara Bailey, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Kenneth Francis, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Stephen Kandis, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Karen Newsome, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Diana Pineda, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Katrin Massoudian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Montebello Medical Offices

1550 Town Center Drive
Montebello, CA 90640

Services at this facility are provided in English, Spanish, and several Chinese dialects, including Cantonese and Mandarin.

Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.—7 p.m.)
1-800-780-1277
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.—7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Certified Nurse Midwife
Diane Hernandez, C.N.M.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Allan Aguiluz Dubon, M.D.
PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Maria Carrasco, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Terence Chan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Ob/Gyn
Revital Feldman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hebrew
Gayla Ivery, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Robert Chew, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Lisa Stekol, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Raymond Chen, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Josephine Devaraj, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Grace Kim, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Liam Kyan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Judy Lee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Raymond Liang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Cantonese
Deborah Liu, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Paul Magtoto, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Isabel Moreno, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Philip Stephens, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
David Wu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Jessica Yu, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Referral may be required.

Mental Health
Christopher Anderson, MFT
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Norwalk Medical Offices
12501 E. Imperial Hwy.,
Suite 400
Norwalk, CA 90650

Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Psychiatry/School Problems
Clinic for children,
adolescents, and young adults
to age 24.
562-807-6100

See Orchard Medical Offices
for Adult Psychiatry, age 25
and older.
Aqila Blakey-Armstrong, MFT
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nehemiah Campbell, MFT
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Catabas, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karen Cavazos, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jenny Daza-Pinto, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sandra Erdelac, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Juli Espinoza, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Laura Krell, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amy Lee, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Renee Marquez-Nicholas, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stacy Mccall-Martin, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tamara Pereira, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Deisy Rangel, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Iris Rubio, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Evelyn Saavedra-Funes, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julia Sabotin, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carolina Sagastume, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ana Salazar-Perez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Laila Contractor, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Duong Vien Ho-Hoang, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry:

Psychologist
Gerald Barba, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kristine Hirayama, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orchard Medical Offices
Urgent Care
9449 Imperial Highway
Downey, CA 90242

Addiction Medicine
562-657-2011
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;
Sat., Sun., 7 a.m.–1 p.m.)
1-800-823-4040
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)
Addiction Med Cdrs
Mariana Mogos, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lauren Walton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Allergy Asthma And Immunology
Faith Huang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Margaret Kurohara, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christina Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jay Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sansan Wong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Cardiology
Joseph Angelo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Grace Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Anh Duong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Lee Dykstra, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ali Farvid, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Hubert Fok, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Naheed Olsen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Kiran Pandey, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chi-Bao Phung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Jonathan Turner, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dale Yu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Certified Nurse Midwife
Kimberly Brink, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lucy Clair, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jewett Harrington, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dermatology
Jacqueline De Luca, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ritika Khandpur, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Myung-Moo Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pamela Nemzer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kim Quach, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Sri, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Summer Young, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dermatology: mohs Surgery
Jerome Fallon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Endocrine
Diabetes/Metabolism
Karen Le, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Endocrinology
Sako Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Manuel Fernandez, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Spanish

Xiaodan Qu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Spanish

Family Medicine  
Benjamin Birdswell, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Stanley Fried, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Sarah Grewal, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Ester Hong, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Minh Nguyen, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. 
language spoken: Vietnamese

Mai Phu Acuna, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: Cantonese, Mandarin

Shaun Reid, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Kevin Rossi, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Joseph Shapiro, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Genetics  
Timothy Maarup, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Raffi Merjanian, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Tilden Osako, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Susy Peng, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Anh Pham, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Spanish, Vietnamese

Rukhsana Siddiqi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Edward Wang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Infectious Diseases  
Lisa Chiang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Jared Goodman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Janet Keller, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Internal Medicine  
Simran Bhandari, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Charissa Castro, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Mihaela Chelu, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Raffi Merjanian, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Trung Huynh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Turkish

Im Nephrology Chronic  
Trung Huynh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Vietnamese

Min-Hui Chen, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Edward Wang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Wen-Hsiang Chung, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Dana Dumitru, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: German, Romanian

Alan Gelman, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Mohsen Halaby, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Jin Hong, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. 
language spoken: Cantonese, Mandarin

Ngozi Iroezi, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Janet Keller, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Lisa Kerestedjian, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.
Chandrabhan Kewalramani, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Terry Kuo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Marc Kurzbard, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Judy Kwan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jonathan Lee, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Paul Lee, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Daniel Lim, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Henry Lin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Albert Low, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Christopher Lozano, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Henry-Hao Nguyen, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Oliver Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Bhoomin Nimitsilpa, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Nikki Park, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Korean
Ai Pham, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Erika Ramirez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Michelle Rios, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Noa Sakamoto, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Darren Shimabukuro, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kalyn Skiles, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Suma Srinath, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Katherine Tuan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
May Wong, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Cantonese

**Mental Health**
Jess Beattie, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joy Chiembanchong, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Abigail Fischel, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Garcia-Alcazar, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Gonzalez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Seam Heng, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Erica Jara, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Freda Lutz, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew
Deborah Macheski, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Miyashita, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bianca Monreal, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rosa Nunez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charlotte Pasillas, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Presby, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Breeza Quezada, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Benigno Quirarte, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eugenia Reeves, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ana Rincon, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jade Rosado, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Catherine Schwartz, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephanie Silva, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alise Sochaczewski, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Josephine Spinuzza, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Talisman, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Joshua Tann, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Carolina Vargas, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Lynn Whittemore, L.C.S.W. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Tiffany Winston, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Neurology  
Shelley Bose, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Dongmei Jiang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Henry Lin, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin  
Sima Nekoui, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi  
Daniel Ree, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: French  
Lidia Tiplea, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Romanian  
Yawen Wang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
James Wei, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese  
Nurse Practitioner  
Elizabeth Bolaji, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Pamela Brodersen, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Rosie Carbajal, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Nancy Cardenas-Coronado, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Margarita Cespedes, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Ob/Gyn  
Dean Chang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Joseph Cote, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Christopher Domush, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Amany Farid, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic Spanish
James Grove, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anhnguyet Ho, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese
Zoltan Katona, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mei Kwan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Berdine Li, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Aaron Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Karen Maples, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Moran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mitchell Rabbi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Ginger Riley, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Saint John, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mallory Stuparich, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ob/Gyn Surgery
Il Park, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Ob/Gyn Urogynecology
Gladys Inga, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Sharon Jakus-Waldman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Vietnamese
Ob/Gyn: Reproductive Endocrine
Salim Fadil, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Arabic
Mandana Ghahremani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ophtha Ret Vit Sur
Thai Dang, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kevin Shiramizu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ophthalmology
Linda Huang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Annie Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elizabeth Owyang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paul Rabin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Devesh Vyas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lenora Wu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ophthalmology: Corneal Disease
Jesse Biebesheimer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Ophthalmology: Glaucoma
Amy Mccluskey, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Elisa Morinelli, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Ophthalmology: Pediatric
Sean Dumars, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Optometry
Ann Lee, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vietnam Ly, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Ped Invasive Cardiology**
Sana Ashraf, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Urdu
Joseph Mares, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Pediatric Endocrinology**
Audrey Briscoe, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Pediatric Gastroenterology**
Glenn Duh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Prathiba Nanjundiah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Pediatric Hematology/Oncology**
Willye Powell, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Simon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Toska Zomorodian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Pediatric Rheumatology**
Anusha Ramanathan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Pediatrics Developmental**
Marvin Tan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Pediatrics Nephrology Esrd**
Margaret Hsiau, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Spanish

**Perinatology**
Harold Henry, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tasma Henry, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Prathiba Nanjundiah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Physician Assistant**
Titus Adepoju, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeanette Barrera, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Johnny Canciller, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mario Cuevas, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Deval Dave, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ronald David, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Plastic Surgery**
Robert Beinrauh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Croatian Spanish
Michael Budd, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Juris Kivuls, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Karen De La Mora, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Fonseca, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sebastian Fuentes, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anna Ho, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Roberto Mendoza, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kathleen Newman, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Levi Newman, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elise Okamoto, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tung Phan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hung Vu, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Karen De La Mora, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Fonseca, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sebastian Fuentes, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anna Ho, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Roberto Mendoza, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kathleen Newman, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sharrie Mills, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Trung Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: French Vietnamese
Jonathan Rimler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jason Taylor, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Henry Young, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Plastic Surgery: Hand
Howard Matsuba, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Thomas Blair, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Patrick Casey, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Irma Cu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Priyanka Deshmukh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Justin Estaris, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Kliger, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nickoles Mahaffey, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Judith Waxman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pulmonary Diseases
Glena Cheng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jason Durand, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Timothy Hickey, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amali Jayasinghe, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Bryan King, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Korotzer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yue Lu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Showshan Yang-Ting, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Rheumatology
Kara Bradford, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Virginia Chan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gerald Levy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wayne Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery Head/Neck
Sameer Ahmed, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chumnong Chantra, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Thai
David Cheng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eugene Chu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Pyong Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ted Leem, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Aaron Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
James Oddie, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Edward Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery: General
Dean Ahn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Fredrick Che, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Arnold Fishman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Heindl, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bernadette Laxa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paul Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese
Stephen Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Erwin Ong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Rosenbaum, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Craig Stimpson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tsuneo Takasugi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Japanese
Bradford Tropea, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Susana Wu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Urology**
John Brusky, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Allen Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
William Chu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ronald Loo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Robert Louie, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hetal Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Urdu
Viet Tran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ronald Yang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

**Thoracic Surgery**
Ronald Paul, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rose Wong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Vascular Surgery**
Michael Brewer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jey Chung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

David Lau, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pedro Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese
William Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Riverside Medical Center**
10800 Magnolia Ave
Riverside, CA 92505

**Mental Health**
Monica Moore, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Rosecrans Medical Offices**
9333 E. Rosecrans Ave.
Bellflower, CA 90706

Advice Nurse Phone hours:
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sa, Su, 7 a.m.–1 p.m.)
1-800-823-4040

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

**Family Medicine**
Claire Aileen Bolotaulo, M.D.
PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Marisse Herrera, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Brian Keller, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish  
Melody Padilla-Nguyen, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish  
Shariece Vallejo, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish  
James Zamora, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish  
Ying Zhang, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish  
Nelson Garcia, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish  
Internal Medicine  
Basil Abdelkarim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Allen Alaverdian, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Armenian  
Farsi Spanish  
Mya Aye, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Earl Bautista, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Rogelio Bravo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Stephen Chen, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Mandarin  
Spanish  
Wei-Kong Chien, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Mandarin  
Spanish  
Mahyar Derakhshani, M.D.  
SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Farsi  
Jimmy Diep, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Hung Dinh, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ghassan Gholmieh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Arabic  
French  
Neal Godwin, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Syed Hussain, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Hindi  
Punjabi Urdu  
Arsineh Khachekian, D.O.  
SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jacqueline Khchirian, M.D.  
SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jyoti Nandi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jennifer Nguyen, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Vietnamese  
Himani Pandya, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kristine Pham, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Vietnamese  
Jane Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Korean  
Mark Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Caroline King, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Hillary Lansman, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Chi Lee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Sohyun Lee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Melvin Lim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kai Lu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Arianna Moreno, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish  
Jyoti Nandi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish  
Giulia Battaglia, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Italian  
German  
Nabil Khatib, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Shaimaa Mahmoud, M.D.  
SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Hilton Neild, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Miguel Nogueira, M.D.  
SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Andrea Ochoa, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Adriana Olaya, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Giselle Orellana, M.D.  
SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tania Osorio, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Irene Padilla, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ivan Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Huy Tran, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Huy Tran, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Maria Valladares, M.D.  
SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Camila Vaca, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Carolina Vergara, M.D.  
SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Joses Vergara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Anita Ravi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sunilkumar Reddy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jose Ruiz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Erich Salvacion, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Olena Schwetz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Polish
Russian Ukrainian
Andargachew Shawel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nuclear Medicine
Nelson Arnstein, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Jamie Drinville, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joseph Fisch, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
On Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Reynoso, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Nicolae Tudorica, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Catherine Arakaki, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paul Chappelle, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Simon Cho, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nicole Hamilton, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tiffany Hoang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Intensive
Diana Bruno, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Favazza, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mohammad Malik, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Anthony Burgos, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Christopher Chinnici, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Cornman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Everette Fuqua, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nicole Horvath, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Naomi Morales, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Marisa Oh, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Leah Burnett, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christina Caputo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Caroline Curley, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stacy El Berni, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tiffany Le, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amy Locker, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Evelyn Lopez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Erica Matas, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chau Nguyen, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kayla Noch, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anita Sharma, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Jill Wing, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pulmonary Diseases
Timothy Hulbert, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Social Worker
Angela Body, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Neal Janssen, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Noreen Lindell, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Raquel Preciado, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Keila Tamashiro, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

San Dimas Medical Offices
1255 W. Arrow Highway
San Dimas, CA 91773
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-780-1277
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)

1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Family Medicine
Hugh Bach, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Veena Bhatarakamol, D.O.
PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Yun Cao, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Cantonese Mandarin
Stephanie Chang, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Mandarin
Echo Chiu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Mandarin Taiwanese
Nghi Dang, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese
Morgan Faggard, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Candido Gamez, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Yu-Chien Kuo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Katherine Lehman-
Schletewitz, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Yu Liu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Sharon Lu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sean Mccarthy, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Finster Paul, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
David Proum, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Milton Ramirez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Julius Ruidera, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Susan Sette, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Alice Shen, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Mohamedtaki Sivjee, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Nurse Practitioner  
Veronica Clinkscales, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn  
Jennie Chang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dawn Clark, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Julio De Leon, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Teresa Han, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese

Anne Michels, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ophtha Ret Vit Sur  
John Paschal, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Optometry  
Erin Duncan, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Marvin Hoe, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Serena Wong, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pediatrics  
Christopher Gadomski, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Mahindokht Jafari, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Hla Kyi, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Burmese

Lisa Richey, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Physician Assistant  
Sandy Yokota, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Signal Hill Medical Offices  
845 E. Willow St  
Signal Hill, CA 90755

Advice/Appts.  
1-800-780-1230  
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)

Behavioral Health  
Appts./Cancel/Info./Msgs.  
310-325-6542

Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors

Family Medicine  
Alison Hench, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Patricia Romero, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Internal Medicine  
Mona Shah, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Timothy Stocker, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Mental Health  
Renee Bectraft, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Yvonne Reyes, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn  
Jessica Lee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Maria Thomas, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pediatrics  
Juliet Hwang, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean, Spanish

Leslie Young, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Psychiatry  
Steven Aguilar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
South Bay Medical Center

Emergency
Urgent Care
Hospital and Medical Offices
25825 Vermont Ave.
Harbor City, CA 90710
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;
Sat., Sun., 7 a.m.–1 p.m.)
1-800-780-1230
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Long-Term Care
424-251-7875

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Cardiology
Howard Baik, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Morgan Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Taiwanese
Jason Gajarsa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Johnny Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vatsala Kumar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Endocrinology
Maria Taitano, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yang Xue, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chi-Hyun You, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mark Yusin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Certified Nurse Midwife
Esther Canales, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patricia Chisam, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vanessa Domush, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shelley Jacobs, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cassandra Rivera, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thy Tri, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Diabetes/Metabolism
Vanessa Ghaderi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: German
Spanish

Endocrinology
Namrata Bose, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Edward Domurat, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Nicole Alexander, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Anna Armellina, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Evan Bass, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Scott Bleedsoe, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Spanish
Tarah Browne, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Agnes Chen, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Spanish
Bonny Chung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elizabeth Duenas, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Spanish
Lilia Gober, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Spanish
Sandy Htein, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Burmese
Albert Lin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kevin Lin, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Yung-Mee Park, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

Ameet Shah, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  

Alan Toben, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  

Victor Weng, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Edwin Yang, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  

Timothy Yee, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  

Gastroenterology  
Trien Bui, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese  

Justin Chang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Derek Fong, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Harjot Gill, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Gati Goel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Kapil Mehta, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati  

Bichthuy Nguyen, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Avanish Patel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi  

Peter Sender, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Victor Wang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Hematology And Oncology  
Devi Jane Asuncion, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog  

Aminu Birhan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Amharic  

Roslyn Chaisanguanthum, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Lara Durna, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Shu-Chieng Hsieh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Allen Joo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Yenmay Lou, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Im Nephrology Chronic  
Shaan Anand, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Larry Chan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Mi Chang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean  

Christine Lau, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Tuan Le, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese  

Tammy Wan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Infectious Diseases  
Grace Kiet, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Ann Pham, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: German  

Jared Spotkov, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Internal Medicine  
Alvera Akroush, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic  

Quincy Almond, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Anna Bagdasaryan, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  

Prabhiyot Brar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Blake Brown, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  

Charles Bui, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Ping-Yu Chen, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  

Edmund Cheung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
James Chou, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sookok Chung, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Margaret David, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Tomas Espinoza, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
William Fleury, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ramiro Flores, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Yi Guan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Verna Guo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Phyllis Hayes-Reams, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Hoang, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
James Hong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ryokei Imai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tracy Imley, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Udai Jayakumar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lin Jia, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Uzma Khan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Urdu
Robert Kwaan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eugene Kwon, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jennifer Lam, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Helen Lee, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Richard Lee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
San Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dennis Lew, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Liao, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jun Ma, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Rola Magid, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nita Mahajan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Hector Miguel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dan Nguyen, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Khoi Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Nielsen, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alfredo Ok, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Rashmin Panchal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi
Samir Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jason Portillo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kevin Pusavat, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Desiree Queza, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Uday Reddy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrew Ren, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Tomie Rogers, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Jessica Sampat, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kishor Shah, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Tanim Shaheed, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maziyar Shoaee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eric Simkin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jeffrey Simon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ana Talamo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
David Tawfik, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nhu Cynthia Tieu, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chi Tran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Hieu Truong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tony Truong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Monica Tung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adaobi Udokwu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gilda Vige, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Jason Waterman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Edward Yang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
Hanna Yoshino, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Amharic
Mental Health
Taeko Bufford, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ellie Montiel, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gina Romeo, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Neurology
Prakash Desai, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher Distasio, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Hannauer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amir Khoiny, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Scott Miller, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeannie Rhee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nurse Practitioner
Linda Bojorquez, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julie-Anne Catron, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kathleen Clutterham, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nam Dao, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Gonzales, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cheryl Guidry, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jenise Han, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dianne Hunter, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paige Larrabee, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lonelyss Lewis, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Jane Mancuso, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Doris Maniti, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Danielle Naegle-Kaimoana, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Neal, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeannie Pan, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Zoila Paz, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Holly Pressburg, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marija Rasmussen, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Katherine Rowe, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paula Russo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patricia Starobin, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julie Thok, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Danny Truong, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pamela Wong, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Lisa Agustines, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cristina Amaya, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Anne Baquing, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn Surgery
Gonzalo Garreton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Ob/Gyn Urogynecology
Myunghi Renslo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Spanish

Ophtha Ret Vit Sur
Nader Ameli, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi

Ophthalmology
Jasmine Hayes-Adams, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patty Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Terrell, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Teddy Tong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alexander Tu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Corneal
Disease
Reginald Ariyasu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Glaucoma
Mamdouh Nakla, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Arabic

Ophthalmology: Oculoplastic
Kenneth Feldman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Vitreo-
Retinal
Jeremy Shaw, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Claudia Bear, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Heather Bowman, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amrita Butani, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sirpa Carey, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gene Chang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elizabeth Chen, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Justin Chin, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chee Hur, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Peter Jung, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Khiet Maemura, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kelly Mui, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gail Shibayama, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Calvin Tan, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Esther Tekawa, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rick Wang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Orthopedics**
Abtin Foroohar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi

Michael Hall, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Pediatric Endocrinology**
Erin Shih, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Pediatric Infectious Disease**
Bradley Ackerson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: French

**Pediatrics**
Claudia Alas, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jereme Butler, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Pediatrics Developmental**
Rumie Su, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog

**Perinatology**
Kevin Amaya, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Physical Med/Rehabilitation**
Brian Ahangar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Bin Cao, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Katherine Chin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Helen Chung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

David Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Physician Assistant
Gabriel Barrera, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Max Brummett, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Andrew Calderon, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lynne Chambers, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Madonna Chan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Mara Coyne, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Zackry Ellis, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lorraine Olson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Christopher Osborn, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Darla Hawkins, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Mobashshera Jabeen, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kaitlin Kane, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Karen Kincey, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Christopher Lee, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Joshua Lee, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Steven Lewis, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lilavati Makineni, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

John Manning, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Clinton Mitchell, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lorraine Olson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Christopher Tran, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Heidi Walsh, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Emily Woysner, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Plastic Surgery
Joseph Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Joseph Eby, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Bilugali Rajashekara, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Podiatric Surgery
Robert Bragg, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Aisha Commeh, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Scott Crismon, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Crystal Shirreffs, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Rebecca Shoemaker, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Joan Stoykovich, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jay Takata, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Karen Kincey, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lilavati Makineni, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Laurence Rick, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ariana Sanchez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Cheryl Jane Sapida, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Crystal Shirreffs, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Rebecca Shoemaker, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Joan Stoykovich, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jay Takata, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Karen Kincey, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lilavati Makineni, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Laurence Rick, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ariana Sanchez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Cheryl Jane Sapida, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Crystal Shirreffs, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Rebecca Shoemaker, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Joan Stoykovich, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jay Takata, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marshall Jex, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Oendrila Kamal, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Randall Leyking, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Robertson, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Wilk, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Amanda Borgida, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Virginia Coyle, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pulmonary Diseases
Edward Cheng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Liou, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dana Loo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sunit Mistry, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Moon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lawrence Tom, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Rheumatology
Rajinder Mahajan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Suchada Shu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nina Trinh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Social Worker
Brian Aldrich, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cynthia Alonzo, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kirin Basuta, MSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elvia Cabrera, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Teralyn Gabriel, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julie Keenan, MSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Tasia Economou, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher Lolachi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Eric Ro, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mike Sheu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hau Sin Wong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery: Bariatric
Gary Belzberg, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Edward Mun, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Robert Zane, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery: Colon/Rectal
Nana Pianim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephen Yoo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery: General
Rebecca Alleyne, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chuong Do, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alicia Holt, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kelly Meek, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Marianne Ryan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gerald Wilmoth, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Urology  
Joseph Chang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean  
Reza Goharderakhshan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ciprian Marchis, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Romanian  
Eric Robins, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Luis Salazar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Jeffrey Wang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

Vascular Surgery  
Richard Saroyan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tae Song, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Ziqing Wang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin  

Torrance Medical Offices  
20790 Madrona Ave.  
Torrance, CA 90503  
Advice/Appts.  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 7 a.m.–1 p.m.)  
1-800-780-1230  
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)  
After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)  
Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors  

Family Medicine  
Blake Chin-Lee, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Sarah Fong, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Eduardo Godoy, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Aileen Kurobe, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Mary Lee-Henderson, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

Nurse Practitioner  
Jackie Nguyen, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Ob/Gyn  
Sandra Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Shiny Mandla, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Sara Stewart, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  

Pediatrics  
Jennifer Lin-Nguyen, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Shiny Mandla, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Sara Stewart, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.
Winston Yung, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Physician Assistant  
Robert Spalding, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

West Covina Behavioral Health Offices  
1511 West Garvey Ave. North  
West Covina, CA 91790  
Addiction Medicine  
626-814-6500  
Behavioral Health Care Member Help Line,  
7 days, 24 hours  
1-800-900-3277  
Psychiatry Appts./Info  
626-960-4844  
Emergency Appts.  
626-960-4846  

Mental Health  
Francisca Acosta, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Edith Arevalo Barreiro, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jesus Barraza, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Lisa Bright, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Yvette Buccino, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Diane Campbell, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Yadira Cardenas, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Rebecca Carter, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Lisa Chen, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Erika Colon, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tricia De La Cruz, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Cheryl Eppler, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Roula Germain, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Donald Gershberg, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Amelia Getubig, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Rachel Gonzales, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Lucia Gonzalez, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Janel Grobes, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Noel Guevara, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Dorrence Hamilton, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Juan Huerta, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Marlen Jimenez, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
El Khansa Kaicer, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Steve Kobashigawa, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gloria Lainez, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Winnie Lam, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Cantonese Mandarin  
King-Hwa Lang, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gerald Le Boeuf, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Heidi Lozano, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kenneth Martinez, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Dianitza Medina, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Stefany Murillo, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nancy Othman, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Benzion Perez, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
West Covina Medical Offices
1249 S Sunset Ave.
West Covina, CA 91790
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-780-1277
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Family Medicine
Ped Bunsongsikul, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kimberly Bush-Smith, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Garvin Chu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Nghia Duong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Valerie Gallegos, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Evangelina Gonzalez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Adrienne Hill, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jun Huang, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Clark Kwok, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Melissa Lew, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Linda Lin, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese  
Florante Maglalang, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog  
Ying Mei, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Rafael Nunez Gutierrez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Victoria Pardo, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Sunil Roy, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Rafael Serna, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Eli Tsou, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Jennifer Vargas, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Steven Walsh, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Mark Weng, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Arlaine Wulur, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Indonesian  
Nurse Practitioner  
Kim Auduong, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jenna Blaustein, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Lorena Guitron-Zaby, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Arwin Kalaw, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Francisca Kho, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Indonesian  
Tritia Murillo, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Veronica Sanchez, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Haydee Valdovinos-Perdomo, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Marisol Ramos, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Whittier Medical Offices  
12470 Whittier Blvd.  
Whittier, CA 90602  
Advice/Appts.  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., 7 a.m.–1 p.m.)  
1-800-823-4040  
1-800-800-7990 (TTY)  
After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)  
Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors  
Family Medicine  
Ricardo Avila, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Christine Calderon, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
In-Kyu Choi, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Jose Gomez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Manuel Goncalves, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Carmen Gutierrez, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Rachel Kaplan, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Vincent Luong, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Dana Mckay, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ronald Ngayan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Sofia Palacios, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Caroline Grace Quiwa, M.D.
PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Deborah Spolter, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Hsuyuan Wu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Jose Yakushi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Internal Medicine
Eddie Kim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Han Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese
Ob/Gyn
Vicki Cordts, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Rebecca Roy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Alejandro Vazquez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Optometry
Diane Kawamoto, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Pediatrics
Tommy Cheung, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Cantonese Mandarin
Nicholas Chiu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Jenny Hung, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Taiwanese
Mi-Kyung Lee, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Hugh Tsai, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Inland Empire & Coachella Valley

Canyon Crest Mental Health Offices
5225 Canyon Crest Drive
Building 100
Riverside, CA 92507
Psychiatry Adult, child, and adolescent
Hours: M, Tu, Th, 7 a.m.–9 p.m.; W, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; F, 7 a.m.–5 p.m.
Appts./Cancel/Info.
951-248-4000
Emergency
951-248-4000
Refills by phone
951-353-4045
Behavioral Health Care Member Help Line, 7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277
Mental Health
Troy Bradley, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Renee Davis, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Martha De Zeeuw, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Victoria Delgadillo, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Todd Flynn, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Concepcion Foster, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Avalon Urgent Care Center
Urgent Care
No emergency services
58471 Twentynine Palms Hwy.
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
Information
760-365-0851
Terry Fowler, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Paul Gonsier, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Kimberly Hairston, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Natalie Hernandez, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Lucy Iskandar, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Judith Johnston, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Sara-Amanda Mccarthy, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

James Martin, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Gillian Loy, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Kristen Lennon, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Natalie Robinson, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Yvette Pope, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Matthew Proulx, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

April Rankin, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Christopher Rodrigo, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Yridiana Rodriguez Gonzalez, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Mark Seiberling, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Julie Siegel-Turner, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Susan Sobelman, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

George Young, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Cassandra Zeiler, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Asheena Keith, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Jonathan Watt, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Tao Yan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Zehzaa Mikhaeil, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Bernard Nanadiego, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Joscelyn Wilson, PsyD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Chino Grand Medical Offices  
3750 Grand Avenue  
Chino, CA 91710  
Appts./Cancel/Info./Msgs.
1-888-750-0036
Behavioral Health
Hours: M–F, 7:30 a.m.–5 p.m.
Appts./Cancel/Info./Msgs.
1-866-205-3515

Family Medicine
Mark Bai, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Nolan Chang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Brian Ching, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Peter Choi, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Nolan Chang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Matthew Diaz, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jazzlyn Gallardo, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jennifer Kim, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Bruce Koyle, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Anissa Lacount, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jeffrey Petrilla, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Abdullah Saidy, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Mary Jane San Antonio, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Internal Medicine
Liwen Han, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Andrew Min, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Tin Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Mukti Tripathi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Hon Lim Wong, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese

Mental Health
Uche Asiodu, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Vanessa Austin, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Kathy Bennett, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Robert Gonzalez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Neelam Patel, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gencia Williams, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Optometry
Judy Fan, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Tammy Tran, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
David West, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Wilbur Wu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Eunah Chung, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Eva Feliciano, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ada Ho, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ryan Kaneko, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Physician Assistant
Melinda Garcia, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Hannah Kim, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Chino Medical Offices
11911 Central Ave.
Chino, CA 91710
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., 7 a.m.–3:30 p.m.)
1-888-750-0036
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Jennifer Balguma, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Shayna Hsu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ming Isinhue, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Taiwanese  
Christine Jung, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Noel Ramirez, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish  
Stanley Setiawan, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Sze-Wei Shimizu, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Ricardo Uriostegui, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Portuguese Spanish  
Alberto Yanez, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish  
Internal Medicine  
John Kao, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Joseph Paredes, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish  
Pediatrics  
Christopher Horan, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Marian Lee, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Physician Assistant  
Arshad Samad, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Colton Medical Offices  
789 E. Cooley Drive  
Colton, CA 92324  
Advice/Appts.  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;  
Sat., 7 a.m.–3:30 p.m.)  
1-888-750-0036  
After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)  
Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors  
TTY 711  
Family Medicine  
Vinod Dasika, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Ershad Forghani-Arani, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Donald Harlan, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Almira Tescha Karpenko, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Patricia Mcghee, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Leland Okubo, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Jonathan Parker, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Kathryn Roth, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Robert Schmitt, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Gustav Smith, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Tung Tran, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Optometry  
Bich Lan Nguyen, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tara Vacharkulksemsuk, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
PEDIATRICS  
Jonathan Endres, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Jeffrey Muskett, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Physician Assistant  
Jennifer Alderson, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kim Bennett, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Cheri Lawler, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Katherine Lewis, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Corona Medical Offices  
2055 Kellogg Ave.  
Corona, CA 92879  
Advice/Appts.  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;  
Sat., 7 a.m.–3 p.m.)  
1-866-9THRIVE  
(1-866-984-7483)  
After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)  
Behavioral Health Care  
Member Help Line,  
7 days, 24 hours  
1-800-900-3277  
Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors  
Psychiatry  
Appts./Cancel/Info./Msgs.
Ellen Pacson, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Lena Ponce De Leon, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Yeo Youn, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

**Mental Health**
Trevor Agar, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Heather Arrington, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mark Cisneros, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Cyr, M.F.T SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Malynda Eastman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sabina Eubanks, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gregory Gray, M.F.T SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elizabeth Iribe, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Kennedy, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephanie Lane, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Darlene Lemmo, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Danielle Lipkin, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adam Lubas, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Josephine Ogawa, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cynthia Picone, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cristina Plasencia, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Estela Polo-Jacobsson, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carmella Ramos, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Xochitl Razal, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karla Reynoso, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Susanne Schmidt-Bracy, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Neurology
Eric Huang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nurse Practitioner
June Netikosol, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Thai
Ob/Gyn
Jennifer Chou-Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sabah Langston, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeanette Lee-Hua, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alia Shbeebe, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Optometry
Wesley Chant, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Steve Dao, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amiey To, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Abner Velasco, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pediatrics
Eric Arambulo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Janeth Ceja, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Italian Spanish
Eiko Furusawa, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese
Psych-Geriatric
Jessica Hazen, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Physiatry
Britany Alexander, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kalika Chander, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Psychiatry
Daniel Hackett, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Executive Urgent Care of Indian Wells

Urgent Care
No emergency services
74-785 Highway 111
Indian Wells, CA 92210

Information
760-346-3932

Fontana Medical Center

Emergency
Urgent Care
Hospital and Medical Offices
9961 Sierra Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335

Addiction Medicine
909-427-5128

Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., 7 a.m.–3:30 p.m.)
1-888-750-0036

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Psychiatry
1-866-205-3595

TTY 711

Addiction Med Cdrs
Alejandra Clark, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Sean Koon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jordan Mills, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Douglas Richards, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Addiction Medicine
Steven Valenti, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Allergy Asthma And Immunology
John Chase, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Chien, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sandy Jung-Wu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Luis Saca, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Pauline Tsai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Cardiology
Jasvir Ajit-Uppal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: French
Punjabi
Saida Campwala, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi

William Chin, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Eric Chou, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Bao-Khanh Do, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nainesh Gandhi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ravi Konchigeri, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Albert Mehany, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

William Mosley, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

James Orens, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Riteshkumar Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jie Ren, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Grace Nam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Certified Nurse Midwife
Toni Amundsen, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dameelah Carolina, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Karla Hill, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Melinda Jones, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jinny Kung, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kimberly Ladage, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Tamsin Lewis, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Maryam Modirrousta, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Critical Care Medicine
Nimesh Patel, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dermatology
Dannie Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Monika Curlin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Phillip Hsu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Nicholas Marinkovich, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lewis Kramer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nicholas Marinkovich, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Janna Ratzlaff, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Aruna Shinde, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi

Laila Shad, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kathleen Walsh, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lisa Whitley, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Charlette Withers, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Cardiology:
Electrophysiology
Devindra Dabiesingh, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

William Chin, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Critical Care Medicine
Nimesh Patel, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dermatology
Dannie Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Monika Curlin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Phillip Hsu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Nicholas Marinkovich, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lewis Kramer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nicholas Marinkovich, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Janna Ratzlaff, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Aruna Shinde, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Emily Tang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Mandarin

Walter Tjoa, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Dutch  
Indonesian

Linda Tolbert, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
language spoken: Cantonese  
Mandarin

Dermatology: mohs Surgery  
Linh Lu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Gagik Oganesyan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
language spoken: Spanish

Endocrine  
Diabetes/Metabolism  
Matthew McCauley, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Endocrinology  
Eunice Chuang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
language spoken: Hungarian  
Spanish

Family Medicine  
Jeanny Abouelsood, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Michael Adair, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish

Malinda Baker, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Malrie Brown, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Nathan Carlson, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Crystal Chin, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Janelle Cox, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Stacie Cruz, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Elizabeth Dameff, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Bulgarian French

Alina Dean, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Romanian

Paulino Equihua, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish

Cynthia Freel, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Sonia Guirgis, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Leslie Harris-Buckner, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Andrew Hubbard, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Timothy Jenkins, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Dennis Khalili-Borna, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Nazmeen Khan, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Giancarlo Lembo, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Peter Leung, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Kerry Litman, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish

Gabriel Lopez, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish

Rosalyn Milenkiewicz, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michael Morris, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alex Mroszczyk-McDonald, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Michael Muljana, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Indonesian Spanish

Vidhi Narang, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Hindi

David Nutter, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
French Spanish

Rindala Obeid, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Kwasi Osei, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Kirk Pagel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nehal Patel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Gujarati  
Spanish

Giancarlo Lembo, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Peter Leung, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Kerry Litman, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish

Gabriel Lopez, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish

Rosalyn Milenkiewicz, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michael Morris, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alex Mroszczyk-McDonald, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Michael Muljana, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Indonesian Spanish

Vidhi Narang, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Hindi

David Nutter, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
French Spanish

Rindala Obeid, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Kwasi Osei, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Kirk Pagel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nehal Patel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Gujarati  
Spanish

Giancarlo Lembo, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Peter Leung, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Kerry Litman, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish

Gabriel Lopez, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish

Rosalyn Milenkiewicz, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michael Morris, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alex Mroszczyk-McDonald, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Michael Muljana, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Indonesian Spanish

Vidhi Narang, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Hindi

David Nutter, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
French Spanish

Rindala Obeid, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Kwasi Osei, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Kirk Pagel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nehal Patel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Gujarati  
Spanish
Aaron Rubin, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Robert Salis, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Girgis Sharmoukh, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Andrea Sircable, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Theal, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jimmy Tran, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Patricia Trantham, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sarah Turner, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christi Wiley, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
David Wong, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ivan Zubkov, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Gastroenterology
Hala Al-Jiboury, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Michael Chan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Patricia Hsia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
David Kesterbaum, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Timothy Kuo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
Scott Marnoy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Tommy Oei, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Nehali Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Zhirang Song, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Blanca Viramontes, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Joseph Yeh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Genetics
Grace Noh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Geriatrics
Marian Assal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Michael Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Israel Coutin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Thomas Xavier Cuyegkeng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Thet Oo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese

Palliative&contcare
Norman Ragaza, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Asit Shil, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Bengali
Gina Soliman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Chirag Gandhi, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jonathan Greer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Robyn Heidenreich, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Kamal Kejriwal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Urdu
Wajiha Khan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Helen Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Michael Ma, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Erna Merlo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kourosh Moshiri, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Taiwanese
Scott Marnoy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Taiwanese
Chirag Gandhi, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Esther Won, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Wong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Gyn Oncology
Michael Manuel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Pretorius, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mallory Zhang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Hematology And Oncology
Joseph Chan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thomas Fong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sean Miller, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anh Pham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sohail Saeed, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Reena Vora, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charles Yang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Im Nephrology Chronic
Amitabh Chauhan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi

Paula Cho, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Jesse Chuang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Woldemariam Gebreselassie, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jan Herrman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Talha Imam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Urdu
Jennet Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jacquelyn Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Glory Tseng, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wan-Ting Yang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Infectious Diseases
Edward Blews, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Johnathan Chou, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Warren Howard, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jea Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Internal Medicine
Arman Aryai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Noe Noe Aung, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kendra Becker, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sanjay Bhakta, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kinnar Bhavsar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi
Elizabeth Cadag, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Ian Casimiro, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thomas Chen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Philomena Cho, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Samiksha Choudhary, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Duane Collins, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Quang Dao, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Elizabeth De La Portilla, D.O.
PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Jasmit Dhaliwal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Punjabi

James Dinh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Mark Eicher, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Habib Elghoul, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Pooneh Esfahani, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Arash Faghieh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Benjamin Francisco, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Ambreen Hasan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Dean Huynh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Patricia Ibarra, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Edward Im, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Francis Jang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kanchana Keerthipala, M.D.
PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Sean Khorami, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Dolly Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi

Joseph Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kevin Lee, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Burmese Cantonese Mandarin

Michael Lee, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Burmese Te-le Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Derek Leung, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Duncan Leung, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Derek Li, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Katherine Lin, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Les Liu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Linh Lu, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Rowena Mak-Huang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Omar Mapara, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Sandra Min, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Manuel Mojica, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Jonahlie Monsale, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Marie Montoya, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Margaret Mou, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Sameer Murali, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Stephen Myung, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Duc Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Siera Panhwar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Loan Pham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Jocelyn Ramoso, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Kuruganti Reddy, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Maria Del Mar Sarria Melero, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Mahesh Shah, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Asha Sharma, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Terence Sonuga, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ronald Spier, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sena St. John, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Chithraleka Sundaramurthy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tamil
Charerntas Toochinda, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Tsung-Tso Tsai, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Prasit Vassantachart, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Yu Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Scott Wojtowich, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gary Wong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Suhaib Zanial, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wubanche Zellalem, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Amharic

Mental Health
Dale Aarestad, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lettie Brower-Napolitano, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lucille Bulaon-Castillo, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tara Campbell, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vanessa Carrillo, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gisselle Castanos, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mariana Cervantes Mendez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sal Chavez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Delgadillo, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jacqueline Deras, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Janell Eberly, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Elder, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Abran Esquibel, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Esmeralda Garcia, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrea Hatfield, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrea Heitz, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Renata Herrell, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Renette Herrera, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gloria Holguin, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Regina Holmes, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Debbi Huffey, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Heidi Joffrion, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kathryn Kawecki, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Randall Kerr, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeanie Kiele-Chavez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leticia Gonzalez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Teresita Gonzalez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Gregoria, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Claudia Guillaume, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrea Hatfield, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrea Heitz, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Renata Herrell, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeanie Kiele-Chavez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nurse Practitioner
Cecilia Abban, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patience Akhimien, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christine Bautista, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leona Bell, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stacey Boxx, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rhonda Burno, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rebecca Carpio, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kailing Chan, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Angela Collins, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nicola Compton, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kay Crawford, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Dass, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Celia Elias, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Anna Fragoso-Nino, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michele Gonzales, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amanda Harris, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Berenice Hernandez, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leanna Hizon, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Betty Hunter, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Buchi Imoohi, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sumira Kemp, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Kirby, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Valorie Knoop, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Toyin Kuyoro, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vivian Mac, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Linda Montgomery, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Christina Morales, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Maureen Musa, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Harilal Nair, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sally Nam, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Jonathan Negus, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Janice Nyirady, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Olubukola Obidi, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Miriam Ofili, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ezije Onyeachonam, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cleo Pineda, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dominic Pisigan, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sabrina Prudencio, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Aida Romulo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pamela Rosario, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marlaine Skaggs, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pinpin Tedja-Yen, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Sandra Valenzuela, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Berenice Vazquez, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nimfa Veloso, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Darla Watterson, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Sunjeeve Weerasinghe, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Avisa Abaian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Esteban Andryjowicz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Hector Anguiano, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Adrianna Barrett, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Diwata Hope Bose, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Joe Casillas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Sandra Crowder, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Mona Dave, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Marisol Flores, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Sarah Foster, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Jerrelyn Inocencio-Diaz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog

Khosro Iromloo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi

Spanish

Fabiana Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Kyu Kwak, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean

Carrie Li, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin

Thuy Mai, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ravindhra Mamilla, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Sonty Man, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Sara Noroozkhani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Victor Ruiz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Jerry Tsai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Karl Urban, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kenneth Wong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Teresa Wray, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jane Yeo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Amy Zhai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn Surgery
Berneva Adams, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn Urogynecology
Kenneth Griffis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Jean Park, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ob/Gyn: Reproductive Endocrine
Shirley Fong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Occupational Medicine
Guirguis Hanna, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Arabic
Lauri Hemsley, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yan Liu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Lugo, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thomas Pham, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Usha Raghavan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi
Punjabi

Ophthalmology
Anthony Anderson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rudy Hedayi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Turkish
Edward Lehman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eamon Leung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Cantonese
Paul Maguire, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patrick Raymore, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amanda Tang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Corneal Disease
Victoria Chen-Espinoza, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Glaucoma
Farnaz Memarzadeh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Spanish

Optometry
Michael Allen, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sevim Bakirian-Miller, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Cai, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rex Chu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tony Dang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Roonggan Felce, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Keiko Kitamura, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cathy Leventakis, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Theprangsny Nantha, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Munish Sharma, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Constance Twu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Pediatric
Tu Lan Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese

Optometry
Anthony Anderson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rudy Hedayi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Turkish
Edward Lehman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eamon Leung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Cantonese
Paul Maguire, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patrick Raymore, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amanda Tang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Corneal Disease
Victoria Chen-Espinoza, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Glaucoma
Farnaz Memarzadeh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Spanish

Optometry
Michael Allen, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sevim Bakirian-Miller, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Cai, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rex Chu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tony Dang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Roonggan Felce, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Keiko Kitamura, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cathy Leventakis, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Theprangsny Nantha, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Munish Sharma, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Constance Twu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Pediatric
Tu Lan Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese

Optometry
Anthony Anderson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rudy Hedayi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Turkish
Edward Lehman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eamon Leung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Cantonese
Paul Maguire, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patrick Raymore, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amanda Tang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Corneal Disease
Victoria Chen-Espinoza, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Glaucoma
Farnaz Memarzadeh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Spanish

Optometry
Michael Allen, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sevim Bakirian-Miller, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Cai, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rex Chu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tony Dang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Roonggan Felce, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Keiko Kitamura, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cathy Leventakis, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Theprangsny Nantha, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Susie Wright, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joseph Wu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Yi, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopedics
Lawrence Albinski, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jack Anavian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brent Berger, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gurbir Chhabra, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Adeel Husain, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christine Kwak, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ho Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sarah Lewis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paul Liu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Britt Miller, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mohammad Namazian, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
German
Richard Rose, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Frances Sharpe, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Samir Tejwani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gregory Tennant, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jack Yu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ped Invasive Cardiology
Eugene Hwang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Endocrinology
Maria Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ramin Mogadas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Pediatric Gastroenterology
Bruce Grill, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mun-Wah Ng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese, Mandarin

Pediatric Hematology/Oncology
Liesl Mathias, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kenji Morimoto, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Neha Vaghasia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Infectious Disease
Kevin Quinn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Intensive
Phi-Yen Bui, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jessie Gargas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ricky Luu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Vovan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Pulmonology
Kyle McCallin, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Rheumatology
Minakshi Chaudhari, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Eduardo Acosta, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Tara Agena, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ifeoma Anidi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brenna Bley, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Heain Cha, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Marshneil Chavan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Edward Curry, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Chuong Dang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Karen De La Cruz, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Fabricio Gerardo Ochoa, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Damon Greene, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Emily Hsu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Meera Kanani, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Sandeep Kaushal, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Michelle Khoe, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Mitzi Loubriel, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Nina Lu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Susan Lukose, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Mudit Mathur, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Tiffany Merrick Mikhail, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Fady Mikhail, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Glenn Miya, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Alison Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Joan Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Irene Odom, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Christiana Rajasingham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nirupa Reddy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jasmine Sharma, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Punjabi Spanish
Claricia Shepherd, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alexandora Siporin, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Arnelle Stone-Midley, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Shanthi Swami, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Andrea Thorp, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
James Tong, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Valarie Wong, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Huiquan Zhao, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Pediatrics Developmental
Anna Maria Declaro, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Belen Leong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Jennifer Leung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese

Perinatology
Elena Bronshtein, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Wilbert Fortson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Clifford Marshall, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gohar Stepanyan, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Physical Med/Rehabilitation
Adrienne Beck, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gerald Goodlow, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mustafa Khan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lawrence Lai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Herbert Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nancy Panse, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Margarita Parra, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ami Patel, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pintu Patel, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ashley Pereyra, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ana Pula, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jesus Ramos, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Rockstad, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Roy, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ana Rubalcaba, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Randall Sellon, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Plastic Surgery
Daron Geldwert, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hebrew
Charlotte Resch, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sunil Mehta, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nagib Mikhael, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Arabic
Pranav Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Arezoo Rahmim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ehsan Sarabi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nima Sharif, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Jayant Choure, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Kevin Guber, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ashley Zucker, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Laura Chavez, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bridget Gerber, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisamarie Shelton, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bheratkumar Joshi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi
Steven Lee, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
Karina Pambukhchian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Rheumatology
Aneeta Kiran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jaymica Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richie Rana, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pulmonary Diseases
Craig Arakaki, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lorraine Coli, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Randy Hou, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Social Worker
Michael Chavez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Silvia Esquivias, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ericka Guerrero, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Bryanne Harned, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Georganna Hemingway, MSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Susan Lopresti, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jennifer Nakamura, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Michelle Ghostine, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ying Hsieh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Paul Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrew Lee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin  
Daniel Lee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Zirria Richardson, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Mark Segal, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jeanne Shepherd, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Johnny Sok, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Surgery Oncologic  
Blaine Morton, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Surgery: Cardiovascular  
Nahidh Hasaniya, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ali Jabari, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi  
Kenneth Lee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Devin Mudge, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Mohamed Sellami, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Daniel Serna, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Surgery: Colon/Rectal  
Joseph Ruan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Robert Yuhan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Surgery: General  
Eun Chang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Soo Hwa Han, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean  
David Handman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic  
Wega Koss, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: French  
German  
Sheryl Kwak, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Joanna Lim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Carie Mcvay, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jane Ong, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Manish Patel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Deron Tessier, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Noel Victor, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Steven Wenzel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jun Yamanishi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Surgery: Pediatric  
Hansen Wang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Thoracic Surgery  
Lawrence Kong, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Rafael Navarro, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Urology  
James Craig, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gregory Lang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michael Lawrence, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Albert Mikhail, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Charles Page, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Boris Prusa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kulwant Singh, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Punjabi
William Sohn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Strub, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jennifer Sung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yu Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Vascular Surgery
Paul Aka, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Darian Behseresht, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Hsu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Majid Tayyarah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Trung Vo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

High Desert/Victorville Medical Offices 2
Urgent Care
14011 Park Ave
Victorville, CA 92392
Medical Offices closed Sundays and major holidays.
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;
Sat., 7 a.m.–3:30 p.m.)
1-888-750-0036
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Ihuoma Chukwueke, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Magnolia De Guzman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sandra Delgado-Campos, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Eddy Escobar, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Suk Park, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Heidi Remulla, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Medhat Salama, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Mark Anthony Santos, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
John Sharpe, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kenji Shibata, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Yumi Shinzato, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Gary Sugimoto, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Maged Toma, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Geriatrics
Palliative&contcare
Ruth Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ramesh Khurana, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
German Hindi Punjabi
Jack Liang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Erin Livingston, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jose Magana, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken:
Spanish
Edgar Ochoa, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Heidi Remulla, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken:
Spanish
Suk Park, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Heidi Remulla, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken:
Tagalog
Medhat Salama, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Mark Anthony Santos, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
John Sharpe, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kenji Shibata, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Yumi Shinzato, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Gary Sugimoto, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Maged Toma, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Geriatrics
Palliative&contcare
Ruth Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Aqueelah Richmond, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Internal Medicine
Amal Ballat, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Stanley Ng, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Thein Oo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Burmese
Sherilyn Savery, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sakshi Singh, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Mental Health
Patricia Bowers, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kathleen Jansen, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Thao Le, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Uzma Ali, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Allison Cheng, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Marcelino Latina, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Lena Lee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Zar Lwin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Carmelita Raymundo-De Vera, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Michelle Yun, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Physician Assistant
Daniel Caballero, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charinda Charoen, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patrick Coffey, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elda Ilia, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mark Lochte, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nyla Raponi, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kourtsein Schweitzer, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rawlin Warta, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeremy Winderweedle, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leah Zalsman, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Indian Hill Medical Offices
250 W. San Jose Street
Claremont, CA 91711
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;
Sat., 7 a.m.–3:30 p.m.)
1-888-750-0036
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL

(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Monique Barbieto, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Wednesday Biscocho, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Lisa Choi-Flores, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean Spanish
Kyle Lee, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
Jin Park, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Mohamed Simjee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Urdu
Thuan Tran, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Laura Vargas, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Hollis Lee, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Mandarin Taiwanese  

Nurse Practitioner  
Maryann Villanueva, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Pediatrics  
Premalata Manickam, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tamil  
Lourdes Minaya, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

Indio Monroe Medical Offices  
46-900 Monroe Street, Suite E  
Indio, CA 92201  
Advice/Appts.  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., Sun., 7 a.m.–3 p.m.)  
1-866-9THRIVE  
(1-866-984-7483)  

After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)  

Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors  
TTY 711  

Family Medicine  
Javier Armijo, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Jose Fernandez, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Raquel Gomez-Mora, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

Orthopedics  
Gilbert Hyde, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Physician Assistant  
Donna Cooper, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Podiatric Surgery  
Yunhan Zhang, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Inland Valley Medical Center  
Emergency  
36485 Inland Valley Dr.  
Wildomar, CA 92595  
Emergency Department  
951-677-9773  
Information  
951-677-1111  

John F. Kennedy Memorial Hospital  
Emergency  
47111 Monroe St.  
Indio, CA 92201  
Emergency  
760-775-8111  
Information  
760-347-6191  

Meridian Medical Offices  
14305 Meridian Parkway  
Riverside, CA 92518  
Advice/Appts.  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., Sun., 7 a.m.–3 p.m.)  
1-866-9THRIVE  
(1-866-984-7483)  

Dermatology  
Desmond Gibson, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Felicia Schwab, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Family Medicine  
Billy Chang, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
William Craig, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Gilbert Lee, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean  
Tammy Liu, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Angela Martin, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Karen Mcbride, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Vimal Patel, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Jason Sacdalan, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.
Christevan Sihotang, M.D.
PCP
Accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Zubair Ali, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Yin Yin Aye, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Burmese Mandarin
Gloria Carreon, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Palak Dave, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati Hindi
Mai Le, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Mikaela Lewis, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Virgil Nielsen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Anita Phatak, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Sarah Rasheed, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Urdu
Gregory Tan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ophtalmology
Mausam Damani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Tinny Dinh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Montclair Mental Health Offices
5330 San Bernardino St.
Montclair, CA 91763
Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line, 7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277
Psychiatry
1-866-205-3595

Mental Health
Thomas Chegwidden, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Stuart Cohen, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Luis Deleon, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Raleen Dinger, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ellen Graham, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jennifer Guerguis, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Marsha Johnson, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jennifer Larratt-Smith, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Rosa Winter, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psych-Geriatric
Magdi Mikhael, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Arabic French

Psychiatry
Karen Baghamian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Davis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jennifer Ferrer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Mohammed Haqqani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog

Josephine Nowell, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Norma Ramirez-Alvarez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Amber Simpson, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
James White, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jessica Williams, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Kristina Woodward-Mackie, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psych-Geriatric
Magdi Mikhael, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Arabic French

Psychiatry
Karen Baghamian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Davis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jennifer Ferrer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Mohammed Haqqani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog

Rosa Winter, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Kristina Woodward-Mackie, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psych-Geriatric
Magdi Mikhael, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Arabic French

Psychiatry
Karen Baghamian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Davis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jennifer Ferrer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Mohammed Haqqani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Ildiko Hodde, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Harry Lewis, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ana-Maria Osorio, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Randolph Kado, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Moreno Valley Heacock Medical Offices**  
12815 Heacock St.  
Moreno Valley, CA 92553  

Addiction Medicine  
**951-601-6174**  
Advice/Appointments  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 7 a.m.–3 p.m.)  
**1-866-9THRIVE**  
(1-866-984-7483)  

After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
**1-888-KPONCALL**  
(1-888-576-6225)  
**1-888-880-0833 (TTY)**  

Behavioral Health Care  
Member Help Line,  
7 days, 24 hours  
**1-800-900-3277**  

Personal Physician Selection  
**1-888-956-1616**  
kp.org/finddoctors  

TTY 711  

**Family Medicine**  
Caitlin Chau, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese  
Fausto Cruz, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Leon Ewin, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
April Ford, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Mitchell Howo, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Sungjin John, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Korean  
Kent Johnson, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Anuja Kapadia, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Gujarati  
Hindi  
Dhaval Kapadia, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Gujarati  
Hindi  
Ameenah Muhammad, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Irene Oladokun, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Murtaza Rajabali, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Rodolfo Rojas, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Nellie Sgambelluri, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Nathan Weldon, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Kenneth Williams, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Sandra Zaragoza-Kaneki, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

**Internal Medicine**  
Sheleste Ladson, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  

**Mental Health**  
Denenea Conner, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Matthew Gilford, SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Winsley Hector, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jana Pitts, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Beverly Romano, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Vince Vegna, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Nurse Practitioner**  
Betty Stevens, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

**Occupational Medicine**  
Trix Syu, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Optometry**  
Darlene Karsting, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Psychologist**  
Randolph Kado, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Randolph Kado, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura West, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Josephine Lai, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Chandani Nanavati, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Teresa Sanchez, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
David Walsh, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Pediatrics  
Sofronio Basical, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: Spanish 
Tagalog 
Rhoda Blum, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Daniel Bruch, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Elaine Chen, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. 
Miryah Chen, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Catherine Chuateco, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Emily Garabedian, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Paul Hartfield, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Bradley Jacoby, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients. 
Katherine Levernier, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. 
Kalpana Mohan, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. 
Shubha Narayan, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: Spanish 
Tamil

Deana Nassman, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients. 
Vanessa Perez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish 
Nina Rodriguez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish 
Luz Sison, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Nayra Tanios, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Moreno Valley Medical Center  
27300 Iris Ave. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

Internal Medicine  
Tin Aung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese 
Mi Mi Kyaing, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese 
Birju Shah, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati 
Hindi

Loi Tran, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Social Worker  
Deborah Nemley, MSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Moreno Valley Medical Center Medical Office Building 2  
27200 Iris Ave FL 1  
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Advice Nurse  
Phone hours: M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sa, Su, 7 a.m.–3 p.m.  
1-866-9THRIVE  
(1-866-984-7483) 
Certified Nurse Midwife  
Darlene Bahnmillner, C.N.M. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Aiyana Davison, C.N.M. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Loredana Ruiz, C.N.M. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Hematology And Oncology  
Vishal Ranpura, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati 
Hindi

Vaishali Saste, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.

Im Nephrology Chronic  
Karen Dewar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Shelly Xing Gammon, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Infectious Diseases  
Anita Cheruvanky, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.
Aldon Li, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Neurology
Rodolfo Escutin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Ross Pender, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Laura Ross, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Mark Bernhardt, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Carter, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amanda Dickerson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jose Flores Penilla, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Helen Goo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
David Kowallis, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Miller, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Riding, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vallory Staley, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Podiatric Surgery
David Jenne, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Manoj Lal, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pulmonary Diseases
Sebastian Benavides, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Niraj Mahajan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopedics
Gina Cruz, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Hild, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bradley Hotchner, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mitchell Mcdowell, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Krishnama Raju, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Telugu

Surgery Head/Neck
Allen Hwang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Zahid Hoda, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Urdu
Jason Tomlin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tara Wilson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Urology
Gaurang Shah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi

Murrieta Medical Offices
Urgent Care
28150 Keller Road
Murrieta, CA 92563
Advice Nurse
Phone hours: M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sa, Su, 7 a.m.–3 p.m.
1-866-9THRIVE
(1-866-984-7483)
Certified Nurse Midwife
Kari Gaskins, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bich Nguyen-Do, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Roshann Samuels, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Gregory Basiago, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Letty Emery, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Sukhdeep Gill, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Punjabi
Franky Hasibuan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Emanuel Kristianto, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Indonesian
Noel Nepomuceno, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Sharon Ng, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Gilbert Rodriguez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Gastroenterology
Eiei Soe, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese

Im Nephrology Chronic
Reza Elahimehr, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Nurse Practitioner
Liza Alvarado, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sarah Devine-Cooter, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Romie Basu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kiran Bharadwa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Emanuela Christati, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Kimberly Adams, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cody Atterbury, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Melissa Carlton, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Blanca Casas, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ryan Ellis, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Darryl Graves, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rigoberto Gutierrez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kimberly Hudson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Larue Laporte, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sandor Lin, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jessica Swansbrough, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
April Theisen, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Craig Westbrook, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Ontario Medical Center**

**Emergency Urgent Care**
Hospital and Medical Offices
2295 S. Vineyard Ave.
Ontario, CA 91761
Advice/ Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;
Sat., 7 a.m.–3:30 p.m.)
1-888-750-0036
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
1-888-576-6225
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

**Critical Care Medicine**
Hoon Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean

**Internal Medicine**
Danish Abbas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rachel Bailon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog

**Surgery Head/Neck**
Aliya Ferouz-Colborn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Terry Fleck, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Surgery: General**
Edmund Burke, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tommy Dinh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Urology**
Aravind Chandrashekar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Joseph Sardina, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Vahid Berdjis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
German

Andrew Cha, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Seonah Cho, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeff Chuang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Taiwanese

Jonnel Constantino, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Brittany Doremus, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ashley Fan, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Van Hua, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Edmond Hui, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wei Chan Hwang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Fred Lai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
William Lai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
Yang Li, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
David Liu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jonathan Lo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
David Talukdar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Dien Ton-That, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Vicki Trang Tran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Kareem Yahya, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Simon Ro, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Samuel Shin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ontario Mental Health Offices
3330 Centre Lake Drive
Ontario, CA 91761
Behavioral Health Care Member Help Line, 7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277
Psychiatry
1-866-205-3595
Individual, family, and group psychotherapy, and crisis intervention for adults, children, and adolescents.
Mental Health
Rosalee Acevedo, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gina Beaman, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jean Blazen, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Rosemary Callopy, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Janet Carrasco, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Cany Chong, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sandra Copenhagen, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christina Cuevas, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joel Latimer, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Debra Manriquez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Arturo Palacios, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry:  
Child/Adolescent
Victoria Barrow, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maher Kozman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Ontario Vineyard Medical Offices

Emergency
Urgent Care
Hospital and Medical Offices
2295 S. Vineyard Ave.
Ontario, CA 91761
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., 7 a.m.–3:30 p.m.)
1-888-750-0036
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

TTY 711

Cardiology
Binny Abraham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
Arti Choure, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi

Certified Nurse Midwife
Mary Phillips, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Endocrinology
Brandon Chock, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dat Ha, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Sheila Marie Adan, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Marco Banda, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Elizabeth Canete, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
David Diep, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Kim Henon, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Chung-Pang Hsu, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Amsavani Kandaswamy, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Tamil

William Yoon, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Gastroenterology  
Onki Cheung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese

Alexander Han, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Timothy Mccarter, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Daniel Seid, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Paurush Shah, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Janet Yang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Genetics  
Trevor Hoffman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Internal Medicine  
Merlita Cruzat, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Manjusha Gupta, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Laura Nguyen, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Devin Shahverdian, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Armenian Spanish

Mental Health  
Evelyn Orellana, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Neurology  
Michael Lee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Bryan Liou, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Taiwanese

Michael Oh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Nuclear Medicine
Alison Taur, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Cheryl Bock, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elena Mourachko-Cheng, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Yarameekah Adams, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lorraine Atilano, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Oren Azulay, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn Urogynecology
Heidi Chew, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology
Blake Crawford, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Clarence Hamilton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amila Silva, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jonathan Tung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Hawna Chau, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kelly Delange, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Diana Lee, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopedics
David Anderson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Javier Descalzi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eugene Farng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Sukay, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry: Pediatric
Jonathan Duerksen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry: Pediatric
Jonathan Duerksen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology
Blake Crawford, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Clarence Hamilton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amila Silva, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jonathan Tung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopedics
David Anderson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Javier Descalzi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eugene Farng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Sukay, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gabriel Trainer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bryan Wiley, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pediatrics
Najjia Ahmed, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jennifer Bautista, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Benjamin Kershberg, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Eric Wong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Rabia Manzoor, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Saroj Zanak, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Hindi

Jennifer Bautista, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Benjamin Kershberg, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Eric Wong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Rabia Manzoor, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Saroj Zanak, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Alt. language spoken: Hindi

Physical Med/Rehabilitation
Christine Diaz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Physician Assistant
Rosary Anne Barton-Serafini, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Amy Haager, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Thomas Koras, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Margaret Legan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Giselle Ludi, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Robert Manzo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ephraim San Miguel, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dania Tenorio, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Roxanne Umanzor-Smiley, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

William Webb, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Plastic Surgery
Gyu Chin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

James Chui, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Darren Leong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Plastic Surgery: Hand
Madeleine Gust, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Catherine Walsh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Podiatric Surgery
Jason Bowen, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kent Cramer, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Anthony Kimball, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Christine Salonga, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Thomas Tanaka, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pulmonary Diseases
Tej Naik, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dung Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Mayank Shah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati

Hindi

Linh Truong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Rheumatology
Miten Vasa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Social Worker
Kirsten Carter, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anna Melissa Chavez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Gonzalez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Surgery Head/Neck**
Hamid Arjomandi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dennis Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jinwei Hu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Eric Paulson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Surgery: Bariatric**
Philip Chin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Peter Fedorka, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Surgery: General**
Nina Bowman, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Lori Chow, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Siu-Keung Chung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese Mandarin
Clifford Eke, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Stephanie Hanna, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: French
Arinbjorn Jonsson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ngoc Patrick Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Sunal Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Urology**
Luther Bryant, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Arsenio Figueroa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Hiroshi Katsumi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Japanese
Kent Miyamoto, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephen Poon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Palm Desert Medical Offices**
University Park Centre
75-036 Gerald Ford Dr.
Palm Desert, CA 92211
Advice Nurse
Phone hours: M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sa, Su, 7 a.m.–3 p.m.
1-866-9THRIVE
(1-866-984-7483)

**Family Medicine**
Mira May Magsino, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Todd Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Bolanle Oyeyipo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

**Internal Medicine**
Maria Aldeguer, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Carolin Girgis, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Hagit Hecht, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew
Emma Javier, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Jiandong Liu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Abraham John Lo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ricky Menor, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Raymundo Morales, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Vyacheslav Shvartsman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Nurse Practitioner
Emmeline Soto-Elliott, N.P.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology
Paramdeep Mand, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Michael Lukschu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Emily Nevin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Physical Med/Rehabilitation
Eric Yuan, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Social Worker
Adriana Ybarra, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Palm Springs Medical Offices
1100 N. Palm Canyon Drive
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;
Sat., Sun., 7 a.m.–3 p.m.)
1-866-9THRIVE
(1-866-984-7483)
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Esfandiar Nasr, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Spanish
James Park, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Laura Rush, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Kim Van Guilder, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Polk Street
10689 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
Mailing Address:
10800 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
Insurance/Medical Requests
951-353-4470
951-353-4077 (Fax)
Physical Therapy
951-353-4670

Premier Urgent Care
Centers of California
Urgent Care
No emergency services
82-013 Dr. Carreon Blvd.
Indio, CA 92201
Information
760-775-9500

Rancho Cucamonga Medical Offices
10850 Arrow Route
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;
Sat., 7 a.m.–3:30 p.m.)
1-888-750-0036

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Katerina Ananiades, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Greek
Mitchell Bhoopat, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
William Delo, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mira Dvivedi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Karen Edison-Holland, M.D.
PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Deborah Gililland, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sarah Jacob, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Robert Huggins, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Marine Khojabekyan, M.D.
PCP
Accepting new patients.
Susan Lee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kelly Leung, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Glen Moore, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Oyewole Olanrewaju, M.D.
PCP
Accepting new patients.

John Otsuki, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Michael Panowicz, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Thang Pham, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Hieu Phan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

David Quam, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Louisa Ramirez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Tenli Roach, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Chelsea Royer, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Stephen Shelton, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Charles Whittaker, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Patricia Wong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Maria Agustin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Katharine Chiu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Lev Rasin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Russian

Nurse Practitioner
Denitha Louis, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Optometry
Christopher Albaugh, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Connie Cheng, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Amy Lim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Alson Wong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Physician Assistant
Christopher Blanchfield, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Kathy Valero, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Rancho Springs Medical Center
Emergency
25500 Medical Center Dr.
Murrieta, CA 92562
Emergency: 951-696-6161
Information: 951-696-6000

Redlands Medical Offices
1301 California St.
Redlands, CA 92374
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., 7 a.m.–3:30 p.m.)
1-888-750-0036

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Cardiology
Jay Ball, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Carmela Leonora, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Harold Batin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Brian Bautista, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sara Bigdeli, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Teri Boon, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Evon Ebraham, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Carol Han, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Yolandie Mccoskey, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Lien Pham, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Nairy Sarkis, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Arabic Armenian

David Sugiyama, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sunnyline Vendiola, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

**Internal Medicine**
Dorcas Ang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ravi Bhatia, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jaimeet Chhabra, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Cliff Hwang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Korean
Joshua Imperio, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
F. Koteira, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Nasser Liasi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ivan Magnaye, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jonathan Marquez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Anupam Marwaha, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Hindi Punjabi Urdu
Samuel Paw, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
John Samples, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Sonja Tang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Lydia Villanueva, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Bertrand Vipond, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

**Mental Health**
Nicole Albano, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gabriel Arroyo, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Shelli Bailey, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sherilyn Fox, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Dorothy Geiger, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Lorna Trinh, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

**Nurse Practitioner**
Marlen Loo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

**Ob/Gyn**
Tricia Fynnewever, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ronald Picazo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
James Rudolf, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Michelle Tanzil, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Indonesian

**Ophthalmology**
Denis Cline, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Joseph Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

**Ophthalmology: Glaucoma**
Robert Rosenquist, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

**Optometry**
Brian Butterfield, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

**Physician Assistant**
Raymond Cervenka, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Catherine Oms, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

**Plastic Surgery: Hand**
Stephen West, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Podiatric Surgery
Diane Branks, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pamela Leavitt, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adam Myers, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Stutz, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Frank Randall, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Riverside Medical Center
Emergency
Urgent Care
Hospital and Medical Offices
10800 Magnolia Ave
Riverside, CA 92505

Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;
Sat., Sun., 7 a.m.–3 p.m.)
1-866-9THRIVE
(1-866-984-7483)

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

TTY 711

Allergy Asthma And Immunology
Vinitha Das, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tranhoai Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Purvee Shah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati

Cardiology
Columbus Batiste, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Brand, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rachid Elkoustaf, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: French
Nirav Joshi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mimi Le, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Susan Lien, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ju-An Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Aman Lutfy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Sharina Mapleton, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mark Mcdonnell, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Stanley Neuman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mohammad Qazi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Urdu
My-Diem Tong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese

Certified Nurse Midwife
Patricia Beuoy Schwartzman,
C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Laura Biardi, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrea Ferrara, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Verna Ginete, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Andria Kruse, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Candace Mooney, C.N.M.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Sarah White, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
**Dermatology**
Anand Bhupathy, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Selim Inel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Turkish
Mary Lien, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Natalie Nasser, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yul Yang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Endocrinology**
Michelle Htun, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese
Edward Javor, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gil Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Bahram Mirza, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Turkish
Ananda Nimalasuriya, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Family Medicine**
Charina Arayata, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Burd Armor, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mark Ashley, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Raymundo David, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Frank Flowers, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Bradley Gonzalez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Judith Holmes, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Paul Hsiang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
James Hwang, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Korean Spanish
Mallory Leon, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Keng-Ming Liu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
May Lynn, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Javier Machuca, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Paul Minardi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Walter Morgan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Michael Neri, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Charles Pai, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Saagar Raju, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Bradley Richie, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Erik Salib, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Gastroenterology**
Charles Chaya, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adam Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yuvrajsinh Chudasama, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
James Ma, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Zin Nwe, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese
Jean Ong Kian Koc, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Jung Park, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Emily Phan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

John Pyne, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

James Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Taiwanese

John Pyne, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Sundeep Randhawa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Punjabi

Suneet Sidhu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Punjabi

Henry Yeo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Sivakumar Yeturu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Gyn Oncology
Alireza Abidi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Hematology And Oncology
Xinting Fu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Sherry Hsu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese Mandarin

Sew-Chung Jang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Taiwanese

Henry Moon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Shuchi Vyas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi

Im Nephrology Chronic
Henry Dorman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Naveen Gupta, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Hamik Martirosyan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian

Sefali Parikh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Susan Sun, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Infectious Diseases
Graciela Faiad, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Huan Pham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Internal Medicine
Jennifer Ahn, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Brian Apter, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: German
Sammy Badawi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Simon Baek, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Richard Cheng, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Rajiv Choudhary, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Chi Tai Chung, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
Shervin Daneshmand, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Michael Darabos, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Susan Diethelm, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kathleen Fanning, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Hamid Khorasani Far, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Amit Gir, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Emmanuel Guerrero, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Ilocano Tagalog
Jawdat Hantuli, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Thanh Hoang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Jeanette Jamron, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Pawan Juneja, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Hyungkoo Kim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Shree Krishnan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Diane Kuniyoshi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shenghua Lang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jung-Sup Lee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Korean
Ricardo Lim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Raymond Lin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Burmese
Richard Magbual, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Bradley Manubay, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Patrick Merrill, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Myo Min, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Burmese
Shams Mistry, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Aye Saw, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Burmese
Chi Tai Chung, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Cantonese Mandarin
Shahram Soltanzadeh, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jithu Susan Mathew, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Randall Tan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Joyce Taur, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Shelly Thio, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Indonesian

Sarah Thomas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Phuong Tran, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
The-Huy Tran, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Luan Truong, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Trang Truong, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kevin Vu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Joe Wohlmuth, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

David Wong, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Jing Xu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Ling Xu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Andrew Yang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Ceyda Zarifi, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: German

Mental Health
Lonnie Banks, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Adrienne Dehaas, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jennifer Frad, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Tambra Greene, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Artis Lewis, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Karen Rainey, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Neurology
Kwing-Wah Chan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ziad Haddad, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Shawn Higuchi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Izabella Isaac, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jorge Lipiz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Carol Van Petten, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Michael Young, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Amanda Yu, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Rosette Adegbeta, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Samuel Advincula, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Olubunmi Banjo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Female Practitioner
Adrienne Dehaas, M.F.T. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jennifer Frad, M.F.T. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Tambra Greene, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Artis Lewis, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Karen Rainey, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Neurology
Kwing-Wah Chan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ziad Haddad, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Shawn Higuchi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Izabella Isaac, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jorge Lipiz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Carol Van Petten, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Michael Young, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Amanda Yu, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Rosette Adegbeta, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Samuel Advincula, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Olubunmi Banjo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Female Practitioner
Adrienne Dehaas, M.F.T. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jennifer Frad, M.F.T. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Tambra Greene, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Artis Lewis, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Karen Rainey, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Neurology
Kwing-Wah Chan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ziad Haddad, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Shawn Higuchi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Izabella Isaac, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jorge Lipiz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Carol Van Petten, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Michael Young, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Amanda Yu, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cindy Illescas, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Manju Kaur, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Teresa Louie, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer North, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Olivia Ortega, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mauna Loa Rodgers Blankenship, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Janilyn Sherman, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yanling Song, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Helen Van, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Grace Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Catherine Warner, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Colleen Wittenberg, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Roselie Bauman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Timothy Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Diane Connelly, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bruce Flamm, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Gladys Frias-Savala, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rajeev Gala, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kathryn Hayes, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Beryl Huang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elise Luna, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sung Park, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Shanee Porter, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Janet Zhang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Ob/Gyn Urogynecology
Jeremy Clark, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Occupational Medicine
Dana Johnson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tanvir Mahtab, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jayveeh Navarro, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Gerald West, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology
James Bainer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Siobhan Gogan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Grace Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Vivienne Hau, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kapil Sampat, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
William Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wei-Chuan Liu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hung Pham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese
Babak Roobini, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Shahin Shahrokni, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Daniel Yau, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese

Ophthalmology: Corneal Disease
Pho Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese

Ophthalmology: Oculoplastic
Eli Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Pediatric
Gary Huffaker, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Steven Ortiz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Mary Cavanaugh, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Long Do, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Suzanne Dourte, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephen Hart, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Subin Kim, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amy Pedersen, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joshua Prager, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marisa Pramono, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nanine Tarbaux, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopedics
Kevin Casey, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Doyle, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marc Fogelson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Gates, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Geoffrey Griffiths, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ramon Grijalva, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ped Invasive Cardiology
Babak Daftari, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Endocrinology
Ruvdeep Randhawa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Infectious Disease
Roopa Viraraghavan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Joseph Abapo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Connell Bost, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Chansa Cha, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Shari Chevez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pushan Chowdhury, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Bengali

David Cuan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Cantonese Spanish

Beth Drake, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Laura Estrada, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Mina Ghebrial, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Tannaz Hild, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Albert Khait, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Bo Kim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Imelda Lorenzo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Mary Grace Lucas, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Claudine Mendoza, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jenna Nolan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sandra Paniagua, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Sandra Parrado-Villicana, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jessica Paxson, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Sunipa Reddy, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Carsten Seemann, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: French German Spanish
Alma Rosa Serna, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Pooja Sethi, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Jason Shah, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
May Song, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Guifeng Sun, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Pediatrics Developmental
Debra Demos, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Brad Strumwasser, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Perinatology
Kami Dixon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Douglas Montgomery, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physical Med/Rehabilitation
Jennifer Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Frederick Davis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kris Hirata, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Matthew Huey, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jaspreet Takhar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kenten Wang, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Brian Benson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Carnahan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Albert Carrasco, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeanny Chien, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bernard Del Rosario, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Adriana Diaz, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Patrick Duke, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lance Farr, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ava Hein, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ronald Jackson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ryan Jacobs, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alicia Johnson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jarnice Johnson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jay Mai, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patricia Mcdougall, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Helina Michael, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Graciela Miller, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marteen Miller-Hartmann, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Moeller, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chau Ngo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Huey Nguyen, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tri Nguyen, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Onoh, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Reginald Peters, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chris Pham, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrei Ragsac, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jared Robertson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ty Roseberry, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dilanka Silva, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Joanne Wyszomirski-Witkowski, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Polish

Psychologist
Gina Grace, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Magner, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pulmonary Diseases
Vinod Ambastha, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi
Long Bach, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese
Richard Bradburne, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Prem Kumar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nikhil Shah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati

Rheumatology
Amy Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Terrence Tan, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Social Worker
Carolina Abkarian, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Monique Dozier, MSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Veronica Esqueda, MSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jessica Garcia, MSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Daisy Macias, MSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gabriela Maciel, MSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Mabel Mata, MSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Angelica Norman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sara Saenz-Pavon, MSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sondra Stock, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Griselda Trujillo, MSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Surgery Head/Neck
Daekun Joo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Murtaza Kharodawala, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
John Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Miguel Krishnan, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Alice Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Justin Mclarty, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Donald Perez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Richard Rajaratnam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Vishwas Tadwalkar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi

Surgery Oncologic
Scott Baldwin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Albert Ko, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Matthew Sherman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Michael Tam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Nicole Baril, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kenneth Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Chi Chung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Dale Daniel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Mark Mettler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Robert Rudek, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Edward Tyau, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Thoracic Surgery
Gregory Marrujo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Urology
Eric Forneret, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Paul Gweon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ivan Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Lincoln Maynes, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Raul Ordorica, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Anthony Park, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Mario Robinson, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Geraldine Sheu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Stephen Williams, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Vascular Surgery

Brian Campbell, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Mark Janzen, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Sung Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Korean

Yiik Law, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Cantonese

James Simpson, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

San Bernardino Medical Offices

1717 E. Date Place  
San Bernardino, CA 92404

Advice/Appts.  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;  
Sat., 7 a.m.–3:30 p.m.)

1-888-750-0036

After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)

1-888-KPONCALL

(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

San Bernardino Mental Health Offices

325 W. Hospitality Lane  
Suite 312  
San Bernardino, CA 92408

Behavioral Health Care  
Member Help Line,  
7 days, 24 hours  
1-800-900-3277

Psychiatry  
1-866-205-3595

Individual, marital, family, and  
group psychotherapy, and  
crisis intervention for children,  
adolescents, and adults.

Mental Health

Marjorie Bown, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Alexandra Butros, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Takenya Clark, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Mayra Duarte, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Theresa Felix, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Marcy Galvez-Stringham, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant

Mahmood Fathollazadeh, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Brenda Melgoza, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jennifer Ponce, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Christine Smith, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Guillermo Villegas, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Dennis Waddell, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Psychiatry  
Mekabiz Abaian, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Juan Gonzalez, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog  
Michael Quines, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Psychiatry:  
Child/Adolescent  
Lydia Roybal, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Psychologist  
Loren King, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Target Clinic, Care Provided by Kaiser  
Permanente, Fontana North Target  
No emergency services  
15272 Summit Ave.  
Fontana, CA 92336  
Hours:  
(M–F, 9 a.m.–7 p.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 11 a.m.–4 p.m.)  
Walk-in care available for over 85 services for you and your family, including:  
Minor illnesses  
Minor injuries  
Chronic conditions  
Gynecology  
Pediatrics & teens  
Physician telemedicine consultations  
Skin treatments  
Vaccinations  
Wellness services  
Temecula Medical Offices  
27309 Madison Ave.  
Temecula, CA 92590  
Advice/Appts.  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 7 a.m.–3 p.m.)  
1-866-9THRIVE  
(1-866-984-7483)  
After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)  
Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors  
TTY 711  
Family Medicine  
Amy Bodeau, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Robert Casten, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog  
Juan Cortes, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Keith Hamilton, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Katrina Mckelley, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Kevin Mielke, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Ne Moe, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Benito Perez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Michael Seeger, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Jodi Sheridan, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Jasleen Singh, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Hindi Punjabi  
Vu Tinh, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Noemi Vazquez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Edward Velarde, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Internal Medicine  
Alison Mathew, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.
Miki Nelson, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Nurse Practitioner
Rupinderjit Jadav, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Katherine Clifford, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Yana Durmashkin, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Adam Ebreo, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kenneth Liu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Ma. Olivia San Diego, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Physician Assistant
Christina Lolachi, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Upland Medical Offices
1183 E. Foothill Blvd.
Upland, CA 91786
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., 7 a.m.–3:30 p.m.)
1-888-750-0036

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Adetunji Adegboyega, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Andrea Colada, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Nadia Khan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Robert Mah, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mark Martinez, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Amelia Murray, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Lauren Santell, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
William Scott, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Salwa Farag, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Pediatrics
Marla Abrolat, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Abha Sharma, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jae Shim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Physician Assistant
Stephanie Clark-Poveda, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Van Buren Offices
3951 Van Buren Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92503
Preventive Medicine/Health Education
1-866-883-0119

Family Medicine
Mohamed Ismail, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Cydney Osano, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

General Medicine
Stephen Provonsha, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher Wade, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Nurse Practitioner
Noel Domingo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Physician Assistant
Paul Willner, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

VIP Urgent Care
Urgent Care
No emergency services
100 S. Sunrise Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Information
760-969-5999

VIP Urgent Care
Urgent Care
No emergency services
72-630 Fred Waring Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92260
Information
760-674-1923

Wildomar Medical Offices
Urgent Care
36450 Inland Valley Drive
Wildomar, CA 92595
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.;
Sat., Sun., 7 a.m.–3 p.m.)
1-866-9THRIVE
(1-866-984-7483)
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Allergy Asthma And Immunology
Thuy Lien Lai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Dermatology
Jennifer Heyl, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
James Bisi, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Anh Dinh, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Mark Eastman, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Marcela Espinosa De Los Monteros, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Internal Medicine
Diane Ho, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Haena Min, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Pediatrics
Edward Chen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Roshunda Coleman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Physician Assistant
Mindi Neill-Fiola, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pneumonia
Hannah Bhatia, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Rheumatology
Joanne Kang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Charles Yanni, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

French Italian

Mark Eastman, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Rosalba, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Suzette Jumamil, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Douglas Mcferran, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Victor Medina, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Robert Stone, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

George Nagib, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Alt. language spoken: French Italian

Jonathan Gale, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Ulysses Herrera, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Suzette Jumamil, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Victor Medina, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Keyla Monterrey, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

George Nagib, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

French Italian

Roshunda Coleman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Diane Faher, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Frank Mercardante, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Robert Stone, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

George Nagib, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

French Italian
### Kern County, Valleys, and WVC

#### Antelope Valley Medical Offices

615 W. Avenue L
Lancaster, CA 93534

Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-877-554-4404

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

### Cardiology

Amatul Hasan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vidya Narayanan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Endocrinology

Manish Desai, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Gastroenterology

Maziyar Amini, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Hematology And Oncology

Ghayathri Jeyakumar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Infectious Diseases

Rana Shenoy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Internal Medicine

Linda Croad, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Neurology

Behnam Farahdel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Nurse Practitioner

Debra Arellano, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Ob/Gyn

Herminia Amezcua, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Ob/Gyn Chronic

Freddy Calderon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Oncology

Seyed Monemian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Ob/Gyn Chronic

Freddy Calderon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Paediatrics

John Yoon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Pediatrics

John Yoon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Nurse Practitioner

Debra Arellano, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Nurse Practitioner

Elsa Ramirez, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Nurse Practitioner

Carole Vincelli, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Nurse Practitioner

Herminia Amezcua, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Nurse Practitioner

Alex Danso, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Nurse Practitioner

Benjamin Hakakha, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Nurse Practitioner

Michael Hakakha, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Nurse Practitioner

Beatriz Rodriguez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

### Nurse Practitioner

Sherryann Taylor-Santos, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Puja Zafar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Ob/Gyn Urogynecology  
Thomas Mayeli, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Ophtha Ret Vit Sur  
Modjtaba Amirahmadi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Ophthalmology  
Juliet Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kristina Kurbanyan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian Farsi  
Ruben Sanchez, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ophthalmology: Glaucoma  
Deborah Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Orthopedics  
Gustavo Cordero, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Reuven Minkowitz, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Russell Odone, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Min Jung Park, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Emma Woodhouse, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Perinatology  
Megan Mccarthy, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Physical Med/Rehabilitation  
Mohammed Khan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Telugu  
Ryan Lee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Raymond Malveaux, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant  
Christopher Chin, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gary Davidson, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jorge Ordaz, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Rodolfo Solorzano, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Plastic Surgery  
Neil Dalal, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Podiatric Surgery  
Bill Harries, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jones Hormozi, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi  
Lawrence Horn, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Natasha Marshall, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Psychologist  
Diana Payne, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Pulmonary Diseases  
Jamil Darrouj, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Sharon Ngan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Rheumatology  
Maryam Gul, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Syed Hasan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Urdu

Surgery Head/Neck  
Anthony Chin-Quee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Parmis Pebdani, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Eugene Snissarenko, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian Ukrainian

Surgery: General
Chaewoo Ahn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alexander Chokler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Diana Davio, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Sahil Parikh, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Urology
Brian Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Pejvak Sassani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Vascular Surgery
Sidney Glazer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Behavioral Health
44444 20th St. West Lancaster, CA 93534
Addiction Medicine
661-951-0070
Behavioral Health Care Member Help Line, 7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277
Psychiatry

661-951-0070
Mental Health
Gabriela Acosta, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Robert Aguilar, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Hans Borough, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Ana Chiesa-Kontarovsky, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Amy Dinovo-Danford, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Shirley Duarte, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Terri Gonzales, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Tracy Gordon, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Brandon Guresky, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Cynthia Harris, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Juriana Hernandez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Brandy Mabin, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Anthony Navarro, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alejandra Rodriguez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Brenda Sanchez-Orozco, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Sarah Treusdell, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Wendy Wright, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Esther Frances, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychiatry
Nareshkumar Arulampalam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Kamal Dhawan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Punjabi
Omar Anthony Eslao, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Vladimir Prem, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Nicole Nanchy, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Apurva Shah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati
Hindi
Gerald Watkins, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Andrea Carter, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychologist
Alan Golian, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Behavioral Health Offices
4900 California Ave. Tower
A, Suite
Bakersfield, CA 93309

Addiction Medicine/
Psychiatry/Social Services
1-855-323-2700
Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Mental Health
Sharon Brandon, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Bryant, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pablo Chavarria, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carolyn Corbett, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lourdes Cortez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lorena Ferrari, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Flynn, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Parveen Gill, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kenneth Harlander, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rudy Hernandez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Daniel Hill, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ceri Hulugalle, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leslie Laxson, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Janice Medrano, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christine Moore, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Valerie Munoz, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carlos Rodriguez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amber Strong, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tamara Turner, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karen Valdez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Susan Whitney, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Uzma Khan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Salvador Del Rosario, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marsha Guerra, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alcira Sahami, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ashish Tambar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Myra Crittle, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelyn Devine, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Bv Vista Medical Offices
2601 E Main St
Ventura, CA 93003

Physician Assistant
Tatyana Mitina, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Camarillo 2620 East Las Posas Road Medical Offices
2620 East Las Posas Road
Camarillo, CA 93010
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-515-3500
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Timothy Donahue, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Salvador Garfias, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Ernest Pillado, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Internal Medicine
Edward Brosnan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gary Lieb, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Oltita Tirzaman, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Romanian

Pediatrics
Stephanie Smith, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Physician Assistant
Jonathan Salire, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Canyon Country Medical Offices
26415 Carl Boyer Drive
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-778-5000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Marc Hoffman, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Harpal Kainth, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Punjabi
Stephanie Pezeshkian, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
James Chou, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jonathan Scott, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Central Medical Offices
3733 San Dimas St.
Bakersfield, CA 93301
Dermatology, Physical Therapy Hours: M–F, 8 a.m.–5 p.m.
Advice (24hours)
Appts./Cancel/Msgs.
1-877-524-7373

Dermatology
Lindsey Bennett, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Chester Avenue Medical Offices
2531 Chester Avenue
Bakersfield, CA 93301
Advice (24 hours)/Appts.
1-877-524-7373
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
TTY 711

Infectious Diseases
Soe Win, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Burmese

Ophthalmology
Rohina Swaroop, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Glaucoma
Lisa Cowan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Orthopedics
Raymond Chan, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Fang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anthony Levins, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Suszter, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nicholas Valos, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Podiatric Surgery
Gregory Hartman, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ky Ho, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pulmonary Diseases
Aung Htoo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese
Thu Yein, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese

Surgery Head/Neck
Douglas Hoffman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery: General
Benjamin Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Spanish
Nicole Gordon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mark Mishkind, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jonathan Sales, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Urology
Daniel Khalil, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Gaurav Mehta, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Chester Avenue Medical Offices II
2620 Chester Ave
Bakersfield, CA 93301
Advice (24 hours)/Appts.
1-877-524-7373
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
TTY 711

Hematology And Oncology
Abhay Risbud, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Kyaw Tun, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Rheumatology
Kyaw Swe, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese

Coffee Road Medical Offices
4801 Coffee Road
Bakersfield, CA 93308
Advice (24 hours)/Appts.
1-877-524-7373
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Jason Billson, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Puja Vithalani, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Russell Enoch, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Thin Han, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Burmese
Stanley Teeten, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Urdu
Fehma Tufail, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Urdu

Pediatrics
Ebrahim Oomerjee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Community Memorial Hospital of San Buenaventura

Inpatient and Emergency Services
147 N. Brent St.
Ventura, CA 93003

Information
805-652-5011

Discovery Plaza Medical and Administrative Offices
1200 Discovery Drive
Bakersfield, CA 93309

Advice (24 hours)/Appts.
1-877-524-7373

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

TTY 711

Allergy Asthma And Immunology
Paula Ardron, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Julia Bae, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Leslie Bloomquist, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Kamala Heisler, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Judy Kaia, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Wendy Knight, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Catherine Turley, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Basem Bernaba, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Mon-Lai Cheung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese
Joel Cohen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Omid Hakimian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Jordana Kincey, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Sarina Lumapas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Bhavin Pandya, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn Surgery
Paul Fuller, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn Urogynecology
Kenneth Powers, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Physical Med/Rehabilitation
Alan Robert Inocentes, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Michael Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Guixi Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

East Hills Medical Offices
3700 Mall View Road
Bakersfield, CA 93306

Advice (24 hours)/Appts.
1-877-524-7373

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

TTY 711
Family Medicine
Maria Babaran, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Michelle Quiogue, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ingrid Wang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Charlton Wong, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Gastroenterology
Carlos Rodriguez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Internal Medicine
Nay Aung, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Jorieth Jurich, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jerome Lazaga, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Pediatrics
Rosanna Abary, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Fernando Fan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Erwin Street Medical Offices
21263 Erwin St.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-515-3500

Adult Psychiatry
1-855-701-7955

Mental Health
Sarah Araujo, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Fariba Beik, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sharma Bennett, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adelina Castellanos, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Gascho, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lucy Gulatyan, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gail Irwin, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

1-888-576-6225
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Internal Medicine
Tedros Amanios, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Shanna Choi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Arousha Davatgarzadeh, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Catherine Farahani, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jennifer Juhn, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
John Mcclintick, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sylva Murdaian, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Timothy Pan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Gregory Rubin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Maxine Shen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
William Tallakson, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jo-Anne Teoh, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Brandy Williams, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

1-888-KPONCALL
1-888-576-6225
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Margarita Navar, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dennis Pfanner, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pamela Reynolds, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Brett Rhodes, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Donald Eknoyan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Cary Glass, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Megan Johnson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Alisha Kohm, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Takako Mukai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Veronica Abernathy, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Emelie Baguio, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Psychiatry
Lorena Barrio, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Matthew Cohen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Clifford Gimenez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Cary Glass, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Alisha Kohm, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Takako Mukai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Anoshiravan Taheri-Tafreshi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Marissa Caudill, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Jennifer Watson, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Lorena Barrio, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Matthew Cohen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Clifford Gimenez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Cary Glass, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Alisha Kohm, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Takako Mukai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Anoshiravan Taheri-Tafreshi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Marissa Caudill, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Jennifer Watson, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lancaster Medical Offices

Urgent Care
43112 15th St. West
Lancaster, CA 93534

Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-877-554-4404

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

TTY 711

Allergy Asthma And Immunology
Maricar Cutillar-Garcia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Nisha Shah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.

Dermatology
Arvin Doostan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Family Medicine
Veronica Abernathy, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Emelie Baguio, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Arnel Balbuena, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jose Chavez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Christine Connolly, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Delaram Danaei, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi Spanish
Rafael Gonzalez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: German Spanish
Donna Corazon Habaluyas, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Gastroenterology:
Gina Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Geriatrics:
Palliative & continued care:
Ma Mon Mon Aung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thinzar Htut, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese
Ma Jesusa Lingad, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Gary Kodel, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
David Kohl, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Steven Lavenda, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ma Jesusa Lingad, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Grace Marania, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Ziad Eskandar, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Antony Fung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Dhana Ganesan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Marian Grecia-Labaro, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Leon Chan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kenneth Cho, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean Spanish
Silvia Compean, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Asha Swaroop, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi
Christopher Cybulski, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish Tagalog
Osama Mohamed, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ben Tantayanubutr, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Zhongheng Tu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jacqueline Uy, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Joseph Valentino, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Joseph Valentino, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ziad Eskandar, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Antony Fung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Dhana Ganesan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Marian Grecia-Labaro, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Leon Chan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kenneth Cho, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean Spanish
Silvia Compean, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Asha Swaroop, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi
Christopher Cybulski, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish Tagalog
Osama Mohamed, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ben Tantayanubutr, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Zhongheng Tu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jacqueline Uy, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Joseph Valentino, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ziad Eskandar, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Antony Fung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Dhana Ganesan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Marian Grecia-Labaro, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Leon Chan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kenneth Cho, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean Spanish
Silvia Compean, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Asha Swaroop, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi
Christopher Cybulski, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish Tagalog
Osama Mohamed, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ben Tantayanubutr, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Zhongheng Tu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jacqueline Uy, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Joseph Valentino, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ziad Eskandar, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Antony Fung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Dhana Ganesan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Marian Grecia-Labaro, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Leon Chan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kenneth Cho, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean Spanish
Silvia Compean, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Asha Swaroop, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi
Christopher Cybulski, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish Tagalog
Osama Mohamed, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ben Tantayanubutr, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Zhongheng Tu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jacqueline Uy, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Joseph Valentino, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ziad Eskandar, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Antony Fung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Dhana Ganesan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Marian Grecia-Labaro, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Leon Chan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kenneth Cho, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean Spanish
Silvia Compean, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Asha Swaroop, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi
Christopher Cybulski, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish Tagalog
Osama Mohamed, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ben Tantayanubutr, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Zhongheng Tu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jacqueline Uy, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Joseph Valentino, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ziad Eskandar, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Antony Fung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Dhana Ganesan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Marian Grecia-Labaro, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Leon Chan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kenneth Cho, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean Spanish
Silvia Compean, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Asha Swaroop, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi
Christopher Cybulski, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish Tagalog
Osama Mohamed, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ben Tantayanubutr, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Zhongheng Tu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jacqueline Uy, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Munif Rahal, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Shiva Rezvanian, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Erica Romblom, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ivy Semenez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Anupam Singla, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Hindi Punjabi
Asaad Swissa, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Mehran Toosi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Manjula Vaghjiani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati
Val Valco, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Bulgarian Russian
Zin Win, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

**Mental Health**
Kathleen Cannon, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Amr Sign L

**Nurse Practitioner**
Sukhvir Dhinsa, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rahmiel Garfield, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Coleen Harkins, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Haynes, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Victoria Helmandollar, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anita Horner, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gilbert Pelayo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Soriano, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
January Tiu, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adrian Woodson, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Occupational Medicine**
Vikas Jindal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Punjabi
Katayoon Shahrokh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Optometry**
Nanar Hovasapian, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Tina Kevorkian, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thomas Lee, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrew Ngo, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Steven Pollock, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ani Sulukyan, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Ting, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Loan Trinh, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Pediatrics**
Asha Bakhru, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Rashmi Dayal, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
David Engler, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mohamed Gudal, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Italian
Anupama Kumar, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Nancy Mackenzie, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Mary Ong-Veloso, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Bandula Ranatunge, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
John Sasaki, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Loreen Tan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Physician Assistant
Frank Abt, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shanna Beyah, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Heather Gerstl, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Manriquez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Frederick Noravian, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wale Olukanmi, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tricia Schreiner-Duncan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lamin Seisay, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Social Worker
Gelyce Connelly, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Laura Hackman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Paez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joyce Terry, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Angela Williams, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Market Street Medical Offices
4949 Market Street
Ventura, CA 93003

Information
805-223-2239

Certified Nurse Midwife
Freida Harary, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Christine Effimoff, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Gastroenterology
Robert Basseri, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi, Spanish
Bruce Greenwald, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Hematology And Oncology
Rashmi Menon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hao Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Internal Medicine
David Levin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Nurse Practitioner
Deborah Mathieu, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Lucila Ortiz-Barron, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Kameron Poole, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Rachel Regn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Roy Schneider, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elizabeth Serino, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ob/Gyn Urogynecology
Ramin Bizhang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Ophtha Ret Vit Sur
Sandy Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology
Ly Tong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Minh Vo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Miguel Delgado, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sarah Moghadam, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopedics
Reza Jazayeri, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Farzin Kabaei, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Larry Schatz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Physician Assistant
Michelle Boroski, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alex Grigorian, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dealie Park, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Plastic Surgery
David Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Plastic Surgery: Hand
Justin Kane, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Podiatric Surgery
Salil Singh, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Steinbaum, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Urology
Vito Imbasciani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ming Medical Offices
8800 Ming Ave.
Bakersfield, CA 93311
Advice (24 hours)/Appts.
1-877-524-7373
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711
Family Medicine
Sukhinder Arora, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Punjabi
Glen Michael Capulong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Gurinder Chatha, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Benjamin Ha, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Alex Lee, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Tahmina Rahman, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Pamela Staiger, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Geriatrics
Palliative&contcare
Aye Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Beatriz McMullen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Internal Medicine
Roxanne Aquilizan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Xinbo Cheng, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Sujata Desai, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Gujarati
Myat Han, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Burmese
Ning Huang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Jessy Jacob, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Malayalam
Mary Oefelein, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jimmy Sio, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kyaw Tun, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Burmese
Mental Health
Laura Navarro, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Neurology
Hong Shin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Nurse Practitioner
Obianuju Makinde-Agu, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pediatrics
Madhu Advani, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Devaprakash Krishnan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Poornima Kunani, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Tamil Telugu
Daniel Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Iordanka Valkova-Abbas, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Bulgarian

Physician Assistant
Nneka Odeluga, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Mission Hills Medical Offices
11001 Sepulveda Blvd.
Mission Hills, CA 91345
Advisory/Appts. (M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-778-5000
After-Hours Advice (M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL (1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Maria Abundis-Barrera, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Fernando Aguirre, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Maria Eipe, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Dan Le, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Alma Lopez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jennifer Mercado, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Internal Medicine
Huma Khan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Khalid Mughal, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Spanish Urdu
Marja Paulino, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Jessie Lyn Roraldo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Pedram Salehi, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Spanish

Ob/Gyn
Mojgan Zafary-Daftary, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Pediatrics
Yong Chun, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Spanish
Danielle Flowers, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Jennifer Moffett, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ana Saravia, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Mobile Health Vehicles
Locations are Delano, Taft, Tejon Outlets, and Wasco. For an appointment on the Kern County Mobile Health Vehicle, please call:
1-877-524-7373

Services include:
Routine office visits
Immunizations
Lab (limited services)
Blood pressure, weight checks (by appointment only)
Help for managing conditions like diabetes and asthma

North Hollywood Medical Offices
5250 Lankershim Blvd.
North Hollywood, CA 91601
Advice/Appts. (M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-778-5000
After-Hours Advice (M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL (1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711
**Family Medicine**
*Timothy Leifer, D.O. PCP*
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish
*Marisol Luna-Pizano, M.D. PCP*
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish
*Christopher McGilmer, M.D. PCP*
Accepting new patients.  
Jorge Mercado, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish
*Mercedes Narez, M.D. PCP*
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish
*Laura Otis, M.D. PCP*
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish
*Emelou Sagaral, M.D. PCP*
Accepting new patients.  
Arlet Shamalian, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Armenian
*Wilfred Williams, M.D. PCP*
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish

**Ob/Gyn**
*William Geis, M.D. SPC*
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Atsuko Haruyama, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish

**Pediatrics**
*Myra Bastidas, M.D. PCP*
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish
*Jorge Rodriguez, M.D. PCP*
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish
*Tagalog

**Internal Medicine**
*Kenneth Ackerman, M.D. PCP*
Not accepting new patients.  
Mark Kang, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Mohammad Cyrus Khaledy,  
M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Elizabeth Manios, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish

**Im Nephrology Chronic**
*Gregory Krastein, M.D. SPC*
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Russian

**Neurology**
*Hannah Homafar, M.D. SPC*
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish

**Social Worker**
*Olga Ortiz, LCSW SPC*
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Surgery Head/Neck**
*Ronald Hebard, M.D. SPC*
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Lei Zhuang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Oxnard 2200 East Gonzales Road Medical Offices**
2200 E. Gonzalez Rd  
Oxnard, CA 93036  
Advice/Appts.  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)  
1-888-515-3500  
After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)  
TTY 711  
Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors

**Oxnard 2103 East Gonzales Road Medical Offices**
2103 E. Gonzales Road  
Oxnard, CA 93036  
Advice/Appts.  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)  
1-888-515-3500  
After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)  
TTY 711

**Family Medicine**
*Eric Berquist, D.O. PCP*
Not accepting new patients.  
Walter Burstein, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish
*Eric Chun, M.D. PCP*
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish
Leobardo Elizondo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Lisa Ercolini-Bhatia, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Rosemary Flores, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Timothy Horita, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Genevieve Moya Viamonte, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Nabeel Saeed, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Beverly Torres, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jennifer Vinson, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Infectious Diseases
Arleen Rockoff, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Internal Medicine
Lizmer Diaz De Gimenez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Albert Kam, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Kevin Nishimori, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nurse Practitioner
Lupe Yepez-Michel, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Pediatrics
Carlos Barraza, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Donn Browne, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Stephanie Frangos, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Eric Hartman, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Palmdale Medical Offices
4502 E. Avenue S
Palmdale, CA 93552
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.—7 p.m.) 1-877-554-4404
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.—7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours) 1-888-KPONCALL
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711
Family Medicine
Young Cho, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Jennifer Choi, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Benjamin Dacula, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Soheila Delrahim, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Anya Dula, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Pediatric Infectious Disease
David Bronstein, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Pediatrics
Olga Acosta, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ian Christie Cipriano, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Pollyann Gowrie-Knox, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Siamak Heshmati, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Sarkis Malkhassian, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic Armenian
Brenda Saborio, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Agnes Vasco, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Shahram Zandi Hanjari, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Afshin Javaherian, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
U Sadhana Kamath, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. James Li, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Robert Shaw, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Yan Shlimak, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Olga Acosta, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ian Christie Cipriano, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Pollyann Gowrie-Knox, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Adam Guo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese Mandarin Taiwanese
Heena Shah, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Pawena Virulhsri, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Panorama City Medical Center

Emergency
Urgent Care
Hospital and Medical Offices
13651 Willard Street
Panorama City, CA 91402

Addiction Medicine
See Sherman Terrace Offices. Advice/Appointments
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-778-5000

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Long-Term Care
818-832-7292

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Allergy Asthma And Immunology
Edward Hu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Nhan Huynh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Karine Zakarian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Cardiology
Sami Azzam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Armen Chalian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian Greek
Reema Chugh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
David Manela, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Suresh Ramamurti, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Dermatology
Pamela Aubert, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: French Spanish
Kesara Borirakchanyavat, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Brian Brosnan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish Catherine Close, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Howard Fletcher, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Jennifer Haley, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Nancy Jasso, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Certified Nurse Midwifery
Callandra Clark, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients. Jocelyn Hart, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Richard Wong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Alisha Lewis, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Susan Maadanian, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Rosemary Occhiogrosso, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Ramona Von Prittwitz, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Sandra Wilkinson, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Adam Rees, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Dermatology: mohs Surgery**
Jennifer Ang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adam Esser, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Endocrine**
**Diabetes/Metabolism**
Shireen Fatemi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Endocrinology**
Alan Jacknow, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anjali Jain, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Annie Mavian, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Family Medicine**
Joe Alanis, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Santos Carranza, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Maria Castellanos, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Joy Jackson, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Samuel Kim, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Samuel Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Gallit Luftman, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Linet Mirzaian, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Armenian Farsi Spanish
Sharon Okonkwo-Holmes, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Angeline Ong-Su, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Elian Paiuk, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Raymond Quon, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Regina Ragasa, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Igor Sapozhnikov, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Dong-Yen Shin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mehrzad Soleimani, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Steven Steinberg, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Michele Turner, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Juan Vargas, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Erin Wycoff, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

**Gastroenterology**
Shant Hamamah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Joon Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Evelyn Marquez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Arthur Mehlman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ross Mund, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anuradha Pappu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Bengali Hindi Telugu
Fredric Schlussel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bruce Zweiban, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Geriatrics**
**Palliative & contcare**
Maricela Garcia Schiffman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Henry, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Kenneth Hu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Xian Li, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Joey Pascasio, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Mary Pascasio, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Sorour Rahgoshay, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Shyam Randeria, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Isaac Vielma, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Gyn Oncology
Malaika Amneus, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hematology And Oncology
Sylvia Fowler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Solomon Jo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Helen Kang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Spanish
Anuradha Pakanati, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi
Telugu
Brian Shin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Andy Su, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Im Nephrology Chronic
Martin Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Taiwanese
Eduardo Lopez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Eileen Mccann, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shahe Pashayan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Armenian
Spanish
Neda Poommipanit, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Annie Suh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Infectious Diseases
Andrea Censullo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elizabeth Hudson, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: French
Bhavani Rao, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi
Telugu
Stanley Shapiro, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Internal Medicine
Isaac Abusleme, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Tarek Ahmed, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mahmuda Alam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Bengali
Sami Alskaf, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Arabic
Sabreena Arif, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Hindi
Urdu
Brian Asalone, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Azita Azad, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Christopher Berberian, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Blackham, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alexander Broumand, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Buch, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nkemdirim Chukwumerije,
M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yasmine Dong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese
Katherine Fassihi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Svetlana Fischer, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Michael Flagg, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Giancarlo Gomez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Lorraine Grace, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
John Gruen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Romanian
Lara Hamadani, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kisung Hong, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Syed Hossain, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Bengali Spanish
Peter Jalbuena, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Sae Kang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Katherine Kao, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Mahmood Khaledy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Samina Khokhar, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Punjabi Urdu
Eugene Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Judy Kim-Hwang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Joshua Kiok, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Steven Kwon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Robin Larson, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jediah Lee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Zemmar Lenoir, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Lily Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese
Carine Maalouf, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Akshay Manek, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Vachik Markarian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Scott Mckenzie, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Juan Mendez Ramirez, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Cindy Mong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Maribel Munoz, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Oleg Nisenberg, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian Ukrainian
James Nitahara, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Christina Ortega-Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Nemish Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Alan Pollack, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Michael Powers, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joaq Presby, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Jediah Lee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Margabandhu Ramanathan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Arya Saleh, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Lawrence Schneider, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Matthew Schneiderman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Menna Seifu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Amharic
Balasubrahmanya Shantha, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Richard Silverstein, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Meenakshi Singh, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Jason Sloves, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Roderick Spencer, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Joseph Springer, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michelle Tsukamoto, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Chalit Vasnarungruengkul, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alisa Yang, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Adrian Yee, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Neurology  
Sonu Brara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Nuclear Medicine  
Geetha Ashok, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Malayalam
Melissa Mardiros, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Armenian

Nurse Practitioner  
Patricia Aguinaldo, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Parmjit Dhandi, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tagalog
Ines Kaplan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Victoria Brennan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Jacquelyn Brooks, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Adriana Cedro, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Mary Coburn, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Marcia Harris-Luna, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Lynn Hoffer, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Victoria Brennan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Shahram Gharibshahi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Andrea Goldberg, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Armenian
Meriam Makary-Botros, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Arabic
David Banner, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Arabic
Shilpa Wali, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Arabic
Shahram Gharibshahi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Sonu Brara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Neurology  
Sonu Brara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Nuclear Medicine  
Geetha Ashok, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Malayalam
Melissa Mardiros, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Armenian

Nurse Practitioner  
Patricia Aguinaldo, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Parmjit Dhandi, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tagalog
Ines Kaplan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Victoria Brennan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Jacquelyn Brooks, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Adriana Cedro, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Mary Coburn, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Marcia Harris-Luna, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Lynn Hoffer, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Victoria Brennan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Shahram Gharibshahi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Andrea Goldberg, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Armenian
Meriam Makary-Botros, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Arabic
David Banner, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Arabic
Shilpa Wali, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Arabic
Shahram Gharibshahi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Sonu Brara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Neurology  
Sonu Brara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Nuclear Medicine  
Geetha Ashok, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Malayalam
Melissa Mardiros, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Armenian

Nurse Practitioner  
Patricia Aguinaldo, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Parmjit Dhandi, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tagalog
Ines Kaplan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Victoria Brennan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Shahram Gharibshahi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Sonu Brara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Neurology  
Sonu Brara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Nuclear Medicine  
Geetha Ashok, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Malayalam
Melissa Mardiros, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Armenian

Nurse Practitioner  
Patricia Aguinaldo, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Parmjit Dhandi, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tagalog
Ines Kaplan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Victoria Brennan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Shahram Gharibshahi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Sonu Brara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Neurology  
Sonu Brara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Nuclear Medicine  
Geetha Ashok, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Malayalam
Melissa Mardiros, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Armenian

Nurse Practitioner  
Patricia Aguinaldo, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Parmjit Dhandi, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tagalog
Ines Kaplan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Victoria Brennan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Shahram Gharibshahi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Sonu Brara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Neurology  
Sonu Brara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Nuclear Medicine  
Geetha Ashok, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Malayalam
Melissa Mardiros, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Armenian

Nurse Practitioner  
Patricia Aguinaldo, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Parmjit Dhandi, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tagalog
Ines Kaplan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Victoria Brennan, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Spanish
Shahram Gharibshahi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Sonu Brara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Pang Kue, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hengky Lim, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Velda Mowry, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maribel Pagkalinawan, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marigold Paredes, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dianne Jemelle Roxborough, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Betty Shaby, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christine Simbulan, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Genevieve Mae Tatco-Villamayor, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gloria Tongson, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Juliette Trompetto, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dominic Wong, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Janetta Yanez, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cleotilde Zamora, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ob/Gyn
Lawrence Burden, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Odin Chan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Russell Clayton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephanie Evans, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Annahita Farshchi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Heather Fels, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Arthur Fleisher, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Folz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christian Ghattas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Cheri Lowre, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Fariborz Mazdisnian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kathleen Metcalf, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ramamohan Rao, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Suchitha Reddy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jisun Ryoo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Michelle Sanchez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wendy Satmary, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Saadallah Solh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
German
Kosha Soneji, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Amy Sudhinaraset, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kimi Tamura, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Occupational Medicine
Taha Ahmad, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kristine Cachola, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ching Lam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese
Mandarin
Francisco Meza, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ophtha Ret Vit Sur
Farzin Avaz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Navid Khodadadi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Ophthalmology
Wai-Ming Lee-Walline, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Magdalena Manchee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Laurence Roer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ronald Rosen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Corneal Disease
Adam Chun, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Neil Vyas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Glaucoma
Ani Khondkaryan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian Russian Spanish
Sheila Mahdaviani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Margaret Spencer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: French Polish

Ophthalmology: Oculoplastic
Shivani Gupta, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Pediatric
Julie Shawki, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic Spanish

Ophthalmology: Vitreo-Retinal
Partho Kalyani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Daniel Harker, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Grace Kang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Susan Kim, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sandra Marin, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sarine Nazarians, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eric Nestor, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charlene Nguyen, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alexander Park, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopedics
Joseph Abouzeid, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic French
Daniel Acevedo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Adil Esmail, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lauren Krieger, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Kull, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Peter Laimins, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Brett Leake, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jason Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean

Brett Shore, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ravi Tharani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Sovanrith Tun, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ped Invasive Cardiology
Mustansar Akhtar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi
Punjabi Urdu

Pediatric Endocrinology
Robert Itami, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Gastroenterology
Jorge Rodriguez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Pediatrics
Rebecca Aaronson, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Harry Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Shalval Dave, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Oved Fattal, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Katherine Goldsich, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Amanda Green, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Kerry Newman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Cynthia Osmanian, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Jacqueline Pachon, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Yvette Rosser, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Debora Semel, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: French

Alicia Sheen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Satish Sheth, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi

Roland Tang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Henry Wu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Pediatrics Developmental
Alice Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean

Perinatology
Julie Boles, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Shalesh Gupta, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi

Physical Med/Rehabilitation
Craig Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Shawn Iftikar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Eric Mok, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Sarah O'brien, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dilipkumar Shah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati
Hindi

Sungchan Song, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

La Shawna Williams, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Albert Amoani, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Gary Bregman, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ambartsum Gezalyan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Melissa Haney, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Varand Janian, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jamie Kim, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Krajewski, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carlos Larin, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ann Lee, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Martinez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Mendoza, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Rizhel Oculam, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Katherine Thompson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Podiatric Surgery
Marcie Carter, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Blair Jolley, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeana Libed, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bahram Troy Moghadam, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Prestridge, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Stillwell, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychologist
Candace Bivona, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Flores, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jody Futorian-Saltzman, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pulmonary Diseases
John Cho, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Chiara Conrado, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Italian
Spanish
Berj Demirjian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Steve Han, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Hananel, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chia-Yi Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Edmond Vartany, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Farsi
Rheumatology
Minh Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bruce Tang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Thai
Social Worker
Leeat Aronian, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rosemary Beltran, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Claudia Burgos, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Hoisch, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Candace Kim, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kristelle Kwak-Reid, LCSW
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joyce Mayne, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nazeli Oglukyan, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Babitha Ramakrishna, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Valerie Riddel, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kayla Shaw, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yetunde Stohler, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Regina Tumin, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Mayeno, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Japanese
Spanish
Ali Razfar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Tara Song, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher Trent, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Grace Yang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Surgery Oncologic
Elizabeth Rupp, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Surgery: Colon/Rectal
Celeste Kang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Surgery: General
Judith Cymerman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Stephanie Hwang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Spanish
Ashok Reddy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Telugu
Dustin Robinson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Manuel Santos, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Grant Sarkisyan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Armenian
Russian
Abdi Sherif, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Albert Song, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thoracic Surgery
Wael Yacoub, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Arabic
Urology
Jason Abber, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Sansern Borirakchanyavat,
M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Thai
James Lau, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jong Soo Limb, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bimal Masih, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi
Casey Ng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Cantonese
Mandarin
Oleg Shvarts, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Spanish
Howard Winter, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Vascular Surgery
Joaquim Cerveira, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
David Moore, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

San Joaquin Community Hospital

Emergency
2615 Chester Ave.
Bakersfield, CA 93301

Information
661-395-3000

Santa Clarita Executive Plaza
27201 Tourney Road
Santa Clarita, CA 91355

Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Health Education
661-222-2100

Psychiatry
1-800-700-8705

Mental Health
Sandy Allen, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Brenda Cervantes, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leslie Fuentes-Nguyen, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Monica Garcia, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Karla Grgas, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Kappaz, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Meeks, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tia Pedretti, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Margie Ann Rojas, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marysabel Sanchez-Moore, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry: Child/Adolescent
Syed Rizvi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Urdu

Santa Clarita Medical Offices 1

Urgent Care
27107 Tourney Rd.
Santa Clarita, CA 91355

Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-778-5000

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Maria Alaimo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jin Chang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Korean
Irina Chernishof, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Stephen Devita, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sylvia Hanna, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jacqueline Masequesmay, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Henry Raigosa, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

James Ramos, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Madeline Sanchez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Neel Shah, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Jason Shupe, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Michael Tran, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Esther Wang-O'Connell, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

General Medicine
Robert Barton, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Internal Medicine
Carrie Ann Algozine, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Florcita Alvarez-Galoosian, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Mariam Assaad, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Jonathan Crawford, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Patrick Dimartini, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Michael Jeon, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Korean

Sunita Parikh, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi

Ob/Gyn
Mikael Brisinger, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Leslie Fung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Sylvia Mann, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Madeleine Ortega, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Sonya Tat, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Mae Ushigome, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn Urogynecology
Vanessa Sun, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Jadene Chan, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Jeong-Ah Kim, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Korean

Pediatrics
Stacie Gereb, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Seth Glickman, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Elena Lerner, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Russian Ukrainian

Mai Nguyen, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Andree Trompeta, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Santa Clarita Medical Offices 2
26877 Tourney Rd.  
Santa Clarita, CA 91355

Scheduled to open early 2018.

Sherman Terrace Offices
18040 Sherman Way  
Reseda, CA 91335

Addiction Medicine Appointments  
818-758-1200

Behavioral Health Care Member Help Line,  
7 days, 24 hours  
1-800-900-3277

Psychiatry  
818-758-1200
Addiction Med Cdrs
Sina Radparvar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Mental Health
Graciela Argueta, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Fortune Atri, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Soraya Avalos, M.F.T SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Isabel Barin, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mandi Beimel, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Bove, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Buckland, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Miguel Cerna, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Chan Huynh, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dulce Contreras, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Liset Crespin, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hamid Dadashi, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ann Doqui, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Roy Dror, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Juanita Equils, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chelsea Ewing, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karla Flores, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nanette Flynn, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Analililia Garcia, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eileen Halpert, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Holly Hamlett, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mallory Hepp, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Johnson, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Danielle Jones, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Farinaz Khalilifard, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sandra Leal, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rose Liebermann, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Llach, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Angela Luna, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Malinda, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Danealia Maretka, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eve Martin, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nancy Menchaca, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Mitnick, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leticia Morales, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kelley Morrow, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tori Palliccia, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Janis Paster, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nicole Pertuiset, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Quinn, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ana Ramirez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adriana Rubio, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maximiliano Ruiz, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joann Silva, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paul Surace, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Aida Valdivia, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Irma Valencia, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Heather Vardanian, LCSW
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psych-Geriatric
Saba Notghi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Nima Akhavan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Young Chung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Linda Feinfeld, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Russian
Psychologist
Donald Gallo, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Heleen Klein, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Levin, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shana Swimmer, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Simi Valley Medical Offices
3900 Alamo St.
Simi Valley, CA 93063
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-515-3500
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711
Family Medicine
Myhue Baek, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
David Carrington, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Robyn Glezer, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Michael Lasher, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Sukhmani Layal, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Chi Luong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese
Mahfam Mohseni, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
John Nolan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nikhil Rao, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Robert Sully, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
**Internal Medicine**
Kevin Colwell, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.
Susannah Ehret, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish
Poonam Somani, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.
Eric Tennyson, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.
Cynthia Velez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish

**Pediatrics**
Daniel Edberg, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish
Andrew James, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

**Stockdale Medical Offices**

**Urgent Care**
3501 Stockdale Highway  
Bakersfield, CA 93309
Advice (24 hours)/Appts.
1-877-524-7373
After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

**Cardiology**
Nirav Desai, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Family Medicine**
Lily Honoris, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Deepa Nandyal, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Hindi  
Telugu

**Geriatrics**
May The, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Dutch

**Im Nephrology Chronic**
Sonia Kamath, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Hindi
Nakul Parimoo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Kevin Stiles, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Yin Win, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Burmese  
Mandarin

**Internal Medicine**
James Sproul, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish

**Pediatrics**
Augusto Bertiz, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Tagalog
Shannon Smith, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Im Nephrology Chronic**
Sonia Kamath, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Hindi
Nakul Parimoo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Kevin Stiles, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Yin Win, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Burmese  
Mandarin

**Internal Medicine**
Kyi Aung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken:  
Burmese
Zar Aung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Burmese  
Mandarin

**Im Nephrology Chronic**
Sonia Kamath, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Hindi
Nakul Parimoo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Kevin Stiles, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Yin Win, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Burmese  
Mandarin

**Internal Medicine**
Kyi Aung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken:  
Burmese
Zar Aung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Burmese  
Mandarin

**Im Nephrology Chronic**
Sonia Kamath, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Hindi
Nakul Parimoo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Kevin Stiles, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Yin Win, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Burmese  
Mandarin
Mariana Grozdeva, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: 
Bulgarian German Russian 
Taiba Kator Mulk, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Frank Lang, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Chirag Mathukia, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Gujarati Hindi 
Elva Miranda, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Spanish 
Usmesh Patel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Madhavi Risbud, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. 
language spoken: Hindi 
Carlos Rodriguez, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Alt. language spoken: 
Spanish 
John Tran, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: 
Vietnamese 
Tan Tran, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: 
Vietnamese 
Katherine Vuong, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Hong Fa Yang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Nurse Practitioner  
Dan Moyes, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Occupational Medicine  
Rahila Andrews-Steele, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Kathryn Mason, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Chang Na, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Korean 
Pediatrics  
Gabriela Angulo-Zevallos, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. 
language spoken: Spanish 
Inga Astakhova, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. 
language spoken: Russian 
Juliana Opong, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 
Hasmukh Sheth, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. 
language spoken: Gujarati Hindi 
Joan Ying, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. 

Physician Assistant  
Jennifer Aleman-Ocampo, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Douglas Hilton, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Eileen Mcdermott, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Tehachapi Medical Offices  
1100 W. Tehachapi Blvd. 
Tehachapi, CA 93561  
Appts./Cancel (24 hours)/Msgs.  
1-877-524-7373  
Office Phone  
661-823-6621 

Thousand Oaks 145 Hodencamp Road Medical Offices  
145 Hodencamp Road, 
Suite 100 
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360 
Advice/Appts.  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)  
1-888-515-3500  
After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; 
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL 
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)  
Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors  
Psychiatry/Addiction Medicine  
1-855-701-7955  
TTY 711 

Mental Health  
Frank Baird, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Diana Bennett, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 
Yashica Budde, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required.
Pamela Chapman, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patricia Cruz, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Naseem Farboody, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karen Fleming-Arguello, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julie Frumin, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jason Gillard, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ritchie Greene, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Lopez-Inayama, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeanette Love, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marcela Malcolm, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nicole McCarthy, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amitkumar Patel, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Hyosong Pang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Laurie Vos, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Internal Medicine
Jinous Etemadi, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Joseph Kopecky, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nurse Practitioner
Susan Cunningham, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Veronica White, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pediatrics
Reshma Shah, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Boonclaire Siengthai Papale, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Carol Welles, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Thousand Oaks 322 E. Thousand Oaks Blvd
Medical Offices
322 E. Thousand Oaks Blvd
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
Advice/Arpts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-515-3500
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
1-888-800-8333 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711
Family Medicine
Annapoorani Chellappan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tamil
Paul Lukasiewicz, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Thousand Oaks 365 East Hillcrest Drive
Medical Offices
After-Hours Care
365 E. Hillcrest Drive
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
Office hours are Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m., closed Saturday, Sunday, and holidays.
Advice/Arpts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
141
1-888-515-3500
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Brenda Bahk, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Adrienne Bessey, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jose Bravo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gina Howey, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jelyn Lu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Irwin Pearl, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Steven Willis, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Randall Aybar, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Mark Falkenbach, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: German
Dianna Ferguson, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Joni Jordan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nina Levy, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Eduard Osmonov, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Steven Russak, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Brian Decuir, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julie Hurd, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eric McGregor, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ventura 1000 South Hill Road Medical Offices
1000 S Hill Road Ste 100
Ventura, CA 93003

Internal Medicine
Joseph Kang, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ventura 888 South Hill Road Medical Offices
888 S. Hill Road
Ventura, CA 93003

Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-515-3500
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Cardiology
James Chao, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Oscar Lopez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kathleen Ryman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Charles Adams, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Marie Alfaro Breeze, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
William Davis, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jacob Dodge, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Heidi Escurra, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
John Prichard, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Leck Read, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Mario Saucedo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Internal Medicine
Doina Galiatzatos, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Romanian
Tina Kosakyan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Karen Lockwood, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Prakash Patel, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nurse Practitioner
Heather Campion, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Ann Fristoe, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Maryam Ghavami-Jazayeri, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Euni Kang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Sara Marnell, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Physician Assistant
Gabe Dudley, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Vision Essentials at the Market Place
9000 Ming Ave
Bakersfield, CA 93311

Optometry
Randell Canaya, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charles Lee, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jed Silos, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kevin Tong, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chinyere Udonsi, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Woodland Hills Medical Center
Emergency Urgent Care
Hospital and Medical Offices
5601 De Soto Ave.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Addiction Medicine
See Sherman Terrace Offices.
Advice/Appointments
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-515-3500
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
1-888-576-6225
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Behavioral Health Care Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
Psychiatry (Child and adolescent)
1-855-701-7955
Skilled Nursing Facility and Rehabilitation/Long-Term Care
818-592-2400
TTY 711

Allergy Asthma And Immunology
George Guerra, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Eugene Kenigsberg, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kianoush Shakib, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Cardiology
Todd Bryant, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joan Cohen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Daniel Daneshvar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Chellammal Sakthi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tamil
Matoo Saluja, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ron Schnitzer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew
Cydney Stewart, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Certified Nurse Midwife
Lydia Adibzadeh, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patricia Alamos-Donnelly, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christina Choi, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Malgorzata De Riera, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Linda Faydo, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elena Limanni, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Angela Stroth, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Linda Faydo, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Linda Faydo, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Critical Care Medicine
William Grundler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Albert Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dermatology
Lauren Cao, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charles Chia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mark Guralnick, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt. language spoken: French
Stuart Israel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dermatology: mohs Surgery
Christine Liang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joy Twersky, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Endocrine
Diabetes/Metabolism
Sima Hassani, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Endocrinology
Mingfei Luo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maryam Sharifi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rebecca Weiss, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Ahren Arase, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Rebecca Berke, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Marina Boyarsky, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Claudio Burstein, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Wendy Cohen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Judith Disterhoft, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Teresa Doan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kathleen Dor, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nitin Gandhi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jose Garcia, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Kellie Tafet, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
John Terando, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.
Jean Tseng, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.
Jonathan Wong, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.
Thad Woodward, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

**Gastroenterology**
Anuj Datta, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jong Davis, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mark Ewing, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Italian, Spanish
Mark Feinerman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maggie Ham, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Afshin Khatibi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Mohit Mittal, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jaspreet Panesar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi, Spanish

**Geriatrics**
Marc Bresler, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Peter Chuang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shahid Javed, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi, Punjabi, Urdu
Dohwa Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Farzin Levi Haim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anuradha Maganti, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ihor Salo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian, Ukrainian
Sheryl Yamamoto, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Hematology And Oncology**
David Beard, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jia-Ling Chou, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Soo Im, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Im Nephrology Chronic**
Joseph Cha, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sean Hashmi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chong Parke, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Eric Tong, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Infectious Diseases**
Christine Balekian, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Umber Chohan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Punjabi, Spanish, Urdu
Jose Dryjanski-Yanovsky, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Internal Medicine
Sameer Arora, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Yang Bai, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Mihaela Balica, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Emil Banayan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Sumati Bavisetty, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Raul Herrera, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ragaa Ibrahim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Shahane Janjughazova, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian Russian
Rachel Johns, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Vahe Kassabian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gregory Kelman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Sharon Korr, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Emin Kuliev, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Kourosh Laaly, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Amanda Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Hubert Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Victoria Liokumovich, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Jessica Mehrabi, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sergio Mendoza Sida, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Michelle Merjanian, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Aristakes Mnatsakanyan, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian Russian
Harvey Negoro, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Mauli Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Lorraine Pena-Villarreal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
William Penman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Nicholas Roueiheb, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish Chad Ruoff, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sara Sadat, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Shakeela Shah, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Manisha Shakya Siddhi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ashima Shenoy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Evert-Jan Slingenberg, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Dutch, French
Bennett Sloan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
James Smith, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Scott Smith, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Rajesh Sodhi, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Erin Stone, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Shanthi Suresh, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Parichehr Tabibian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Carole Taira, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
David Ton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Yvonne Trilling, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Bill Tu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Aiting Tung, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Eva Vertelney, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Amy Wolf, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sarah Yahraus, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Katrin Youdim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Nastaran Younessi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Mental Health
Michele Berry, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Samantha Bookman, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Laura Gutierrez Woolridge, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
George Kappaz, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jennifer Landivar, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Lindsey Mccormack, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Neurology
Nazely Ashikian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Yuri Bronstein, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jeremy Cholfin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Marko Petrovic, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gabrielle Glasser, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Susan Pembroke, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Stephen Reasoner, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Elizabeth Schimpff, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Cindy Simental, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ilena Sussman, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sarah Williams, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Nuclear Medicine
Wei Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Raul Jay Idea, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Ramona Tabib, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Nurse Practitioner**

Tracy Finegan, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carol Fok, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese Mandarin
Karen Gordon, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shahnaz Jafari, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lena Kirakosian, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mitchelle Manalo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Aura Marroquin, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Susan Opas, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adekemi Osibowale, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Temitope Peters, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jacqueline Phillips, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Rosemary Sanders-Davis, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sheryl Sarmiento-Quiamco, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vivien Shadd, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Choi Siegel, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Helen Song, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hui-Sun Wu, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Ob/Gyn**

Michael Amann, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Susan Calder, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Deidre Fisher, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Larry Hess, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Connie Hong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rowona Ng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Luciette Saad, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carol Takami, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Aaron Turner, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stacy Weiss, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Susan Wilson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alexander Wong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Krystle Ziebell, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Ob/Gyn Urogynecology**

Micheline Wong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Ob/Gyn: Reproductive Endocrine**

Sami Jabara, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Occupational Medicine**

Elisabeth Kalve, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shahab Moradi, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Barbara Scott, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Reza Taher, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Ophtha Ret Vit Sur  
Gelareh Abedi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi  

Ophthalmology  
Lloyd Cuzzo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Howard Levy, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
John Wong, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Ophthalmology: Pediatric  
Michelle Munoz, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

Optometry  
Sanjay Chaudhari, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Madhu Chawla, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
John Foster, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Joyce Hsieh, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Amy Huang, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Julie Hwang, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Amy Lam, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kathryn Nelson, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nicolas Rodriguez, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Afshin Sadighpour, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Joyce Wei, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Connie Wu, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Orthopedics  
Rod Blau, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Anthony De Giacomo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Bobby Dezfuli, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Oren Epstein, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Richard Kertzner, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kevin Moore, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Maxwell Park, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Randall Ryan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
David Sollaccio, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Dawn Swarm, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Pediatric Endocrinology  
Jody Krantz, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Pediatric Infectious Disease  
Margaret Stone, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Pediatrics  
Rebeca Arias, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.
Evelyn Baghdasraian, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Armenian Spanish

Portia Bautista, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Patricia De La Riva, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dorothy Doberne, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Lauren Goldenberg, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Derrick Lee, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Sadaf Mirhosseini, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Christopher Muntz, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Mark Nicks, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Melissa Orkin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Marvin Sachs, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Robert Starzak, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Mary Tran, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Teresa Tseng, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Stephen Watson, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Grace Yau, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Pediatrics Developmental
Robert Moss, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Veena Marie Sison, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Perinatology
Nicole Hausman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Victorino Alfonso, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dara Flores, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lynn Hung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese

Phillip Kay, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

William Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Alex Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lei Shi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Thomas Stephenson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Jilbert Abnoosian, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lisa Bodzio, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Anita Woo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Robert Moss, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Denice O'bryan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Antonio Ramirez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Marilyn Varela Morales, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Heather Veitch, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Anita Woo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Plastic Surgery
James Arteaga, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Sendia Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Labib Samarrai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Arabic
Ryan Wong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Plastic Surgery: Hand
Manushak Amzoyan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Armenian
Russian
Neal Gorlick, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Podiatric Surgery
Russell Buttars, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Albemar Espiritu, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charles Han, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Kleinbrodt, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sunil Mehta, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Scott Nemerson, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Sidney Gold, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Susan Guy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julia Krankl, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry: Child/Adolescent
Sheryllene Ignacio, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pschologist
Kent Coleman, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Deborah Gallo, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Huggins, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jillian Walker, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pulmonary Diseases
Paul Bellamy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Drucker, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Irina Lattanzi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Russian
Jerry Lu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Seth Rivera, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Arian Torbati, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Amanda Wilkinson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Rheumatology
Sharon Ing, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rashmi Nadig, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Meera Reddy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Social Worker
Melissa Chisholm, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Garie Connell, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Deverie De Mornay, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hope Koskey, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sydney Lay, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Indonesian
Shannen Lee, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jayme Lim, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Deborah Reese, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Arpine Vardumyan, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tanya Verigin, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sivinee Zajdman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery Head/Neck
Jonathan Lipana, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kartik Nettar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Teresa Pusheck, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marc Weiss, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Worden, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery Oncologic
Dean Nora, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery: Cardiovascular
Pavittarpaul Dhesi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery: Colon/Rectal
Armen Aboulian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wendy Liu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery: General
Letitia Bridges, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Steven Crain, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Arvand Elihu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Foe-Parker, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Urology
Somangsoum Bhattacharya, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi
Kenneth Faber, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marc Herskowitz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Lam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Isidor Schlossberg, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrew Shpall, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adam Singer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Simon Wu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Vascular Surgery
Michael Bojalian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Abbey Esagoff, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Daniel Spivack, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Metropolitan
Los Angeles

Baldwin Hills-Crenshaw
Medical Offices

3782 West Martin Luther
King Jr. Blv
Los Angeles, CA 90008

Addiction Medicine
310-915-4515
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-954-8000

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Dermatology
Manju Dawkins, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Benjamin Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Lamar Nelson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Patrick Avanessian, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Marlon Farley, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Joseph Huang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Pankaj Lal, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Monika Lee, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sam Moghtader, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kenneth Ross, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Kambiz Ashoorzadeh, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Alem Asrat, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Amharic
Noah Bartfeld, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Brittaney Belyeu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Adrienne Dow, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ramez Ethnasios, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
William Howell, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Christy Lai, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Eric Lee, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
George Mallouk, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Patricia Mayorquin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Bryan Ney, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

John Wang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Sha Sha Zhu, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Nurse Practitioner
Deborah Miller, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Jacob Casey, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Nicole Feinberg, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Veronica Grijalva, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
La Tanya Hines, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ophthalmology
Alexander Bui, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Jon Wender, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Nicole Benitah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Brian Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ophthalmology: Glaucoma
Garrick Chak, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese
Michael Hwang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
David Au, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Hoang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Huang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Judy Tucker, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Elizabeth Azinge, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Chien-Chi Chiu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Shari Directo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Erique Emel, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Justin Miyamoto, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Pediatrics Developmental
Jeffrey Kaufman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carolina Pena-Ricardo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychiatry
Lily Ngotran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Juan Carlos Zuberbuhler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Geri Wexler, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Culver Marina Medical Offices
12001 W. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90066

Addiction Medicine
310-915-4515
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-954-8000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
1-888-576-6225
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Allergy Asthma And Immunology
Joseph Dizon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Joyce Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.

Family Medicine
Mariam Arabyan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Avneesh Bhai, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Toai Huynh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Jennifer Lohne, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Judy Mann, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Emmie Myint, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Gene Oppenheim, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ronald Scott, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Maysam Azizi, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Kenneth Nudelman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Psychologist
Geri Wexler, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry: Child/Adolescent
Juan Carlos Zuberbuhler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychiatry: Child/Adolescent
Juan Carlos Zuberbuhler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychologist
Geri Wexler, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Shimoyama, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Mental Health
David Bruce, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mirna Cervantes, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tivoli Cousineau, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Consuelo Davis, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vera Eck, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ariana Fregoso, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patricia Gonzales Rocca, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sadaf Rahman-Mayet, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nancy Walker-Rosado, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Maria Tinoco, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Occupational Medicine
Rathin Vora, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Hindi

Podiatric Surgery
Pedram Kahen, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chad Kurokawa, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Suzette Lee, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marie St Louis, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Daniel Sunboliyan, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Pamela Diefenbach, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bradford Wolfram, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Joanna Yahoudai, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Social Worker
Raphael Njoku, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Downtown Los Angeles
Hope Street Medical Offices
333 S. Hope Street,
Concourse Level,
Los Angeles, CA 90071
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-954-8000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Monika Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Daniel Pio, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Marizabel Patel, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Palak Shah, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kim-Huong Tran, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Vietnamese
East Los Angeles Medical Offices
5119 Pomona Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90022
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-954-8000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Lisa Avalos, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Alfonso Barba, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Susan Carre, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Harmonyanne Crutcher, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ana Hernandez-Schneider, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Davina Hsu, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Irma Hurtado-Warnecke, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Monica Lugo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Marlen Luna, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Frank Meza, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Priscilla Mosqueda, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Raul Prieto, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ana Hernandez-Schneider, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Diana Rezvani, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Katia Sanchez, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Leticia Valenzuela, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Clotyl Williams, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ob/Gyn
Linda Fraga, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Raquel Franco, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Optometry
Monica Arvizu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Paul Ho, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Laine Morio, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Jonathan Bigwood, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Michael Cheng, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Spanish
Susan Perez, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kimberly Willard, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Glendale Medical Offices
444 W. Glenoaks Blvd.
Glendale, CA 91202
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-954-8000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
Family Medicine
Ani Bedros, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kreighton Chan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Juliana Djokaklian, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Arielle Yang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Ani Galbfayan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian, Russian

Pediatrics
Kenneth Huang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Julie Park, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Diane Santana, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
John Tierney, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Glendale Orange Street Medical Offices
501 N Orange Street
Glendale, CA 91203

Dermatology
1-800-954-8000

Pain Management
1-800-954-8000

Podiatry
1-800-954-8000

Surgery (General)
1-800-954-8000

Dermatology
Kim Chong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Becky Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Steven Mann, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Dana Steenhard, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Carol Yeo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Physical Med/Rehabilitation
Christopher Ching, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Radhika Sood, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Podiatric Surgery
Melanie Dayrit, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Norman Endo, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Tuan Le, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jean Lieu, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Alvin Ung, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Richard Walburg, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Beatrix Schieffer, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Health Education and Psychiatry Offices
5105 W. Goldleaf Circle
Los Angeles, CA 90056

Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Health Education
323-298-3300

Psychiatry
323-298-3100

Mental Health
Joseph Ackerman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christine Aguilar, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ladan Alamdar, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gary Becker, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Khalida Bradford, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jannae Brummell, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carolyn Coleridge, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Reyna Diaz, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sergio Diaz, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patricia Dupont, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kristeen Elrod, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Manuel Fonseca, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Resa Foreman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sonya Hensley, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lilian Honanian, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brandon Hyatt, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
La Sean James, M.F.T SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karen Kessler, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julie Kosher-Levey, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bethami Lawson, L.C.S.W. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Melissa Lowry, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Josephine Lynch, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ulumma Njoku, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marirose Occhiogrosso, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rojelio Olmedo, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mya Painter, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kathleen Ackerman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cathy Rader, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sarah Ralston, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Beverly Rosenthal, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gina Sack, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elizabeth White, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Alt. language spoken: French
Hebrew
Cristina Wood, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dara Yungman, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Daniela Zanich, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychotherapy/Mh
Nancy Brown, R.N. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychiatry
Robert Baxley, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Daniel Bonnici, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jenna Luu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrew Mitton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Parks, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Matthew Pirnazar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Emelita Talag, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Ian Tofler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychologist
David Sylva, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lyndee Taketa, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bridget Wilcox, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Inglewood Medical Offices
110 N. La Brea Ave.
Inglewood, CA 90301
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-954-8000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711
Certified Nurse Midwife
Latonya Botshekan, C.N.M.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gastroenterology
Oliver Goldsmith, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Internal Medicine
Osbourne Blake, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Keith Damsker, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Aisha Franklin, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jennifer Rysso, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Rubens Song, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Portuguese Spanish
Sharisse Stricat, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Amanda Velazquez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Nurse Practitioner**  
Latoya Courtney-Reinhold, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Fariba Tafreshi, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Ob/Gyn**  
Elisa Lansdowne, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Pediatrics**  
Preeti Bhatt, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Gail Morehead, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Julia Pratt, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Physician Assistant**  
James Gray, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Auxsophene Portier-Jones, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michele Scott, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Los Angeles Medical Center**

**Emergency**  
**Urgent Care**  
Hospital and Medical Offices  
4867 W Sunset Blvd  
Los Angeles, CA 90027

**Addiction Medicine**  
323-783-8206  
Advice/Appts.  
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)  
1-800-954-8000  
After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

**Behavioral Health Care Member Help Line,**  
7 days, 24 hours  
1-800-900-3277

**Personal Physician Selection**  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors

**Psychiatry**  
First-time appointments  
323-783-2621  
Advice/Cancel/Msgs.  
323-783-2600

**TTY 711**

**Addiction Med Cdrs**  
Belis Aladag, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Allergy Asthma And Immunology**  
Michael Kaplan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Shefali Samant, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Javed Sheikh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Cardiology**  
Vicken Aharonian, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic  
Armenian  
Zachary Boas, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Somjot Brar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Adam Howard, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Anne Ichiuji, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michael Jorgensen, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Shahid Khan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Stephen Lebowitz, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ming Sum Lee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Prakash Mansukhani, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Naing Moore, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Burmese  
Jonathan Neyer, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Rabia Razi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Daniel Sanchez, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ramin Shadman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Yuh-Jer Shen, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Mandarin  
Michael Lee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Maged Nageh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Joseph Wu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Certified Nurse Midwife  
Kerin Asher-Galloway, C.N.M. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Susan Minich, C.N.M. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Critical Care Medicine  
Toan Dang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Vietnamese  
Nathan Nguyen, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
David Silberstein, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Zhou Zhang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Dermatology  
Habibollah Alamdari, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Silke Heinisch, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Christina Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kwock Koe, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jeremy Man, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jayantha Thiyanaratnam, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jashin Wu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Dermatology:mohs Surgery  
Brian Streams, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Endocrine  
Diabetes/Metabolism  
Jill Silverman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Endocrinology  
Tisha Baird, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Charles Thomas, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Garrison Tong, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish  
Family Medicine  
Lena Ajamian, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Vanessa Alvarez, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jose Avalos, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Rebecca Bertin, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jennifer Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Walter Coppenrath, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Joanne Daly, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jack Der-Sarkissian, M.D.
PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Armenian
Joshua Fleischman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Michael Fong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alexander Goldman, M.D.
PCP
Accepting new patients.
Po-Yin Huang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Peter Khang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dennis Kim, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Bruno Jonathan Lewin, M.D.
PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Juanita Lopez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Spanish
Robert Matyas, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Laurel Medina, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Spanish
Maya Mitchell, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Anthony Morena, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nicole Morris, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken:
Spanish
Christine Navarro, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Samuel Park, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Monica Quezada, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Spanish
John Su, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Tara Thacker, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Marissa Vasquez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Arash Yazdani Arazi, M.D.
PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Gastroenterology
Marianne Fahmy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Iskander, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karl Kwok, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Cantonese
Kenny Liu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Taiwanese
Vijayamalini Pampati, D.O.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Harpreet Sekhon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tova Sofer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Thomas Teller, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bechien Wu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Genetic Services II
Divya Vats, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Genetics
George Tiller, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Geriatrics
Palliative&contcare
Ted Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anthony Hou, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kaori Nakasone, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Parmis Pouya, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Jeegar Rana, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dov Shalman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pamela Tangchitnob, D.O.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wesley Woo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Valerie Zamudio, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Spanish

Gyn Oncology
Allison Axtell, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Scott Lentz, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Hematology And Oncology
Iman Abdalla, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gary Buchschacher, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michael Glowalla, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tiffany Hogan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Leonardo Farol, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Neil Kogut, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Firoozeh Sahebi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Phyllis Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Sameer Kulkarni, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Antoine Abcar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Joseph Kahwaji, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Dean Kujubu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Mateo Ledezma, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Im Bone Marrow Transplant
Ji-Lian Cai, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Mandarin

Im Nephrology Chronic
Antoine Abcar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Polish

Im Transplant Hepatology
Paul Chang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Amy Mcclune, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Rasham Mittal, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Amandeep Sahota, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jim Tung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Victor Wu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Infectious Diseases
Andrew Lai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jim Nomura, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tomiko Stein, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Internal Medicine
Khalil Akimi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Gunnhild Albrecht, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Reynaldo Alonso, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ruben Alvarez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Arpa Baroni, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Kenneth Burns, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Moira Casillas, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Yervand Chakryan, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Peter Chee, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jason Coker, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Moises Cruz, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jon Desillets, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Raymond Doh, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean
James Evans, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Frank Flores, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kathryn Fogarty, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Michael Garcia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jason Gilbert, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jessica Gould, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Shahbaz Hakimian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Martin Hirsch, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Cynthia Ho, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Uyen Hoang, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sabrina Hong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kiarash Hosseinion, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Grace Hu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Emmanuel Jung, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Joan Kho, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
James Kim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Wahid Latif, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Kuo-Wei Lee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Richard Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Verna Leung, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jaskirat Mahal, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ani Markarian, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Amharic Arabic
John Martin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Aarti Maskeri, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Richard Mehlman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ana Miranda Maldonado, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Michael Muellner, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Pouneh Nasseri, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Igor Neyman, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Kim-Dung Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese
Erik Nuckols, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eileen Park, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joon Park, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sue Park, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Deena Patel, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pragnesh Patel, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Gregory Phillips, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Edward Quiming, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Rios, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Annette Rittmann, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
David Saavedra, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Jose Saavedra, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Paul Salama, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Arabic
Sara Samie, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Spanish
Nelson Sanchez, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: French
Spanish
Melanie Sapiandante, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Haroutyun Shamamian, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Armenian
Vinay Shamasundara, M.D.
PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kai-Yi Shen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Taiwanese
Dong Shin, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Amandeep Singh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi
Punjabi
Maureen Spell, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ricardo Spielberger, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Darren Steinberger, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nora Strick, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Christopher Subject, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thomas Tom, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sergio Torres, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
William Towner, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Diem Tran, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Khoi Tran, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese
Edward Wang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Illya Wilkerson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stefanie Wu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jenny Yang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Harry Yen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Christine Yeoh-Hauser, M.D.
PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Hwei-Ju Yu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Maxillofacial Surgery
Julian Wilson, D.D.S. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Mental Health
Hasti Afkhami, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Almonte, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Monica Antillon, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Aline Baer, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Melody Bloom, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Valerie Capizzo Freyre, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Stacy Cohen, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Mary Colmey-Peters, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Edmond Conger, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Robert Diaz, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Susan Elizondo, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Linda Engel, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Linda Ford, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nadja Franke, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alana Frazier, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Belinda Gallegos, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Janet Goldstein-Ball, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kawanna Gritney, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Warren Kim, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Melissa Lacombe, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Randie Lander, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Rachel Levenfeld, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Brenda Martinez, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jose Mata, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kimberly Skavaril, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jennifer Sung, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Edward Tovar, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Rebecca Villegas, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leah Wolff, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Justin Wong, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anita Zoroghlian, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Neurological Surgery**
Ajay Ananda, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Malayalam
Harsimran Brara, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patrik Gabikian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Rollin Hu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Henry Jung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Deven Khosla, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Fauzy Mahomar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Nurse Practitioner
Linda Adeduro, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Samira Amirova, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jose Avalos, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Venice Bien, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Korie Bigbee, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sherry Bott, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Chinese
Donna Chivaroli, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joyce Chowsanitphon, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Rebeca Cuatro, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jennifer Emmons, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Evelia Goebelsmann, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nidia Guadian, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Connie Hermogeno, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Patricia Kai, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jemy Kim, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Meei-Ing Lin, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin

Trisha Lopez, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Marise Magsarili, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nosheen Massey, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Mariela Nava, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Shawn O'malley, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jennifer Ramos, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Tamira Robinson, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Karen Rodriguez, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dioni Rovello Freking, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ng Irene Ruidera, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Janina Saltis, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Clara Sanchez-Garza, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Josefine Shiau, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Hun-Young Sohn, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean

Gustavo Gonzalez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Rohan Hattiangadi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Jennifer Aguayo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Deborah Arden, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kimberly Callegari, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Antonia Cotwright, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Edward Drenth, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Marc Fried, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Cindy Garcia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Maggie Weiss, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charles Hummel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sarah Katel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Nikolaos Kiouranakis, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Enid Kuo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ellen Lorange, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elena Martinez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Brian Miyazaki, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Malcolm Munro, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Doreen Murray, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Faustina Nevarez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Maricela Rodriguez-Gutierrez,
M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Julie Fuller, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Steve Huang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Spanish Taiwanese
Ali Rose, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jimmy Padilla, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Guillermo Urzua, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Ob/Gyn Surgery
Lorrie Dubow, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ob/Gyn Urogynecology
Tam Le, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joanne Pace, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Italian
Michael Weinberger, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ob/Gyn: Reproductive
Endocrine
Marsha Baker, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Snunit Ben-Ozer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amy Dhesi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ophtha Ret Vit Sur
Shimon Bababeygy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Damien Rodger, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Schechter, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ophthalmology
Hyong Choe, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Spanish
Melvin Dea, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nicole Kohan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
David Marlin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Diana Shiba, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mathew Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Michelle Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Ophthalmology: Corneal Disease
Rosalind Vo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ophthalmology: Glaucoma
Ervin Fang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rey Pangilinan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jonathan Winarko, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Oculoplastic
Arnold Barron, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Knut Eichhorn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: German

Ophthalmology: Pediatric
Naomi Ellenhorn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Gary Asano, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Margaret Chilingirian, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jonathan Christie, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Virginia Estrada, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jessica Fang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anita Ghazarian, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Melanie Hamiel, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tracy Kondo, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kris Lum, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lynne Ohara, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kathy Phan, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Faydim Rassamdana, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jae Yu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopaedics
David Apel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Brian Bille, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Daniel Chivas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amirhesam Ehsan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
William Gow, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Kessler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yu Fon Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nima Mehran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alexander Miric, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Pearl, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

David Fribourg, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: French Spanish
Terry Ganocy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paul Parks, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopedics: Spine Surgery
Charles Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Duy Phan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Gilbert Roc, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Gary Rosenberg, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Eugene Tsai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jennifer Weiss, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Justin Yang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Hematology/Oncology
Jerry Cheng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Robert Cooper, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lisa Mueller, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Hung Tran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Infectious Disease
Evan Steinberg, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Zackary Taylor, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Intensive
Stephen Johnson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Keith Lewis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Johnny Luu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Raymond Parungao, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Gastroenterology
Steven Kim, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Frederick Watanabe, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Pulmonology
Muhammad Saeed, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Urdu

Eugene Sohn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Rheumatology
Judith Garza, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pediatric Urology
Gene Huang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Cynthia Baker, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Doris Brown, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Kevin Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kelly Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Binh Do, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Charles Dupee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Katherine Galos, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Ameeta Ganju, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Joseph Gonzalez, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Paul Han, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrea Hawthorne, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Catherine Hurley, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Syona Marout, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Armenian
Nilesh Patel, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Gujarati
Spanish
Maya Rosen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hebrew
Robin Scanlon, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Lucy Schram, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maryam Shahrokhi, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Spanish
Evan Taragano, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Doris Waldron, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Steven Woods, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Sharon Wormley, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Luis Zeledon, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

**Pediatrics Developmental**
Ida Huang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kek-Khee Loo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin

**Pediatrics Nephrology Esrd**
Joel Hernandez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Beatriz Kuizon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog

**Perinatology**
Richard Benoit, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brianne Bimson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Esther Friedrich, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: German
Lestina Price, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Physical Med/Rehabilitation**
Barry Chi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Firestone, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charles Gordon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karen Murata, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ethan Rand, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Physician Assistant**
Armen Aghabegian, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joseph Barresi, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Courtney Campbell, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maurice Carretta, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tina Chin, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Chong, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
William Cook, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Digiovanni, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Katherine Gebhardt, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Gevorkian, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Aram Guyumjian, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anne Hall, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nam Hoang, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Alt. language spoken:**
Vietnamese

Andrew Imbus, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Luigi Juncaj, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brianne Kaniecki, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jason Kato, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shirin Kazemi, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julie Kim, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Tam Le, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ji Min Lee, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Lin, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tracy Lo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Lopez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher Mao, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Linda Markarian, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Troy Nagao, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cheri Phillips, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephen Smith, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Benedict Suh, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Boris Tapia, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Colleen Thornton, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yacoob Vahed, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Daniel Vargas, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ravyn Williams, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amy Withey, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Benjamin Yerushalmi, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amos Yi, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry

Markus Horvath, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: German
Loretta Howitt, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eric Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry: Child/Adolescent

Vy Doan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Francisco Gonzalez Franco, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paul Hartman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry: Child/Adolescent

Yvette Mcclin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Le Notarfrancesco, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Reynolds, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rhiana Roque, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Walter Shuham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Michael Mirbaba, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: French Spanish
Adrian Mirea, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: French Romanian
Neil Paterson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephanie Shaner, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry

Benedict Suh, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry: Child/Adolescent

Vy Doan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Francisco Gonzalez Franco, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychologist
Irit Bernstein, PsyD SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Rebecca Coutin, PhD SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Dariel Doyle, PhD SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Karen Earnest, PhD SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: French
Jacqueline Foster, PhD SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gila Frank, PsyD SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Deborah Leong, PhD SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Janice Schneider, PsyD SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Amber Lea Walser, PsyD SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pulmonary Diseases
Michael Bronstein, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Tina Chou, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Mihran Garabedian, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic Armenian
Harleen Hayreh, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Jennifer Hwang, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Arash Kharestan, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Thomas Mahrer, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Luis Moreta-Sainz, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Rene Patino, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kenneth Wei, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Radiation Oncology
Jergin Chen, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Harry Cosmatos, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Greek
Michael Girvigian, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Barry Goy, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Shahrokh Iganej, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Teri Katz, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Kenneth Lodin, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Michael Miller, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Aroor Rao, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Joan Ryoo, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Margaret Soper, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ricardo Wang, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ming Zhi, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Rheumatology
Karen Au, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese
Chiu Kao, M.D. SPC  Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
Phot Luisiri, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Thai
Lynnette Tatosyan, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Armenian
Spanish

Social Worker
Elaine Ahmad, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Edward Cordero, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Graciela Coronado-King, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jenna Gailani, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Minerva Garcia, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amber Gardner, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
George Marin, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Tammy Merlo, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Margaret Morrisette, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rochelle Odrich, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lorencita Stephenson, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Susana Stewart, MSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery Head/Neck
Julie Ames, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Peter Baxter, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kurtis Birusingh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Bundy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Collins, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Abby Gross, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marc Levy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Alice Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Mcnicoll, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carolyn Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anh Nguyen-Huynh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dieu Pham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Harry Schwartz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gabriella Tehrany, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Armenian
David Tieu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nopawan Vorasubin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery Gen Er/Swi
Hans-Peter Boksberger, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: German

Surgery Oncologic
Philip Haigh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Victoria O’connor, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery: Cardiovascular
Eugene Bek, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Raymond Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Taiwanese
Blanding Jones, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kristopher Kallin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Claude Killu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gary Kochamba, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Edward Mossop, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Paul Perch, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Thomas Pfeffer, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: French  
Srinivas Sarma, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Dhaval Trivedi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Angela Wong, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kwok Yun, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Surgery: Colon/Rectal  
Vikram Attaluri, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Elisabeth Mclemore, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Surgery: General  
Mark Choi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Louis Difronzo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
David Garza, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Anna Leung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jennifer Lin, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jon Kaswick, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Talar Tejirian, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Armenian  
Hui Wu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Cantonese Mandarin  
Louise Yeung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Surgery: Pediatric  
Stanley Lau, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Donald Shaul, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Roman Sydorak, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Ukrainian  
Edward Yoo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Thoracic Surgery  
Michael Chang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Urology  
Stacey Carter, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gary Chien, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin  
David Finley, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
James Mykytenko, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Talar Tejirian, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Armenian  
Polina Reyblat, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Russian Spanish  
Charles Shapiro, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Christopher Tenggardjaja, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Vascular Surgery  
Joseph Abu-Dalu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Arabic Hebrew  
Linda Chun, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Wesley Lew, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kaushal Patel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Mental Health Center
765 W. College St.
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Information
213-580-7200

We don’t encourage children younger than 14 to visit.

General Medicine
William Kaloostian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Internal Medicine
Carol Raymalone, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Mental Health
Seoyun Choi, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Linda Moss, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leslie Murphy, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carlos Ramos, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Clarissa Samiley, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Valles, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Nurse Practitioner
Sonnia Ahinasi, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tony Akpengbe, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Catherine Cusi, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Monica Dybalski, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eric Efuetngu, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Judith Foyabo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vinh-Ninh Tran, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nitha Varghese, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Carl-Erik Andersen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mabel Chin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sara Dhand, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sally Freitas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Eli Friedler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mark Gindi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rhoda Hahn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wendell Hino, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Siv Hour, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Moore, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vladimir Olshanskiy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian

Pasadena Medical Offices

Urgent Care
3280 E. Foothill Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91107

Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-954-8000

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Psychiatry
323-783-2600
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Fariba Ariz, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Consuelo Casillas, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Monica Casoliva, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish  
Jose Cervantes, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish  
Fonda Chen, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Cantonese Mandarin  
Kelly Ching, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Spanish  
Yolanda Difronzo, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Grace Fu, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken:  
Mandarin Spanish  
Srpouhi Gasparyan, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian Russian  
Danny Nhan, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Heidi Peng, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin  
Ronald Pham, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Xavier Ramos, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Jarlath Ryan, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
April Soto, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Karine Tagmazyan, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian  
Phet-Yoon Tejavanija, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Burmese  
Mental Health  
Sandra Ascencio, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.  
Leslie Daugherty, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.  
Cressida Henderson, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.  
Carrol Hyun, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.  
Diana Little, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.  
Christina Mancilla, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.  
Jenniffer Mogrovejo, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.  
Susan Reyes, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Alejandro Sandoval, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Isabella Sarkissian-Oурkhan, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rosa Shetty, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Junko Shigeno, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marketa Velehradska, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nurse Practitioner
Shira Albert, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tanya Veluz, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hiromi Yamamura, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Michael Aguinaldo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Mary Ashford, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
John Brookey, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Laurence Lopez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Catherine Newton, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Amy Porter, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Lisa Roy, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Physician Assistant
Jill Deharo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cindy Evangelista, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ronald Martinez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ezequiel Sanchez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Esteban Sarabia, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lillian Woo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Sung Hyon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Natasha Thomas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patricia Wesley, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Playa Vista Medical Offices
5620 Mesmer Ave.
Culver City, CA 90230
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-954-8000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Harrison Lee, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Felicio Lorenzo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Ilocano
Diana Mendez, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Haleh Shafa, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Joshua Solomon, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Pavana Tiriveedhi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Spanish Telugu
Madalynne Wilkes, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

**Internal Medicine**
Melanie Dewar, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Tami Higa, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Erica Miranda, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ashkan Sefaradi, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

**Nurse Practitioner**
Kyra Hanson, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tracy Lee, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carol Roda, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Ob/Gyn**
Alicia Crecelius, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Raveen Gogia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tracey Sylvester, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Santa Monica Medical Offices**
1450 10th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90401

**Family Medicine**
Anushka Bhalla, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ericka Gair, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Victoria Millay, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Russian Spanish
Kimberly Petrick, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mathias Schar, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
German Spanish

**Internal Medicine**
Gregory Saccone, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Spanish

**Santa Monica Mental Health and Wellness Offices**
2730 Wilshire Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90403

Appt./Cancel/Info.
1-800-954-8000

*By appointment only*
M–F, 7 a.m.–5 p.m.

**Psychiatry**
Galya Rees, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**South Los Angeles Medical Offices**
1550 W. Manchester Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90047

Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-954-8000

**After-Hours Advice**
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

**Personal Physician Selection**
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

**TTY 711**

**Family Medicine**
Rina Dave, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Joanna Duquette, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Mauricio Flores, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Spanish
Tumani Moore-Leatherwood, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Anastasia Pappas, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

**Internal Medicine**
Neelam Pathikonda, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

**Pediatrics**
Davis Montalvan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Vision Essentials by Kaiser Permanente, La Cienega**
1843 1/2 La Cienega Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90035

Optical Center
Appts./Cancel
1-800-954-8000

Contact lenses (No contact lens service on Saturdays)
Paul Houson, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paula Imoto, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karen Wang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Irene Wong, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

West Los Angeles Medical Center

Emergency
Urgent Care
Hospital and Medical Offices
6041 Cadillac Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90034
Advice/Appts.
(M–F, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-954-8000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
1-888-576-6225
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Cardiology
Lowell Ching, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Linda Fong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Daniel Lang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Robert Nankin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marta Vakulenko, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Oliver Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Calvin Weisberger, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kim Davis, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Certified Nurse Midwife
Felicia Adiele, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Danielle Blum, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kim Davis, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Critical Care Medicine
Bhanu Pandiri, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi

Dermatology
Elizabeth Cavalier, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Spanish
David Goldstein, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Arnold Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin

Daniel Zaghi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Endocrine
Diabetes/Metabolism
Timothy Hsieh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Endocrinology
Deborah Chon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jane Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Debra Rosenberg, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Lisa Andelin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Edward Chiang, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Rikio Ozaki, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Bruce Wasserman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Gastroenterology
Disaya Chavalitdhamrong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Choi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Amir Ekanej, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Howard Fullman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Douglas Gardner, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Woojin Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Kung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marian Rosenthal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Neil Sevy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Ming-Ming Xu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Geriatrics
Palliative&contcare
Won Bucher, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Kyra Carpenter, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jarrod Carrol, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andre Cipta, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Mariano, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Pedro Ontiveros, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Nicole Van Buren, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ralph Yep, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Hematology And Oncology
Kanchana Anand, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Cho, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Teresa Dubernet, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: French
Spanish
Alexander Ferreira, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Portuguese
Spanish
Eric Mcgary, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cannon Milani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Im Nephrology Chronic
Solomon Bitew, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Amharic
Arabic
Josephine Chiu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>Accepting New Patients?</th>
<th>Referral Required?</th>
<th>Additional Languages Spoken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jingbo Huang, M.D. SPC</td>
<td>Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Mandarin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gigi Le, M.D. SPC</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Korean, Tagalog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jong Park, M.D. SPC</td>
<td>Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Korean, Gujarati, Hindi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maricel Pilapil-Pureza, M.D. SPC</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Tagalog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnie Huang, M.D. SPC</td>
<td>Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Burmese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Kim, M.D. SPC</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Tagalog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alejandro Sanchez, M.D. SPC</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Eliot, M.D. SPC</td>
<td>Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Russian, Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Rabizadeh, D.O. SPC</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Katz, M.D. SPC</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Kim, M.D. SPC</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eun Kim, M.D. SPC</td>
<td>Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Korean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Kim, D.O. SPC</td>
<td>Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Kimm, M.D. PCP</td>
<td>Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>Not accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Landsman, M.D. SPC</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Lee, M.D. PCP</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Not accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Lee, M.D. SPC</td>
<td>Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Mirdamadi, M.D. PCP</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Not accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Morales, M.D. PCP</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Not accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashel Rabizadeh, D.O. SPC</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Shahin Rezaee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jesse Sammons, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jeffrey Siegel, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Mehran Sina, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Farsi Spanish  
Seif Sleiman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic French  
Jerusha Stahl, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Diana Suh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Amir Tahbaz, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi  
Susan Wang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Daryoush Yeroshalmi, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Ambeshie Yesus, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Xiaona Zheng, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Cantonese Mandarin  
Mental Health  
Bobby Davis, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Neurology**  
Tong Jiang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin  
Sanaz Karimi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Paul Kazimiroff, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Stephen O'hara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Melissa Quan, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
David Shaner, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Nurse Practitioner**  
Diane Batham, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Anahid Behzadizadeh, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Armenian  
Grace Chung, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Queenie David, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ferdinand Dayalo, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gayle Elevado, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Susanne Match, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Caroline Mckinley, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Mark Olivarez, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Afshid Roozrokh, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Elizabeth Thomas, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alvin Uybun, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kaneesha Williams, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Julie Yasui, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Ob/Gyn**  
Leah Barlavi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michael Fassett, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Laura Fox Lee, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Diana Friend, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Shaunte Gray, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Edward Hersh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kenneth Kaplan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Seth Kivnick, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Lawrence Lurvey, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Sherri Merideth, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Park, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Simie Lavern Patterson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cheng-Tzu Su, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carol Williams Cotton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ob/Gyn Urogynecology
Margarita Aponte, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Laura Skoczylas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Occupational Medicine
Breda Carroll, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mark Goldstein, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pamela Law, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Norton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology
Robert Weingarten, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Pediatric
Megan Pearson-Cody, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopedics
Iqbal Anwar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Beckett, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joseph Faustgen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Hutchinson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Monti Khatod, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chang Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Houshmand Maghen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Endocrinology
Benjamin Fass, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew

Pediatric
Hematology/Oncology
Richard Shearer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pediatrics
Ivan Barrow, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sapna Brogan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kimberly Cheong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Yunsun Choi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Korean
Mark Haendel, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Eleonora Kleyman, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kirk Luetkehans, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kimberly Peterson, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Mark Salzman, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Philip Seifer, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Stephen Tarzynski, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Italian Spanish

Physical Med/Rehabilitation
Alexan Abdel-Malek, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
David Benton, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ambika Bhat, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Komal Dhingsa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patricia Harrison, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hascal Humes, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gus Kalioundji, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Spanish
Neal Sheade, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ngan Vuong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Amy Adams, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jason Buranday, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jill Caratan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Patricia Drum-Lal, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Chelsea Durning, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Soha Ebneyamin, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Talar Fassih, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Shirley Fladoos, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Thomas Fu, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Monica Guillemin, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Anthony Kemper, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Kayla McLaughlin, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Abigail Mirkin, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Angela Peterson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Denise Phillips, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
John Ray, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Shamim Remtulla, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Curtis Richard, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Leonard Rigmaiden, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Raul Rodriguez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Melissa Stucky, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Monica Swanson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Plastic Surgery
Antoine Carre, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

David Ozersky, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Melissa Poh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Andrew Wexler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Plastic Surgery: Craniofacial
Stacey Francis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Plastic Surgery: Hand
Bradford Edgerton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jessica Emelin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Melissa Klausmeyer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Jacques Machol, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Touraj Touran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Pulmonary Diseases
Vidhya Balasubramanian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Burt Charuworn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Luiza Iancu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Romanian
Eric Kaufer, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Caroline Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Mihwa Pak, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Babak Saedi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Farsi 

David Suh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Rheumatology  
Stephanie Lacson, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Spanish 

Veena Rao, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Social Worker  
Melissa Attia, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Efrem Bryant, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Randy Farhi, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Susana Fragano, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Susan Hallett, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Maryann Vaz, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Surgery Head/Neck  
Christopher Pivik, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Victor Schorn, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Ann Marie Visosky, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Yue Yang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Mandarin 

Surgery Oncologic  
Hamed Kargoazar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Farsi 

Surgery: Bariatric  
Robert Casillas, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Spanish 

Scott Um, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Korean 

Jorge Zelada Getty, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Portuguese 

Surgery: Colon/Rectal  
Rebecca Cannom, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Adil Farooqui, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Hindi Urdu 

Surgery: General  
Michael Hibbard, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Kelly Huynh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Keira Kamm, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Benjamin Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Charles Plehn, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Todd Sachs, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Ivan Shulman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: French 

Jan Takasugi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Surgery: Pediatric  
George Wilkinson, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Thoracic Surgery  
Kelechi Abanobi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. 

Urology  
Alfredo Aparicio, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. 
Referral may be required. Alt. 
language spoken: Spanish
Amanda Chi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Ying Jura, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Cantonese
Madhur Merchant, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kamran Nikravan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Ashish Parekh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati
Apurba Pathak, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Kirk Tamaddon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati
Max Liebl, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mark Mueller, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orange County

Aliso Viejo Medical Offices
24502 Pacific Park Drive
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711
After-Hours Advice

Vascular Surgery
Max Liebl, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Internal Medicine
Ricardo Noceda, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Melissa Rapp, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Yelena Sergeyeva, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Russian
Melanie Zabow, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Psychiatry
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Family Medicine
Chad Abbott, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Emily Cahill, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Teresa De Roulet, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Veronica Harrison, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Peter Kim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Vanessa Koeb, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Susan Nugent, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Behavioral Health Care Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Psychiatry
714-644-6480

Psychiatry
Delia Lupsa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anjali Mangat, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Sonali Jeste, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi
Serena Srikureja, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Alton/Sand Canyon Medical Offices**

6670 Alton Parkway
Irvine, CA 92618

Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

**Cardiology**
Mark Deboer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Neil Gulati, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Babak Kasravi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Park, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joanne Vu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kenneth Whittaker, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Melody Zaya, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Certified Nurse Midwife**
Krista Bolton, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rachel Israel, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Priscilla Ortiz, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Solomon, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Gastroenterology**
Jenny Chiu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Danh Dan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shireena Desai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Louis Hernandez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Gavin Jonas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Henry Niho, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Rauch, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Hematology And Oncology**
Ashraf Aziz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Arabic
Nader Kashani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Edward Nepomuceno, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Im Nephrology Chronic**
Behzad Alimohammadi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
William Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hassan Movahedi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tam Pham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese
Oliver Ross, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Infectious Diseases
Roberta Eimile De Keyser, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Arnold Henson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Benjamin Montoya, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Neurology
Parissa Hagh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Kristin Lueck, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Edward Markus, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Carolyn Neff, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Ali Razmara, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Samira Saghafi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Susan Skinner, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.

Nurse Practitioner
Deborah Falcon, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jenny Khiterer, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Denise Middleton, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.

Ob/Gyn
Jean Burke, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nicte Flores, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shahed Ghanimati, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jaclyn Grentzer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Era Hamilton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christina Hong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Japanese Spanish
Cambia Kang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Phong Lai, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Neeper, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paula Richter, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patrick Roth, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn Urogynecology
Noelani Guaderrama, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Emily Whitcomb, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn: Reproductive Endocrine
Denise Murray, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marcus Rosencrantz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lauren Rubal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Occupational Medicine
Badi Jeffers, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopedics
Kamran Aurang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Roy Benedetti, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rick Csintalan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brent Davis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stefan Fornalski, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tadashi Funahashi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Arthur Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Abraham Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vivek Mohan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi
Leo Pevzner, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physical Med/Rehabilitation
Esther Cohen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adrian Nickolescu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Romanian
John Tin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Burmese

Physician Assistant
Natalie Adair, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nancy Bravo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Raymond Contino, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nathan Dedic, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Deborah Gaskins, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Megan Huey, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christina Kim, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Larinto, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Lena Etemad, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pulmonary Diseases
Nilo Arnaiz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Johnny Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yoko Ozawa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Japanese
Spanish
Edwardo Torres, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish  
John Kofi Yeboah, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
George Yuen, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Cantonese  

**Surgery Head/Neck**  
David Keschner, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish  
Brian Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Judy Liu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Annette Luetzow, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish  
Lauren Luk, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Young Oh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Noubar Ouzounian, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Arabic  
 Armenian French  

**Surgery: Colon/Rectal**  
Henry Hwu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Taiwanese  

**Surgery: General**  
James Coleman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Lilian Estrada-Linder, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish  
Leslie Rand-Luby, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jan Schimke, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Richard Suh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Susan Walker, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Christopher Washington, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nader Yamin, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Farsi  
French  
Kambiz Zainabadi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Farsi  

**Urology**  
Wesley Choi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ashok Chopra, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Yenning Chuang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Mandarin  
Taiwanese  
William Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michael Poon, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Richard Szabo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Khoa Tran, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Vietnamese  
Thomas Vandergast, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Vascular Surgery**  
Tony Fang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Mandarin  
Peter Paik, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Korean  

**Anaheim Hills Medical Offices**  
5475 E. La Palma Ave.  
Suite 201  
Anaheim, CA 92807  
Dermatology  
1-888-988-2800  
Dermatology  
Marina Ball, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish  
Jaryd Freedman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Van Hoang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Sherry Youssef, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Anaheim Kraemer Medical Offices
3460 E. La Palma Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92806
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Cardiology
Maryam Balouch, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephen Bartz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Cesario, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Fan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Damon Kwan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese

Harold Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Michael Phan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anh Smith, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Certified Nurse Midwife
Karen Brown, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lynn Cox-Jonke, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cheryl Pearce, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marci Salmon, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hilary Tordai, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Liza Eshilian-Oates, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charles Hazen, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Hwang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sofia Meraz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Gastroenterology
Kathy Akashi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Theodore Durbin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stanford Gertler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrew Giap, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Syeda Husain, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
William Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Victoria Sheen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bijal Surti, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Derek Tang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rex Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Taiwanese
Doan-Trang Tran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese
Yuki Young, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Hematology And Oncology
Rafi Ahmed, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
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Samina Ahmed, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi
Spanish Urdu
Farah Brasfield, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
David Choi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Thu-Tam Huynh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese
Navid Jamshidi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thomas Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
David Lou, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Im Nephrology Chronic
Rajeshkumar Bhalodia, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati
Hindi
Stephanie Cheung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tina Louise Cushing, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sinjoo Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Payal Mittal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shailesh Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati
Hindi

Infectious Diseases
Salvador Hernandez, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Chin Jung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anthony Shay, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Lincoln Spurgeon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Internal Medicine
Mina Kono, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Neurological Surgery
Sooho Choi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tina Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher Owen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Stea, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eric Stiner, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Neurology
Sirichai Chayasirisobhon, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Thai
Tracy Chiem, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati
Hindi
Alireza Noorian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Benjamin Spurgeon, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pantea Zohrevand, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Melodia Alcantara, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Almi Del Villar, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Tagalog
Gretchen Devine, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Regina Farhar, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pamela Mckeown, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Barbara Schaefer, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Lynette Zorbas, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Ob/Gyn**

Neelu Arora, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Bel Barker, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Mary Bull, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gareth Forde, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michael Gleeson, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ronald Kohorn, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alice Lau, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Neal Lonky, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Georgina Moyers, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Mary Ann Pelino, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
James Lau, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kip Taylor, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Ob/Gyn Urogynecology**

Jun Ihara, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Jennifer Lee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Occupational Medicine**

Murray Greenwood, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michael Gruba, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Stephen Kumar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Vivian Liao, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nicole Pham-Bailey, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Orthopedics**

Emil Dionysian, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Armenian  
Farsi  
Scott Hadley, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Neil Hanness, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jenny Yiee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Urdu

**Pediatric Hematology/Oncology**

Theresa Harned, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Naveen Qureshi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Urdu

**Pediatric Urology**

Jenny Yiee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Perinatology**

Anna Galyean, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jean Lien, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Mary Zaki, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Physician Assistant**

Tom Chow, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kathleen Coffman, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Dawn D’oyen, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
William Galdamez, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Peta-Gay Gihbsson, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Eric Glassman, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Paul Grover, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Janet Hartmann Jones, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Languages spoken: Spanish  
Amy Heller, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Allen Iloreta, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Linda Kim, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Grace Lee, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
James Lee, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Joy Lin, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Anna Lubatti, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Marcella Mcpeek, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Brian Reitz, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kimberly Scott, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Duc Tran, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tram Tran, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Podiatric Surgery**  
Abid Chaudhry, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jayne Cortez, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Pulmonary Diseases**  
Joseph Chan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Languages spoken: Cantonese, Spanish  
Frank Flatauer, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Annie Harrington, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Social Worker**  
Jane Lee, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Stephanie Rosen, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Surgery Head/Neck**  
Syed Ahsan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Roberto Barretto, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
David Bell, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Theodore Chen, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Niklaus Eriksen, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Esther Fine, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

**Radiation Oncology**  
Kelly Goldman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jeannie Han, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Dong Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Winston Lien, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Sharon Lu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Rohit Garg, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Marc Klau, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
George Liu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Randal Schoeman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Terry Shibuya, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Albert Chung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Bryan Loh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Maryam Saidy, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Hector Arroyo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Language spoken: Spanish  
Umer Chaudhry, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Language spoken: Urdu Hindi  
Henry Fang, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Language spoken: Urdu Hindi  
Donna Formichella, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Language spoken: Mandarin  
Eric Fu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Language spoken: Mandarin  
Mark Gow, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Terence Mayers, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kathy Jean Nakano, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Larissa Tan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Lydia Vaias, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Julio Vaquerano, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Language spoken: Spanish  
Aaron Wilcox, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Language spoken: Spanish  
Soo Hyun Choi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Language spoken: Korean  
Cheri Lin, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Language spoken: Mandarin  
Taiwanese  
Marit Kreidel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Language spoken: Mandarin  
Vascular Surgery  
Michael Farooq, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kyu Oh, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Adam Spivack, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Barranca Medical Offices  
6 Willard  
Irvine, CA 92604  
Advice/ Appts.  
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)  
1-888-988-2800  
TTY 711  
After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)  
Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors  
Allergy Asthma And  
Immunology  
Soo Hyun Choi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Language spoken: Korean  
Cheri Lin, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Language spoken: Mandarin  
Taiwanese  
Dermatology  
Marit Kreidel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Payal Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Aparche Yang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dermatology:mohs Surgery
Rana Rofagha Sajjadian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Endocrine
Diabetes/Metabolism
Michael Olerich, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Endocrinology
Vasanthi Narayan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Ani Atoian, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Armenian Farsi
Anne Chandsawang, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Alexander Berdy, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Russian Spanish
Smitha Daka, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Peng-Yun Huang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
Ivan Yee, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Nurse Practitioner
Kim Brown, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paula Moreno, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pediatrics
Sohrab Barkhordar, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Cecilia Chang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
David Cordes, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Liberty Lowe, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Rheumatology
Ricardo Bardales Mendoza, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Swati Medhekar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Punjabi
Andrew Nguyen, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Brea Medical Offices
1900 E. Lambert Road
Brea, CA 92821

Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Family Medicine
Lance Brunner, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ting Ting Chang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Christina Deckert, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alia Khalil, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Cecilia Kim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
David Liu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ajay Mathur, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Shawn Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Tiffany Park, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Korean
Sallie Scheer, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Merryalynn Sioson, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Tagalog
William Wang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alex Wu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Taiwanese

Internal Medicine
Tanveer Hussain, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Trang Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Pediatrics
Joy Hall, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ray Hsu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
David Parker, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Maureen Quan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Miriam Salvador Hermosillo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Euclid Medical Offices
1188 N. Euclid St.
Anaheim, CA 92801
Advice/Appts.

(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
1-888-576-6225
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Psychiatry
714-644-6480

Family Medicine
Rhett Bartolome, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jun Ho Chae, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Paul Chu, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Everard Esteban, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jason Fan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ihsan Hamoudi, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Elena Hetts, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mary Kerrigan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Genetics
Diane Broome, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Internal Medicine
Ryann Ahern, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jenny Banh, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Samuel Cho, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Korean
Naveen Gupta, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi

Mental Health
Elizabeth Arcel, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
A Arizpe-Fernandez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Daniel Arvesen, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Steven Baima, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrew Browne, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Saida Cadena, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ruby Chan, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Iris Cruz, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Suzanne Etheridge, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gabriel Figueroa, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kirstie Figueroa, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Daniel Garcia, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Angelique Giordano, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Travis Goodman, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leanna Holly, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Victoria Hoskins, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Diana Ivory, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Denise Lee, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Claudia Lopez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kathleen Lourenco, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kelley Martinez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Melissa Mayne, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Teresa Mendoza, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sonia Menon, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Overley, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gayle Poynter, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Evelyn Rios-Massin, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Natascha Runge, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mayra Torres, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lidia Tovar, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karen Ware, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephan Wong, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jaine Yu, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Pediatric Cardiology**
Ila Sangodkar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi

**Pediatric Infectious Disease**
Nancy Dodd, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Pediatrics**
Michael Chang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Tillian Chiu, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Helen Currie, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Victor Perez, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Physician Assistant**
Luz Mayorga, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Psychiatry
Nancy Dom, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Timothy Garvey, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jae Lee, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sinh Tran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychiatry: Child/Adolescent
Patricia Cahill, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sabena Panhwar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robb Saito, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Francis Shih, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychologist
Priscilla Armstrong, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephanie Chin Mammen, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Foothill Ranch Medical Offices
26882 Towne Centre Dr.
Foothill Ranch, CA 92610
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/findddoctors
Psychiatry
714-644-6480
Family Medicine
Marian Bareth, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Arabic
John Davenport, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
David Kim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Shobha Rani Mahesh, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ali Mor, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Andrew Park, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Mark Tzagournis, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Pediatrics
Nam Lam, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Maria Plum, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Lena Schultz, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Garden Grove Medical Offices
Urgent Care (Walk-In)
12100 Euclid St.
Garden Grove, CA 92840
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/findddoctors
Allergy Asthma And Immunology
Amber Burnette, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Lisa Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ann Mighell, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yana Samarasena, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Certified Nurse Midwife
Dena De La Torre, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kam-Lin Fansler, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tessa Greene, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Margaret Wolfe, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Dermatology**
Ashley Brown, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kelly Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Arlene Tsuchiya, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Family Medicine**
Thanh Bui, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Jennifer Chan, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Thanh Ha, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Farhan Khan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
To-Tam Le, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Eun Kyung Lee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Melanie Linke, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Trang Luc, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Melissa Miranda, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Anhthu Nguyen, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Kristen Nguyen, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Thomas Nguyen, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Trieu Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Joseph Sacksteder, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Joe To, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Curtis Wong, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

**Internal Medicine**
Alla Gartsman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Donny Huang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jacquelyn Leung, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Dong Lu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish Vietnamese
Leo Maffey, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Lam Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Minh Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Tiffany Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Pradeep Putlur, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Alex Quan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

**Nurse Practitioner**
Tina Carrillo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Margo Coon, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Karen Jones, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Ann Kazem, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tori Maricich, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Denise Miller, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jane Phan, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Leah Williams, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Margaret Yee-Pan, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Ob/Gyn**
Jennifer Anderson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Chong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julie Henriksen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Buuloc Luu, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

**Physician Assistant**
Bo Song, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kristina Stilwell, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Podiatric Surgery**
Paula Harbison, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Harbor Corporate Park**
3601 S. Harbor Blvd.
Santa Ana, CA 92704

Behavioral Health Care Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

**Psychiatry**
714-644-6480

**Mental Health**
Parissa Blake, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wendy Block, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gina Bodnar, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Roxanne Brown, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marjorie Cantrell, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anabel Castrezana, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rupal Doshi, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ryan Kennedy, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Grace Lee, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Katya Martinez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Orlina Melendez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Pediatrics**
Yvonne Bach, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kent Fung, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Dan Hoang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Mailinh Le, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Jonathan Lin, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Maria Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nga Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Michelle Solomon, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Ob/Gyn**
Jennifer Anderson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Chong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julie Henriksen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Buuloc Luu, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

**Physician Assistant**
Bo Song, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kristina Stilwell, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Podiatric Surgery**
Paula Harbison, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Harbor Corporate Park**
3601 S. Harbor Blvd.
Santa Ana, CA 92704

Behavioral Health Care Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

**Psychiatry**
714-644-6480

**Mental Health**
Parissa Blake, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wendy Block, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gina Bodnar, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Roxanne Brown, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marjorie Cantrell, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anabel Castrezana, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rupal Doshi, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ryan Kennedy, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Grace Lee, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Katya Martinez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Orlina Melendez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jane Mulvey, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Khanh Nguyen, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Nyberg, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dadhri O’neal, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lindsey Parkhurst, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Donna Regalado, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Raquel Ruvalcaba, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gabriela Suarez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psych-Geriatric
Shilpa Diwan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Yen Ling Masters, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Paul Rosandich, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Nicole Sahl, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Juhee Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mahnaz Pezeshpour, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Psychologist
David Peirce, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adam Pollock, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tiara Rodriguez, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Harbor-MacArthur Medical Offices
Urgent Care (Walk-In)
3401 S. Harbor Blvd.
Santa Ana, CA 92704
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Certified Nurse Midwife
Sarah Gomez, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Joanne Azer, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ming Chen, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
Maria Katrina Dominguez, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kiyumi Heard, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Quynh-Hoa Le, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Esther Lee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Johnny Lin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Danny Mai, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ernesto Medina, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Sumant Nagarkar, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Hue Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Khanh Nguyen, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Gwendolyn Obedencio, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Ilocano Spanish Tagalog
Tracy Pantig, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Herbert Scherl, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Tatianne Velo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
John Yang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Rani Yau, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Internal Medicine
Erica Childs, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Nurse Practitioner
Abigail Carino-Romo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Melissa Kashikar, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nina Nicolas, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alison Toy, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Judith Vega-Baratti, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Ob/Gyn
Peggy Grau, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anne Hardebeck, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Megan Johnson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yuna Medina, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Diana Patton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Doosa Sobouti, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Janel Takahashi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology
Christa Litzenberger, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeanne Smith, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Corneal Disease
Dennis Lu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Ophthalmology: Oculoplastic
Kenneth Krantz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Vitreo-Retinal
Fred Chien, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Mathew Hauser, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Viet Ho, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joseph Kim, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Russell, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Linda Russell, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
James Wong, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Nigel Kent, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Teri Klein, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Connie Lin, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Spanish Taiwanese

Elenea Medina, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Lynette Sequeira, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Yvonne Tsai, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Physician Assistant
Carri Ann Gravitt, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vicki Mcadams, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elizabeth Soria-Palacios, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Health Pavilion
200 N. Lewis St.
Orange, CA 92868
Administration
714-748-7843
Health Education
1-888-988-2800
Healthy Living Store
714-748-2775
Orthopedics
1-888-988-2800
Wellness Coaching by Phone
1-866-862-4295

Mental Health
Michael Hanna, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopedics
Michiyuki Kono, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yusuf Tabet, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
French
Gary Zohman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Justin Anderson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Cortney Hayek, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Louis Jaramillo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Huntington Beach Medical Offices
18081 Beach Blvd.
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Family Medicine
Glen Barbee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Won Choe, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Tara Cohen, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Anh Do, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Hau Do, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Thuy-Trang Du, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Vicki Ewing, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alberto Ezroj, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Marcia Hugen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Natalya Karabalin, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jeremiah Kwoon, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Sherri Lee, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nancy Lee-Hata, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Depinder Mann, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Hemesh Patel, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
David Richardson, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Tara Roy, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Renae Strehlow, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Albert Tran, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Eugenia Tsai, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Internal Medicine
Thuyhan Tran, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Nurse Practitioner
Janice Jetton, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Gwendolyn Harbert, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Harry Joe, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Geoffrey Kenyota, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Patty Wong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

La Habra Medical Offices
601 E Imperial Hwy
La Habra, CA 90631
Appts./Cancel/Info.
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Family Medicine
Kevin Liao, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Spanish
Hiroki Noda, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kimberlee Ployngam, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Thomas Sun, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Joo-Yon Youn, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean Spanish

Internal Medicine
Quoc Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Mental Health
Joshua Graham, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
David Shinmei, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

La Palma Medical Offices
5 Centerpointe Drive
La Palma, CA 90623

Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
1-888-576-6225
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Family Medicine
Maryam Bahadori, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Terry Chan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Jeevan Daniels, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Fouad Darweesh, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic Turkish

Tony Do, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Aaron Dresnin, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Swati Gandhi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi

Dino Imperial, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Merve Karabulut, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Turkish

Diana Karg, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

William Kim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Curtis Lee, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Nasrin Lopa, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Girisha Mulhearn, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Binh Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Jeanette Perez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Diane Pham, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Phuong-Tram Pham, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Renuka Singh, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi

Tri Tran, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Matthew Varallo, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Thy Vo-Tsai, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

David Wasim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

David Wolfe, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Xiao-Ying Fang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Sajini George, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Boichuyen Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Nurse Practitioner
Christie Tsuyuki, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ophtha Ret Vit Sur
Peter Youssef, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology
Guy Jirawuthiworavong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Thai
Lynn Vaughn, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Alison Wong, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Cantonese Mandarin

Ophthalmology: Glaucoma  
Feilin Zhu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Shanghai

Optometry  
Kenneth Alimento, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Negin Asemi, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nahan Erfan, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Quyen Hong, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jenny Mach-Hung, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Donna Nguyen, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
William Tse, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics  
Julia Castillo, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish  
Geman Cheng, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Mercedes Gutierrez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish
Nghi Hoang, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Ritu Khurana Rawal, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish  
Thomas Showalter, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alysia Tran, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Pediatrics Developmental  
Waldo Luciano-Gonzalez, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish  
Ayesha Munir, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Pediatric Surgery  
Devin Chopra, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Craig Pastor, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Brett Shahabi, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Laguna Hills Offices  
23041 Avenida De La Carlota  
Laguna Hills, CA 92653

Behavioral Health Care  
Member Help Line,  
7 days, 24 hours  
1-800-900-3277

Psychiatry/Addiction Medicine  
714-644-6480

Mental Health  
Hallie Boldt, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Kathryn Clare, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tonja Gaudette, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Deborah Grimes, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Marc Mestyanek, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kate Pavlak, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Teresa Soto, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Anne Rose, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nooshin Sabouri, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Maritza Rojas, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish
La Tonya Tingstad, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kathy Wei, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Masayuki Fukuzawa, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Joseph Carley, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Moldawsky, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Behrouz Namdari, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lakeview Medical Offices
411 N. Lakeview Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92807
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Critical Care Medicine
Joel Handler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Endocrinology
Wai Ping Li, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephen Ou, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Mona Roy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Emily Tan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Freddy Alamshaw, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Neetu Bhola, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Melissa Cardeno, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Clifford Clinton, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Falguni Doshi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Liza Gonzalez, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Rachael Han, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Timothy Ho, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Darla Holland, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nilofer Kadri, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Shefali Khandwala, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Tiffanie Luk, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Scott Mciver, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sushant Mohleji, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ray Nanda, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Casey Nelson, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Hoang Tran, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Hung Tran, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Parvez Jessani, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kambiz Nooryani, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi Spanish
David Shieh, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Nurse Practitioner
Donna Amezquita, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Margaret Guerrero, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Annie Carr, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Edward Hamamura, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Lynn Hoang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Irene Kan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ran Zhu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Pediatrics Developmental
Massoud Mehdizadeh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chuck Ng, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Rheumatology
Parke Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Randy Lehmer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Mission Viejo Medical Offices
Urgent Care (Walk-In)
23781 Maquina Ave.
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Dermatology
Hege Grande Sarpa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: German
Robert Langer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nathalie Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Todd Armbruster, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Wendy Coling, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Diana Coulson, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mahnaz Jalali, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Iqbal Kasam, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi Spanish
Heather Kranitz, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Thuy Le, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
My-Lan Le-Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Jowell Luistro, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Gloria Martinez, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish Tarlan Nahidi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi Khang Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Johnny Orozco, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Daljeet Singh, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Quoc Ta, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Amy Wolfner, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Internal Medicine
Enelyn Canio, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Faranak Herrera, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Nurse Practitioner
Emily Delfs, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophtha Ret Vit Sur
Keith Pince, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Corneal Disease
Kevin Yuhan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Pauline Chang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
George Kuszytk, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marjan Nadimi, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pediatrics
Jon Conti, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Beverly Gaitan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Carly Heninger, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Barbara Stefanides, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Eric Troyan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Physician Assistant
Jennifer Hembree, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jimmy Liboon, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cori Mcmahon, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orange County -
Anaheim Medical Center
3440 E La Palma Ave
Anaheim, CA 92806
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.—7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.—7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Certified Nurse Midwife
Elizabeth Dubbs, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Pamela Honsberger, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Internal Medicine
Kareem Aboutalib, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rajeev Ambe, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jose Baeza, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yin Chu Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lex Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Victor Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paul Cheng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Debby Chou, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shenfon Chou, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Raymond Chung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dan Huynh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Secondary Language Spoken:
Vietnamese
Spanish
Tagalog
Mandarin
Cantonese
Hindi
Korean
Vietnamese

Stanley Ermsahr, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Garcia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Alt.
language spoken: Hindi

Anisha Ghanshani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Nancy Gin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt.
language spoken: Cantonese

Rickinder Grewal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Bernard Hall, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin

Matthew Hanchett, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Raymond Huang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Susan Hodes, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin

Raymond Huang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Jason Hunt, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Raymond Chung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin

Dan Huynh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese

Meenu Kwatra, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Khoa Lam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Cristina Lasam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Duy Le, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nam Le, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Henry Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ray Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Theodore Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alvina Leung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amy Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Liu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chien Lu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
Priya Monahan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Donna Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tuan Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Birju Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dinesh Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati Hindi
Nilay Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kevin Pham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Amal Puswella, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Abraham Reyes, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shelly Rimler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Osvaldo Rodriguez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Tanmai Saxena, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hyon Seo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anthony Silpanone, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bruce Tagle, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thu-Nga Tran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Viet Tran, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Catherine Van, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rodolfo Villicana, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Alan Wilkins, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Esther Yu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nurse Practitioner
Stephanie Sevilla, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ob/Gyn
Navneet Gogia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Khoalinh Luong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Latasha Mason, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Raquel Pelayo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Rajasree Seshadri, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tania Tajalli, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ernestine Wen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Sumana Yeturu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Pediatrics**
John Baltazar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jay Hill, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dimple Khona, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Henry Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Jennifer Linzmeyer, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Darren Murtari, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Myriam Perez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sharon Pham, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patrick Van Winkle, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Social Worker**
Jennifer Banh, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shelley Beckham, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Teresa Gallego, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mia Scanlon, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lacie York, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Orange County - Irvine Medical Center**

**Emergency**
6640 Alton Pkwy.
Irvine, CA 92618

Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

**Cardiology**
Jaspreet Arora, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ravi Jandhyala, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Henry Lo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Ob/Gyn**
Christopher Donnelly, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Johanna Dubyak, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Social Worker**
Lynn Amato, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wendy Kish, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Susannah Mason, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Miriam Nojan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Krishni Somaratne, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rajesh Swaroop, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Nhut Vuong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Diana Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Nurse Practitioner**
Elisa Hirsch, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Jessen, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Nurse Practitioner**
Elisa Hirsch, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Jessen, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Nurse Practitioner**
Elisa Hirsch, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Jessen, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Internal Medicine**
Amena Hokoki, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

213
Rehabilitation Pavilion
4201 W. Chapman Ave.
Orange, CA 92868

Addiction Medicine/
Chemical Dependency
714-748-6226

Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Care Management
714-748-6391

Chronic Pain Management
714-748-6288

Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation
1-855-881-0752

Addiction Med Cdrs
Daniel Bouland, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kenneth Gheysar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
Blanca Trevino-Scatterday,
M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Mental Health
Monisha Advani, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Duy Doan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Fan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Holland-Goossen,
P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Heather Coakley, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rachael Holloway, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kristin Koperski, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shiva Sarabi, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Angelica Diaz, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Janet Henry, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Blanca Ruiz Botello, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Clarisa Yos, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physical Med/Rehabilitation
Robert Bautista, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Patricia Hong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Andrew Kahn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Penelope Kent, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joel Moradkhani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anh Quan Nguyen, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Calvin Okey, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Stephanie Buttaevoli, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Timothy Cyrus, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jody Forter, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tracy Kuhar, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Varsha Panjabi, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amanda Rosenthal, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Loretta Showalter, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lauren Venetos, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Blanca Nugen, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jenny Rosales, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Linda Nugen, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jenny Rosales, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
San Juan Capistrano Medical Offices
30400 Camino Capistrano
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Family Medicine
John Eastman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jasbir Kaur, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Tuyen Le, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Nasim Murray, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi Spanish
Steve Na, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ileana Spizzirri, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Romanian
Melissa Stults, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Guillermo Sturich, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jeff Tracy, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Phi Vo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Nurse Practitioner
Mary Hanson, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Christian Boehmer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Debra Gierut, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anahita Guide, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Damien Moore, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cecilia Perez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Psychiatry
714-644-6480

Certified Nurse Midwife
Norma Bates, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jessica Torrance, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Laura Chaverri, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
David Cheng, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kara Cummins, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Trung Huey Dang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Shahriar Davari, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Peggy Ibarra, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gerald Lim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Santa Ana Medical Offices
1900 E. 4th St.
Santa Ana, CA 92705
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Yasser Giron, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Peggy Ibarra, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gerald Lim, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Lucio Loza, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jesus Morales, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Timothy Munzing, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.
Scott Murray, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.
Carrie Nelson-Vasquez, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.
Michael Provenghi, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Maria Robles, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Margarita Sanchez-Padilla, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Dorothy Siddall, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Josette Thompson, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Paul Vollucci, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.
Warren Wong, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Internal Medicine**
James Lozano, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

**Mental Health**
George Baltz, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gina Villarraga, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Angela Wu, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
N. Elizabeth Arovas, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Julisa Bravo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Akta Patel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Joy Iskarous, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Richard Kerley, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lori Marantz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Sean Moran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Natasha Namdari, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Eric Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Luis Sandoval, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Pranav Shah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati

Felicia Wong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin

Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Dilek Avci, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Neel Doshi, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Alex Garcia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Psychologist
Mona Ketabchi, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Amalia Mena, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Miguel Oportot, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Florence Kim, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Trinh Thanh Ngo Nguyen, N.P.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Tustin Executive Center
17542 E. 17th St.
Tustin, CA 92780

Home Health Care
714-734-4500

Hospice
1-877-896-3560

Long-Term Care
714-734-5500

Senior Care Connection
714-734-5524

Special Needs Program
714-734-4590
1-877-317-6080

Geriatrics
Palliative & contcare
Jane Abdelhadi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mark Abramson, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kent Eunbae Ahn, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
William Ford, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Charles Kellerman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Sung Kim, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Korean  
Donald King, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tom Ky, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nimitta Lathiya, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
James Mayo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jayana Patel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Mark Pellegrino, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Elizabeth Pham, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Amish Shah, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Internal Medicine  
Tieu Phung, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Cantonese  
Deepa Savani, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Gujarati  
Social Worker  
John Alexander, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Lisette O’neal, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Tustin Ranch Medical Offices  
2521 Michelle Drive  
Tustin, CA 92780  
Advice/Appts.  
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)  
1-888-988-2800  
TTY 711  
After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;  
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)  
Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors  
Family Medicine  
Dean Chan, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Sung Chang, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Cindy Evans, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Seema Goyal, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Michael Lee, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Ted Lee, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin  
Taiwanese  
Sepideh Mirfakhraie, M.D.  
PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Farsi  
Mary Ruppert, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Angelique Sporty, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Internal Medicine  
Adriana Cervantes, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Grace Chang Broderick, M.D.  
PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Pei Chun Cheng, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Christine Moon, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Mental Health  
Caitlin Williams, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nurse Practitioner  
Sandra Preasmyer, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Marcy Sargenti, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Mary Ward, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ophtalmology: Glaucoma  
Sheila Bazzaz, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Ophthalmology: Pediatric
Shaival Shah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Vitreo-Retinal
Rishi Doshi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Optometry
Mohsen Alinaghian, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Donald Apodaca, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Diemkhanh Dinhluu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Janet Mach, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Emerick Nakasone, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Michelle Tiu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Annie Tran, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Elaine Tu, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese

Ped Invasive Cardiology
John-Charles Loo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pediatric Gastroenterology
William Mow, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Rachel Harman-Friedman, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Altaf Kazi, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Pediatrics Developmental
John Chai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jay Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Lisa Snider, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pediatric Surgery
Michael Digiuseppe, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Eto, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Daniel Hong, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jazmin Liu, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Yorba Linda Medical Offices
22550 Savi Ranch Parkway
Yorba Linda, CA 92887
Advice/Appts.

(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-888-988-2800
TTY 711

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Pediatric Endocrinology
Alan Cortez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Rachel Harman-Friedman, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Pediatrics Developmental
John Chai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jay Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Lisa Snider, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pediatric Surgery
Michael Digiuseppe, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Eto, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Daniel Hong, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jazmin Liu, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Yorba Linda Medical Offices
22550 Savi Ranch Parkway
Yorba Linda, CA 92887
Advice/Appts.
Khemarint Young, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Myung Kim, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Korean

Nurse Practitioner
Veronica Else, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology
Ashish Mehta, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati
Stephen Munz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Corneal Disease
Pauline Lim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Glaucoma
Ahsan Khan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Urdu

Optometry
Ely Almaleh, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dan Chikami, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nina Dao, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Phillip Endicott, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Clarissa Raymundo, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Christine Truong, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Vi Lieu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Natasha West, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

San Diego
Bonita Medical Offices
3955 Bonita Rd.
Bonita, CA 91902
Advice/ Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Endocrine
Diabetes/Metabolism
Jose Canales, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Endocrinology
Derek Mafong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Family Medicine
Ethel Aguilera, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Randy Angell, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Lillibeth Beltran, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Daniel Brueggemann, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: German
Esther Dalugdugan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Adrienne Kelly, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Keith Kurose, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Richard Lebano, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Michelle Leon-Mondragon, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Norma Macias, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Joanne Mo, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ariane Mohit, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: German
Martin Murillo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ngan Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Cesar Quan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Diana Sandoval-Cortez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Annie Sanque, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Cynthia Sierra, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Glenda Torricelli, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Erika Vargas, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
James Wesley, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Tom Williams, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Internal Medicine
Marco Bonaccorsi, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Andres Bustamante, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Clint Hoangquocgia, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
John Impellizeri, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Marta Iuvone-Rodriguez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Rosevelle Mcmillin, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Glenn Murphy, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
John Turla, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Nurse Practitioner
Catherine Anderson, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Doris Asombrado, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Omana Kaliangara, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alice Kolodji, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wendy J Young, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Martin Cochran, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alison Howard, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Lai, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michele Shimozono, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Dana Goldberg, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Joseph Mcquaide, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Brian O'looughlin, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Victoria Pham, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Juan Rodriguez, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Rheumatology
Hong Yang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Neda Yazdi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Bostonia Medical Offices
1630 E. Main St.
El Cajon, CA 92021
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
Behavioral Health
1-877-496-0450
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Todd Martin, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ghafar Nafes, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi German
Susannah Pazdral, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Roya Sadeghi, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Todd Steinberg, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Tamar Weissler, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Pushpanjalie Wijeratne, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Stephen Yip, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Julie Burgos, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
John Feng, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Priya Krishnan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Kelly Mcdadam, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Khoa Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Mental Health
Olivia Aguirre, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Lori Baxter, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Paul Beauparlant, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Rogelia Becerra, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Debra Benaderet, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Kristine Chadsey, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Kristen Clayton, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.

Marc Davidoff, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Courtney Funk, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kelly Heimer, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Kastanias, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Martin, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Niamh Martin, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Newman, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karen Nimchuk-Cook, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cynthia Nutter, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Pease, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mona Perlman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Katherine Pica, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ross Quave, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ali Rahimzadeh, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Candace Redcliff, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Francesca Riddell, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephanie Rimer, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Heidi Sattler, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jodi Staszak, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Steinweg, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: German
Sara Szemeczko, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julia Tirpak, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sofia Tomina, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gerald Workman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Saadia Khan, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Punjabi Urdu
Barbie Norman, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Physician Assistant
Joann Totah, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Salu John, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Malayalam
Ha Mistry, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Keith Montgomery, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Delia Nieves-Arvelo, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Joanna Palica, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Polish

Sarah Simmons, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Stephen Tokraks, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Robin Warner, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychiatry:  
Child/Adolescent  
Sergiu Grozavu, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian

Breda Velasquez, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychologist  
Lindsey Hogan, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Charlie Morgan, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Diana Robbins, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Carlsbad Medical Offices  
6860 Avenida Encinas  
Carlsbad, CA 92011

Advice/Appts.  
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)  
1-800-290-5000

After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection  
1-888-956-1616  
kp.org/finddoctors

TTY 711

Family Medicine  
Dustin Bassett, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Luis Esquenazi, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Cynthia Gray, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Alisa Hideg, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Tommy Le, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

David Lozar, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Carla Schueermann-Berryman, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Anais Shannon, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Lisa Thayer, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine  
Robert Felder, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Christine Kelso, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Winifred Lee, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Wayne Levin, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Kimberly Maxon, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Michael Stuparich, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Donald White, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.

Nurse Practitioner  
Naomi Cohen, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hungarian

Optometry  
Dorothy Honda, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Jennifer Mao, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Pediatrics  
Daniel Metsch, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Liza Suh, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Carmel Valley Medical Offices  
3851 Shaw Ridge Rd  
San Diego, CA 92130

Advice/Apt.  
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)  
1-800-290-5000

After-Hours Advice  
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)  
1-888-KPONCALL  
(1-888-576-6225)  
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Certified Nurse Midwife
Renae Black, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cathy Vaux, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Endocrinology
Patricia Wu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese
Joseph Jon Yu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Dan Carpiuc, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Romanian
Jonathan Chan, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Ronny Kalasho, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Janith Seidel, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Emily Chou, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ling-Ling Gao, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Ai Quach, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mary Yoo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Romanian Spanish

Nurse Practitioner
Mia Kitajima, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Anoosha Ghodsi-Shirazi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Radmila Kazanegra, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Caryl Reinsch, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rana Shayya, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Pediatrics
Martin Gilboa, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Sheri Plaisted, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Physician Assistant
Tuyet Mai Le, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Wendy Steen, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Clairemont Mesa Medical Offices
7060 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92111
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Allergy Asthma And Immunology
Noah Friedman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew
Michael Land, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eric Macy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dermatology
Jeffrey Benabio, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Bonilla, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Steven Goldberg, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nancy Habib, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Howard Kurshenbaum, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Catalina Matiz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Julia Minocha, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gary White, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Family Medicine
Ali Aboutaleb, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Francesca Adriano, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Dennis Andrade, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Vidush Athyal, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nashwa Aziz-Butler, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Katherine Balazy, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Amr
Sign L Polish
Raymond Berdugo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jodi Berzak-Wolf, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Harriet Bielawski, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Polish
Nelson Bui, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Dereck Deleon, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Lance Fuchs, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Sherwin Gallardo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Loretta Gordon, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Thomas Maddox, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Joseph Matista, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Heidi Meyer, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Gevork Mosesi, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Sally O'leary-Beck, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Flavia Saleh, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nader Sam, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Carolyn Snarskis, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Randall Thomsen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
John Tran, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mary-Hang Tran, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Internal Medicine
Rae Boganey, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Vanessa Canonigo, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Peter Hum, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Robert Lew, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Elisa Ng, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese

Erman Wei, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Yuan Zhong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Mental Health
Mary Brown, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Laura Imthurn, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Patricia Johnson, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Optometry
Anne Devine, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Salina Moon, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Deanna Wong, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Tim Yee, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pediatric Endocrinology
Robert Clemons, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jennifer Concepcion, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gregory Kunz, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Pediatrics
Seamae Erfani, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Spanish
Lawrence Levy, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Louis Luevanos, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pediatrics Developmental
Nidia Alduncin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Lon Dubey, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Rachel Ireland, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Victoria Konopacke, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Melanie Ballatore-Weinfeld, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Stephanie Eischen-Lee, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

El Cajon Medical Offices
250 Travelodge Drive
El Cajon, CA 92020
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)

1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Certified Nurse Midwife
Sonia Mays, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Valerie Sawaya, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Marie Greene, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Carole Harris, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Marissa Brown, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Yvonne Grochowski, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Robert Hajosy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Evan Harrison, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Katherine Hartzell, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Amber Knight, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Trina Manes, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Danielle Towne, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology
Dianne Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Amir Kolahdouz-Isfahani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Kenneth Kubis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Pediatric
Gary Clorfeine, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Optometry
Juliette Di Libero, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jung Lee, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Orthopedics
Delois Bean, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Yeukkei Cheung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
John Clifford, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Donald Fithian, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: French Spanish
Brian Fitzgerald, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Pooya Javidan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Yong Kwon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
William Ohara, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
William Pfeiffer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Julie Gill, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher Mayberry, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Podiatric Surgery
Alan Cao, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dwayne Chang, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nilofar Faghihnia, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pamela Hong, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Lemm, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Escondido Medical Offices
732 N. Broadway
Escondido, CA 92025
Advice/Appts.

(7 days, 7 a.m.—7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.—7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Amarinder Anand, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Roderick Ang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Robin Daus, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Gloria Gutierrez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Janie Liu, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kevin Madden, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Betty Nguyen, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Eric Potwardowski, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Nguyen Tran, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Tram Tran, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Candice Branch, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Asha Dayana, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Telugu
Candace Sprott, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Optometry
Maria Garcia-Nguyen, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tara Mather, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Ortiz, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Chelsea Forbes, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Todd Harker, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
William Mckown, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Lewis Turner, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Physician Assistant
Lisa Mcelmell, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Garfield Specialty Center
5893 Copley Dr.
San Diego, CA 92111
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.—7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.—7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
George Longstreth, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Brett Partridge, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Suresh Pola, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: French
Spanish Telugu
Roderick Rapier, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Head & Neck Surgery: skull
Base
Roberto Cueva, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Im Transplant Hepatology
Lisa Nyberg, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Heather Patton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Diane Lewis, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopedics
Marc Chodos, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Timothy Craft, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Hempton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

William Luetzow, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ryan O’shea, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karimdad Otarodifard, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Anshuman Singh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Arnold Yashar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Edmond Young, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physical Med/Rehabilitation
John Neff, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Xuong Tang, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patrick Watson, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Eve Allerton, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ami Burt, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Edward Caccioppo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cynthia Carson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Desiree Evans-Claassen, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leah Gessin, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brenda Guerrero, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jacob Kalscheur, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Lin, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Debbie Muratet, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Parsons, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Douglas Pickett, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Linda Smith, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kalani Thomson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Watkins, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jason Yarbrough, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Plastic Surgery
Jessica Collins, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Laura Mcmillan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jordan Sinow, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cissy Tan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Podiatric Surgery
Alex Kim, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nirav Patel, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychologist
Gali Goldwaser, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shetal Patel, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sabina Sehgal, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kimberly Weingart, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Surgery Head/Neck
Alexander Battaglia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bruce Edens, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Londo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Matthew Lutch, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Peter Martin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Krista Rodriguez-Bruno, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Surgery: Colon/Rectal
Daniel Klaristenfeld, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Surgery: General
William Bertucci, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jessica Deree, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ran Luo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Janos Taller, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Scott Wenger, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Justin Wu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Urology
Samuel Amukele, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Gaines, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eric Gerber, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Portuguese Spanish
Brandon Isariyawongse, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Huathin Khaw, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Philip Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kenneth Nitahara, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kaiser Permanente Kearny Mesa Rehabilitation Center
4510 Viewridge Ave.
San Diego, CA 92123

Nephrology
1-877-236-0333

Physical Medicine/Physical and Occupational Therapy
1-866-413-1582

Speech Pathology
858-694-7100

Im Nephrology Chronic
Michael Biberstein, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Rajiv Jairam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Alex Kay, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patrick Albert Macapinlac, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Hai Tran, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Patricia Tsung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kaiser Permanente San Diego Medical Center

Emergency
Hospital and Medical Offices
9455 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92123

Dermatology:mohs Surgery
Marc Rubenzik, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Michele Jiu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Dipul Kansagara, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nicholas Lee, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Steve Song, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Mental Health
Lisa Carroll, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeanne Donahue, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Zelalem Hagos, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lorrie Herzberg, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Samantha Lyman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elizabeth Meza, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ann Marie Nichols, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Linn Nimietz, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kathy Parks, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sonia Romano, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Candice Simonds, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kimberly Stricker, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sandra Titschler, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Melinda Bataan, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Clare Bickler, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gay Sophia Charley, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Loren Fujii, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Youngmi Kim, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nancy Koontz, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Polina Makedonsky, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
George Maldonado, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Regina Mcfadden-Moehling, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ma Rosel Sigua-Chen, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kelly Webb, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Gutierrez-Mendoza, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Charles Jones, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lois Musoke, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ronald Reinsch, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Steven Richards, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Pediatrics
Anne Birkbeck-Garcia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
John Celli, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rita Feghali, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Newton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Evelyn Suarez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Ob/Gyn
Lisa Brown, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Diana Cantu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Silverio Chavez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Michael Erickson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Peony Liu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jane Lyons, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Newton, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Evelyn Suarez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Physician Assistant
Jasmine Henderson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tyler Ryan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Kaiser Permanente Zion Medical Center

Emergency Hospital and Medical Offices
4647 Zion Ave.
San Diego, CA 92120
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
Psychiatry
1-877-496-0450
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Michael Lalich, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Susan Silver, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Geriatrics
Palliative & Cont Care
Bret Flynn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elizabeth Rhee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bavna Vyas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Hematology And Oncology
Jian Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Jenny Devitt, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kristine Lethert, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nina Liu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sariah Liu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Infectious Diseases
Shweta Ramsahai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ethan Stewart, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Internal Medicine
Ejaz Ahmed, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Farhana Ahmed, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Barrozo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Bautista, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Belsher, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Buccigrossi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andrew Busby, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gayle Cabalbag, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephen Capon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kan Chen, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Collin Zimmerman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sandry Chendra, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hans Chin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: German
Mandarin
William Cory, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Preethika Ekanayake, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karanjodh Johal, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Teresa Jones, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hyunsoo Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lauraine Kinney, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kimberly Koppenbrink, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Jeffrey Krebs, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mahesh Kumar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jenna Lavina, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Andy Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Jae Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rebecca Levasseur, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cuong Luu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Vietnamese
Ruhong Ma, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Van Mai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Scott Malkin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Soyoung Mcfarland, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Jeffrey Megorden, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Richard Moon, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
George Moore, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Mullins, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rachel Murray, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Malay Myaing, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Burmese
Mohammad Naqvi, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hao Nguyen, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carlo Niguidula, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ma Christina Ondrade, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Julie Phillips, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alexis Rahal, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Greek
Tryna Ramos, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rebecca Ratnam, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Matthew Roosevelt, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stanley Salinda, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sergio Sanguesa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Italian Spanish
Gabrielle Schaefer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Angela Shin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jonathan Siegel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carolyn Sui, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Bernard Thomas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dan Tong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Benjamin Tsai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
William Tseng, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Kiruba Vembu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
John Weber, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Nadine Wilson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Nelar Wine, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Burmese
David Winn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Wood, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Betre Workie, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Gang Xu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Chao-Hsiung Yang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Spanish
Joy Ye, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Spanish
Jonathan Yee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Natalie Yee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stanford Yee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Mental Health
Joanne Cattani, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shatori Dearman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patricia Gonzalez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Grace Juanta, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nuclear Medicine
Guy Ravad, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Laura Russell, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Esther Santiago, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anne Yates, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Rossman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jon Umlauf, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Nurse Practitioner**
Alicia Clarke, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Steffanie Cobler, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ana Gomez, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Heather Mallon, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elizabeth Ortega, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elizabeth Wojtowicz, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Occupational Medicine**
Dayang Kim Jaya, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lindy Oleary, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Shih, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thomas Wang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Orthopedics**
William Browning, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Physician Assistant**
Antonio Brown, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brenda Brown, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ronnie Escudero, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adam Fitzgerald, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Todd Forster, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephen Lyon, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Martinez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Peter Mazzarese, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Miller, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Billie Neal, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brandon Nelson, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Edwin Rivera, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ryan Rust, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Psychologist**
Lori Magnusson, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Pulmonary Diseases**
Susan Corey, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Smita Desai, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Frank Huang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
David Levine, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Markman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Newman, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Viji Sankar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Tamil
Tauseef Siddiqi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Urdu
Iwona Trybus, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Polish
Marvin Weiss, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karen Ziolo, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**La Mesa Medical Offices**
8080 Parkway Drive
La Mesa, CA 91942
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Dermatology
Frederick Fehl, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shilpa Hamman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Kleker, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charles Miller, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Huyen Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adam Perry, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Martin Bartolac, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Natalie Bittar, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Arabic
French
Scott Bluck, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Michael Cecilio, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Catherine Cheng, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Daniel Hendrey, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Jennifer Kim, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Angela Kutsunis, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Christian Laroe, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
James Lindeen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Maureen Marks, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Eric Mosier, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Sean Powell, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Spanish
Sumit Ranjan, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Daniel Selig, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Christine Shaw, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Jungook Shin, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Gowri Sivaraman, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Tamil
Joshua Smith, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Bang Trinh, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken:
Vietnamese

Internal Medicine
Shreya Chandra, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Gujarati
Spanish
Austin Howard, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Janie Katarsky, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Jesse Lyon, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Vidya Panguluri, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Anju Sawal, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Anita Walton, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Mental Health
Sybil Cimicata, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lauren Hoffman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Caresse Crisostomo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lynette Derouen, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tejinder Dhandi, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Laura Frontiero, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Allison Marcelo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sanoeun Nan, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jackie Nembo Kom, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patience Onyegbule, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Donna Payton, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eleanor Pizarro, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gurpreet Sahota, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Allison Waczek, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Suzanne Wang, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Optometry
Nicole Briggs, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Marisa Chung, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ruriko Kusumoto, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Quang Nguyen, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Matt Pham, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Damian Ploof, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
John Sandbower, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tracy Stradford, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eugene Wang, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pediatrics
Jill Gustafson, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Damian Ng, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
William Pingel, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
David Steele, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Yves Terrazas, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Laurie Tyrrell, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Michaela Vigilante, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Stephanie Washburn, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Physician Assistant
Gregory Caldwell, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Laurel Coben, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Laura Duffy, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher Garibay, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kiet Huynh, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Chinese Spanish Vietnamese
Sophia Mesghenna, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thomas Mohan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Martina Murialdo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Samantha Noonan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephen Stevens, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria-Teresa Suarez, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Shereena Turner, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Voss, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ryan Wada, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Yarbrough, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mesa Vista Medical Office
7850 Vista Hill Ave
San Diego, CA 92123
Psychiatry
Jacob Kuriakose, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leonid Markman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian
Tuan-Anh Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Fadi Nicolas, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic French

Psychiatry:
Child/Adolescent
Michael Juboori, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Oceanside Medical Offices
1302 Rocky Point Drive
Oceanside, CA 92056
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Steven Christensen, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Jillian Hammes, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Phuong Le-Carter, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Marie Patrick, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Mark Peters, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mamie Sefa-Boakye, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Julie Trutanic, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Internal Medicine
Patricia Chu, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Lam Do, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
James Kringel, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Nga Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Nurse Practitioner
Deborah Beccarelli, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pediatrics
Jennifer Chen, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Philip Mattson, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
William Pfeiffer, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.

Otay Mesa Medical Offices
4650 Palm Ave.
San Diego, CA 92154
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Behavioral Health Care Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
Psychiatry
1-877-496-0450

OTT 711

Certified Nurse Midwife
Donna Borow, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ellen Camm, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Mary Farrell, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Jaime Arroyo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Andrelita Barrera, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Lino Bautista, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Miguel Casillas, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Irma Covarrubias-Lugo, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Melissa Cruz, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Tiffany Davis-Maltby, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.
Marilyn De Guzman, D.O. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Catalina Escobar, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Erwin Guzman, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Dulce Innocenzi, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Pablo Inzunza Velazquez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Spencer Rickwa, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Alejandro Rios-Ramos, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Veronica Rodriguez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Rafael Silva, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Maria Vazquez-Campos, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gastroenterology
Mamie Dong, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Brian King, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Nicolas Pulham, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Chandra Singh, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Cesar Lopez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Anders Nyberg, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Miguel Pena-Ruiz, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Kiran Sharma, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

Hematology And Oncology
Nancy Lee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Internal Medicine
David Fan, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.
Jon Harrison, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.
Ralph Johnson, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.
Rabia Khan, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Urdu
Cesar Lopez, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Anders Nyberg, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Mental Health
Sheila Baghbeh, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Paula Beede, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Yvonne Bentle, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Grace Caluya, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Lee Carini, MFT SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gloria Chavez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Deni Cuevas-Horita, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Layla Davis, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eva Galvan, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Abigail Gonzalez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Guillermo Gonzalez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Judith Hahn, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jonathan Josebachvili, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Portuguese Spanish
Carmen Liera, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tara Mc Grath, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Danielle Hammerman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Elizabeth Pinney, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kourosh Mohammadi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rossanna Alo, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Christopher Whitney, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lorine Wilcox, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Mark Clapper, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chad Elsner, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Scott Helmers, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Arash Kermanshahi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi  
Leo Kroonen, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Pediatrics  
Heidi Deyro, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog  
Andrei Fodoreanu, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Romanian  
Melissa Morelos, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Michael Nelson, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Dana Patton-Ku, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Sabrina Perrino, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Sara Valladolid, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

Physical Med/Rehabilitation  
Michael Christakos, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Stuart Yee, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Physician Assistant  
Moreno David, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Marshall De Bruler, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Anthony Durfee, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Denise Gallegos, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Francisco Garcia, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Patrick Lehmann, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Miguel Mariscal, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Kristine Porto Madurski, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Carrie Rathburn, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Cyril Thomas, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Xavier Valdez, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Anna Vicente-Quini, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Podiatric Surgery  
Clayton Culp, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Daniel Mcdermott, DPM SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Psychiatry  
Reshma Bhat, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi  
James Gaudet, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Julie Lange, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

Psychiatry: Child/Adolescent  
Neil Alex, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Justus Kam, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Robert Rashidi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Psychologist  
Michelle Cuevas, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Arthur Marsh, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Pulmonary Diseases  
Randy Dalugdugan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Surgery: General
Amilcar Exume, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Archana Kudva, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mark Schumacher, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Urology
Mitra De Cogain, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patrick Ramos, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Eugene Rhee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jacqueline Villalta, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Melanie Wuerstle, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Point Loma Medical Offices
3250 Fordham St.
San Diego, CA 92110

Addiction Medicine
619-221-6550
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

Psychiatry
1-877-496-0450

TTY 711

Family Medicine
Joseph Atkinson, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Christina Bui, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
John Chico, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Tracy Kam, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Amanda Mullins, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Connie Orem, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Payam Sazegar, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Gary Schroeder, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Joseph Tenenbaum, M.D. PCP

Geriatrics
Palliative & Cont Care
Celestine Arambulo, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gary Birnbaum, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Infectious Diseases
Vi Bowman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Huang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Taiwanese
Christopher O’Brien, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Internal Medicine
Ellina Bekkerman-Donner, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Russian
Derek Hauser, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Linda Jue, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Gene Yang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

Mental Health
William Armentrout, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nancy Auvil, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Genoveva Avalos-Mireles, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sara Betti, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Janice Brookes, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elena Chapin, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carl Christenson, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeannine Daleo, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Liza Dalmacio, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julie Datnow, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Davis Denton, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sarah Eberst, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Krista Falk, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ariel Fletcher, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Esther Glenn, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Daniel Goddard, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Channing Gredvig, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marc Greenfield, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karen Guzman-Gonzalez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Meredith Hanna, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Melissa Hawthorne-Campos, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Chelsea Hurt, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer James, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Josephine Kasper, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mark Kennedy, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kate Kutner, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael La Voy, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tina La Voy, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Landau, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michele London, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Carla Manson, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elvira Martin Del Campo, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Janel Medina, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rene Mendoza, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Melissa Miller, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sam Newman, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jonathan Ortiz, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mariam Pandes, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christine Pemberton, LCSW
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michal Pomeranetz, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Aimee Severe, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ellen Silverstein, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Douglas Skelly-Brown, MFT
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nurse Practitioner
Dagmar Platzer, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rachel Toman, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ob/Gyn Urology
Gouri Diwadkar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kimberly Ferrante, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karl Luber, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Shawn Menefee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jasmine Tan-Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ob/Gyn: Reproductive Endocrine
Li-Shei Lin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Taiwanese
Richard Yoo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Physician Assistant
Christine Doan, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Raul Elguezabal, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychiatry
Ana Andia, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Matthew Becker, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dennis Cook, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kimberly Fitzgerald, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vanessa Greenwood, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Larissa Lacorte, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lana Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eduardo Lopez-Gibson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
James Moodie, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Park, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Leonard Rodin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeremy Sable, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Soheyla Talebimarandi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Karl Walter, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elaine Yoshimoto, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Japanese
Psychiatry: Child/Adolescent
Lily Chiang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Wu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Richelin Dye, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Arika Johnson, PsyD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tina Tsou, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Positive Choice
Integrative Wellness Center
7035 Convoy Court
San Diego, CA 92111

Hours: M–Th, 8 a.m.–9 p.m.;
F, 8 a.m.–4 p.m.
Information
858-573-0090

Nurse Practitioner
Lisa Cook, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Faith Douglas, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Mager, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Heather Wood-Scott, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Celia Mariscal, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Edit Zelkind, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew

Rancho Bernardo Medical Offices
17140 Bernardo Center Drive
San Diego, CA 92128
Advice Nurse
Phone hours: 7 days a week, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.
1-800-290-5000

Certified Nurse Midwife
Robyn Weller, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Abigail Buhain, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Reeti Chakraborty, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Leann Dohring, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Matthew Genovese, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Birgitta Hufnagel-Pinney, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Virgil Kirtland, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Brian Kurose, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Douglas Olken, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Internal Medicine
Charles David, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Hamid Ghazi, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Marie Ingham, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Albert Lai, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Farris Sandhu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Punjabi
Jerry Tseng, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Mental Health
Khadijah Bhutto Ramirez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Bozigian, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alyson Brown, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nela Cavelis, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mariam Correa, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Zakiya Duviella, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sterling Funk, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
William Katkov, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Khristine Lang, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Danielle Levy, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Griselda Martinez, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Julia Mellusi, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cara Midgley, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anna Morgan, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charlene Villegas-Tran, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Vitale, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher White, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elena Widman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Nora Haripoteponkul, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Thai
Anne Mckeirnan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Occupational Medicine
Truong Nguyen, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Pediatrics
Frank Cairo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Njideka Ezeokoli, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Curtis Leong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Aida Martinez, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychiatry
Shahida Parveen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Urdu

Psychiatry: Child/Adolescent
Joseph Schuermeyer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychologist
Daniel Gizzo, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Rheumatology
Alan Cohen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Natasha Conley, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paul Liu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joseph Martin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Firoozeh Motamedi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Rancho San Diego Medical Offices
3875 Avocado Blvd.
La Mesa, CA 91941
Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Family Medicine
Louis Berk, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Indushree Ghosh, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Matthew Guest, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Internal Medicine
Jose Cesena, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
San Marcos Medical Offices

Urgent Care
400 Craven Road
San Marcos, CA 92078

Advice/Appts.
(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000

After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.;
Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
(1-888-576-6225)
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)

Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors

TTY 711

Allergy Asthma And Immunology
Donald Woodmansee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Cardiology
Juan Alvergue, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Lloyd Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thomas Ro, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Leonid Slavin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Russian
Spanish
Audrey Stephan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Certified Nurse Midwife
Linda Evans, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mary Fox, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Laureen Hebert, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Mirna Saavedra, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dermatology
Irene Buno-Brion, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joel Hershman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephan Kempiak, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Dori Rausch, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tamara Scalise, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vishakha Sharma, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati
Hindi

Endocrinology
Lauren Clarine, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adrienne Nassar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Richard Carreon, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Michael Chuang, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher Cutter, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Ledesma De Rosales, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Chelsea Hodgkiss-Harlow, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Adalberto Huerta, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
David Kaiden, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Tamara Kelley, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Caroline Madden, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Dinh Nguyen, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Thays Novikoff, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Richard Pantarotto, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Suliman Rastagar, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Lisa Skinner, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gastroenterology
Lynne Do, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sonali Master, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati
Michael Mctigue, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Amirkaveh Mojtabahed, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Matthew Sitzer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Weissman, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Geriatrics
Palliative&contcare
Galina Khemlina, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Winston Mina, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ali Mirza, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi German
Allegra Rich, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Hematology And Oncology
Radha Canepa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Achala Doraiswamy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sujatha Murali, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Im Nephrology Chronic
Lo-Ping Chen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Patrick Fong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Samir Shah, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Mona Singh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Im Transplant Hepatology
Chan Chung, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Korean
Infectious Diseases
Townson Tsai, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Internal Medicine
Mona Arasoghli, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic French
Meenu Bawa, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Sze Ding, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Francisco Marquez, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Portuguese Spanish
Shawn Mchugh, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Bhavesh Patel, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Gujarati
Rosel Liza Reyes, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Wei Tang, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Fred Veretto, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.

**Mental Health**  
Shelly Jaffe, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jocelyn Ryan, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Neurology**  
Gustavo Delgado, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jhanvi Menon, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Nurse Practitioner**  
Sarah Briere, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jennifer Detisch, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Lynn Hall, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Sarah Miller, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Theodore Scott, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Anne Stahl-Hughitt, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jennifer Taing, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Victoria Wooden, N.P. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Ob/Gyn**  
Marisa Alunni, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Susanne Ching, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Kelly Cork, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gabriela Dilauro, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Maria Elswick, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Anna Flinn, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Meredith Mcmullen, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Amy Milliken, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Nah Yong Moon, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Korean  
Benjamin Padilla, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Amy Tao, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Jennifer Tolentino, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Orthopedics**  
Andrew Ghatan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Norah Harvey, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Najeeb Khan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michael Ryan, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
David Schub, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Mark Schultzel, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
P. Bertil Smith, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Amy Steinhoff, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Christopher Stenger, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

**Pediatrics**  
Jordan Fisher, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Colleen Geniblazo, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Aaron Harper, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Monte Klaudt, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Wellington Loh, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Saloni Rao, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Gujarati  
Edward Rott, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.
Pamela Villar, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Physical Med/Rehabilitation
Ann Cottrell, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Mark Harris, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sarah Schuler, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Douglas Drake, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Brian Farb, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
John Figueroa, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jennifer Garcia, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Brent Goodspeed, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Renee Johnston, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Roderick Lazo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sean Magtoto, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gary Murphy, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Lise Noyes, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Shelly Peppe-Nani, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Teresa Pitman, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Earl Sacramento, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Michael Sikich, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Plastic Surgery
Yuan Liu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Podiatric Surgery
Sharon Bangalan, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Michael Crawford, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Moises Guimet, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Kate Steklachich, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pulmonary Diseases
Robert Bercovitch, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Shabnam Burke, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Beau Duwe, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Rheumatology
Swapna Busa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Zejin Zhu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin Spanish

Surgery Head/Neck
Paul Bernstein, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Todd Broberg, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gabriel Calzada, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Tony Li, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Daniel Monin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Gregory Stearns, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Surgery: General
Rodolfo Agbunag, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Michael Ditmars, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sandra Freiwald, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jennifer Khoe, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Nhien Nguyen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Camellia Racu-Keefer, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Urology
Jacob Boone, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marc Chuang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Donald Crain, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Vincent Flynn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Koski, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Certified Nurse Midwife
Patricia Achilly, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anne Cooper, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christine Cortes, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Erin Dunn, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Denise Gershwin, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jacqueline Henrich, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marianne Richard, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Family Medicine
Sumeet Anand, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Caesar Arturo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Shaun Austin, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.

John Bronson, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Anna-Maria Butera, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Robert Butler, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kathleen Coetzee, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Mary Barton, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Mia Hosaka, D.O. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Lindsey Konor, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Joy Martinez, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Michael Mikus, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Michelle Novales, D.O. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Albert Ray, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Kelly Slater, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Andrelee Taganas, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Victor Wong, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
James Zhou, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Scripps Medical Office
9834 Genesee Ave., Suite 114
San Diego, CA 92037
Cardiac Electrophysiology
1-877-236-0333
Cardiology:
Electrophysiology
Joseph Blatt, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Brant Liu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.

Vandever Medical Offices
4405 Vandever Ave.
San Diego, CA 92120
Advice/Appts.

(7 days, 7 a.m.–7 p.m.)
1-800-290-5000
After-Hours Advice
(M–F, 7 p.m.–7 a.m.; Sat., Sun., 24 hours)
1-888-KPONCALL
1-888-576-6225
1-888-880-0833 (TTY)
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711
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**Genetic Services II**
Mark Nunes, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

**Internal Medicine**
Eshwa Ahmadi, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi Hindi Russian
Tara Akashi, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kenneth Antons, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Meredith Barnes, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Sharmila Basu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Bengali Telugu
Jamin Eiseman, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew Spanish
John Foss, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Juliana Gazallo, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Timothy Geraci, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Madhavi Goparaju, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Telugu
Marc Heikens, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients.
Kay Huber, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Wenhui Liu, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin
Anita Marlowe, M.D. PCP
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Indonesian
Scott Renslow, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients.
Tong Zhang, M.D. PCP
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

**Mental Health**
Narine Babanyan, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Alyson Bifano, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Nancy Bradbury, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Katrina Bullard, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Karin Colden, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Maryam Delsen, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Sahar Ghaemi, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Nicole Johnson, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Ondine Kuraoka, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jaronda Lige, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Heather Matovu, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Amy Munroe, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Chelsea Myers, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Betty Plewak, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Kristina Rodriguez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Emily Saldine, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Kelilia Schonhoff, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Patricia Smith, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Jennifer Stevens, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

**Neurology**
Timothy Armstrong, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Rita Ceponiene, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Lithuanian
William Devor, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Rami Hachwi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
Vidya Hawkins, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Richard Kaplan, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Anne Matich, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hungarian
Rupa Nanavati, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Gujarati
William Neil, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hami Ramani, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sumati Rawat, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Hindi
Gretchen Schlosser Covell,
M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cynthia Spier, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cam Tran, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nurse Practitioner
Mona Breid, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Rosalyn Hegler, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jane Keenberg, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Juana Mazaia, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Marie Naughton, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rachelle Quimpo, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Victoria Swartz, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ob/Gyn
Eric Adiarte, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kaivon Arfaa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Patricia Brown, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stacy Hulley, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Kiran Kavipurapu, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lynn Ngo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ann Pena, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Katherine Rice, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Erin Vance, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology
Eric Endo, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ann Hornby, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nancy Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lewis Stern, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Corneal Disease
Barry Weinstein, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Glaucoma
Charles Beeson, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alexander Nugent, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher Rodarte, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Oculoplastic
Lauren Eckstein, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Solomon Shaftel, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Brenda Andersen, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Berner, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Nimisha Gad, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Samuel Gawargi, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jacqueline Haro, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Connie Nguyen, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Michael Ontingco, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jamie Peters, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Leslie Purcell, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Phoebe Sinn, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ken Uyesugi, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Cindy Wang, O.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Pediatrics  
Joseph Apostol, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Robert Bender, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Patricia Cantrell, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Mimi Dao, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alejandro Diaz, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Audrey Dickan, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Timothy Dwyer, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Rachel Guest, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Chad Newell, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Joanne Wong, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  

Perinatology  
Leslie Casper, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Physician Assistant  
Nicholas Bai, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Helen-Marie Donovan, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Dale Houser, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Peter Houston, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Pulmonary Diseases  
Herbert Yue, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Surgery Oncologic  
Colin Parsons, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Surgery: Colon/Rectal  
Marco Tomassi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Surgery: General  
Michael Clar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Charles Dinerman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Steven Elliott, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gina Farinholt, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jeffrey Farrier, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Scott Greenway, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Thomas Paluch, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
David Poon, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ames Ressa, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Warren Tseng, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Ped Invasive Cardiology  
Denis Levy, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Pediatric Gastroenterology  
Warren Shapiro, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Pediatric Hematology/Oncology  
Erin Boatsman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Scott Mccarty, D.O. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Pediatrics  
Joseph Apostol, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  
Robert Bender, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Patricia Cantrell, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Mimi Dao, D.O. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Alejandro Diaz, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Audrey Dickan, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Timothy Dwyer, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Rachel Guest, M.D. PCP  
Not accepting new patients.  
Chad Newell, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Joanne Wong, M.D. PCP  
Accepting new patients.  

Perinatology  
Leslie Casper, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Physician Assistant  
Nicholas Bai, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Helen-Marie Donovan, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Dale Houser, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Peter Houston, P.A. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Pulmonary Diseases  
Herbert Yue, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Surgery Oncologic  
Colin Parsons, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Surgery: Colon/Rectal  
Marco Tomassi, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  

Surgery: General  
Michael Clar, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Charles Dinerman, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Steven Elliott, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Gina Farinholt, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Jeffrey Farrier, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Scott Greenway, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Thomas Paluch, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
David Poon, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Ames Ressa, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Warren Tseng, M.D. SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Urology
Matthew Lux, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Viewridge Medical Offices 1
5251 Viewridge Court
San Diego, CA 92123
Personal Physician Selection
1-888-956-1616
kp.org/finddoctors
TTY 711

Cardiology
Andrew Appis, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jason Brown, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Brian Carlos, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kamyar Haghani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi
William Keen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bahram Khadivi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sinjin Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Charles Lu, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Mandarin
Julie Martin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Cardiology: Electrophysiology
Pierre Aoukar, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Arabic
Gautam Lalani, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Cardiology: Invasive
Jeffrey Cavendish, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Certified Nurse Midwife
Eden Epling, C.N.M. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Stephanie Jacobson, C.N.M.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karen Yoder-Monfort, C.N.M.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Gyn Oncology
Terry Harrison, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Paul Koonings, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Neurological Surgery
M Abdou, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gregory Gerras, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jeffrey Lee, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Nurse Practitioner
Amy Bell, N.P. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Ob/Gyn
John Kennedy, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Catherine Pattengill, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Kathleen Piacquadio, M.D.
SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Orthopaedics: Spine Surgery
Gregory Deblasi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Flippin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Daniel Green, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jonathan Roper, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Pediatric Urology
Ethan Franke, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Perinatology
Arin Buresch, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Tammy Gerstenfeld, D.O. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Karen Mehalek, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Hilary Roeder, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Neha Trivedi, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Physician Assistant
Arnie Bergula, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christopher Gallo, P.A. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Podiatric Surgery
Keith Everett, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Anne Ngo, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Doan Trinh Pham, DPM SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery: General
Bradley Bartos, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Surgery: Pediatric
Walter Vazquez, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Vascular Surgery
Timothy Canty, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Catherine Chang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert Mcginn, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pouria Parsa, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Edward Plecha, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elena Rakhlin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian

Vista Medical Offices
780 Shadowridge Drive
Vista, CA 92083
Behavioral Health Care
Member Help Line,
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-900-3277
Information
619-528-5000
Psychiatry
1-877-496-0450
Mental Health
Norberto Carlos, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Eve Colello-Moltzen, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Rachel Davis, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Graciela Dunn, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Gulbin Durmus-Pennock, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Fogle, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elizabeth Follosco, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jonathan Fryer, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Joshua Garcia, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lynn Gary, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bonnie Gillaspy, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Elihu Goretsky, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Jennifer Holland, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Samantha Houda, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Danielle Humphrey, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sandra Jacobs, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Pramita Johnson, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lisa Krekler, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Cristina Krystek, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Landon Leathers, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Melissa Mc Cool, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maritza Mikolich, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michelle Naidenoff, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Maria Palomo, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Melanie Ross, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Martin Saldana, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Claire Satterley, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Bharathy Thridandam, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Amy Tyus, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sara Walpole, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Suzanne Zavala, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Ophthalmology
David Beverly, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Gary Groesbeck, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Thomas Kim, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Glaucoma
Mark Soontornvachrin, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Pediatric
Jessica Laursen, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Ophthalmology: Vitreo-Retinal
Sohrab Tofigh, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Optometry
Steven Ellis, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Katayoun Tabriz, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Christine Truong, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Robert White, O.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
Christopher Dang, M.D. SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Optometry
Krista Freece, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Social Worker
Stacy Starr, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Affiliate Providers

Baldwin Park, Bellflower, and South Bay

Acro Counseling Center
3333 S Brea Canyon Rd
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
(909) 274-7757

Psychiatry
Jun Yang, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Chinese Mandarin

Dale Hughes Lcsw Apc
25500 Hawthorne Blvd
Torrance, CA 90505
(310) 373-3888

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Dale Hughes, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

David H Walter Phd
1840 N Hacienda Blvd
La Puente, CA 91744
(626) 919-8493

Psychology
David Walter, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dominique Benavidez
25550 Hawthorne Blvd
Torrance, CA 90505
(310) 373-0800

Psychology
Dominique Benavidez, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dr Digan And Associates
122 Lime Ave
Long Beach, CA 90802
(562) 590-9905

Psychology
Jennifer Dugan, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dr Tony Wu
556 N Diamond Bar Blvd
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
(909) 753-4986

Psychology
Tony Wu, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Chinese Mandarin

Gayle And Associates
3333 Skypark Dr
Torrance, CA 90505
(310) 257-5752

Psychiatry
Irina Addes, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian

Harbor Psychologists
4010 Watson Plaza Dr
Lakewood, CA 90712
(562) 497-1505

Psychology
Ahuva Braverman, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jolyn E Davidson Lcsw
1338 Center Court Dr
Covina, CA 91724
(626) 339-2140

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Jolyn Davidson, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Lester A Mindus Phd
17215 Studebaker Rd
Cerritos, CA 90703
(562) 860-2210

Psychology
Lester Mindus, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Live Oak Counseling Center
1114 E Route 66
Glendora, CA 91740
(626) 335-1218

Psychology
David Condiff, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lois Marie Davis Lcsw  
10630 Downey Ave  
Downey, CA 90241  
(562) 923-0341  

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Paula Vandegaer, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Memorial Counseling Associates  
4525 E Atherton St  
Long Beach, CA 90815  
(562) 961-0155  

Psychiatry  
Jay Lentzner, MD SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Pacific Coast Health Systems Inc  
17215 Studebaker Rd  
Cerritos, CA 90703  
(562) 924-7307  

Psychiatry  
Parvin Afshar, MD SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi Spanish Vietnamese

Parysa Parvizian Phd  
5855 E Naples Plz  
Long Beach, CA 90803  
(562) 208-5327  

Psychology  
Parysa Parvizian, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Pioneer Behavioral Health  
16600 Woodruff Ave  
Bellflower, CA 90706  
(562) 920-1600  

Psychology  
David Middleton, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Sharon L Baker Lcsw Bcd  
4612 Beauvais Rd  
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275  
(310) 832-1111  

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Sharon Baker, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Sierra Psychological Assoc Inc  
750 Terrado Plz  
Covina, CA 91723  
(626) 332-0556  

Psychology  
Phoebe Cervantes, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Vera M Bell Phd  
3780 Kilroy Airport Way  
Long Beach, CA 90806  
(562) 424-6015  

Psychology  
Vera Bell, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tigrinya

Vera M Bell Phd  
3780 Kilroy Airport Way  
Long Beach, CA 90806  
(562) 424-6015  

Psychology  
Vera Bell, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

10900 183rd St  
Cerritos, CA 90703  
(310) 386-9746  

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Stacie Ashley-Williams, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychology  
Sammie Williams, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

10927 Downey Ave  
Downey, CA 90241  
(562) 861-6180  

Psychology  
Kevin Yeckley, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

1272 Center Court Dr  
Covina, CA 91724  
(626) 966-5644  

Psychology  
Phoebe Cervantes, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

13033 Penn St  
Whittier, CA 90602  
(562) 276-2717  

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Marisela Rosales, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Psychology
Azadeh Famili, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
1515 W Cameron Ave
West Covina, CA 91790
(626) 755-8460

Psychology
Trudy Martin, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
17215 Studebaker Rd
Cerritos, CA 90703
(562) 860-2210

Psychology
David Hirohama, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Psychology
Robert Johansen, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
1945 Palo Verde Ave
Long Beach, CA 90815
(562) 799-1226

Psychology
William Adams, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
1945 Palo Verde Ave
Long Beach, CA 90815
(714) 745-1393

Psychology
Anthony Fiore, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Sharon Baker, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
23441 Madison St
Torrance, CA 90505
(310) 375-7139

Psychology
Nancy Zinner, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
24050 Madison St
Torrance, CA 90505
(310) 995-1897

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Lillie Daniels, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychology
Tibor Jukelevics, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hungarian
24050 Madison St
Torrance, CA 90505
(310) 378-7333

Psychology
Nourit Korzennik, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: French Polish

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Debra Brittain, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychology
Susan Ogata, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

3840 Woodruff Ave
Long Beach, CA 90808
(562) 304-5781

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Sandra Flores, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

3858 W Carson St
Torrance, CA 90503
(310) 540-4094

Psychology
Johnny Wen, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Chinese

3939 Atlantic Ave
Long Beach, CA 90807
(310) 488-2093

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Patricia Rodriguez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

3939 Atlantic Ave
Long Beach, CA 90807
(562) 498-3318

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
A Asungi, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

4010 Watson Plaza Dr
Lakewood, CA 90712
(562) 497-1505

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Lynn Miller-Alban, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

4030 Palos Verdes Dr N
Rolling Hills, CA 90274
(310) 946-7660

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Pamela Robertson, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

4401 Atlantic Ave
Long Beach, CA 90807
(562) 984-2044

Psychology
Charles O’malley Jr, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

5010 S Grand Ave
Glendora, CA 91741
(626) 914-1980

Psychiatry
William Gillespie, MD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

5199 E Pacific Coast Hwy
Long Beach, CA 90804
(562) 331-0978

Psychology
Marie Beech-Harnishfeger, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Abkhazian

5855 E Naples Plz
Long Beach, CA 90803
(800) 204-5391

Psychology
Heather Jensen, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

5881 Cherry Ave
Long Beach, CA 90805
(562) 869-3097

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
John Lewis, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

6335 Elmquist Ave
Whittier, CA 90601
(562) 907-4472

Psychology
George Rawalt, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Charlotte Pasillas, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Yolanda Lopez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychology
Patrice Elster, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Daniel Galarza, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychology
Erin Harris, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Desert Behavioral Health
16195 Siskiyou Rd
Apple Valley, CA 92307
(760) 946-2070

Psychiatry
Thomas Jackson, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Kohut Psychiatric Medical Group
1800 Medical Center Dr
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-6222

Psychology
Patricia Haire, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Lae Family Counseling Services
45080 Golf Center Pkwy
Indio, CA 92201
(760) 342-8344

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Luz Estrada, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number 1</th>
<th>Phone Number 2</th>
<th>Specialties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lin Stephens Lcsw</td>
<td>132 S Thompson St, Hemet, CA 92543</td>
<td>(951) 970-0002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensed Clinical Social Worker</td>
<td>Lin Stephens, LCSW SPC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin Stephens Lcsw</td>
<td>32605 Temecula Pkwy, Temecula, CA 92592</td>
<td>(951) 970-0002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensed Clinical Social Worker</td>
<td>Lin Stephens, LCSW SPC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County Psychological Services</td>
<td>11780 Central Ave, Chino, CA 91710</td>
<td>(909) 517-2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>Hassan Mahfoozi, MD SPC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Alt. language spoken: Arabic, Farsi, Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter L Hilliard Lcsw</td>
<td>24099 Postal Ave, Moreno Valley, CA 92553</td>
<td>(909) 519-2655</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensed Clinical Social Worker</td>
<td>Peter Hilliard, LCSW SPC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotherapy Plus</td>
<td>408 W 17th St, San Bernardino, CA 92405</td>
<td>(909) 475-1777</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensed Clinical Social Worker</td>
<td>Annette Weathington, LCSW SPC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Psychiatric Medical Group</td>
<td>5887 Brockton Ave, Riverside, CA 92506</td>
<td>(951) 275-8500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Ronald Offenstein, PhD SPC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Camille Reineke, PhD SPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County Psychological Services</td>
<td>11780 Central Ave, Chino, CA 91710</td>
<td>(909) 517-2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>Hassan Mahfoozi, MD SPC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Alt. language spoken: Arabic, Farsi, Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter L Hilliard Lcsw</td>
<td>24099 Postal Ave, Moreno Valley, CA 92553</td>
<td>(909) 519-2655</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensed Clinical Social Worker</td>
<td>Peter Hilliard, LCSW SPC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Counseling Center</td>
<td>1111 E Tahquitz Canyon Way, Palm Springs, CA 92262</td>
<td>(760) 861-2591</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensed Clinical Social Worker</td>
<td>Rebecca Hyatt, LCSW SPC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Alt. language spoken: Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County Psychological Services</td>
<td>11780 Central Ave, Chino, CA 91710</td>
<td>(909) 517-2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>Hassan Mahfoozi, MD SPC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td>Alt. language spoken: Arabic, Farsi, Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter L Hilliard Lcsw</td>
<td>24099 Postal Ave, Moreno Valley, CA 92553</td>
<td>(909) 519-2655</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensed Clinical Social Worker</td>
<td>Peter Hilliard, LCSW SPC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Ring Phd</td>
<td>250 W 1st St, Claremont, CA 91711</td>
<td>(909) 374-5852</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Susan Ring, PhD SPC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Ring Phd</td>
<td>11306 Mountain View Ave, Loma Linda, CA 92354</td>
<td>(909) 799-5400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>Perry Guthrie, PhD SPC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td>Referral may be required.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Ring Phd</td>
<td>11306 Mountain View Ave, Loma Linda, CA 92354</td>
<td>(909) 799-5400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi

1421 E Cooley Dr
Colton, CA 92324
(909) 379-4700

**Licensed Clinical Social Worker**
Rosalyn Gastel, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

14240 St Andrews Dr
Victorville, CA 92395
(760) 927-8896

**Licensed Clinical Social Worker**
Lynn Nickens, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

16195 Siskiyou Rd
Apple Valley, CA 92307
(760) 946-2070

**Psychiatry**
Harbans Multani, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi

24640 Jefferson Ave
Murrieta, CA 92562
(951) 461-4414

**Psychology**
David Libert, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

24977 Washington Ave
Murrieta, CA 92562
(800) 779-3825

**Licensed Clinical Social Worker**
Lynda Hiatt, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

264 N Highland Springs Ave
Banning, CA 92220
(951) 845-8262

**Psychology**
Michael Sloan, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

27720 Jefferson Ave
Temecula, CA 92590
(951) 676-4393

**Psychology**
Kevin Yeckley, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

28078 Baxter Rd
Murrieta, CA 92563
(951) 290-2766

**Psychiatry**
Chandandeep Chahal, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi

28999 Old Town Front St
Temecula, CA 92590
(760) 845-2658

**Psychology**
Alicia Baird, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

28999 Old Town Front St
Temecula, CA 92590
(760) 994-6450

**Psychology**
Tamsen Ladou, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

29377 Rancho California Rd
Temecula, CA 92591
(951) 696-4277

**Psychology**
Sharron Williams, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

35249 Yucaipa Blvd
Yucaipa, CA 92399
(909) 266-1050

**Licensed Clinical Social Worker**
Grant Kono, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

40415 Big Bear Blvd
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
(818) 561-0531

**Psychology**
Patricia Masuda-Story, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

237 W 4th St
Claremont, CA 91711
(909) 989-5556

**Psychology**
Lenore Schwankovsky, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
409 E Kimball Ave
Hemet, CA 92543
(951) 658-0052

Psychology
Teresita Guerrero-Cottrell, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

4091 Riverside Dr
Chino, CA 91710
(909) 287-3423

Psychology
Theresa Darrington, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

42525 Rancho Mirage Ln
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
(760) 880-7331

Psychology
Symme Leiter, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

427 Yale Ave
Claremont, CA 91711
(909) 985-9938

Psychology
Helen Desmarais, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

43533 Ridge Park Dr
Temecula, CA 92590
(503) 701-7378

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Melissa Marrs, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

4515 Central Ave
Riverside, CA 92506
(951) 369-6118

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Liane Hileman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

490 S Farrell Dr
Palm Springs, CA 92262
(760) 699-6363

Psychology
Donald Grimm, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

5343 Riverside Dr
Chino, CA 91710
(909) 465-9337

Psychiatry
Nidia Colomer De Saca, MD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

5790 Magnolia Ave
Riverside, CA 92506
(909) 229-1253

Psychology
Michael Walker, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

600 N Mountain Ave
Upland, CA 91786
(909) 962-1629

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Norina Murphy, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

6117 Brockton Ave
Riverside, CA 92506
(951) 369-9842

Psychology
Antonette Zulli, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

6274 Adobe Rd
Twentynine Palms, CA 92277
(760) 367-3290

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Michelle Redman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

7293 Dumosa Ave
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
(760) 369-7166

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Michelle Redman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

73345 Highway 111
Palm Desert, CA 92260
(760) 340-3158

Psychiatry
Ronald Marcus, MD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

7355 Church St
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
(949) 294-8627

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Brad Nymon, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
790 Beaumont Ave
Beaumont, CA 92223
(951) 267-3522

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Phillip Parra, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

802 Magnolia Ave
Corona, CA 92879
(951) 272-1802

Psychology
Robert Solomon, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

8253 White Oak Ave
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(909) 987-1997

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Denel Lupiani-Duprez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychology
Gerald Duprez, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Georgina Lamphere, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Personal Development Center Associates
6345 Balboa Blvd
Encino, CA 91316
(818) 996-6820

Kern County, Valleys, and WVC

Gina M Garbell Psyd
841 Mohawk St
Bakersfield, CA 93309
(661) 631-0528

Psychology
Gina Garbell, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychiatric Wellness Center
8329 Brimhall Rd
Bakersfield, CA 93312
(661) 431-1555

Psychiatry
H T Mohankumar, MD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Tracy Shirley LCSW
28326 Constellation Rd
Valencia, CA 91355
(661) 714-9488

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Tracy Shirley, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

1011 17th St
Bakersfield, CA 93301
(661) 327-4252

Psychology
Joseph Lancaster, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

1034 W Avenue L12
Lancaster, CA 93534
(818) 481-6581

Psychology
Patricia Masuda-Story, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish Portuguese

10950 Sarbonne Ln
Los Angeles, CA 90077
(310) 472-2061

Psychology
Paulene Popek, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

13400 Riverside Dr
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
(818) 788-7153

Psychology
Charles Weingarten, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

143 Figueroa St
Ventura, CA 93001
(925) 939-8648

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Lisa Rood, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

15031 Vose St
Van Nuys, CA 91405
(818) 781-6898

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Bruce Fleming, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

15650 Devonshire St
Granada Hills, CA 91344
(818) 903-0209

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Annemarie Scipioni, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

15720 Ventura Blvd
Encino, CA 91436
(818) 345-0107

Psychology
Carolyn Williams, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

16055 Ventura Blvd
Encino, CA 91436
(818) 461-0339

Psychology
Sepideh Zarinejad, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

16031 Chase St
North Hills, CA 91343
(818) 893-1811

Psychology
Stephan Fleisher, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

16055 Ventura Blvd
Encino, CA 91436
(818) 419-1442

Psychology
Orly Saghian, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew Farsi

16055 Ventura Blvd
Encino, CA 91436
(818) 783-7223

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Elaine Bridge, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

1652 W Avenue J
Lancaster, CA 93534
(661) 249-6720

Psychiatry
Pedro Eva, MD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

1652 W Avenue J
Lancaster, CA 93534
(661) 249-6720
16661 Ventura Blvd
Encino, CA 91436
(818) 783-9930

Psychology
William Josephs, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

1686 S Rice Rd
Ojai, CA 93023
(805) 798-7839

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Socorro Madrigal, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

17075 Devonshire St
Northridge, CA 91325
(310) 284-4893

Psychology
Peter Adler, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

17075 Devonshire St
Northridge, CA 91325
(818) 642-6244

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Frank Costello, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

1720 E Los Angeles Ave
Simi Valley, CA 93065
(805) 501-0260

Psychology
Marissa Elpidama, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

17777 Ventura Blvd
Encino, CA 91316
(213) 908-1234

Psychology
Sara Arad, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Lydia Shawan, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

18919 Nordhoff St
Northridge, CA 91324
(818) 349-7554

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Gail Chase, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

21243 Ventura Blvd
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
(818) 216-5894

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Alla Branzburg, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Ukrainian

22231 Mulholland Hwy
Calabasas, CA 91302
(818) 274-9900

Psychology
James Schaefer, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Melodie Schaefer, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

23560 Lyons Ave
Newhall, CA 91321
(661) 259-2228

Psychology
Arnold Blumenfeld, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

25044 Peachland Ave
Newhall, CA 91321
(661) 254-7152

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Thomas Runyan, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

2535 Townsgate Rd
Westlake Village, CA 91361
(805) 371-1970

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Nancy Lerner, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Faroese

2580 E Main St
Ventura, CA 93003
(805) 647-4591

Psychology
Diane Auburn, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

260 Maple Ct
Ventura, CA 93003
(805) 644-1831

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Maryellen Benedetto, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Stephen Coffman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychology
Kim Johnson, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Gabi Deak, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychology
Charles Wasserman, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychology
Lisa Larsen, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Socorro Madrigal, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychology
Francisco Montes, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychology
Steven Seidman, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Psychology
Joye Weisel-Barth, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychology
Ajay Malhotra, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Punjabi Spanish

Psychology
Jo Ann Levy, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
David Riess, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

Psychiatry
H T Mohankumar, MD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Franco Song Seo, MD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Lisa Aronson, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
David Riess, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Alicia Suarez, SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gina Clewley Lcsw
2001 S Barrington Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025
(310) 207-8074
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Gina Clewley, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Jean F Oliver Lcsw
3870 Crenshaw Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90008
(323) 295-5359
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Jean Oliver, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Joel R Eunkin Phd
1081 Westwood Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310) 991-0634
Psychology
Joel Sunkin, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Mark Danson Phd
6310 San Vicente Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90048
(323) 932-1677
Psychology
Mark Danson, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Recovery Help Now Inc
8170 Beverly Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90048
(888) 851-2666
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Elana Clark-Faler, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Robert Roy Houghton Phd
2550 Honolulu Ave
Montrose, CA 91020
(818) 957-5358
Psychology
Robert Houghton, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Vida Nikzad Psyd
8635 W 3rd St
Los Angeles, CA 90048
(310) 804-6118
Psychology
Vida Nikzad, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi Russian Spanish

10700 Santa Monica Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90025
(310) 307-7053
Psychology
Vida Nikzad, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi Russian Spanish
1137 2nd St
Santa Monica, CA 90403
(310) 922-7245
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Robert Roy Houghton, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

1138 Fremont Ave
South Pasadena, CA 91030
(818) 731-5006
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Karen Gates, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

13101 W Washington Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(424) 603-3413
Psychology
Vonnetta Hedgepeth, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

1487 E Chevy Chase Dr
Glendale, CA 91206
(818) 240-0340
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Alda Fenster, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
1605 Hope St
South Pasadena, CA 91030
(626) 509-9546

**Psychology**
Tara Holmquist, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

175 S Lake Ave
Pasadena, CA 91101
(626) 577-3922

**Licensed Clinical Social Worker**
Chester Howard, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

2001 S Barrington Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025
(310) 774-6104

**Psychology**
Rochelle Reno, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

25 S Raymond Ave
Alhambra, CA 91801
(626) 658-7758

**Psychiatry**
Jun Yang, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Chinese Mandarin

2930 W Imperial Hwy
Inglewood, CA 90303
(310) 713-5299

**Licensed Clinical Social Worker**
Frederick Young, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

321 S Beverly Dr
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
(310) 277-7477

**Psychology**
Howard Weithorn, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

3727 W 6th St
Los Angeles, CA 90020
(818) 447-3220

**Licensed Clinical Social Worker**
Ellen Park-Nakashima, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

420 S Beverly Dr
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
(310) 552-0146

**Psychiatry**
Rick Jenkins, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

435 N Bedford Dr
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
(310) 497-0763

**Psychology**
Kathryn Uzunov, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

4444 W Riverside Dr
Burbank, CA 91505
(818) 209-2493

**Psychology**
Robert Hey, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

450 E Huntington Dr
Arcadia, CA 91006
(800) 577-4701

**Psychology**
Melissa Udell, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

4519 Admiralty Way
Marina del Rey, CA 90292
(718) 415-8213

**Licensed Clinical Social Worker**
Rita Seiden, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

462 N Linden Dr
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
(310) 246-9249

**Psychiatry**
Eleanor Lavretsky, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Russian

4929 Wilshire Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90036
(562) 904-3999

**Psychology**
Brian Abary, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Dessirae Boulware, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Sabina Grosse, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Adriane Krueer Zerhusen, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Slobodan Nesovic, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Israel Rubenstein, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
630 S Raymond Ave
Pasadena, CA 91105
(626) 356-4067

Psychiatry
Alan Karme, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt. language spoken: Spanish
6464 W Sunset Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90028
(310) 472-2523

Psychology
Mari Marks, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
650 W Duarte Rd
Arcadia, CA 91007
(626) 462-9318

Psychiatry
Siqing Li, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Alt. language spoken: Chinese
6535 Wilshire Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90048
(323) 651-3128

Psychology
Lila Goldsman, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
675 S Arroyo Pkwy
Pasadena, CA 91105
(800) 577-4701

Psychology
Melissa Udell, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
722 Fremont Ave
South Pasadena, CA 91030
(626) 799-8872

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Margarita Duran, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
8235 Santa Monica Blvd
West Hollywood, CA 90046
(310) 433-0119

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Andrea Bardack, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
8665 Wilshire Blvd
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
(323) 333-7390

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Sandra Lavin-Mond, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
8929 S Sepulveda Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(310) 337-7904

Psychology
Cheryl Byrd, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
9107 Wilshire Blvd
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
(310) 302-9370

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Faye Mandell, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
9171 Wilshire Blvd
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
(310) 248-2662

Psychology
Carolin Shoham, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
921 Westwood Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310) 472-3385

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Michael Roback, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
9800 S La Cienega Blvd
Inglewood, CA 90301
(310) 410-9301

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Ernest Nunez, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
9800 S La Cienega Blvd
Inglewood, CA 90301
(323) 789-0545

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Deborah Lowe, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Orange County

Associated Therapists
5762 Bolsa Ave
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
(714) 898-0362

Psychology
Kathryn Uzunov, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Bruce D Webster Phd
20101 SW Birch St
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(949) 851-9102

Psychology
Bruce Webster, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Chiwami Greenberg Psyd
4425 Jamboree Rd
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(714) 357-5110

Psychology
Chiwami Greenberg, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Dr Badri Moghadam
4000 Barranca Pkwy
Irvine, CA 92604
(949) 742-2347

Psychology
Badri Moghadam, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Dr Michael D Swartz A Med Corp
427 E 17th St
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
(949) 478-3444

Psychiatry
Michael Schwartz, DO SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Eve Elizabeth Lcsw
901 Dove St
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(949) 436-0861

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Eve Lievonen, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

James P Hall Do Medical Corporation
5816 Corporate Ave
Cypress, CA 90630
(714) 527-7886

Psychiatry
James Hall, DO SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Julia Beth Cohen
30011 Ivy Glenn Dr
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
(949) 859-8335

Psychology
Julie Cohen, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Leslie M Drozd Phd
1001 Dove St
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(949) 786-7263

Psychology
Leslie Drozd, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Lynn Miller-Alban
11770 Warner Ave
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
(714) 963-1059

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Lynn Miller-Alban, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Marie Centrone Reddy Lcsw
23832 Rockfield Blvd
Lake Forest, CA 92630
(949) 292-2638

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Marie Centrone-Reddy, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Marsha Hewlett Phd
1101 Dove St
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(949) 263-0703

Psychology
Marsha Hewlett, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Michael Fenton Phd
1000 Quail St
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(949) 833-3963

Psychology
Michael Fenton, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Multicultural Mental Health Services
9778 Katella Ave
Anaheim, CA 92804
(310) 387-8164

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Tonya Octave, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Newport Psychology Group
2900 Bristol St
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 540-5010

Psychology
Kerry Delk, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Oc Psychological Counseling Pc
18430 Brookhurst St
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
(714) 271-9236

Psychology
Tonja Duvardo, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Orange County Psychological Services
16152 Beach Blvd
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
(714) 841-6772

Psychiatry
Nayana Shah, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Spanish
1 Hoag Dr
Newport Beach, CA 92663
(949) 764-5654

Psychiatry
Steven Ey, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
10 Corporate Park
Irvine, CA 92606
(949) 398-7900

Psychology
Christopher Mundale, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychology
Susan Badrtalei, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog Vietnamese
12681 Haster St
Garden Grove, CA 92840
(562) 904-3999

Psychology
Lili Nguyen, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
140 E Commonwealth Ave
Fullerton, CA 92832
(714) 773-4111

Psychiatry
Sandhya Gudapati, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Telugu Hindi Korean
1440 N Harbor Blvd
Fullerton, CA 92835
(714) 345-8534

Psychology
Tim Engle, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
14751 Plaza Dr
Tustin, CA 92780
(714) 505-3910

Psychology
Mitra Mazaheri, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Psychology
Stephanie Pelayo, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
14772 Pipeline Ave
Chino Hills, CA 91709
(909) 352-0045
Psychology
Marichu Wolmerath, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
16152 Beach Blvd
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
(714) 841-1330

Psychology
Barbara Bogorad, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: French
18811 Huntington St
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
(714) 847-8022

Psychiatry
Ann Bahrani, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Arabic
16168 Beach Blvd
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
(714) 742-2408

Psychology
Susan Ogata, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
17452 Irvine Blvd
Tustin, CA 92780
(714) 731-6111

Psychology
Barbara Rosen, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
18600 Main St
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
(714) 914-0409

Psychiatry
Venice Sanchez, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
2501 E Chapman Ave
Fullerton, CA 92831
(714) 525-2900

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Jeffrey Kullmann, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
200 Newport Center Dr
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(949) 717-6661

Psychology
Sharron Williams, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
20311 SW Birch St
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(949) 345-5990

Psychiatry
Venice Sanchez, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
242 W Main St
Tustin, CA 92780
(714) 832-6454

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Barbara Hecht, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
24551 Raymond Way
Lake Forest, CA 92630
(949) 583-0975

Psychiatry
Venice Sanchez, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
25283 Cabot Rd
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(949) 496-3757

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Emily Kerr, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
25401 Cabot Rd
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(949) 951-3003

Psychiatry
Phillip Cohen, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
27001 La Paz Rd
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
(949) 436-0861

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Eve Lievonen, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
27001 La Paz Rd  
Mission Viejo, CA 92691  
(949) 600-9775

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Karen Depriest, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

27405 Puerta Real  
Mission Viejo, CA 92691  
(949) 348-2850

Psychology  
Virginia Watford, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

3010 W Orange Ave  
Anaheim, CA 92804  
(714) 284-7605

Psychology  
Donald Schubert, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Arabic

30131 Town Center Dr  
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677  
(949) 433-9546

Psychology  
Jeanne Moore, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

3151 Airway Ave  
Costa Mesa, CA 92626  
(714) 545-5550

Psychiatry  
Gustavo Alva, MD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish

34052 La Plaza  
Dana Point, CA 92629  
(949) 240-7302

Psychology  
Arlene Unger, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

4010 Barranca Pkwy  
Irvine, CA 92604  
(310) 383-3482

Psychology  
David Hirohama, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Japanese

515 E 1st St  
Tustin, CA 92780  
(714) 436-0590

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Richard Macmahon, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

520 N Brookhurst St  
Anaheim, CA 92801  
(714) 964-2728

Psychology  
Margaret Atkinson, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

5241 E Santa Ana Canyon Rd  
Anaheim, CA 92807  
(714) 637-0800

Psychology  
Marc Becker, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

680 Langsdorf Dr  
Fullerton, CA 92831  
(909) 944-1717

Psychiatry  
John Benson, MD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

728 E Chapman Ave  
Orange, CA 92866  
(714) 771-7040

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Paula Morales, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

901 Dove St  
Newport Beach, CA 92660  
(714) 771-0378

Psychology  
Anthony Fiore, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

San Diego

Aloha Psychological Associate  
549 Orange Ave  
Coronado, CA 92118  
(619) 996-3195

Psychology  
Sean Hodges, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required. Alt.  
language spoken: Portuguese  
Spanish
Anna L Benson PhD  
2424 Vista Way  
Oceanside, CA 92054  
(760) 613-0002

Psychology  
Anna Benson, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Barbara Huff Mctyer Lcsw  
5230 Carroll Canyon Rd  
San Diego, CA 92121  
(858) 550-9561

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Barbara Huff-Mctyer, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Bryan E Bruns Md  
9255 Towne Centre Dr  
San Diego, CA 92121  
(858) 535-0091

Psychiatry  
Bryan Bruns, MD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Candace L Redcliff  
2560 1st Ave  
San Diego, CA 92103  
(619) 948-6246

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Candace Redcliff, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Deborha K Berman Lcsw  
2424 Vista Way  
Oceanside, CA 92054  
(760) 822-6826

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Deborah Berman, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Dennis Patrick Wood Phd Abpp  
1050 B Ave  
Coronado, CA 92118  
(619) 437-0355

Psychology  
Dennis Wood, PhD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Integrated Self Image Systems  
9255 Towne Centre Dr  
San Diego, CA 92121  
(858) 450-3210

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Susan Ward, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Joelle A Tonkovich Lcsw  
3990 Old Town Ave  
San Diego, CA 92110  
(619) 405-5916

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Joelle Tonkovich, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Laurence R Saben Md  
330 Moss St  
Chula Vista, CA 91911  
(619) 440-7831

Psychiatry  
Laurence Saben, MD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Abkhazian Afan Afar

Laurence R Saben Md  
615 W Lexington Ave  
El Cajon, CA 92020  
(619) 401-1430

Psychiatry  
Laurence Saben, MD SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.  
Alt. language spoken: Abkhazian Afan Afar

Linda Proctor Lcsw  
625 3rd Ave  
Chula Vista, CA 91910  
(619) 421-8212

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Linda Proctor, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.

Lisa Graff-Marsh Inc  
4985 Park Rim Dr  
San Diego, CA 92117  
(858) 272-9812

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Lisa Graff-Marsh, LCSW SPC  
Accepting new patients.  
Referral may be required.
Louis Heit Mft Lcsw
2945 Harding St
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 613-9136
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Louis Heit, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

M Bruce Stubbs Phd
2181 S El Camino Real
Oceanside, CA 92054
(760) 929-9010
Psychology
Michael Stubbs, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Mark D Poloway Phd
2181 S El Camino Real
Oceanside, CA 92054
(760) 612-5490
Psychology
Mark Poloway, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Mary Mcginn Clark Phd
10981 San Diego Mission Rd
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 280-0285
Psychology
Mary Clark, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Michael Drouilhet Lcsw Bcd
2945 Harding St
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 720-0662
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Michael Drouilhet, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Michael R Reiderphd
9750 Miramar Rd
San Diego, CA 92126
(888) 293-3182
Psychology
Michael Reider, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Patrick Gilligan Phd Apc
744 Nardo Rd
Encinitas, CA 92024
(760) 436-9813
Psychology
Patrick Gilligan, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Peter Baratta Lcsw
718 D St
Ramona, CA 92065
(760) 788-1003
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Peter Baratta, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Rebecca E Williams Phd
9750 Miramar Rd
San Diego, CA 92126
(858) 834-4321
Psychology
Rebecca Williams, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Sandra D Nooe Lcsw
16486 Bernardo Center Dr
San Diego, CA 92128
(858) 335-1072
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Sandra Nooe, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Sharp Mesa Vista Hospital
7850 Vista Hill Ave
San Diego, CA 92123
(858) 278-4110
Psychiatry
Sanjoy Sathpathy, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hindi Spanish

Simon Borger Lcsw
1959 Grand Ave
San Diego, CA 92109
(858) 229-0168
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Simon Borger, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Steven T Griggs Phd
210 S Juniper St
Escondido, CA 92025
(760) 746-8355

Psychology
Steven Griggs, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Steven T Griggs Phd
4407 Manchester Ave
Encinitas, CA 92024
(760) 943-8590

Psychology
Steven Griggs, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Stratagema Inc
2160 Fletcher Pkwy
El Cajon, CA 92020
(619) 694-8994

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Eric Frank, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Susan Freedman Lcsw
480 4th Ave
Chula Vista, CA 91910
(858) 581-0902

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Susan Freedman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Violette Jackson Counseling
15525 Pomerado Rd
Poway, CA 92064
(858) 674-5958

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Violette Jackson, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Albanian
Afar
11417 W Bernardo Ct
San Diego, CA 92127
(858) 254-4192

Psychology
Sean House, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
11650 Iberia Pl
San Diego, CA 92128
(909) 689-4157

Marriage And Family Therapy
Sarah Bautista, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
1207 Carlsbad Village Dr
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 434-2242

Psychology
Lawrence Woodburn, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt.
language spoken: Faroese
Farsi Spanish

Susan Ward, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
1238 Cypress Ave
San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 295-1175

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Nancy Deutsch, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
Psychiatry
Andrew Schiffman, MD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
1265 Carlsbad Village Dr
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 908-8169

Psychology
Jon Noordeloos, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Dutch
12835 Pointe del Mar Way
Del Mar, CA 92014
(858) 259-0599

Psychology
Joseph Gannon, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
135 E 3rd Ave
Escondido, CA 92025
(760) 743-5524

Psychology
Nancy Gamble, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
14015 Midland Rd
Poway, CA 92064
(858) 672-0130

Psychology
Lisa Davidson, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

16496 Bernardo Center Dr
San Diego, CA 92128
(619) 218-9032

Psychology
Matthew Weltsch, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
1835 El Cajon Blvd
San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 851-1220

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Angela Wastrack, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: German
2003 S El Camino Real
Oceanside, CA 92054
(760) 439-1128

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Mara Lee Warmbrand, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
2095 W Vista Way
Vista, CA 92083
(760) 659-9042

Psychology
Vincent Castro, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
Denise Gonzales, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
2173 Salk Ave
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 477-8585

Psychology
Craig Grether, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

2180 Garnet Ave
San Diego, CA 92109
(858) 229-0168

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Simon Borger, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
2204 Garnet Ave
San Diego, CA 92109
(858) 274-5572

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Joyce Lilya, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
224 Landis Ave
Chula Vista, CA 91910
(858) 494-5899

Psychology
Libe Weiss, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
2240 Shelter Island Dr
San Diego, CA 92106
(619) 785-5949

Psychiatry
Marc Reiner, MD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
2423 Camino del Rio S
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 283-2184

Psychology
Druccilla Ruocco, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
2423 Camino del Rio S
San Diego, CA 92108
(760) 908-8169
Psychology
Jon Noordeloos, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Dutch
2424 Vista Way
Oceanside, CA 92054
(760) 994-6450
Psychology
Tamsen Ladou, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
2496 E St
San Diego, CA 92102
(619) 723-9244
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Patricia Deignan, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
2515 Camino del Rio S
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 291-9108
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Virginia Powell, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
2655 Camino del Rio N
San Diego, CA 92108
(877) 404-1967
Psychology
Autumn Phillips, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
270 E Douglas Ave
El Cajon, CA 92020
(858) 279-6721
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Joseph Akronowitz, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
2727 Camino del Rio S
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 733-8337
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Kathleen Grimard, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
2727 Camino del Rio S
San Diego, CA 92108
(858) 538-5587
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Jay Schneider, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
2801 Camino del Rio S
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 823-1382
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Maria Ahrens, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
3130 5th Ave
San Diego, CA 92103
(951) 969-4105
Psychology
Matthew Weltsch, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
3150 El Camino Real
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 354-9140
Psychology
Daniel Metevier, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
3252 Holiday Ct
La Jolla, CA 92037
(858) 457-1399
Psychiatry
Trenton Moyer, MD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
332 S Juniper St
Escondido, CA 92025
(760) 233-7730
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Debra Horsley, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
334 Via Vera Cruz
San Marcos, CA 92078
(760) 519-3811
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Gail Mann, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
3344 4th Ave
San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 291-3931
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Joan Bruner, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
3435 Camino del Rio S
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 574-0677

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Kathy Gilbert, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

3443 Camino del Rio S
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 269-6986

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Eric Frank, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

3633 Camino del Rio S
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 260-8200

Psychology
Gail White, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

3737 Moraga Ave
San Diego, CA 92117
(858) 581-0902

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Susan Freedman, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

3750 Convoy St
San Diego, CA 92111
(619) 251-4618

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Rhonda Mason, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

3790 Via de la Valle
Del Mar, CA 92014
(858) 342-9135

Psychology
Julia Kusian Armbruster, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

3794 Clairemont Dr
San Diego, CA 92117
(858) 558-4767

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Steven Sherber, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

444 Camino del Rio S
San Diego, CA 92108
(858) 565-0066

Psychology
Mark Marvin, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

4452 Park Blvd
San Diego, CA 92116
(760) 434-2242

Psychology
Lawrence Woodburn, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Faroese Farsi Spanish

450 4th Ave
Chula Vista, CA 91910
(619) 960-9645

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Krissie Le-Hermida, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

4550 Kearny Villa Rd
San Diego, CA 92123
(858) 278-0203

Psychology
Haim Belzer, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew Romanian Spanish

4550 Kearny Villa Rd
San Diego, CA 92123
(858) 455-8323

Psychology
M.Gene Ondrusek, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

4700 Spring St
La Mesa, CA 91942
(203) 586-6149

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Joyce James, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.

502 Euclid Ave
National City, CA 91950
(619) 472-2600

Psychiatry
Samuel Kugel, MD SPC
Accepting new patients. Referral may be required.
5106 Federal Blvd
San Diego, CA 92105
(619) 263-4625

Psychology
John Derrick, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

5333 Mission Center Rd
San Diego, CA 92108
(877) 404-1967

Psychology
Autumn Phillips, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

5360 Jackson Dr
La Mesa, CA 91942
(619) 697-0934

Psychology
Valinda Greene, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

5405 Morehouse Dr
San Diego, CA 92121
(858) 337-3626

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Laura Miller, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

550 W Vista Way
Vista, CA 92083
(858) 349-4222

Psychology
Julia Kusian Armbruster, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

6244 Ferris Sq
San Diego, CA 92121
(858) 558-4655

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Joseph Akronowitz, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

625 3rd Ave
Chula Vista, CA 91910
(619) 804-6918

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Renata Aidar Currier, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Portuguese

625 3rd Ave
Chula Vista, CA 91910
(619) 960-9645

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Krissie Le-Hermida, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Vietnamese

645 E Elder St
Fallbrook, CA 92028
(760) 715-6984

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Joni Branham, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

701 Garden View Ct
Encinitas, CA 92024
(760) 845-2658

Psychology
Alicia Baird, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Portuguese

751 Rancheros Dr
San Marcos, CA 92069
(760) 716-5576

 Marriage And Family Therapy
Gretchen Slover, MFT SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

7710 Balboa Ave
San Diego, CA 92111
(858) 279-4079

Psychology
Paula Jimenez-Safir, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

7777 Alvarado Rd
La Mesa, CA 91942
(619) 464-0411

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Peter Baratta, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

7777 Alvarado Rd
La Mesa, CA 91942
(619) 818-4351

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Nubia Pena-Offerdahl, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
7840 Mission Center Ct
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 813-5923

Psychology
Fredric Seldin, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
7850 Vista Hill Ave
San Diego, CA 92123
(619) 630-1036

Psychiatry
Joseph Sheridan, MD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
800 Grand Ave
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(760) 434-8224

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Lois Flaugh, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
821 Kuhn Dr
Chula Vista, CA 91914
(619) 227-5079

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Kaye Pesavento, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.

Psychology
Gary Pesavento, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
830 Scenic Terrace Pl
Chula Vista, CA 91914
(619) 722-0014

Psychology
Araseli Lewis, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
8318 University Ave
La Mesa, CA 91942
(619) 469-3429

Psychology
Elizabeth George, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
8950 Villa La Jolla Dr
La Jolla, CA 92037
(858) 259-0599

Psychology
Joseph Gannon, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
9255 Towne Centre Dr
San Diego, CA 92121
(760) 434-2242

Psychology
Lawrence Woodburn, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required. Alt. language spoken: Faroese Farsi Spanish
9450 Mira Mesa Blvd
San Diego, CA 92126
(888) 293-3182

Psychology
Michael Reider, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
9815 Carroll Canyon Rd
San Diego, CA 92131
(760) 519-3811

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Gail Mann, LCSW SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
9815 Carroll Canyon Rd
San Diego, CA 92131
(858) 831-0795

Psychology
Arthur Pammenter, PhD SPC
Accepting new patients.
Referral may be required.
HearUSA Centers

Kern County

**Bakersfield**
2530 F St., Ste. 100
Bakersfield, CA 93301
661-633-2934

**Southwest Bakersfield**
8040 White Lane, Ste. 1F
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661-847-7470

Los Angeles County

**Bellflower**
14359 Clark Ave.
Bellflower, CA 90706
562-804-3119

**Claremont**
554 E. Baseline Rd.
Claremont, CA 91711
909-626-4617

**Granada Hills**
16914 San Fernando Mission Blvd.
Granada Hills, CA 91344
818-488-5339

**Lakewood**
4206 Woodruff Ave.
Lakewood, CA 90713
562-303-1436

**Lancaster**
2054 W. Avenue K
Lancaster, CA 93535
661-949-1824

**Los Feliz**
2654 Griffith Park Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90039
323-906-1275

**Marina Del Rey**
4345 Glencoe Ave., Ste. C-12A
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292
310-881-6597

**North Hollywood**
5160 Vineland Ave., Ste. 101C
North Hollywood, CA 91601
818-853-0165

**Pasadena**
3655 E. Foothill Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91107
626-351-3226

**Reseda**
19367 Victory Blvd., Ste. 14
Reseda, CA 91335
818-343-8116

**Santa Clarita**
26504 Bouquet Canyon Rd.
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
661-799-9965

**Santa Monica**
625 Montana Ave., Ste. B
Torrance, CA 90403

**South Bay**
3525 Pacific Coast Hwy., Ste. N
Torrance, CA 90505
310-534-1113

**Sun Valley**
8341 Laurel Canyon Blvd.
Sun Valley, CA 91352
818-768-6447

**Torrance**
19800 Hawthorne Blvd., Ste. 226
Torrance, CA 90503
310-371-7984

West Covina
2360 S. Azusa Ave., Ste. A-3
West Covina, CA 91792
626-587-2122

West Los Angeles
1268 S. La Cienega Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90035
310-854-0473

Whittier
13512 Whittier Blvd.
Whittier, CA 90605
562-693-6106

Orange County

**Anaheim**
1801 W. Romneya Dr., Ste. 605
Anaheim, CA 92801
714-956-2881

**Costa Mesa**
1835 Newport Blvd., Ste. A111
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
949-432-3816

**Cypress**
10121 Valley View St.
Cypress, CA 90630
714-252-4122

**Huntington Beach**
16490 Beach Blvd.
Huntington Beach, CA 92683
714-843-9797

**Irvine/Tustin**
15100 Kensington Park Dr., Ste. L-510
Tustin, CA 92780

**Laguna Niguel**
30271 Golden Lantern, Ste. B
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
949-614-4564
Lake Forest
24352 Rockfield Blvd.
Lake Forest, CA 92630
949-461-0166

Orange
7602 East Chapman Ave.
Orange, CA 92868
714-579-0717

Seal Beach
2908 Westminster Ave.
Seal Beach, CA 90740
562-735-3909

Westminster
16490 Beach Blvd.
Westminster, CA 92683
714-847-1481

Yorba Linda
18220 Yorba Linda Blvd.,
Ste. 312
Yorba Linda, CA 92886
714-993-5652

Riverside County

Moreno Valley
27120 Eucalyptus Ave., Ste. F
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
951-488-0479

Murrieta
41034 California Oaks Rd.,
Ste. A
Murrieta, CA 92562
951-698-9807

Palm Desert
72655 Highway 111, Ste. B-3
Palm Desert, CA 92260
760-340-9082

Riverside
3832 La Sierra Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
951-637-3722

San Bernardino County

Chino
3920 Grand Ave.,
Space 9, Ste. 3920-E
Chino, CA 91710
909-248-9112

Corona
1185 Magnolia Ave.,
Ste. C-D
Corona, CA 92879
951-268-9184

Fontana
16940 Slover Ave., Ste. A
Fontana, CA 92337
909-854-8569

Redlands
415 E. Citrus Ave.
Redlands, CA 92373
909-793-2631

Victorville
12209 Hesperia Rd., Ste. D
Victorville, CA 92395
760-269-3844

San Diego County

Chula Vista
2220 Otay Lakes Rd., Ste. 503
Chula Vista, CA 91915
619-691-1108

Escondido
994 W. El Norte Pkwy.
Escondido, CA 92026
760-658-5440

Hillcrest
1244 University Ave.
San Diego, CA 92103
619-291-0030

La Jolla
8915 Towne Centre Dr.,
Ste. 2-116
San Diego, CA 92122
858-260-5615

La Mesa
8066-68 La Mesa Blvd.
La Mesa, CA 91941
619-644-9515

Oceanside
3772 Mission Ave., Ste. 117
Oceanside, CA 92058
760-721-1141

Poway
14845 Pomerado Rd.
Poway, CA 92064
858-435-0190

San Diego
7910 Frost St., Ste. 420
San Diego, CA 92123
858-569-6090

Vista
1611F S. Melrose Dr., Ste. F
Vista, CA 92081
760-597-0050

Ventura County

Camarillo
5800 Santa Rosa Rd.
Camarillo, CA 93012
805-482-9821

Simi Valley
2941 Cochran St., Ste. 2A-3
Simi Valley, CA 93065
805-842-4453

Thousand Oaks
3825 E. Thousand Oaks Blvd.,
Ste. O
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
805-496-1674
Ventura
3003 Loma Vista Rd., Ste. C
Ventura, CA 93003
805-648-1685
Durable Medical Equipment Suppliers

Durable medical equipment (DME) requires prior authorization by the Medical Group ("prior authorization" means that the Medical Group must approve the services in advance). If your treating provider determines that it is medically necessary, then you will be authorized to receive DME consistent with the terms of your health coverage. Note: Durable medical equipment coverage is limited to the standard item of equipment that adequately meets your medical needs. We decide whether to rent or purchase the equipment, and we select the vendor. If you have any questions, please contact 1-855-80KPDME (1-855-805-7363).

Baldwin Park, Downey, and South Bay

Daher, Tony, DDS, Inc. 1413 Foothill Blvd., Ste. A La Verne, CA 91750 909-596-6779

South Bay Home HealthCare 1349 El Prado Ave. Torrance, CA 90501 310-618-9555

Kern County, Valleys, and western Ventura County

Bioness, Inc. 25103 Rye Canyon Loop Valencia, CA 91355 800-211-9136

Orange County

Nelson Lowe, DDS 999 N. Tustin Ave., #117 Santa Ana, CA 92705 714-550-7474

San Diego

Gulbransen, Harold J DDS DMD (obturator) 8860 Center Dr. Ste. 460 La Mesa, CA 91942 619-463-3773

National Suppliers

Advanced Bionics, LLC 28515 Westinghouse Place Valencia, CA 91355 800-678-2575

Advanced Respiratory 1020 West County Rd. F St. Paul, MN 55126 800-426-4224

Alere Home Monitoring Products 30 S. Keller Rd., Ste. 100B Orlando, FL 32810 407-563-2857

Animas Corporation 965 Chesterbrook Blvd. Wayne, PA 19087 877-937-7867

Apria Healthcare, LLC 414 19th St. Bakersfield, CA 93301 661-324-4887 750 Columbia St. Brea, CA 92821 714-626-6040

Apria Healthcare, LLC 1022-1024 N. Lake St. Burbank, CA 91502 818-446-7200

Apria Healthcare, LLC 3028 Esplanade Ste. G Chico, CA 95973 530-891-5226

Apria Healthcare, LLC 2510 Dean Lesher Dr. Ste. D Concord, CA 94520 925-827-8800

Apria Healthcare, LLC 1201 S. Hope St. El Centro, CA 92243 888-492-7742

Apria Healthcare, LLC 610 S Douglas El Segundo, CA 90245 310-297-6986

Apria Healthcare, LLC 1735 2nd St. Eureka, CA 95501 707-444-8022

Apria Healthcare, LLC 2339 Courage Dr., Ste. G Fairfield, CA 94533 707-422-9901
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Novocure, Inc.  
195 Commerce Way  
Portsmouth, NH 03801  
603-434-2809

Omni Motion Inc.  
2888 Loker Ave. East, #208  
Carlsbad, CA 92010  
855-358-7405

Oticon Medical, LLC  
580 Howard Ave.  
Somerset, NJ 08873  
888-277-8014

Prentke Romich Co.  
1022 Heyl Rd.  
Wooster, OH 44691  
800-262-1984

Respironics Colorado, Inc.  
14101 Rosecrans Ave., #F  
LaMirada, CA 90638  
800-659-9235

Respironics Colorado, Inc.  
12301 Grant St Unit 190  
Thornton, CO 80241  
303-457-9234

RespirTech  
2896 Centre Pointe Dr.  
St. Paul, MN 55113  
651-379-8999

Shield Healthcare  
27911 W. Franklin Parkway  
Valencia, CA 91355  
661-294-4200

Shield Healthcare  
3290 E. Guasti Road Ste. 130  
Ontario, CA 91761  
909-801-8159

Shield Healthcare  
9520 Norwalk Blvd.  
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670  
562-298-1019

Somnomed Inc.  
6513 Windcrest Drive  
Suite 100  
Plano, TX 75024  
888-447-6673

Tandem Diabetes Care, Inc.  
11045 Roselle St.  
San Diego, CA 92121  
858-366-6900

Tobii Dynavox, LLC  
2100 Wharton St., Ste. 400  
Pittsburgh, PA 15203  
800-344-1778

University Compounding Pharmacy  
1875 3rd Ave.  
San Diego, CA 92101  
619-683-2005

ZOLL Services LLC  
121 Gamma Dr.  
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
Chiropractic Provider Directory

All providers listed in this directory are contracted chiropractors of American Specialty Health Plans of California, Inc. (ASH Plans). Contracted providers are California-licensed doctors of chiropractic who have open practices and are accepting new patients at the time of publication. Please note that board certifications are not offered to chiropractic providers. To make an appointment, please call the number listed for the chiropractor you want to see. For additional and current provider information, call ASH Plans Member Services at 1-800-678-9133 or 1-877-710-2746 (TTY for the deaf, hard of hearing, or speech impaired), from 5 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through Friday.

ASH Plans also offers a “Provider Search” through its website, ashlink.com/ash/kaisercamedicare. By typing in your address (home or work), you can find the ASH Plans providers who are nearest to you.

Information in this directory is subject to change without notice. Please verify with the chiropractor that he or she is still participating in the ASH Plans network before receiving services, or call ASH Plans Member Services to verify which chiropractors are currently eligible.

Imperial County

Imperial

Andrew Martino
Chiropractic, Inc
220 N Imperial Ave
Imperial, CA 92251
760/355-2555
Andrew Martino, DC
Accepting new patients.

Kern County

Bakersfield

Active Life Chiropractic
6647 Ming Ave
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/834-1544
Eric Walker, DC
Accepting new patients.

Advanced Chiropractic
1001 Tower Way Ste 130
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/327-7074
Steven Salyers, DC
Accepting new patients.

Bakersfield Family Chiropractic, Perry Chiropractic Inc
3900 Truxtun Ave
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/631-0570
William Perry, DC
Accepting new patients.

Bobby Bramlett DC
6001 Truxtun Ave Ste 400
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/321-0350
Bobby Bramlett Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Bradley A Dodenhoff DC
2001 19th St
Bakersfield, CA 93301
661/871-3500
Bradley Dodenhoff, DC
Accepting new patients.
Craig D Gunderson DC
9450 Ming Ave
Bakersfield, CA 93311
661/861-1000
Craig Gunderson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Downtown Wellness
2901 F St
Bakersfield, CA 93301
661/374-4949
Christopher Roberts, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dr Curtis Collins A
Chiropractic Corp
5500 Ming Ave Ste 170
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/383-2226
Curtis Collins, DC
Accepting new patients. Howard Kwasman, DC
Accepting new patients.

Elite Chiropractic
2612 F St
Bakersfield, CA 93301
661/873-4151
Carlos Reyes, DC
Accepting new patients.

Gallagher Family
Chiropractic Inc
1665 F St
Bakersfield, CA 93301
661/324-7724
Brett Gallagher, DC
Accepting new patients.

Haynes Chiropractic
3865 Stockdale Hwy
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/322-2875
Jeffrey Haynes, DC
Accepting new patients.

Herrera Integrated
Chiropractic PC
5397 Truxtun Ave
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/634-9900
Chun Lee, DC
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Heyart Chiropractic
1001 Tower Way Ste 130
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/327-2622
Gregory Heyart, DC
Accepting new patients.

Hoffman Chiropractic
2140 Brundage Ln
Bakersfield, CA 93304
661/873-4742
Grant Hoffman, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Huynh Chiropractic
3900 Truxtun Ave
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/326-0142
Phan Huynh, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Vietnamese

John L March DC
3737 Stockdale Hwy Ste 120
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/398-2198
John March, DC
Accepting new patients.

Keith Chiropractic
8501 Camino Media Ste 200
Bakersfield, CA 93311
661/397-3179
Courtland Keith, DC
Accepting new patients.

Kinoshita Chiropractic
3900 Truxtun Ave
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/633-9212
Larry Kinoshita, DC
Accepting new patients.

Live In Motion Chiropractic
9711 Holland St Ste 3
Bakersfield, CA 93312
661/638-0922
Ethan Gentry, DC
Accepting new patients.

Mongold Chiropractic Inc
7950 White Ln Ste 2E
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/397-6555
David Mongold, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Morgan Chiropractic
5558 California Ave Ste 420
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/633-2134
Terry Morgan, DC
Accepting new patients.

Morris Chiropractic Office
2100 19th St Ste C
Bakersfield, CA 93301
661/246-4026
Jon Morris, DC
Accepting new patients.

Omni Family Health
525 Roberts Ln
Bakersfield, CA 93308
800/300-6664
Clayton Andersen, DC
Accepting new patients.
Omni Family Health
4151 Mexicali Dr
Bakersfield, CA 93313
800/300-6664
Clayton Andersen, DC
Accepting new patients.

Omni Family Health
525 Roberts Ln
Bakersfield, CA 93308
800/300-6664
Bobby Bramlett Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Omni Family Health
4151 Mexicali Dr
Bakersfield, CA 93313
800/300-6664
Bobby Bramlett Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Rand Jackson Chiropractic
2015 Westwind Dr Ste 11
Bakersfield, CA 93301
661/396-1111
Rand Jackson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Randall Graham DC
1400 Calloway Dr Ste 201
Bakersfield, CA 93312
661/588-5808
Randall Graham, DC
Accepting new patients.

Randolph Clinic
2540 F St
Bakersfield, CA 93301
661/324-2020
Scott Randolph, DC
Accepting new patients.

Ryan Chiropractic
2701 Calloway Dr Ste 402
Bakersfield, CA 93312
661/589-3427
JAMES RYAN, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

S Hoffman Chiropractic Neurology
2018 17th St
Bakersfield, CA 93301
661/327-2718
Signee Hoffman, DC
Accepting new patients.

Shropshire Chiropractic Inc
2530 F St Ste 102
Bakersfield, CA 93301
661/864-7999
Kristal Shropshire, DC
Accepting new patients.

Southwest Chiropractic
6001D Truxtun Ave Ste 400
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/321-0350
Bobby Bramlett Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Stephen W Elder DC
2020 Niles St Ste A
Bakersfield, CA 93305
661/395-1406
Stephen Elder, DC
Accepting new patients.

Tatsuno Chiropractic Inc
3900 Truxtun Ave
Bakersfield, CA 93309
661/322-6021
Matthew Tatsuno, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Delano
Chiropractic Center of Delano
832 Jefferson St
Delano, CA 93215
661/725-2914
Carl Cunanan, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Delano Acupuncture & Chiropractic Center
1224 Jefferson St Ste 3
Delano, CA 93215
661/721-1234
Chun Lee, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Frazier Park
Health First Chiropractic
3402 Mt Pinos Way
Frazier Park, CA 93225
661/245-3456
Craig Ravenscroft, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Lake Isabella
Sierra Chiropractic
3615 Wagon Wheel Dr
Lake Isabella, CA 93240
760/379-3425
David Stirling, DC
Accepting new patients.
Lamont

David C Flores DC
10412 Main St
Lamont, CA 93241
661/845-1188
David Flores, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ridgecrest

Podell Chiropractic Corporation
840 N Norma St Ste B
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
760/371-1300
Glenn Podell, DC
Accepting new patients.

Ridgecrest Regional Hospital
1111 N China Blvd Ste 190
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
760/499-3855
Glenn Podell, DC
Accepting new patients.

Shafter

Omni Family Health
655 S Central Valley Hwy
Shafter, CA 93263
800/300-6664
Clayton Andersen, DC
Accepting new patients.
Bobby Bramlett Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.

OMNI Family Health
655 S Central Valley Hwy
Shafter, CA 93263
800/300-6664
Alicia Garcia, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gregory Heyart, DC
Accepting new patients.
Steven Salyers, DC
Accepting new patients.

Taft

Sparks Chiropractic
1107 Kern St Ste 7
Taft, CA 93268
661/765-2225
Clayton Andersen, DC
Accepting new patients.
Keith Sparks, DC
Accepting new patients.

Tehachapi

Brady Chiropractic
20825 South St Ste A
Tehachapi, CA 93561
661/823-8888
Terence Brady, DC
Accepting new patients.

Laura White Chiropractic, Inc.
20041 W Valley Blvd Ste 2
Tehachapi, CA 93561
661/203-8768
Laura White, DC
Accepting new patients.

Vita Sana Chiropractic Inc
20241 Valley Blvd Ste B
Tehachapi, CA 93561
661/823-1473
Danielle Sottile, DC
Accepting new patients.

Wasco

Omni Family Health
2101 7th St
Wasco, CA 93280
800/300-6664
Clayton Andersen, DC
Accepting new patients.
Bobby Bramlett Jr, DO
Accepting new patients.
Alicia Garcia, DC
Accepting new patients.

Wasco Chiropractic
1241 7th St
Wasco, CA 93280
661/758-3001
Carol Funk-Hamilton, DC
Accepting new patients.

Los Angeles County

Agoura Hills

Agoura Chiropractic Care
5050 Kanan Rd Ste B
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
818/707-4200
Kirby Johnson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Agoura Family Chiropractic
5887 Kanan Rd
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
818/991-9379
George Harris, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Italian, Greek
Agoura Family Chiropractic
5887 Kanan Rd
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
818/991-4685
Vahagn Keshishyan, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Armenian

Debra C Nino DC
30200 Agoura Rd Ste 130
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
818/889-6955
Debra Nino, DC
Accepting new patients.

Keshishian Chiropractic Inc
5887 Kanan Rd
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
818/991-4685
Melina Keshishian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Armenian

North Ranch Chiropractic
30200 Agoura Rd Ste 130
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
818/889-5572
Eran Bikovsky, DC
Accepting new patients. Terry Schroeder, DC
Accepting new patients.

Alhambra

Alhambra Health Clinic
1041 S Garfield Ave Ste 208
Alhambra, CA 91801
626/458-4271
Waleed Arshaid, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dr Denny Chiu
801 W Valley Blvd Ste 102
Alhambra, CA 91803
626/282-7300
Denny Chiu, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese

Evergreen Chiropractic
1300 E Main St Ste 110
Alhambra, CA 91801
626/588-2101
Michael Fu, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin, Cantonese

Garfield Health Center
Medical Group Inc
320 S Garfield Ave Ste 322
Alhambra, CA 91801
626/570-9892
Waleed Kattar, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Gustavo A Nino DC
330 N Garfield Ave Ste 1
Alhambra, CA 91801
626/458-2339
Gustavo Nino, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Paul Wong Chiropractic
Clinic Inc
1101 W Valley Blvd Ste 207
Alhambra, CA 91803
626/282-1106
Paul Wong, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Mandarin, Cantonese

Progressive Health Center
801 W Valley Blvd Ste 102
Alhambra, CA 91803
626/282-7300
Jack Li, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, Farsi, Cantonese

Sherman Lu Chiropractic
Clinic
701 W Valley Blvd Ste 38
Alhambra, CA 91803
626/281-9899
Sherman Lu, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin, Taiwanese

Truong Chiropractic
Professional Corp
629 S Fremont Ave
Alhambra, CA 91803
626/458-6423
Thomas Truong, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese, Mandarin, Cantonese

Altadena

Aaron T Williams DC
2052 Lake Ave Ste E
Altadena, CA 91001
626/797-3602
Aaron Williams, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Arcadia

All Pro Health Center
202 S 1st Ave
Arcadia, CA 91006
626/447-4888
Charles Feng, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Vietnamese, Mandarin

Better Health Chiropractic
202 S 1st Ave
Arcadia, CA 91006
626/235-8818
Jonie Chung Morita, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese

Clarizio Chiropractic Inc
638 W Duarte Rd Ste 16
Arcadia, CA 91007
626/447-0447
Robert Clarizio, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Italian

Dr Danny Wong Chiropractic Corp
612 W Duarte Rd Ste 805
Arcadia, CA 91007
626/821-9139
Danny Wong, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Mandarin, Cantonese

Harry J Wurmsdobler DC
131 E Huntington Dr
Arcadia, CA 91006
626/445-0326
Harry Wurmsdobler, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Larry D Mellinger DC FACO
226 E Foothill Blvd Ste 228
Arcadia, CA 91006
626/357-3232
Larry Mellinger, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Schroeppe Chiropractic
638 W Duarte Rd Ste 16
Arcadia, CA 91007
626/340-3742
John Schroeppe, DC
Accepting new patients.

Artesia

Acu-Care Acupuncture & Chiropractic
12225 South St Ste 106
Artesia, CA 90701
562/924-7238
Jason Lee, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Dr S Kent Choi Inc
11911 Artesia Blvd Ste 102
Artesia, CA 90701
562/809-3112
Songhoo Choi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Ken Iwaki DC
11700 Artesia Blvd
Artesia, CA 90701
562/865-0569
Ken Iwaki, DC
Accepting new patients.

Myung Sim Dang Chiropractic Inc
11867 Artesia Blvd
Artesia, CA 90701
562/809-2535
Benjamin Kang, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Optimum Care Therapy - Senkosal Uy Chiropractic
17906 Pioneer Blvd Ste 102
Artesia, CA 90701
562/999-2829
Senkosal Uy, DC
Accepting new patients.

Sure Careland Medical
17127 Pioneer Blvd Ste H
Artesia, CA 90701
562/865-7773
Ellis Suh, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Baldwin Park

Agape Chiropractic
14332 Ramona Blvd
Baldwin Park, CA 91706
626/960-2346
Veronica Diaz, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Wellness Health Center BP
3946 Maine Ave
Baldwin Park, CA 91706
626/288-8464
Sydney La Mig, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, French, Cambodian
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Practice Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Accepting New Patients</th>
<th>Language Spoken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bell Gardens</td>
<td>Bell Garden Chiropractic</td>
<td>6443 Lawrence Ave</td>
<td>562/674-3505</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waleed Arshaid, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Cuevas Chiropractic Inc</strong></td>
<td>6600 Florence Ave Ste B</td>
<td>562/927-5117</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Albert Cuevas, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bellflower</td>
<td>Kelemen Chiropractic Center</td>
<td>9656 Alondra Blvd</td>
<td>562/867-2767</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Kelemen, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Lesman Chiropractic</strong></td>
<td>10230 Artesia Blvd Ste 206</td>
<td>562/506-5258</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erwin Lesman, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>New Life Chiropractic</strong></td>
<td>9406 Somerset Blvd</td>
<td>562/920-0778</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Richard Gunsolus, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly Hills</td>
<td>Beverly Hills Chiropractic</td>
<td>206 S Robertson Blvd</td>
<td>310/652-0024</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farzad Rabbany, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Century Park Chiropractic</strong></td>
<td>292 S La Cienega Blvd Ste 400A</td>
<td>310/553-3441</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peter Ziegler, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Morris Rashtian Chiropractic Corp</strong></td>
<td>8500 Wilshire Blvd Ste 102</td>
<td>310/659-3389</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Spanish, Persian, Armenian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morris Rashtian, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Nourian Kambiz DC</strong></td>
<td>9025 Wilshire Blvd Ste 311</td>
<td>310/274-5767</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Farsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kambiz Nourian Jr, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Opoku Beverly Hills Medical Group Inc</strong></td>
<td>9135 W Olympic Blvd</td>
<td>310/246-0035</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blair Schoolhouse, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burbank</td>
<td>Advanced Chiropractic Center</td>
<td>4444 W Riverside Dr Ste 101</td>
<td>818/400-3923</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lina Falkinstein, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Russian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Allen's Chiropractic</strong></td>
<td>2121 W Magnolia Blvd</td>
<td>818/846-1919</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alen Khachatourian, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Persian, Armenian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Bruce D Householder II DC</strong></td>
<td>1220 W Olive Ave</td>
<td>818/848-2225</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bruce Householder II, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Chapman Chiropractic Remedy</strong></td>
<td>3607 W Magnolia Blvd Ste C</td>
<td>747/245-5421</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ryan Chapman, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Charles P Curcuruto DC</strong></td>
<td>2811 W Olive Ave</td>
<td>818/848-8211</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Curcuruto, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Douglas F Davis
Chiropractic Corp
2620 W Burbank Blvd
Burbank, CA 91505
818/841-2840
Douglas Davis, DC
Accepting new patients.

Fernandez Chiropractic
1220 W Olive Ave
Burbank, CA 91506
818/848-2225
Rommil Fernandez, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish,
Tagalog

First Chiropractic
101 W Alameda Ave
Burbank, CA 91502
818/953-2895
Jorge Silverio, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Focus Chiropractic Center
916 W Burbank Blvd Ste L
Burbank, CA 91506
818/842-7700
Lidia Alzate, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish,
Portuguese

Holmes Chiropractic
225 S Glenoaks Blvd
Burbank, CA 91502
818/843-1919
Bruce Holmes, DC
Accepting new patients.

Javier Suarez, DC
114 S Buena Vista St
Burbank, CA 91505
818/563-2557
Javier Suarez, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Media District Chiropractic
2811 W Olive Ave
Burbank, CA 91505
818/845-2604
David Carletta, DC
Accepting new patients.

Media District Chiropractic
2811 W Olive Ave
Burbank, CA 91505
818/843-2225
Michael Williams, DC
Accepting new patients.

Onkels Chiropractic
3123 W Burbank Blvd
Burbank, CA 91505
818/841-2442
Eveline Onkels, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish,
Arabic

Randy B Wasoff DC
444 Riverside Dr Ste 101
Burbank, CA 91505
818/845-8500
Randy Wasoff, DC
Accepting new patients.

Riba Chiropractic
2811 W Olive Ave
Burbank, CA 91505
818/842-6770
Robin Riba, DC
Accepting new patients.

Shant Karayan, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish,
Arabic, Armenian

Thorburn Chiropractic
Center
1612 W Burbank Blvd
Burbank, CA 91506
818/841-1313
Charlene Thorburn, DC
Accepting new patients.

Wood Chiropractic
1901 N Glenoaks Blvd Ste A
Burbank, CA 91504
818/557-1337
Ron Wood, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Calabasas
Bradford L Alex DC
22231 Mulholland Hwy Ste 112
Calabasas, CA 91302
818/225-5900
Bradford Alex, DC
Accepting new patients.

Calabasas Chiropractic
26540 Agoura Rd Ste 101
Calabasas, CA 91302
818/880-6306
Robert Wolf, DC
Accepting new patients.
Community Chiropractic Health Centre
24007 Ventura Blvd Ste 130
Calabasas, CA 91302
818/591-8847
Billy Long, DC
Accepting new patients.

Heidi L Christopher DC
26560 Agoura Rd Ste 113
Calabasas, CA 91302
818/880-2096
Heidi Christopher, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lester Lin Chiropractic Corp
23548 Calabasas Rd Ste 204
Calabasas, CA 91302
818/884-4000
Lester Lin, DC
Accepting new patients.

Timothy S Schumacher DC
26560 Agoura Rd Ste 113
Calabasas, CA 91302
818/880-2096
Timothy Schumacher, DC
Accepting new patients.

Canoga Park
Chiropractic Centre of West Hills
22330 Sherman Way Ste 2
Canoga Park, CA 91303
818/704-7211
Kenneth Fine, DC
Accepting new patients.

LA Wellness Spa Center Inc
7318 Topanga Canyon Blvd Ste 118
Canoga Park, CA 91303
818/899-2225
Garo Tchakian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Armenian

Lori Singer Rose DC
7033 Canoga Ave Ste 5
Canoga Park, CA 91303
818/995-7950
Lori Rose, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Sherman Sports Injury Center
22222 Sherman Way Ste 110
Canoga Park, CA 91303
818/888-8058
Alan Sherman, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Smart Care Chiropractic
22119 Sherman Way
Canoga Park, CA 91303
818/888-5540
Roya Kazemi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Winer Chiropractic, APC
7127 Owensmouth Ave
Canoga Park, CA 91303
818/888-7227
Kenneth Winer, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Canyon Country
Eddy Chiropractic
19038 Soledad Canyon Rd
Canyon Country, CA 91351
661/252-5192
Christopher Eddy, DC
Accepting new patients.

Sanchez Chiropractic Inc
18500 Via Princessa Ste 3
Canyon Country, CA 91387
661/940-7171
Rodrigo Sanchez, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Carson
Wilkerson Chiropractic Office Inc
519 W Carson St Ste 101
Carson, CA 90745
310/533-1070
Christopher Wilkerson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Castaic
Castaic Family Chiropractic
29445 The Old Rd
Castaic, CA 91384
661/257-0007
Louise Webb, DC
Accepting new patients.
Century City

Robert Johnson, D.C.
2080 Century Park E Ste 1511
Century City, CA 90067
310/789-1188
Robert Johnson, DC
Not accepting new patients.

Cerritos

Carlos Castro DC
11911 Artesia Blvd Ste 102
Cerritos, CA 90701
310/200-1193
Carlos Castro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ernest Kam, DC
13047 Artesia Blvd Ste C108
Cerritos, CA 90703
562/402-9495
Ernest Kam, DC
Accepting new patients.

Jimmy Bae DC
11813 Del Amo Blvd
Cerritos, CA 90703
562/468-0023
Jimmy Bae, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Krista Koop DC
11911 Artesia Blvd Ste 102
Cerritos, CA 90701
562/809-3112
Krista Koop, DC
Accepting new patients.

Masler Chiropractic Inc
13344 South St
Cerritos, CA 90703
562/924-3347
Todd Masler, DC
Accepting new patients.

Timothy J Kelemen DC
11480 South St Ste 208
Cerritos, CA 90703
562/865-0504
Timothy Kelemen, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chatsworth

Alpha Chiropractic Center
20933 Devonshire St Ste 102
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818/772-2225
Jose Leiro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

California Chiropractic
20914 Nordhoff St Ste 102
Chatsworth, CA 91311
844/875-1811
Omer Boysan, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chirofit
9800 Topanga Canyon Blvd Ste E
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818/963-2291
Shane Young, DC
Accepting new patients.

Valley Chiropractic
21740 Devonshire St
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818/998-1527
Helle Leap, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Danish

City of Industry

Colbein Health Clinic
1169 Fairway Dr Ste 204
City of Industry, CA 91789
909/718-0244
Peter Han, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Evergreen Chiropractic
1661 Hanover Rd Ste 225
City of Industry, CA 91748
626/810-8143
Michael Fu, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin, Cantonese

Summit Health Center
18575 Gale Ave Ste 265
City of Industry, CA 91748
626/269-0108
Garland Wat, DC
Accepting new patients.

Truong Chiropractic Professional Corp
16025 Gale Ave Ste A4
City of Industry, CA 91745
626/961-2887
Thomas Truong, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese, Mandarin, Cantonese

Claremont

Dr J Torres Cancino DC
114 N Indian Hill Blvd Ste G
Claremont, CA 91711
909/630-5257
Jesus Torres Cancino, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Martin S McLeod DC
411 N Indian Hill Blvd
Claremont, CA 91711
909/621-1208
Martin McLeod, DC
Accepting new patients.

Compton

Alternative Pain Management Clinic
500 E Compton Blvd
Compton, CA 90221
310/537-3467
Reuben Bakkar, DC
Accepting new patients.

Covina

Broberg Chiropractic
550 S Eremland Dr
Covina, CA 91723
626/332-7829
R Scott Broberg, DC
Accepting new patients.

Jay Shery
10811 Washington Blvd Ste 250
Culver City, CA 90232
310/841-5000
Jay Shery, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Italian

Schoolhouse Chiropractic
4220 Overland Ave
Culver City, CA 90230
310/613-3835
Blair Schoolhouse, DC
Accepting new patients.

Watson Chiropractic Inc
12304 Aneta St
Culver City, CA 90230
310/305-9697
Shirley Watson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Diamond Bar

Andrew Park DC LAc
406 S Prospectors Rd
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
909/860-0148
Andrew Park, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Better Health Chiropractic
1130 S Diamond Bar Blvd
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
909/860-1661
Jonie Chung Morita, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese

Bryant Chiropractic Corporation
3220 S Brea Canyon Rd Ste F
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
909/598-7868
Kurt Bryant, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Diamond Bar Chiropractic
406 S Prospectors Rd
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
909/860-0148
Kimberly Catherina, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dr Joanna Lin Acupuncture & Chiropractic
23525 Golden Springs Dr Ste B
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
909/860-1340
Joanna Lin, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin, Taiwanese

Dr. George W Than DC QME
3220 S Brea Canyon Rd Ste F
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
909/860-3273
George Than Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.
Gregory S Siegel DC
566 N Diamond Bar Blvd
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
562/945-1310
Gregory Siegel, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Nelson Chiropractic
516 N Diamond Bar Blvd Ste A
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
909/860-1301
William Nelson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Downey

Brooks Chiropractic
10901 Downey Ave
Downey, CA 90241
562/862-7262
Lance Brooks, DC
Accepting new patients.

Cathrine Zarrabi DC
11820 Downey Ave
Downey, CA 90241
562/927-1116
Cathrine Zarrabi, DC
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Downey Chiropractic Group
12103 Lakewood Blvd
Downey, CA 90242
562/861-1287
George Bernal Jr, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Fox Chiropractic
8101 2nd St
Downey, CA 90241
562/862-0744
Dan Fox, DC
Accepting new patients.

Hunt Chiropractic Inc
12900 Paramount Blvd
Downey, CA 90242
562/923-6330
John Hunt Sr, DC
Accepting new patients.

KARE Chiropractic
7340 Florence Ave Ste 117
Downey, CA 90240
562/806-6763
Joe Kandalaft, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, French

Morales Chiropractic
Orthopedic Care/ Morales Holistic Health Center
8358 Florence Ave
Downey, CA 90240
562/622-4444
Roberto Morales, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, French

Pioneer Medical Group Inc
11480 Brookshire Ave Ste 300
Downey, CA 90241
562/862-2775
DAVID BLAKELY, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pioneer Medical Group Inc
11480 Brookshire Ave Ste 300
Downey, CA 90241
562/904-8144
Todd Stockwell, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Solomon Chiropractic Inc
7320 Firestone Blvd Ste 115
Downey, CA 90241
562/381-0378
Solomon Kim, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Duarte

Joon Kang Chiropractic Inc
931 Buena Vista St Ste 303
Duarte, CA 91010
626/531-7588
Joon Kang, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Korean

El Monte

Chow Chiropractic
9324 Garvey Ave Ste A
El Monte, CA 91733
626/279-1821
Wendy Chow, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Chinese, Cantonese

Smart Spine Chiropractic
3131 Santa Anita Ave Ste 106
El Monte, CA 91733
626/444-1676
Hai Kristy Dong Tran, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

El Segundo

Etzler Chiropractic
500 Main St
El Segundo, CA 90245
310/322-9355
Richard Etzler, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gambucci Clinic
Chiropractic
253 Main St
El Segundo, CA 90245
310/322-0912
Anthony Gambucci, DC
Accepting new patients.

Encino

Active Care Spine Center
5363 Balboa Blvd Ste 436
Encino, CA 91316
818/386-8835
Brian Gordon, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Tagalog, Filipino, Ilocano

Complete Care Chiropractic
17200 Ventura Blvd Ste 212
Encino, CA 91316
818/995-4488
Harut Rushanian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Armenian

Elaheh Zianour DC
16661 Ventura Blvd Ste 225
Encino, CA 91436
818/783-0332
Elaheh Zianour, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, German, Farsi

Encino Health Center
16101 Ventura Blvd Ste 328
Encino, CA 91436
818/995-4481
Nicole Javaherian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Farsi

Encino Wellness Center
16101 Ventura Blvd Ste 330
Encino, CA 91436
818/788-2884
Nicholas Houston, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Hurst Chiropractic
5435 Balboa Blvd Ste 207
Encino, CA 91316
818/345-9100
Michael Hurst, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Laurie Harris DC
16311 Ventura Blvd Ste 1250
Encino, CA 91436
818/489-4042
Laurie Harris, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Masangkay Chiropractic Corporation
16260 Ventura Blvd Ste LL16
Encino, CA 91436
818/789-8880
Edgar Masangkay, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Gardena

Gardena Chiropractic
15209 S Western Ave
Gardena, CA 90249
310/715-2115
Laurie Hirokane, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Japanese

Park Chiropractic Clinic
1045 W Redondo Beach Blvd
Ste 110
Gardena, CA 90247
310/329-9330
Jae Park, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Sarang Chiropractic Inc
15508 S Normandie Ave
Gardena, CA 90247
310/523-3747
John Lee, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Glendale

Ace Chiropractic Clinic
541 W Colorado St Ste 201
Glendale, CA 91204
818/247-7566
Ani Balekian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian

B & M Chiropractic Inc
435 Arden Ave Ste 120
Glendale, CA 91203
818/242-5020
Edna Martikian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Armenian

Ciambotti Titizian Chiropractic
1620 Victory Blvd
Glendale, CA 91201
818/244-7600
Gassia Titizian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian
Dr Franklin Kam  
230 N Maryland Ave Ste 108  
Glendale, CA 91206  
818/500-9440  
Franklin Kam, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Friedman Family Chiropractic Inc  
1620 Victory Blvd  
Glendale, CA 91201  
818/244-7600  
Howard Friedman, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Glendale Urgency Chiropractic  
319 S Brand Blvd  
Glendale, CA 91204  
818/507-5339  
Samir Daher, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Hovanessian Chiropractic Inc  
600 W Broadway Ste 235  
Glendale, CA 91204  
818/552-5025  
Rafi Hovanessian, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian

Mabel M P Chau DC A Chiropractic Corp  
1415 E Colorado St Ste 209  
Glendale, CA 91205  
818/956-5165  
Mabel Chau, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Cantonese

Muradian Chiropractic Care Inc  
1530 E Chevy Chase Dr Ste 205  
Glendale, CA 91206  
818/240-9394  
Rita Muradian, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic, Armenian, Assyrian Neo-Aramaic

Yaghjian Chiropractic Clinic  
706 W Broadway Ste 100  
Glendale, CA 91204  
818/247-9097  
Ara Yaghjian, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic, Armenian

Zalin Chiropractic  
1010 N Glendale Ave Ste 207  
Glendale, CA 91206  
818/545-0120  
Katherine Zalin, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Glendora  
Alosta Chiropractic Office  
849 E Route 66  
Glendale, CA 91740  
626/335-4597  
Benjamin Johnson, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Alosta West Chiropractic Clinic  
359 W Route 66  
Glendale, CA 91740  
626/914-7662  
James Gustin, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Chiropractic & Soft Tissue Center  
1435 E Route 66 Ste C  
Glendora, CA 91740  
626/963-6332  
Gina Travis, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Italian

Dr. Kevin Gansert DC  
625 E Arrow Highway 1  
Glendora, CA 91740  
626/852-2268  
Kevin Gansert, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dr. Kevin Gansert DC  
765 W Route 66 Ste E  
Glendora, CA 91740  
626/852-2268  
Kevin Gansert, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Franzman Chiropractic Center  
705 W Foothill Blvd Ste B1  
Glendora, CA 91741  
626/963-1681  
Teresa Franzman, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Gene A Bergmann DC  
109 N Vermont Ave  
Glendale, CA 91741  
626/914-2359  
Gene Bergmann, DC  
Accepting new patients.
Glendora Chiropractic Center Inc
230 N Glendora Ave
Glendora, CA 91741
626/914-5881
Jeffrey Williams, DC
Accepting new patients.

Martin G Habern DC
705 W Foothill Blvd
Glendora, CA 91741
626/914-5315
Martin Habern, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Granada Hills
Dr Valerie Cachola - Wheeler, DC
11147 Woodley Ave
Granada Hills, CA 91344
818/477-0921
Valerie Cachola-Wheeler, DC
Accepting new patients.

Prime Care Chiropractic Clinic
17050 Chatsworth St Ste 115
Granada Hills, CA 91344
818/832-0897
Kyung Min, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Hacienda Heights
ALL-PRO MEDICAL GROUP, INC.
3030 S Hacienda Blvd
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745
626/369-7246
Steven Kay, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Edwin L Ward Chiropractic Corp
15718 Gale Ave
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745
626/333-8512
Toni Ward, DC
Accepting new patients.

Jimmy Wu Chiropractic Corp
15722 Gale Ave Ste A
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745
626/330-8899
Jimmy Wu, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese

Liu's Chiropractic & Oriental Medical
2440 S Hacienda Blvd Ste 202
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745
626/457-8088
Yaping Liu, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese

PrimaCare Chiropractic Center
16404 Colima Rd Fl 1
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745
626/581-7603
Edward Chu, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Total Health Chiropractic
1615 S Azusa Ave
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745
626/810-9191
Ken Min, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Korean

Yi-Hsiang Lin Chiropractic Prof Corp
2020 S Hacienda Blvd Ste D
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745
626/855-1158
Charles Lin, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin, Taiwanese

Hermosa Beach
Back Care Institute
1102 Aviation Blvd Ste C
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254
310/318-3655
Steven Saber, DC
Accepting new patients.

Derek V Levy DC
950 Aviation Blvd Ste K
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254
310/379-0503
Derek Levy, DC
Accepting new patients.

Inglewood
Kevin York DC
513 E Manchester Blvd Ste 201
Inglewood, CA 90301
310/804-7732
Kevin York, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Irwindale
Healthpointe Medical Group Inc
5345 Irwindale Ave
Irwindale, CA 91706
626/960-5361
Ricardo Castro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Clarence Hunter III, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

La Crescenta
Richard Collins DC
3131 Foothill Blvd Ste E
La Crescenta, CA 91214
818/957-6040
Richard Collins, DC
Accepting new patients.

La Mirada
Anthony Cho Chiropractic
14826 Beach Blvd
La Mirada, CA 90638
714/739-1565
Anthony Cho, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Korean

Healthpointe Medical Group Inc
16702 Valley View Ave
La Mirada, CA 90638
562/921-0341
Robert Andrade, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Ricardo Castro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Healthways Chiropractic & Sports Rehab
15651 Imperial Hwy Ste 100
La Mirada, CA 90638
562/902-0050
Stephen Smith, DC
Accepting new patients.

John Sullivan DC
15030 Imperial Hwy
La Mirada, CA 90638
562/943-5585
John Sullivan, DC
Accepting new patients.

La Mirada Chiropractic Group
15030 Imperial Hwy
La Mirada, CA 90638
562/943-1171
Xavier Velasco, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

O'Connor Chiropractic Inc
12250 La Mirada Blvd
La Mirada, CA 90638
562/943-0141
Barry O'Connor, DC
Accepting new patients.

William M Thomas DC
15763 Imperial Hwy
La Mirada, CA 90638
562/943-4132
William Thomas, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, ASL

La Verne
John J Cumiskey DC
2175 Foothill Blvd Ste A
La Verne, CA 91750
909/593-1990
John Cumiskey, DC
Accepting new patients.

La Verne Chiropractic
1143 Foothill Blvd
La Verne, CA 91750
909/596-2711
Victor Ambrosini, DC
Accepting new patients.

Parlopino Chiropractic
3837 Emerald Ave
La Verne, CA 91750
951/235-4796
Brittany Parlopino, DC
Accepting new patients.

Woodward Chiropractic Inc
2175 Foothill Blvd Ste A
La Verne, CA 91750
909/593-2566
Gary Woodward, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Lakewood
All Pro Health Center
5220 Clark Ave Ste 445
Lakewood, CA 90712
562/867-6183
Charles Feng, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Vietnamese, Mandarin

Chiropractic Massage & Nutrition
5836 Bellflower Blvd
Lakewood, CA 90713
562/461-3998
Diane Grant, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chirotouch Chiropractic
2614 Carson St
Lakewood, CA 90712
562/422-6613
Ricky Ngo, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Vietnamese
Hayes Sports Chiropractic Inc
5687 Woodruff Ave
Lakewood, CA 90713
562/866-8384
Fred Hayes Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.
Gina Santilli, DC
Accepting new patients.
Sheila Weddle, DC
Accepting new patients.

Larry L Omo Jr DC
5220 Clark Ave Ste 210
Lakewood, CA 90712
562/867-0993
Larry Omo Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Shiohama Chiropractic
5451 South St
Lakewood, CA 90712
562/920-7777
Todd Shiohama, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lancaster

AlM-Athletic Injury Management
936 W Avenue J4 Ste 104
Lancaster, CA 93534
661/949-6649
Daniel Massari, DC
Accepting new patients.

AV Chiropractic Health Center
1650 W Avenue J
Lancaster, CA 93534
661/940-6302
David Eckel, DC
Accepting new patients.

AVORS Medical Group
42135 10th St W Ste 101
Lancaster, CA 93534
661/726-5005
Tony Smith, DC
Accepting new patients.

BKP Chiropractic & Rehabilitation
412 W Ave J Ste F
Lancaster, CA 93534
661/945-1899
Brian Padveen, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Scott Wiener, DC
Accepting new patients.

David W Howard DC
1650 W Avenue J
Lancaster, CA 93534
661/940-6302
David Howard, DC
Accepting new patients.

Frye Chiropractic Inc
42283 10th St W Ste 107
Lancaster, CA 93534
661/949-9655
Judith LaGaly, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Theodore Magnuson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Gelco Spine & Sports Medicine Centers
1629 W Avenue J Ste 101
Lancaster, CA 93534
661/942-3346
Raimonda Arcuri, DC
Accepting new patients.
Craig Gelfound, DC
Accepting new patients.

Griffin Chiropractic
210 W Ave J
Lancaster, CA 93534
661/723-3132
John Griffin, DC
Accepting new patients.

Haddad Chiropractic
42212 10th St W Ste 10A
Lancaster, CA 93534
661/942-9100
Shihab Haddad, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish,
Tagalog, Arabic

Hodges Chiropractic
1650 W Avenue J
Lancaster, CA 93534
661/940-6302
Wayne Hodges, DC
Accepting new patients.

Joseph M Limon DC
1318 W Avenue J
Lancaster, CA 93534
661/948-6533
Joseph Limon, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Lagoh Prano Chiropractic Center
1505 W Avenue J Ste 303
Lancaster, CA 93534
661/917-4001
Alexine Stickney, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Lauren M Papa DC
44303 Lowtree Ave
Lancaster, CA 93534
818/990-0657
Lauren Papa, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
McMurray Chiropractic Inc  
44245 20th St W  
Lancaster, CA 93534  
661/945-7886  
Michael McMurry, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Mooney & Shamsbod Chiropractic  
412 W Avenue J Ste F  
Lancaster, CA 93534  
818/340-0089  
Andrew Mooney, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Norris Chiropractic  
44432 10th St W  
Lancaster, CA 93534  
661/435-7237  
Michael Norris, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Performance Chiropractic  
1055 W Columbia Way Ste 106  
Lancaster, CA 93534  
661/942-5000  
Ricardo Duenas, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Sanchez Chiropractic Inc  
42544 10th St W Ste G  
Lancaster, CA 93534  
661/940-7171  
Rodrigo Sanchez, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Travis Studt DC  
936 W Avenue J4 Ste 104  
Lancaster, CA 93534  
661/949-6649  
Travis Studt, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Lawndale  
Cathrine Zarrabi DC  
15725 Hawthorne Blvd Ste 106  
Lawndale, CA 90260  
310/650-9068  
Cathrine Zarrabi, DC  
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Simon R Go Chiropractic Inc  
14623 Hawthorne Blvd Ste 206  
Lawndale, CA 90260  
310/675-8803  
Simon Go, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Tagalog

Villanueva Chiropractic Care  
15901 Hawthorne Blvd Ste 420  
Lawndale, CA 90260  
310/259-7748  
Paulo Villanueva, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Lomita  
Daniel Baune DC  
25409 Narbonne Ave  
Lomita, CA 90717  
310/784-0088  
Daniel Baune, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Dr Jessica N Morgan DC  
25409 Narbonne Ave  
Lomita, CA 90717  
310/997-3335  
Jessica Morgan, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Jennewein Chiropractic Inc  
25448 Narbonne Ave  
Lomita, CA 90717  
310/326-2804  
B J Jennewein, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

S Jeff Jennewein, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

TLC Chiropractic Center  
2170 Lomita Blvd  
Lomita, CA 90717  
310/530-1659  
Marty Laudig, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Long Beach  
Bixby Knolls Wellness Center  
4301 Atlantic Ave Ste 5  
Long Beach, CA 90807  
562/219-4200  
Anna Pearl, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Chiro Med Healing Center  
1777 N Bellflower Blvd Ste 107  
Long Beach, CA 90815  
562/494-6690  
Candace Davis, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Chirotouch Chiropractic  
5467 N Cherry Ave  
Long Beach, CA 90805  
562/422-6613  
Ricky Ngo, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Vietnamese
Clements Chiropractic Center, INC  
3720 E Anaheim St Ste 180  
Long Beach, CA 90804  
562/986-2865  
Kimberly Campbell, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Ryan Smith, DC  
Accepting new patients.  

Dr Lauren M Papa  
3816 Woodruff Ave Ste 207  
Long Beach, CA 90808  
818/990-0657  
Lauren Papa, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

Dr Michael A Wooten  
5929 E Naples Plz  
Long Beach, CA 90803  
562/434-5656  
Michael Wooten, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, ASL  

Fariba Bardi  
1703 Termino Ave Ste 107  
Long Beach, CA 90804  
562/494-8008  
Fariba Bardi, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi, Persian  

Gee Chiropractic  
3840 Woodruff Ave Ste 101  
Long Beach, CA 90808  
562/986-9211  
Anna Gee, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese  

Harold Iseke Chiropractic Professional Corporation  
3711 Long Beach Blvd Ste 200  
Long Beach, CA 90807  
562/980-0555  
Harold Iseke II, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

Healthpointe Medical Group Inc  
5584 N Paramount Blvd Ste 100  
Long Beach, CA 90805  
562/920-8394  
Ricardo Castro, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

Hudavi Wellness  
5550 E 7th St  
Long Beach, CA 90804  
562/433-2177  
Guy Trimble IV, DC  
Accepting new patients.  

John W Schlingman DC  
1847 Ximeno Ave  
Long Beach, CA 90815  
562/429-2400  
John Schlingman III, DC  
Accepting new patients.  

Lee Chiropractic Inc  
5935 E Spring St  
Long Beach, CA 90808  
562/497-2910  
Kenneth Lee, DC  
Accepting new patients.  

Life Choice Chiropractic  
3816 Woodruff Ave Ste 202  
Long Beach, CA 90808  
562/420-5433  
Lindsay Broderick, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  
Melissa Keo, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Cambodian, Khmer  

Long Beach Premiere Chiropractic  
4301 Atlantic Ave Ste 8  
Long Beach, CA 90807  
562/981-8370  
Derek Carmona, DC  
Accepting new patients.  

Lynott Chiropractic & Acupuncture  
5512 E Britton Dr Ste 100  
Long Beach, CA 90815  
562/594-6644  
Nathanial Lynott, DC  
Accepting new patients.  

Mireya Hernandez  
3939 Atlantic Ave Ste 203  
Long Beach, CA 90807  
562/424-5505  
Mireya Hernandez, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish  

Newton Chiropractic Inc  
2221 Palo Verde Ave Ste 1J  
Long Beach, CA 90815  
562/795-7007  
Paul Newton, DC  
Accepting new patients.
Pioneer Medical Group
2220 Clark Ave
Long Beach, CA 90815
562/597-4181
DAVID BLAKELY, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Todd Stockwell, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pruss Chiropractic
532 Redondo Ave
Long Beach, CA 90814
562/439-0419
David Pruss, DC
Accepting new patients.

Sese Novas DC
1777 N Bellflower Blvd Ste 107
Long Beach, CA 90815
562/446-7586
Sese Novas, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Skyline Chiropractic
11 Golden Shore Ste 220
Long Beach, CA 90802
562/495-5898
Sheila Homer, DC
Accepting new patients.

West Chiropractic
3840 Woodruff Ave Ste 101
Long Beach, CA 90808
562/498-6647
Samuel West, DC
Accepting new patients.

Los Angeles
Alignspine Chiropractic Clinic
3511 W Olympic Blvd Ste 204
Los Angeles, CA 90019
323/733-1222
Chi Min Lee, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Alpha Wellness Center, Inc.
1613 S Vermont Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90006
323/731-8000
Elie Samaan, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Arabic

Antoine G Khoury DC
1211 N Vermont Ave Ste 100
Los Angeles, CA 90029
323/663-0259
Antoine Khoury, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Armani Chiropractic
2010 Wilshire Blvd Ste 506
Los Angeles, CA 90057
213/378-1051
Robert Armani, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew

B.E.S.T. Chiropractic Clinic
430 E 2nd St
Los Angeles, CA 90012
213/617-2228
Yosio Homma, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Back & Basics Chiropractic and Fitness
1800 S Robertson Blvd Ste 1
Los Angeles, CA 90035
310/203-0500
Donald Davis, DC
Accepting new patients.

Benjamin W Kleinbrodt DC
11620 Wilshire Blvd Ste 710
Los Angeles, CA 90025
310/826-0721
Benjamin Kleinbrodt, DC
Accepting new patients.

Body Zone Chiropractic
6333 Wilshire Blvd Ste 301
Los Angeles, CA 90048
323/382-2046
Johnny Aviles, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

BodyPro Chiropractic & Sports Medicine
12304 Santa Monica Blvd Ste 322
Los Angeles, CA 90025
310/207-2020
Arash Noor, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Farsi

Braxton Chiropractic
8632 S Sepulveda Blvd Ste 101
Los Angeles, CA 90045
323/348-8137
Mel Braxton, DC
Accepting new patients.
Camarillo Chiropractic & Rehab
2301 Bellevue Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90026
213/413-2225
Louis Camarillo, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Cathrine Zarrabi DC
5757 Wilshire Blvd Promenade 4
Los Angeles, CA 90036
323/930-0240
Cathrine Zarrabi, DC
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Champion Chiropractic
7414 Beverly Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90036
323/639-3898
Brian Truong, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese

Chiropractic Associates of Beverly Hills
6333 Wilshire Blvd Ste 301
Los Angeles, CA 90048
323/852-0202
Donald Fluegel, DC
Accepting new patients.

Concierge Chiropractic
835 S Shenandoah St
Los Angeles, CA 90035
323/872-7363
Carrie Schwartz, DC
Accepting new patients.

Concierge Chiropractic
1038 Hi Point St
Los Angeles, CA 90035
323/872-7363
Carrie Schwartz, DC
Accepting new patients.

Cooper Chiropractic
Wellness Center Inc
12217 Santa Monica Blvd Ste 208
Los Angeles, CA 90025
310/447-3540
Michael Cooper, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Don Wright Chiropractic and Rehabilitation Center
1670 Hillhurst Ave Ste 101B
Los Angeles, CA 90027
818/281-6990
Don Wright, DC
Accepting new patients.

Don Wright Chiropractic and Rehabilitation Center
4157 Eagle Rock Blvd Ste 7
Los Angeles, CA 90065
818/281-6990
Don Wright, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dr Anthony Ciancola DC
6404 Wilshire Blvd Ste 701
Los Angeles, CA 90048
323/651-0733
Anthony Ciancola, DC
Accepting new patients.

Debra Pear Chiropractic West
11835 W Olympic Blvd Ste 220E
Los Angeles, CA 90064
310/315-4300
Debra Pear, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dr Hyun Chul Kim Chiropractic Inc
3053 W Olympic Blvd Ste 203
Los Angeles, CA 90006
213/384-3830
Hyun Chul Kim, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Dr Jack Li DC
12340 Santa Monica Blvd Ste 129
Los Angeles, CA 90025
310/207-1007
Jack Li, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, Farsi, Cantonese

Dr Nader Farsar
1127 Wilshire Blvd Ste 300
Los Angeles, CA 90017
213/250-7807
Nader Farsar, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi, Persian

Dr Nelson Santos DC
2940 Westwood Blvd Ste 5
Los Angeles, CA 90064
310/621-8224
Nelson Santos, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Portuguese
Lauren M Papa DC
5301 Whittier Blvd Lower Level
Los Angeles, CA 90022
818/990-0657
Lauren Papa, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

LAX Chiropractic Center
9100 S Sepulveda Blvd Ste 104
Los Angeles, CA 90045
310/670-9999
Michael Araghi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Lim-Keith Multispecialty
6200 Wilshire Blvd Ste 1510
Los Angeles, CA 90048
323/964-1440
Jesse Yuson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Marvin C Lee Chiropractic, PC
1625 W Olympic Blvd Ste M103
Los Angeles, CA 90015
323/375-5147
Marvin Lee, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Korean

Max Health Medical Group
6200 Wilshire Blvd Ste 805
Los Angeles, CA 90048
323/938-0511
Robert Pomahac, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Croatian, Croat, Hrvatski

Med Nation
2520 W 8th St Ste 106
Los Angeles, CA 90057
213/389-2526
Kambiz Nourian Jr, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Mendoza Chiropractic
1114 Colorado Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90041
323/254-2881
Michael Mendoza, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Michelle Santoro DC
2501 Colorado Blvd Ste E
Los Angeles, CA 90041
323/687-3222
Michelle Santoro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Hebrew

Nahid Acs DC
3710 Whittier Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90023
323/266-0500
Nahid Acs, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Nees Chiropractic Clinic
621 S Virgil Ave Ste 240
Los Angeles, CA 90005
213/388-3007
Kyung Min, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

New Wave Health Center
231 W Vernon Ave Ste 110
Los Angeles, CA 90037
323/238-0200
Alfred Derakhshesh, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew, Persian

New Wave Healthcare Center
1016 S Robertson Blvd Ste A
Los Angeles, CA 90035
310/652-9283
Alfred Derakhshesh, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew, Persian

Olympic Chiropractic
11500 W Olympic Blvd Ste 575
Los Angeles, CA 90064
310/477-4531
Glenn Fischel, DC
Accepting new patients.

Omni Wellness Clinic
625 W College St Ste 206
Los Angeles, CA 90012
213/617-8163
Byung Yoo, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Mandarin, Korean, Cantonese

One Acupuncture & Chiropractic
4465 Wilshire Blvd Ste 303
Los Angeles, CA 90010
323/936-4000
Bongkyun Suh, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Korean
Pacific West Health Center
12112 W Washington Blvd Ste 1
Los Angeles, CA 90066
310/398-0636
Jessica Ramirez, DC
Accepting new patients.

Pain Chiropractic Clinic
835 N Western Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90029
323/467-1060
Robert Gabai, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Persian

Pain Solution Center
3020 Wilshire Blvd Ste 221
Los Angeles, CA 90010
213/385-4535
Michael Naderi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Purun Spine and Artho Clinic
2140 W Olympic Blvd Ste 405
Los Angeles, CA 90006
323/939-0807
Soung Don Chung, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Korean

Randy S Higashi Chiropractic Inc
163 S Avenue 24 Ste 203-204
Los Angeles, CA 90031
323/546-3500
Randy Higashi, DC
Accepting new patients.

Ricardo Garcia Chiropractic Corporation
1260 S Atlantic Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90022
323/780-1838
Ricardo Garcia, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Rowena Chiropractic
2904 Rowena Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90039
323/660-2370
Theresa FitzGerald, DC
Not accepting new patients.

Seog Woo Kim DC
2655 W Olympic Blvd Ste 203
Los Angeles, CA 90006
213/263-2980
Seog Kim, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Stephanie Kim Chiropractic
3030 W Olympic Blvd Ste 208
Los Angeles, CA 90006
213/251-7700
Stephanie Kim, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Steven M Gillis DC
8281 Melrose Ave Ste 201
Los Angeles, CA 90046
323/655-8348
Steven Gillis, DC
Accepting new patients.

Synergy Chiropractic
8713 La Tijera Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90045
310/645-1485
Dilojan Abayaratna, DC
Accepting new patients.

Tri-County Medical Group
1636 Wilshire Blvd Ste 300
Los Angeles, CA 90017
213/250-5106
Gerald Ferencz, DC
Accepting new patients.

Ulberg Healing Choices & Chiropractic
12764 W Washington Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90066
818/266-7599
Jeri Ulberg, DC
Accepting new patients.

West LA Center for Traditional Chinese Medicine
12340 Santa Monica Blvd Ste 130
Los Angeles, CA 90025
310/207-1007
Jack Li, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, Farsi, Cantonese

Westwood Village Chiropractic
10850 Wilshire Blvd Ste 560
Los Angeles, CA 90024
310/475-0444
Brian Nishimoto, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Wilshire Fairfax Chiropractic
6134 Wilshire Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90048
323/938-3996
Scott Onoda, DC
Accepting new patients.
Wilson Park
2940 Westwood Blvd Ste 1
Los Angeles, CA 90064
310/869-0536
Wilson Park, DC
Accepting new patients.

Zen Wellness
2346 Hyperion Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90027
323/662-0177
Bobbi Jones, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lynwood
Randy S Higashi
Chiropractic Inc
3621 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd Ste 14
Lynwood, CA 90262
323/546-3500
Randy Higashi, DC
Accepting new patients.

Malibu
Malibu Chiropractic
28990 Pacific Coast Hwy Bldg A Ste 205
Malibu, CA 90265
310/589-1005
Anthony Hall, DC
Accepting new patients.

Manhattan Beach
Theresa M. Tarcha DC
3770 Highland Ave Ste 105
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
310/318-9543
Theresa Tarcha, DC
Accepting new patients.

Ullman & Schwartz
Chiropractic
500 S Sepulveda Blvd Ste 202
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
310/372-1141
Jon Schwartz, DC
Accepting new patients.

Marina del Rey
AA Marina Chiropractic
4640 Admiralty Way Ste 500
Marina del Rey, CA 90292
310/486-5123
Greg Fecht, DC
Accepting new patients.

Vista Pacifica Chiropractic
4560 Admiralty Way Ste 302
Marina del Rey, CA 90292
310/578-9333
Cergei Walter Klishevich, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Russian

Monrovia
Adamson Chiropractic Clinic Inc
320 W Foothill Blvd
Monrovia, CA 91016
626/359-9000
Robert Adamson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Better Health Chiropractic
120 W Olive Ave
Monrovia, CA 91016
626/235-8818
Jonie Chung Morita, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese

Salse Chiropractic Center
694 W Foothill Blvd
Monrovia, CA 91016
626/256-3422
David Salse Sr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Monterey Park
Carlisle Chiropractic
2320 S Garfield Ave
Monterey Park, CA 91754
323/722-9098
Arthur Carlisle, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

George O Leung DC Inc
112 E Emerson Ave
Monterey Park, CA 91755
626/572-8002
George Leung, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Mandarin, Cantonese

Montrose
Back In Balance Health Center
2418 Honolulu Ave Ste M
Montrose, CA 91020
818/957-1207
Mary Kaiser-Cole, DC
Accepting new patients.

Crescenta Family Medical Inc
2050 Montrose Ave
Montrose, CA 91020
818/957-7612
Gary Weckbacher, DC
Accepting new patients.
Newhall
Bruce Hall
25078 Peachland Ave Ste E
Newhall, CA 91321
661/259-0202
Bruce Hall, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dr John B De Lemos
25078 Peachland Ave Ste E
Newhall, CA 91321
661/222-9021
John De Lemos, DC
Accepting new patients.

Sklar Chiropractic
23502 Lyons Ave Ste 102
Newhall, CA 91321
661/222-7401
Nathan Sklar, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish, Yidish

North Hollywood
Colonial Chiropractic
11000 Riverside Dr
North Hollywood, CA 91602
818/752-7864
Denis Bettencourt, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Colonial Chiropractic
11000 Riverside Dr
North Hollywood, CA 91602
818/769-1791
Carl Curtis Howard III, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Ed Simon Chiropractic
6344 Laurel Canyon Blvd
North Hollywood, CA 91606
818/761-1355
Edward Simon, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Stitt Chiropractic
12418 Burbank Blvd
North Hollywood, CA 91607
818/766-1128
Dorian Stitt, DC
Accepting new patients.

Vincent P Savarese DC
10447 Magnolia Blvd
North Hollywood, CA 91601
818/769-1811
Vincent Savarese, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish, Hindi

Northridge
Aivazian Chiropractic
8925 Reseda Blvd
Northridge, CA 91324
818/886-4976
Anatoly Aivazian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Balfour Health Center
9900 Balboa Blvd Ste B
Northridge, CA 91325
818/701-7070
Kenneth Cave, DC
Accepting new patients.

Central Valley Chiropractic
18856 Roscoe Blvd Ste B
Northridge, CA 91324
818/701-1058
Rollie Hanks, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Edmond Gilardi DC
8349 Reseda Blvd Ste A
Northridge, CA 91324
818/832-9800
Edmond Gilardi, DC
Accepting new patients.

Tepelekian Chiropractic Inc
18531 Roscoe Blvd Ste 215
Northridge, CA 91324
818/700-0478
Ara Tepelekian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi, Armenian

Palmdale
A & A Chiropractic
237 E Palmdale Blvd Ste B
Palmdale, CA 93550
661/267-0961
Anatoly Aivazian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Bowman Chiropractic
790 W Avenue Q Ste A
Palmdale, CA 93551
661/272-1800
Buck Bowman, DC
Accepting new patients.
Christopher J Petersen DC
Chiropractic Inc
839 W Palmdale Blvd
Palmdale, CA 93551
661/947-7993
Christopher Petersen, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dewald Chiropractic
1037 W Avenue N Ste 101
Palmdale, CA 93551
661/266-3500
Thomas Dewald, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Greco Bowman Chiropractic
790 W Avenue Q Ste A
Palmdale, CA 93551
661/272-1800
Jason Qi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Chinese

Omid Mahgerefteh DC
819 Auto Center Dr
Palmdale, CA 93551
818/665-5848
Omid Mahgerefteh, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Panorama City
Advantage Health
8741 Van Nuys Blvd Ste 101
Panorama City, CA 91402
818/894-4437
Fernando Rey Sr, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

BKP Chiropractic & Rehabilitation
14850 Roscoe Blvd North Tower
Panorama City, CA 91402
310/954-9483
Brian Padveen, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Bruce Edward Horvet DC
14427 Chase St Ste 202
Panorama City, CA 91402
818/703-7850
Bruce Horvet, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Logan Osland Chiropractic
14500 Roscoe Blvd Ste 201
Panorama City, CA 91402
818/891-4000
Logan Osland, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Taft Chiropractic
14850 Roscoe Blvd North Tower
Panorama City, CA 91402
818/340-0089
Andrew Mooney, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Paramount
Dr Asif S Durrani DC
16444 Paramount Blvd Ste 103
Paramount, CA 90723
562/531-2290
Asif Durrani, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Urdu, Hindi

Dr Asif S Durrani DC
16209 Paramount Blvd Ste 205
Paramount, CA 90723
562/531-2290
Asif Durrani, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Urdu, Hindi

Roberts & Roberts Chiropractic
8019 Jefferson St
Paramount, CA 90723
562/633-1259
Randal Roberts, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pasadena
Aldana Chiropractic
350 S Lake Ave Ste 220
Pasadena, CA 91101
626/817-1050
Joseph Aldana, DC
Accepting new patients.

Amy Mei-Lin Chau
960 E Green St Ste L-2
Pasadena, CA 91106
818/915-5221
Amy Chau, DC
Accepting new patients.

Braun Chiropractic
100 W Villa St Ste 103
Pasadena, CA 91103
626/486-2563
Jason Braun, DC
Accepting new patients.
California Chiropractic Care
221 E Walnut St Ste 275
Pasadena, CA 91101
626/765-0555
Setareh Derakhshian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Chiropractic Wellness Group
969 E Green St
Pasadena, CA 91106
626/584-9355
Dexter Williams, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Chinese, Farsi

Choy Chiropractic
960 E Green St Ste 162
Pasadena, CA 91106
626/792-2932
Martin Choy, DC
Accepting new patients.

Cohen Chiropractic Center
238 S Arroyo Pkwy Ste 140
Pasadena, CA 91105
626/449-9000
Gerard Cohen, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, French

Fernandez Chiropractic
221 E Walnut St Ste 275
Pasadena, CA 91101
626/765-0555
Rommil Fernandez, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Tagalog

Focus Chiropractic
1444 E Washington Blvd
Pasadena, CA 91104
626/449-0900
Kolleen Gregory, DC
Accepting new patients.

Gustavo A Nino DC
709 E Colorado Blvd Ste 140
Pasadena, CA 91101
626/578-0618
Gustavo Nino, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Health Advantage
1450 N Lake Ave
Pasadena, CA 91104
626/798-7805
Dennis Buckley, DC
Accepting new patients.

Michael Miller DC
213 N Sierra Madre Blvd
Pasadena, CA 91107
626/578-1433
Michael Miller, DC
Accepting new patients.

Morales Chiropractic Orthopedic Care/ Morales Holistic Health Center
935 E Green St
Pasadena, CA 91106
626/796-4141
Roberto Morales, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, French

Nakajima Chiropractic Center
3656 E Foothill Blvd
Pasadena, CA 91107
626/405-9209
Kazumitsu Nakajima, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Pasadena Chiropractic Clinic
610 N Lake Ave
Pasadena, CA 91101
626/585-1616
Arman Tchoukadarian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Armenian

South Lake Medical Center
213 S Euclid Ave
Pasadena, CA 91101
626/449-8314
E Wayne Collins, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Joseph Charles Ordone, DC
Accepting new patients.
Christopher Yu, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Yaghjian Chiropractic Clinic
2595 E Washington Blvd Ste 103
Pasadena, CA 91107
626/798-8951
Ara Yaghjian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic, Armenian
Pomona

Canyon Chiropractic Center
355 E Foothill Blvd Ste B
Pomona, CA 91767
909/593-6553
Richard Veirs, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dr Lauren M Papa
1902 Royalty Dr Ste 290
Pomona, CA 91767
818/990-0657
Lauren Papa, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Garey Health Clinic
2248 S Garey Ave
Pomona, CA 91766
909/464-0992
Dong Ta, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Pomona Valley Chiropractic Clinic / Rios Chiropractic
1232 N Park Ave
Pomona, CA 91768
909/623-9621
Rafael Rios II, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Rafael Rios Sr, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Porter Ranch

Porter Ranch Integrative Medical Clinic
11177 Tampa Ave Ste A
Porter Ranch, CA 91326
818/831-8000
Joyce Young, DC
Accepting new patients.

Bradford Alex, DC
Accepting new patients.

Rancho Palos Verdes

Marina Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation
28633 S Western Ave Ste 200
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275
310/832-2622
Tim Ursich, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Redondo Beach

Catalina Medical Center
1919 S Catalina Ave
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
310/378-7246
Richard Cohen, DC
Accepting new patients.

David Starr DC
234 S Pacific Coast Hwy Ste 202
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
310/316-1613
David Starr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dennis E Wild DC
234 S Pacific Coast Hwy Ste 202
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
310/316-1613
Dennis Wild, DC
Accepting new patients.

R Daniel Pendergraft
2512 Artesia Blvd Ste 230
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
310/793-9926
R Daniel Pendergraft, DC
Accepting new patients.

Stern Chiropractic
1603 Aviation Blvd Ste E
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
310/376-5678
Randolph Stern, DC
Not accepting new patients.

Tyler Clark DC
1300 S Pacific Coast Hwy Ste 201
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
310/543-7779
Tyler Clark, DC
Accepting new patients.

Reseda

Bruce K Brody DC
19231 Victory Blvd Ste 352
Reseda, CA 91335
818/887-2225
Bruce Brody, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dr Gaby Edery
7439 Reseda Blvd
Reseda, CA 91335
818/345-4924
Gabriel Edery, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew

Farahnaz Jalali DC
19231 Victory Blvd Ste 452
Reseda, CA 91335
818/668-8136
Farahnaz Jalali, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Farsi
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinic Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farsar Chiropractic Inc</td>
<td>6670 Reseda Blvd Ste 100 Reseda, CA 91335</td>
<td>818/886-1406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nader Farsar, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi, Persian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med Nation</td>
<td>7012 Reseda Blvd Ste D Reseda, CA 91335</td>
<td>818/776-1205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kambiz Nourian Jr, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Santoro DC</td>
<td>19231 Victory Blvd Ste 255 Reseda, CA 91335</td>
<td>818/345-3900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Santoro, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Hebrew</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosemead</td>
<td>Bestcare Chiropractic Clinic</td>
<td>8632 E Valley Blvd Ste H Rosemead, CA 91770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying Huang, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Shanghaines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kay Kazuko Sera DC LAc</td>
<td>1320 1/2 Potrero Grande Dr Rosemead, CA 91770</td>
<td>626/571-7404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kay Sera, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowland Heights</td>
<td>Advanced Chiromed Family Clinic</td>
<td>19119 Colima Rd Ste 108 Rowland Heights, CA 91748 626/581-4111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Tsuei, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nimesh Ladhawala</td>
<td>19716 Colima Rd Rowland Heights, CA 91748</td>
<td>909/598-7718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nimesh Ladhawala, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzerlin Prong Chiropractic PC</td>
<td>1722 Desire Ave Ste 205 Rowland Heights, CA 91748 626/581-3578</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzerlin Prong, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin, Taiwanese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Dimas</td>
<td>San Dimas Chiropractic</td>
<td>322 N San Dimas Ave San Dimas, CA 91773 909/599-0592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Carnow, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Fernando</td>
<td>David J Honjio DC</td>
<td>417 N Maclay Ave San Fernando, CA 91340 818/365-9578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Honjio, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Chiropractic Center</td>
<td>1123 Celis St</td>
<td>818/838-4900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidia Alzate, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Portuguese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Gabriel</td>
<td>Formosa Wellness Clinic</td>
<td>529 E Valley Blvd Ste 288A San Gabriel, CA 91776 626/572-9202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuhao Su, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin, Taiwanese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Pedro</td>
<td>Michael Lau Chiropractic Inc</td>
<td>615 W 9th St</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Lau, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Pedro Chiropractic Clinic</td>
<td>1534 W 25th St</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Clark, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Body Health &amp; Wellness</td>
<td>San Pedro Chiropractic Clinic</td>
<td>789 W 9th St</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kombiz Pourteymoor, DC</td>
<td>Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

322
Trivium Wellness Center
1423 W 8th St
San Pedro, CA 90732
424/536-3278
Khaleed Samuels, DC
Accepting new patients.

VITAL CHIROPRACTIC
660 W 7th St
San Pedro, CA 90731
310/832-4476
Michael Peck, DC
Accepting new patients.

Santa Clarita
Advanced Health & Wellness Center
24868 Apple St Ste 101
Santa Clarita, CA 91321
661/290-2400
Jeff Willis, DC
Accepting new patients.

All Family Chiropractic Center
26850 Sierra Hwy Ste A14
Santa Clarita, CA 91321
661/299-4933
Robert Fisher, DC
Accepting new patients.

Bouquet Chiropractic
22921 Soledad Canyon Rd
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
661/388-4550
Sang Hee Woo, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Korean

Cummings Chiropractic
26045 Bouquet Canyon Rd
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
661/254-6107
Rodney Cummings, DC
Accepting new patients.

Hines Chiropractic Center
28110 Newhall Ranch Rd
Santa Clarita, CA 91355
661/294-9333
Colin Hines, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Kantor Chiropractic
27600 Bouquet Canyon Rd Ste 106
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
661/296-2131
Richard Kantor, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Miller Chiropractic
25059 Peachland Ave
Santa Clarita, CA 91321
661/255-1555
Diane Miller, DC
Accepting new patients.

Unruh Chiropractic Inc
23043 Lyons Ave
Santa Clarita, CA 91321
661/288-0022
Jason Goss, DC
Accepting new patients.
Kelly Herta, DC
Accepting new patients.
Taylor Levine, DC
Accepting new patients.
Chace Unruh, DC
Accepting new patients.

Santa Fe Springs
Back Body Mind Chiropractic
12101 Slauson Ave
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
562/907-7700
Lisa Thomson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Enos Chiropractic Clinic
10011 Orr and Day Rd Ste B
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
562/929-6033
Andrew Enos, DC
Accepting new patients.

SANTA FE SPRINGS
La Cienega Chiropractic
10190 Caernarvon St
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
562/279-2625
La Cienega, DC
Accepting new patients.

Santa Monica
A Fine Spine Chiropractic
2812 Santa Monica Blvd Ste 208
Santa Monica, CA 90404
310/844-5502
Renee Bogomolny, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Russian

Broadway Chiropractic Group
506 Santa Monica Blvd Ste 321
Santa Monica, CA 90401
310/918-3326
Dean Goodman, DC
Accepting new patients.

Burton Chiropractic
717 Santa Monica Blvd
Santa Monica, CA 90401
310/451-0848
Val Burton, DC
Accepting new patients.
Dr Sandra Riediger  
2901 Ocean Park Blvd Ste 207  
Santa Monica, CA 90405  
310/396-2245  
Sandra Riediger, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Pacific Integrative Medical Center  
2428 Santa Monica Blvd Ste 308  
Santa Monica, CA 90404  
310/453-8393  
Wayne Higashi, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Mandarin, Cantonese

Scott Soluk DC  
2812 Santa Monica Blvd Ste 208  
Santa Monica, CA 90404  
310/447-1862  
Scott Soluk, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Todd Gewant DC  
3200 Santa Monica Blvd Ste 205  
Santa Monica, CA 90404  
310/453-4100  
Todd Gewant, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Weitz Sports Chiropractic and Nutrition  
1448 15th St Ste 201  
Santa Monica, CA 90404  
310/395-3111  
Ben Weitz, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Saugus  
William J Johnson DC  
26111 Bouquet Canyon Rd Ste G3  
Saugus, CA 91350  
661/255-8099  
William Johnson, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Sherman Oaks  
Active Chiropractic Center  
14916 Burbank Blvd  
Sherman Oaks, CA 91411  
818/784-2278  
Andre Khoury, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Bauman Chiropractic Center  
12926 Riverside Dr Ste A  
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423  
818/981-1713  
Nora Bauman, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Dr Martin Stites DC  
4955 Van Nuys Blvd Ste 315  
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403  
818/849-6905  
Martin Stites, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Fusion  
5000 Van Nuys Blvd Ste 110  
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403  
818/783-2396  
Evan Lambert, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Health Atlast - Sherman Oaks  
4835 Van Nuys Blvd Ste 105  
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403  
818/786-5985  
Bryce Matthews, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Rollie Hanks DC  
13600 Ventura Blvd  
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423  
818/990-3084  
Rollie Hanks, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Shiva Nazemi Chiropractic Corporation Inc  
15206 Ventura Blvd Ste 203  
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403  
818/808-0047  
Shiva Nazemi, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Steven J Tunnell DC  
13600 Ventura Blvd  
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423  
818/990-3084  
Steven Tunnell, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Signal Hill  
Nu Image Now Wellness Center  
3351 E Hill St  
Signal Hill, CA 90755  
562/938-7665  
Brian Lum, DC  
Accepting new patients.

South Gate  
Pioneer Medical Group  
4476 Tweedy Blvd  
South Gate, CA 90280  
323/563-9499  
DAVID BLAKELY, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Yanagihara & Sons Inc
10133 Atlantic Ave
South Gate, CA 90280
323/569-2727
Anthony Yanagihara, DC
Accepting new patients.
Gary Yanagihara, DC
Accepting new patients.

Casci Chiropractic Sports and Wellness Clinic Inc
630 Mission St Ste C
South Pasadena, CA 91030
626/460-8988
John Casci, DC
Accepting new patients.

South Pasadena
Tam Chiropractic Inc
1826 Fremont Ave
South Pasadena, CA 91030
626/441-2179
Philemon Tam, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish,
Chinese, Tagalog, Indonesian

Studio City
Natural Pain Relief Chiropractic
11712 Moorpark St Ste 205
Studio City, CA 91604
818/761-1814
Richard Allegro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Italian

Pain Relief Center
12215 Ventura Blvd Ste 208
Studio City, CA 91604
818/505-0816
Ronald Marinaro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish,
Italian, Armenian

Sun Valley
Marco Chiropractic Center
8246 Sunland Blvd
Sun Valley, CA 91352
818/767-0177
Raul Marco, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish,
Italian
Steve Yoshimura, DC
Accepting new patients.

Sunland
Roderick L Chapman DC
7969 Foothill Blvd
Sunland, CA 91040
818/353-4435
Roderick Chapman, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Sylmar
Foothill Chiropractic
13867 Foothill Blvd Ste 110
Sylmar, CA 91342
818/364-2323
Denis Marxen, DC
Accepting new patients.

Tarzana
Forrest Chiropractic Offices Inc
18740 Ventura Blvd Ste 301
Tarzana, CA 91356
818/996-4994
Alan Forrest, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Gentle Touch Chiropractic
18399 Ventura Blvd Ste 241
Tarzana, CA 91356
818/708-0477
Sayel Fakhoury, DC
Accepting new patients.

Health Clinic of Southern CA
5543 Sylvia Ave
Tarzana, CA 91356
818/990-5321
Neda Mehrabani, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish,
Farsi, Turkish

Judy L Lee DC LAc
5567 Reseda Blvd Ste 101
Tarzana, CA 91356
213/387-4710
Judy Lee, DC
Accepting new patients.

Majestic Healing
18719 Calvert St
Tarzana, CA 91335
818/385-0385
Ilanit Henn, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Hebrew

Margaret Perez DC
18399 Ventura Blvd Ste 241
Tarzana, CA 91356
818/708-0462
Margaret Perez, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish,
ASL
Robert S Patterson DC
5567 Reseda Blvd Ste 106
Tarzana, CA 91356
818/349-6060
Robert Patterson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Armenian

Temple City
BRITTON REHABILITATION LLC
9674 Las Tunas Dr
Temple City, CA 91780
626/447-0497
Anthony Britton, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chen-Chi Wu Chiropractic
9722 Las Tunas Dr
Temple City, CA 91780
626/286-5344
Chen-Chi Wu, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin, Taiwanese

Denny T Chiu Doctor of Chiropractic Inc
5553 Rosemead Blvd
Temple City, CA 91780
626/286-5800
Denny Chiu, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese

Dynamic Healthcare
9955 Lower Azusa Rd Ste 101
Temple City, CA 91780
626/688-9999
Bill Chao, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin, Taiwanese

Yi-Hsiang Lin Chiropractic Prof Corp
10405 Lower Azusa Rd
Temple City, CA 91780
626/444-8588
Charles Lin, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin, Taiwanese

Toluca Lake
Dr Christopher K Scruggs DC
4208 Lankershim Blvd
Toluca Lake, CA 91602
818/985-7723
Christopher Scruggs, DC
Accepting new patients.

Performance Care Chiropractic & Sports Medicine
10738 Riverside Dr Ste A
Toluca Lake, CA 91602
818/766-4307
Golan Nissim, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew

Torrance
AC Pain Control Clinic
3232 Sepulveda Blvd
Torrance, CA 90505
310/257-8800
Linda Ding, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Japanese

Advanced Body Care
3730 Pacific Coast Hwy Ste 201
Torrance, CA 90505
310/294-9392
Roozbeh Sahrai, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

B Edwin Lee DC
4305 Torrance Blvd Ste 400
Torrance, CA 90503
310/370-9999
B Edwin Lee, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Beach Chiropractic
5344 Torrance Blvd
Torrance, CA 90503
310/316-1611
Deborah Beach, DC
Accepting new patients.

Bedikian Chiropractic Care
4719 Torrance Blvd
Torrance, CA 90503
310/214-8269
Sevag Bedikian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Armenian
Vicken Bedikian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian

Donald M Galbraith DC
18436 Hawthorne Blvd Ste 105
Torrance, CA 90504
310/372-1266
Donald Galbraith, DC
Accepting new patients.
Valencia

Griffin Family Wellness
28110 Newhall Ranch Rd
Valencia, CA 91355
661/505-6303
Daniel Griffin, DC
Accepting new patients.

Omid Mahgerefteh
28212 Kelly Johnson Pkwy Ste 155
Valencia, CA 91355
661/367-9788
Omid Mahgerefteh, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Pure Wellness Center
23310 Cinema Dr Ste 104
Valencia, CA 91355
661/255-2516
David Chang, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Ronald M Cappi DC
23734 Valencia Blvd Ste 202
Valencia, CA 91355
661/259-2211
Ronald Cappi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Scott Chiropractic
23734 Valencia Blvd Ste 202
Valencia, CA 91355
661/253-0221
Scott Wiener, DC
Accepting new patients.

The Good Chiropractic Clinic
25864 Tournament Rd Ste D
Valencia, CA 91355
661/254-8890
Randy Good, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Unruh Chiropractic, Inc
23838 Valencia Blvd Ste 105
Valencia, CA 91355
661/288-0022
Kelly Herta, DC
Accepting new patients.

Valley Village

Bond Chiropractic Inc
12626 Riverside Dr Ste 509
Valencia, CA 91607
818/501-8743
Walter Bond, DC
Accepting new patients.

Margaret Krpan DC
12125 Riverside Dr Ste 101
Valencia, CA 91607
818/506-5560
Margaret Krpan, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

North Hollywood Chiropractic Center
5953 Laurel Canyon Blvd Ste A
Valley Village, CA 91607
818/980-7500
Grayr Movsesyan, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Armenian, Russian

Van Nuys

AG Chiropractic Center
13760 Victory Blvd
Van Nuys, CA 91401
818/922-7713
Rusudan Dediasvili, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Russian

Armani Chiropractic
6525 Van Nuys Blvd
Van Nuys, CA 91401
818/988-2123
Robert Armani, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew

Hillquist Chiropractic Health Center Inc
7120 Hayvenhurst Ave Ste 402
Van Nuys, CA 91406
818/988-0901
Daniel Hillquist, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

LA Wellness Spa Center Inc
14558 Sylvan St Ste 201
Van Nuys, CA 91411
818/989-2225
Garo Tchakian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Armenian

Lauren M Papa DC
14600 Sherman Way Ste 100A
Van Nuys, CA 91405
818/990-0657
Lauren Papa, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
ManeeWan Chiropractic
13746 Victory Blvd Ste 106
Van Nuys, CA 91401
818/359-6201
Vanvisa Gitjarunglert, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Thai

Spine and Beyond Chiropractic
15216 Vanowen St Ste 2D
Van Nuys, CA 91405
818/835-9517
Bharat Jain, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Urdu, Hindi, Punjabi, Panjabi

Superior Chiropractic Care
14328 Victory Blvd Ste G
Van Nuys, CA 91401
818/902-2122
Shiva Drakhshani, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Yuson Chiropractic
15355 Sherman Way Ste Q
Van Nuys, CA 91406
818/627-6956
Jesse Yuson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Venice
Axiom Health
122 Lincoln Blvd Ste 104
Venice, CA 90291
310/399-3200
Rutambhar Patel, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Hindi

Walnut
Grace Chiropractic
20627 Golden Springs Dr Ste 2B
Walnut, CA 91789
909/595-0001
Grace Park, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Wolfgang Shane DC
20803 Valley Blvd Ste 103
Walnut, CA 91789
909/598-2111
Wolfgang Shane, DC
Accepting new patients.

West Covina
Chu Chiropractic
2707 E Valley Blvd Ste 112
West Covina, CA 91792
626/810-5559
Gary Chu, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Mandarin, Taiwanese

Eastside Health Clinic
1535 W Merced Ave Ste 202
West Covina, CA 91790
626/337-6974
Khalil Arshaid, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew, Arabic
Waleed Arshaid, DC
Accepting new patients.

H Lee Laue
855 N Lark Ellen Ave Ste C
West Covina, CA 91791
626/339-5437
H Lee Laue Jr, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Samoan

Lee and Rodriguez Chiropractic
741 S Orange Ave
West Covina, CA 91790
626/337-6614
Thomas Lee, DC
Accepting new patients.

Pain Management Care
354 N Azusa Ave
West Covina, CA 91791
626/917-8706
Matthew Matin, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Persian

Romero Chiropractic Inc
1629 W Garvey Ave N
West Covina, CA 91790
626/653-9222
Gloria Romero, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Singh Rehabilitation
1250 S Sunset Ave Ste 350
West Covina, CA 91790
949/548-1188
Kamaldeep Singh, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi

Sullivan Chiropractic
811 S Glendora Ave
West Covina, CA 91790
626/960-5096
Daniel Sullivan, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
**West Hills**

**David Bush DC**
6700 Fallbrook Ave Ste 165  
West Hills, CA 91307  
**818/340-2033**  
David Bush, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**HEALING SPINE AND DISC**
22110 Roscoe Blvd Ste 304  
West Hills, CA 91304  
**818/703-1511**  
Mani Shokoufandeh, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

**The Wellness Center**
22110 Roscoe Blvd Ste 103  
West Hills, CA 91304  
**818/340-5449**  
Diane Miller, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**West Hollywood**

**Alicia Burke DC**
1041 N Formosa Ave SMB A  
West Hollywood, CA 90046  
**323/951-0001**  
Alicia Burke, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**Back to Total Health**
1106 N La Cienega Blvd Ste 203  
West Hollywood, CA 90069  
**310/659-8500**  
Eric Swartz, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**Carlos Chiropractic Center**
464 N Doheny Dr Ste B  
West Hollywood, CA 90048  
**310/271-9500**  
Gabriela Carlos, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Katz Chiropractic**
719 N Fairfax Ave Ste A  
West Hollywood, CA 90046  
**323/653-7519**  
Scott Katz, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**West Los Angeles**

**Robert A Kilroy DC**
12401 Wilshire Blvd Ste 104  
West Los Angeles, CA 90025  
**310/451-4888**  
Robert Kilroy, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**Whittier**

**ALL-PRO MEDICAL GROUP, INC.**
15827 Russell St  
Whittier, CA 90603  
**562/947-9929**  
Steven Kay, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Christensen Chiropractic**
11213 1st Ave  
Whittier, CA 90603  
**562/947-5578**  
Casey Christensen, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**Gregory S Siegel DC**
13710 Whittier Blvd Ste 105  
Whittier, CA 90605  
**562/945-1310**  
Gregory Siegel, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Healthways Medical Group**
6518 Greenleaf Ave Ste 25  
Whittier, CA 90601  
**562/698-7161**  
Edwin Chun, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Natural Healing Therapies**
13710 Whittier Blvd Ste 105  
Whittier, CA 90605  
**562/309-1916**  
Bassim Salha, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**Sandra Marquez-Vidal, DC, LAc**
13025 Bailey St  
Whittier, CA 90601  
**562/945-2490**  
Sandra Marquez-Vidal, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Southern California University of Health Sciences**
16200 Amber Valley Dr  
Whittier, CA 90604  
**562/943-7125**  
Annie Babikian, DC  
Accepting new patients.  
Jacqueline Beres, DC  
Accepting new patients.  
James Cox, DC  
Not accepting new patients.  
David Foster, DC  
Accepting new patients.  
Kevin Glenn, DC  
Accepting new patients.  
Henry Hwang, DC  
Accepting new patients.  
Thomas Lee, DC  
Accepting new patients.
Hiwot Melka, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Amharic

Melissa Nagare, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Andrew Park, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Robb Russell, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Jennifer Watters, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Ren-Tsz Yeh, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese

Mariaceleste Guadagno, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Italian

David Main, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Joseph Zwickel, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Woodland Hills

Advanced Wellness Center  
6355 Topanga Canyon Blvd Ste 504  
Woodland Hills, CA 91367  
818/884-2225

Christopher Parker, DC  
Accepting new patients.

BKP Chiropractic & Rehabilitation  
6455 Independence Ave  
Woodland Hills, CA 91367  
818/716-1600

Brian Padveen, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Bruce A Warder DC  
22600 Ventura Blvd Ste 101  
Woodland Hills, CA 91364  
818/225-1255

Bruce Warder, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Bruce E Horvet DC  
6400 Canoga Ave Ste 101B  
Woodland Hills, CA 91367  
818/703-7850

Bruce Horvet, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Bruce K Brody DC  
6325 Topanga Canyon Blvd Ste 225  
Woodland Hills, CA 91367  
818/887-2225

Bruce Brody, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Chiropractic Healing Team  
20700 Ventura Blvd Ste 130  
Woodland Hills, CA 91364  
818/345-2660

Douglas Gordon, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

David D Van DC  
6355 Topanga Canyon Blvd Ste 504  
Woodland Hills, CA 91367  
818/518-6204

David Van, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Dr Brianna Cheney DC LAc  
20121 Ventura Blvd Ste 212  
Woodland Hills, CA 91364  
888/608-6165

Brianna Cheney, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Dr Gaby Edery  
22311 Ventura Blvd Ste 116  
Woodland Hills, CA 91364  
818/651-3252

Gabriel Edery, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hebrew

Dr Michael Campbell  
20971 Burbank Blvd  
Woodland Hills, CA 91367  
818/206-8656

Michael Campbell, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Dumetz Chiropractic Office  
4890 Topanga Canyon Blvd  
Woodland Hills, CA 91364  
818/347-9126

Stephen Thomas, DC  
Accepting new patients.
Kevin E Martin DC
19730 Ventura Blvd Ste 104
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
818/577-7232
Kevin Martin, DC
Accepting new patients.

Michael A Warner
Professional Chiropractic Corporation
23161 Ventura Blvd Ste 209
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
818/340-0834
Michael Warner, DC
Accepting new patients.

Mitchel J Steinberg DC
22020 Clarendon St Ste 101
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
818/346-9233
Mitchel Steinberg, DC
Accepting new patients.

Pamela Stalzer DC
22311 Ventura Blvd Ste 116
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
818/704-7745
Pamela Stalzer, DC
Accepting new patients.

Tirsch & Lowenberg Chiropractic
6400 Canoga Ave Ste 333
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
818/703-8480
Glenn Lowenberg, DC
Accepting new patients.

Vaziri Alternative Medicine
20929 Ventura Blvd Ste 25
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
818/704-1188
Fariborz Vaziri, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Warner Center Therapy
6325 Topanga Canyon Blvd Ste 111
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
818/716-6112
Ray Stammire, DC
Accepting new patients.

Woodland Hills Chiropractic Office Dr. Stephen Majdick
6325 Topanga Canyon Blvd Ste 103
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
818/713-1700
Stephen Majdick, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, ASL

Orange County

Aliso Viejo
Aliso Creek Chiropractic Center
92 Argonaut Ste 110
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
949/455-9880
Steven Annis, DC
Accepting new patients.

Amir Kharrazi DC
6B Liberty Ste 110
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
949/836-4114
Amir Kharrazi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Anaheim
Adeva Chiropractic Clinic
617 N Euclid St
Anaheim, CA 92801
714/817-9160
Luis Adeva, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Tagalog

Anaheim Chiropractic Center
1184 N Euclid St
Anaheim, CA 92801
714/774-8777
John Sawamura, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Tagalog

Anaheim Hills Chiropractic
5769 E Santa Ana Canyon Rd Ste P
Anaheim, CA 92807
714/974-3700
Timothy Noble, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chiropractic Offices of Stephen E Orlow DC
1011 W La Palma Ave Ste 101
Anaheim, CA 92801
714/758-8777
Stephen Orlow, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Cornerstone Chiropractic
2211 E Lincoln Ave
Anaheim, CA 92806
714/912-9523
George Blackman, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
East Hills Chiropractic
751 S Weir Canyon Rd Ste 181
Anaheim, CA 92808
714/974-3930
Mark Mangold, DC
Accepting new patients.

Eskew Chiropractic
1309 S Euclid St Ste A
Anaheim, CA 92802
714/776-1197
David Eskew, DC
Accepting new patients.

Healthpointe Medical Group Inc
1717 E Lincoln Ave
Anaheim, CA 92805
714/635-2642
Ricardo Castro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

HealthSource of Anaheim
504 N State College Blvd
Anaheim, CA 92806
714/772-7100
Amal Cooper, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Arabic

Hsuan Wang Chiropractic Inc
1737 W Romneya Dr
Anaheim, CA 92801
714/738-5080
Hsuan Wang, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Mandarin

Hyuk Kweon DC
2660 W Woodland Dr Ste 130
Anaheim, CA 92801
714/828-2345
Hyuk Kweon, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Jeffrey Nowicki DC
2211 E Lincoln Ave
Anaheim, CA 92806
714/774-2455
Jeffrey Nowicki, DC
Accepting new patients.

Kelvin S Yoo DC
6200 E Canyon Rim Rd Ste 109D
Anaheim, CA 92807
714/584-5190
Kelvin Yoo, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Korean

Peter Jung Chiropractic Inc
520 N Brookhurst St Ste 102
Anaheim, CA 92801
714/817-7444
Peter Jung, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Brea

Advantage Care Chiropractic
649 W Imperial Hwy Ste F
Brea, CA 92821
714/529-1711
Henry Cardenas, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Brea Chiropractic
2854 E Imperial Hwy
Brea, CA 92821
714/572-1144
Alan Fluger, DC
Accepting new patients.

Brea West Chiropractic
451 W Lambert Rd Ste 200
Brea, CA 92821
714/255-7062
Charles Sciolino, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Italian

G Douglas Andersen
916 E Imperial Hwy
Brea, CA 92821
714/990-0824
G Douglas Andersen Sr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lander Chiropractic
1203 W Imperial Hwy Ste 100
Brea, CA 92821
714/626-0074
Anastasia Lander, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Marla D Hamilton DC
1211 W Imperial Hwy Ste 204
Brea, CA 92821
562/347-3587
Marla Hamilton, DC
Accepting new patients.

Santana Chiropractic
400 W Lambert Rd Ste A2-B
Brea, CA 92821
714/529-3422
Jorge Santana, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Simpson Chiropractic Group Inc
2500 E Imperial Hwy Ste 164
Brea, CA 92821
714/255-9494
Todd Simpson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Singer Chiropractic Wellness Center
405 S State College Blvd Ste 202
Brea, CA 92821
714/582-6235
Cory Singer, DC
Accepting new patients.

Buena Park
Back to Care Chiropractic Clinic
8821 Valley View St
Buena Park, CA 90620
714/527-3332
Bahram Goshtasbi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

BVC Therapy Group
6301 Beach Blvd Ste 109
Buena Park, CA 90621
714/404-6863
Hubert Chang, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Korean

Chiropractic Medical Rehabilitation Center
7921 Western Ave Ste F
Buena Park, CA 90620
714/994-5242
Salvatore Plano Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Maedo & Woo Chiropractic
7212 Orangethorpe Ave Ste 3B
Buena Park, CA 90621
714/522-1111
Young Ran Woo, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Ruedy M Contreras DC
5205 Somerset St
Buena Park, CA 90621
714/255-7060
Ruedy Contreras, DC
Accepting new patients.

William J Welch DC
6888 Lincoln Ave Ste J2
Buena Park, CA 90620
714/828-2865
William Welch, DC
Accepting new patients.

Costa Mesa
Best Chiropractic Clinic
2960 Harbor Blvd Ste A & B
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714/546-1947
Naozumi Arai, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Chiropractic Sansui Clinic
675 Paularino Ave Ste 7
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714/957-6642
Wee Lee, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese, Korean

Clark Chiropractic Ctr.
3151 Airway Ave Ste K103
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714/708-2828
Craig Clark, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dr Anthony J Carieri Chiropractic
1755 Orange Ave Ste A
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
949/631-0151
Anthony Carieri, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dr Melkonian
1700 Adams Ave Ste 107
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714/438-1190
Leon Melkonian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian

Health West Chiropractic
191 E 16th St
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
949/548-2350
Roy Damser, DC
Accepting new patients.

Heller Chiropractic
2900 Bristol St Ste C105
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714/557-9454
Brian Heller, DC
Accepting new patients.

OC Chiropractic Care
1901 Newport Blvd Ste 278
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
949/336-0025
Gabriel Goldman, DC
Accepting new patients.
Ramin R Lavi, DC
1503 S Coast Dr Ste 109
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714/434-1629
Ramin Lavi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: German,
Persian

Soloway Chiropractic
2013 Newport Blvd
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
714/432-7777
David Soloway, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Cypress
Youdeem Chiropractic Inc
9922 Walker St Ste G
Cypress, CA 90630
714/527-7463
Gilbert Youdeem, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Farsi,
Persian

Dana Point
Ocean Ranch Chiropractic
32585 Golden Lantern St Ste H
Dana Point, CA 92629
949/584-5000
Steven Dunbar, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Sveningson Chiropractic Inc
3 Monarch Bay Plz Ste 109
Dana Point, CA 92629
949/218-7671
Kent Sveningson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Foothill Ranch
Chiropractic Health Care of RSM
26700 Towne Centre Dr Ste 250
Foothill Ranch, CA 92610
949/459-9163
David Johnson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Fountain Valley
Chris H Halamandaris DC
17931 Euclid St
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714/963-8855
Chris Halamandaris, DC
Accepting new patients.

DeMarco Chiro Corp
8840 Warner Ave Ste 202
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714/848-3603
James DeMarco, DC
Accepting new patients.

F V Family Chiropractic
18837 Brookhurst St Ste 302
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714/968-2236
John Fidone, DC
Accepting new patients.

Fountain Valley Chiropractic
18430 Brookhurst St Ste 103
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714/963-7432
Julius Aschenberg, DC
Accepting new patients.

Newhope Chiropractic
17220 Newhope St Ste 123
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714/556-6966
Elisha Van Deusen, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: German

RD Pendergraft DC
8586 Warner Ave
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714/848-2950
R Daniel Pendergraft, DC
Accepting new patients.

Sequoia Chiropractic Center
17151 Newhope St Ste 111
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714/424-0099
Dean Matsumae, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Japanese
Fullerton

Andrew Paz
285 Imperial Hwy Ste 101
Fullerton, CA 92835
562/691-4577
Andrew Paz, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Blakemore California Chiropractic Office Inc
159 N Raymond Ave
Fullerton, CA 92831
714/871-2495
James Blakemore, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, German

Brian C Kang DC LAc
1400 N Harbor Blvd Ste 570
Fullerton, CA 92835
714/758-0119
Brian Kang, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Korean

Clifford Hallum DC
301 N Raymond Ave
Fullerton, CA 92831
714/525-8767
Clifford Hallum, DC
Accepting new patients.

Cornerstone Acupuncture Institute
150 Laguna Rd Ste A
Fullerton, CA 92835
949/424-6430
Mohammed Hasanain, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

Dr Jonathan Hoops Chiropractic
206 N Euclid St
Fullerton, CA 92832
714/526-9355
Jonathan Hoops, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Fullerton Spine & Wellness Center
1324 W Commonwealth Ave
Fullerton, CA 92833
714/446-0200
Eun Young Song, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Jaseng Center Corporation
1400 N Harbor Blvd Ste 120
Fullerton, CA 92835
714/773-7000
Peter Jung, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Joseph Kim Chiropractic & Acupuncture Clinic
4128 W Commonwealth Ave Ste 101
Fullerton, CA 92833
714/525-3535
Joseph Kim, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Kuwabara Chiropractic Corporation
220 Laguna Rd Ste 2
Fullerton, CA 92835
714/255-8343
Kevin Kuwabara, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Miramadi Chiropractic APC
2501 E Chapman Ave Ste 107
Fullerton, CA 92831
714/602-7479
Mandana Miramadi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Rod Klopfer DC
515 E Commonwealth Ave
Fullerton, CA 92832
714/871-7118
Rod Klopfer, DC
Accepting new patients.

Ruth Yiu Chiropractic, Inc
2900 Brea Blvd Ste E
Fullerton, CA 92835
714/529-1077
Ruth Yiu, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin, Cantonese

Siordia Chiropractic
515 E Commonwealth Ave
Fullerton, CA 92832
714/871-7118
Lawrence Siordia, DC
Accepting new patients.

Steve Jo DC
817 W Wilshire Ave
Fullerton, CA 92832
714/449-1199
Steve Jo, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Korean
Sunny Hills Chiropractic Center
1235 N Harbor Blvd Ste 111
Fullerton, CA 92832
714/871-9080
Cecilia Chan, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Chinese, Portuguese

Garden Grove

Baek Chiropractic Acupuncture Inc
9681 Garden Grove Blvd Ste 101
Garden Grove, CA 92844
714/530-7001
Sharon Baek, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Fountain Spine Center
9240 Garden Grove Blvd Ste 2
Garden Grove, CA 92844
714/610-7575
Seon-Hoon Kim, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Harbor Spine and Wellness
12901 Harbor Blvd Ste A6
Garden Grove, CA 92840
714/539-8250
Khánh Trần, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Healthpointe Medical Group Inc
7052 Orangewood Ave Ste 6
Garden Grove, CA 92841
714/903-1100
Ricardo Castro, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Hoa Mai Acupuncture & Chiropractic
10131 Westminster Ave Ste 208
Garden Grove, CA 92843
714/537-0988
Mai Huỳnh, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Phan Chiropractic & Wellness Center Inc
13037 Euclid St
Garden Grove, CA 92843
714/590-1892
Victoria Duong, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Vu Phan, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Prima Chiropractic Group
13071 Brookhurst St Ste 130
Garden Grove, CA 92843
714/638-7410
Gregory Yun, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

SDC Clinic Inc
9192 Garden Grove Blvd Ste A
Garden Grove, CA 92844
714/636-3681
Young Shin, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Sungmo Chiropractic Clinic Inc
9042 Garden Grove Blvd Ste 299
Garden Grove, CA 92844
714/590-0001
Chulwoo Cho, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

The Movement Center
10141 Westminster Ave Ste 204
Garden Grove, CA 92843
714/590-2232
Vu Ngô, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Thuan Phan DC
9746 Westminster Ave Ste B
Garden Grove, CA 92844
714/534-3169
Thuan Phan, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

TLC Chiropractic
12460 Euclid St Ste 102
Garden Grove, CA 92840
714/638-4852
Kent Salholm, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Tuan Duc Nguyen Chiropractic
10666 Chapman Ave Ste 3
Garden Grove, CA 92840
714/554-5304
Tuan Duc Nguyen, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Yoon Chiropractic Inc
8281 Garden Grove Blvd Ste C
Garden Grove, CA 92844
714/539-1717
Dong Joon Yoon, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Huntington Beach

Beach Chiropractic Sports Center
19900 BEACH BLVD Ste A
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
714/965-9577
John Baars, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Dutch
Cindy Valek Olson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chipman Chiropractic
7677 Center Ave Ste 300
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
714/375-5521
David Chipman, DC
Accepting new patients.

Coast Chiropractic Rehabilitation Center
5911 Heil Ave Ste F
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
714/377-2255
Brenda McMillin, DC
Accepting new patients.
Carol Young, DC
Accepting new patients.

Griffo Chiropractic Center Inc
18811 Huntington St Ste 100B
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
714/965-2323
Michael Griffo, DC
Accepting new patients.

Harbour Health Center
16831 1/2 Algonquin St
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
714/846-8120
Kevin Hinrichs, DC
Accepting new patients.
Michelle Skitco, DC
Accepting new patients.

Hernandez Chiropractic
7561 Center Ave Ste 26
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
714/812-8872
Randall Hernandez, DC
Accepting new patients.

Huntington Health Center
9935 Yorktown Ave
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
714/962-8200
David Maloney, DC
Accepting new patients.

Koop Chiropractic
18377 Beach Blvd Ste 105
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
714/960-6767
Krista Koop, DC
Accepting new patients.

Pain Relief Chiropractic
17682 Beach Blvd Ste 203
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
714/745-7643
Matthew Ormond, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Robert Mori, DC
19171 Magnolia St Ste 13
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
714/378-4893
Robert Mori, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Thomas R Power
19015 Bushard St
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
714/965-5350
Thomas Power, DC
Accepting new patients.

Total Wellness Center
5911 Heil Ave Ste E
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
714/840-1744
James Solis, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ultimate Spine and Sport
9042 Garfield Ave Ste 301
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
714/716-6445
Annie Babikian, DC
Accepting new patients.

Visichio Chiropractic
714 Adams Ave Ste 209
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
714/887-8023
Darin Visichio, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Italian

Irvine

Babiar Spine and Health Center
5500 Trabuco Rd Ste 100
Irvine, CA 92620
949/478-5156
Ryan Babiar, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Bocchino Chiropractic
17897 MacArthur Blvd Ste 101
Irvine, CA 92614
949/251-9355
Anthony Bocchino, DC
Accepting new patients.
Brent M Smith
4200 Trabuco Rd Ste 180
Irvine, CA 92620
949/552-1172
Brent Smith, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: French

Brian C Kang DC LAc
2691 Richter Ave Ste 120
Irvine, CA 92606
949/250-3224
Brian Kang, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Korean

Cornerstone Acupuncture Institute
650 Roosevelt Ste 2F
Irvine, CA 92620
949/424-6430
Mohammed Hasanain, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Arabic

DiSiena Family Chiropractic and Nutrition
6 Venture Ste 115
Irvine, CA 92618
949/559-6030
Douglas Hackman, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dr Kenny Huang DC
14785 Jeffrey Rd Ste 102
Irvine, CA 92618
562/331-0666
Kenny Huang, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Mandarin

Handy Chiropractic APC
2192 Martin Ste 155
Irvine, CA 92612
949/252-1228
James Handy, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Irvine Health Center
5500 Trabuco Rd Ste 100
Irvine, CA 92620
949/551-0194
Andrew Rawlings, DC
Accepting new patients.

Irvine Naeun Medical Center
4840 Irvine Blvd Ste 203
Irvine, CA 92620
714/665-2000
Jae Park, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Jaseng Center
113 Waterworks Way Ste 205
Irvine, CA 92618
949/390-6480
Seon-Hoon Kim, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Lisa Perle
4200 Trabuco Rd Ste 180
Irvine, CA 92620
949/552-1172
Lisa Perle, DC
Accepting new patients.

Meridian Integrated Health Clinic
14785 Jeffrey Rd Ste 102
Irvine, CA 92618
949/857-2388
Jim Chung, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Mandarin, Taiwanese

OC Chiropractic & Wellness Center
15375 Barranca Pkwy Ste J104
Irvine, CA 92618
949/387-4698
Dirk Weddle, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pacific Spine and Sports
14522 Myford Rd Ste B
Irvine, CA 92606
949/955-2655
Benjamin Pun, DC
Accepting new patients.

Radix Acupuncture & Chiropractic
41 Corporate Park Ste 270
Irvine, CA 92606
949/743-5470
Benedict Choi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese, Korean

Roger Lee Chiropractic Inc
14795 Jeffrey Rd Ste 103
Irvine, CA 92618
949/857-8883
Roger Lee, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese, Taiwanese

Ryan J Hanson DC
2171 Campus Dr Ste 245
Irvine, CA 92612
949/863-1017
Ryan Hanson, DC
Accepting new patients.
Skypark Chiropractic
17975 Sky Park Cir Ste C
Irvine, CA 92614
949/263-0270
Robert Ingram, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Stafford Chiropractic
2540 Main St Ste T
Irvine, CA 92614
949/222-9171
Rodd Stafford, DC
Accepting new patients.

The Functional Medicine Center
2081 Business Center Dr Ste 175
Irvine, CA 92612
949/424-3962
Steve Hyjek, DC
Accepting new patients.

La Habra
A Chiropractic Center
625 S Palm St
La Habra, CA 90631
714/680-4493
Mark Sutton, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Italian

Family Chiropractic
211 S Euclid St
La Habra, CA 90631
818/231-8013
Fahim Soukhak, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi, Iranian

Holland Chiropractic Inc
355 S Harbor Blvd
La Habra, CA 90631
562/694-8347
JOHN HOLLAND, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Portuguese

Matthew C Jordin DC
Chiropractic Corporation
721 W Whittier Blvd Ste C
La Habra, CA 90631
562/905-3434
Matthew Jordin, DC
Accepting new patients.

Robert C Hughes DC
211 S Euclid St
La Habra, CA 90631
562/694-8444
Robert Hughes, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Laguna Beach
Fong Chiropractic
2850 Zell Dr
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
949/494-8820
Walter Fong, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese

Laguna Hills
Advanced Healthcare
Rosenfeld Chiropractic
25255 Cabot Rd Ste 110
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
949/380-7215
Iris Rosenfeld, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chiropractic Sports Medicine
24741 Alicia Pkwy Ste D
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
949/951-1160
Patricia McHone, DC
Accepting new patients.

Farhad Mohebbi
25283 Cabot Rd Ste 114
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
949/556-9263
Mohammad Mohebbi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Jerome Melad DC
25401 Cabot Rd Ste 112
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
949/588-7011
Jerome Melad, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lakeview Chiropractic & Wellness Center
23412 Moulton Pkwy Ste 120
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
949/829-6927
Maryam Assadi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Lanier Chiropractic PC
23412 Moulton Pkwy Ste 100
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
949/770-6096
Timothy Lanier, DC
Accepting new patients.

Reames Chiropractic Group Inc
25381 Alicia Pkwy Ste J
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
949/951-5661
Darryl Reames, DC
Accepting new patients.
Laguna Niguel
Jo Ann Scott Chiropractic Inc
30100 Crown Valley Pkwy Ste 16
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
949/249-2720
Jo Ann Scott, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lake Forest
A+ Wellness Clinic
22772 Centre Dr Ste 100
Lake Forest, CA 92630
949/955-9499
Russell Seagal, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Damian Chiropractic
22600 Lambert St Ste 907C
Lake Forest, CA 92630
949/394-9953
Neal Damian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

John W Schlingman III DC
23832 Rockfield Blvd Ste 255
Lake Forest, CA 92630
949/380-7800
John Schlingman III, DC
Accepting new patients.

Mission Hills Chiropractic
23695 Birtcher Dr
Lake Forest, CA 92630
949/586-8525
Timothy Gooing, DC
Accepting new patients.

Optimized Health
22691 Lambert St Ste 512
Lake Forest, CA 92630
949/427-0551
Kiet Tran, DC
Accepting new patients.

Shane S Doney Chiropractic Corporation
24551 Raymond Way Ste 200
Lake Forest, CA 92630
949/452-0206
Shane Doney, DC
Accepting new patients.

Total Care Chiropractic
22706 Aspian St Ste 603B
Lake Forest, CA 92630
949/380-1166
Mike Linnell, DC
Accepting new patients.

Los Alamitos
A Alamitos Chiropractic/Nutrition Center
11274 Los Alamitos Blvd
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
562/598-2923
Cynthia Burkhardt, DC
Accepting new patients.

Rockenmacher Chiropractic
4152 Katella Ave Ste 102
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
562/598-9609
Jeanna Abella-Desuyo, DC
Accepting new patients.

Scott Davis Chiropractic
4132 Katella Ave Ste 102
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
562/493-4473
Scott Davis, DC
Accepting new patients.

Steve Landis DC
3621 Farquhar Ave
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
562/799-9969
Steve Landis, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Vitality Chiropractic Wellness Inc
10900 Los Alamitos Blvd Ste 141
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
562/598-9801
Elizabeth Weidlich, DC
Accepting new patients.

Midway City
The Head Neck Back Pain Center
8105 Bolsa Ave
Midway City, CA 92655
714/965-9999
Layn Miller, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Vietnamese, Thai

Mission Viejo
Acierno Family Chiropractic Center
27895 Mazagon
Mission Viejo, CA 92692
949/874-8036
Anthony Acierno, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Italian
Allen Chiropractic
27772 Vista Del Lago Ste B14
Mission Viejo, CA 92692
949/544-0333
James Allen III, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Paul Turek DC
20532 El Toro Rd Ste 104
Mission Viejo, CA 92692
949/837-8009
Paul Turek, DC
Not accepting new patients.

Rancho Niguel Chiropractic
27401 Los Altos Ste 300
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
949/831-1932
David Loaiza, DC
Accepting new patients.

South County Health Services
23436 Madero Ste 120
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
949/583-9116
Richard Abeyta, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Jamie Lee, DC
Accepting new patients.

Trabuco Hills Chiropractic
27725 Santa Margarita Pkwy Ste 201
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
949/454-9355
Julie Malley, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Watters Chiropractic
25571 Jeronimo Rd Ste 15
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
949/768-6111
Mark Watters, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Newport Beach

Angell Chiropractic & Wellness Center
4029 Westerly Pl Ste 115
Newport Beach, CA 92660
949/333-1550
Jennifer Angell, DC
Accepting new patients.

Applied Chiropractic Inc
260 Newport Center Dr Ste 302
Newport Beach, CA 92660
949/650-5800
Gilda Gilak, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: French, Farsi

Belove Chiropractic
4299 MacArthur Blvd Ste 106
Newport Beach, CA 92660
949/222-2215
Daniel Belove, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Donald L Pacini DC
4060 Campus Dr Ste 130
Newport Beach, CA 92660
949/724-1400
Donald Pacini, DC
Accepting new patients.

Gerbode Chiropractic Center
1600 Dove St Ste 220
Newport Beach, CA 92660
714/557-0850
Brian Gerbode, DC
Accepting new patients.

McNamara Chiropractic
3900 Birch St Ste 202
Newport Beach, CA 92660
949/752-6263
John McNamara, DC
Accepting new patients.

Michael J Snyder DC
1601 Dove St Ste 170
Newport Beach, CA 92660
949/229-5297
Michael Snyder, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Newport Beach Chiropractic & Physical Therapy
901 Dover Dr Ste 234
Newport Beach, CA 92660
949/642-8193
Angela Iacovino, DC
Accepting new patients.

Newport Care Medical Group
3300 West Coast Highway Ste A
Newport Beach, CA 92663
949/491-9991
Joseph Pacelli, DC
Accepting new patients.

Newport Neck & Back Clinic
3900 Birch St Ste 101
Newport Beach, CA 92660
949/474-2225
Angela Stafford, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Newport Spine & Sport
2700 W Coast Hwy Ste 244
Newport Beach, CA 92663
949/646-8830
Steven Dreyer, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Olivieri Chiropractic Inc
250 Newport Center Dr Ste 102
Newport Beach, CA 92660
949/760-5437
Tara Olivieri, DC
Accepting new patients.

Pamela Galambos
Chiropractic Corporation
4631 Teller Ave Ste 100
Newport Beach, CA 92663
949/650-1228
Pamela Galambos, DC
Accepting new patients.

Singh Rehabilitation
320 Superior Ave Ste 350
Newport Beach, CA 92663
949/548-1188
Kamaldeep Singh, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi

Tracy Rust Wiegand DC
1303 Avocado Ave Ste 120
Newport Beach, CA 92660
949/645-2400
Tracy Rust Wiegand, DC
Accepting new patients.

Weaver Chiropractic
Wellness
1300 Quail St Ste 106
Newport Beach, CA 92660
949/416-5429
Michelle Weaver, DC
Accepting new patients.

Orange
Chapman Chiropractic Center
1025 E Chapman Ave
Orange, CA 92866
714/639-4655
Karen Proescholdt, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chiropractic Centre of Orange
630 S Glassell St Ste 102
Orange, CA 92866
714/639-3935
George Ujkic, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Coast Rehabilitation
1500 E Katella Ave Ste G
Orange, CA 92867
714/639-7654
Kelly Lucas, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Doering Chiropractic Corporation
1111 W Town and Country Rd Ste 6
Orange, CA 92868
714/542-3662
Timothy Doering, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dr Stephen Iversen
2901 E Katella Ave Ste H
Orange, CA 92867
714/633-2225
Stephen Iversen, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

John Kole DC
1500 E Katella Ave Ste G
Orange, CA 92867
714/283-2288
John Kole, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lind Chiropractic
712 E Lincoln Ave
Orange, CA 92865
714/998-8650
Richard Lind, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Lotus Wellness Center LLC
900 E Lincoln Ave
Orange, CA 92865
714/637-6370
Deepak Moosad, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi, Other

Main Place Chiropractic
1111 W Town and Country Rd Ste 6
Orange, CA 92868
714/667-6831
Michael Glandorf, DC
Accepting new patients.

Nu Integrative Wellness
2140 W Chapman Ave Ste 104
Orange, CA 92868
714/681-2811
Nina La Dang, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Peterson Chiropractic
1952 N Tustin St
Orange, CA 92865
714/283-2105
Debra Peterson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Poole Chiropractic
1289 E Lincoln Ave
Orange, CA 92865
714/282-6141
Dennis Poole, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Richard T Stoyanoff DC
3528 E Chapman Ave
Orange, CA 92869
714/771-8575
Richard Stoyanoff, DC
Accepting new patients.

Ringdahl Chiropractic Inc
665 N Tustin St Ste L
Orange, CA 92867
714/771-0777
David Ringdahl, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Stadium Chiropractic and Sports
2029 W Orangewood Ave Ste A
Orange, CA 92868
714/385-9088
April Lopez, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Placentia
Alvarado Chiropractic
219 S Lakeview Ave
Placentia, CA 92870
714/985-0234
Efrain Alvarado Jr, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Barclay Chiropractic
1216 E Yorba Linda Blvd
Placentia, CA 92870
714/577-2236
Daron Barclay, DC
Accepting new patients.

Claribel Jimenez DC
116 W Santa Fe Ave Ste A
Placentia, CA 92870
714/471-1758
Claribel Jimenez, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Community Chiropractic Center
1255 E Imperial Hwy
Placentia, CA 92870
714/961-1200
Stacey Ellison, DC
Accepting new patients.

Community Chiropractic Center
1255 E Imperial Hwy
Placentia, CA 92870
714/524-6990
Judy Riley, DC
Accepting new patients.

McFarland Chiropractic
1216 E Yorba Linda Blvd
Placentia, CA 92870
714/572-9999
Lorne McFarland, DC
Accepting new patients.

Placentia Chiropractic Center
151 N Kraemer Blvd Ste 115
Placentia, CA 92870
714/996-1444
Christopher Mortensen, DC
Accepting new patients.

Placentia Linda Chiropractic
1050 E Yorba Linda Blvd Ste 104
Placentia, CA 92870
714/223-5920
Ryan Bias, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Shaygan Chiropractic
1216 E Yorba Linda Blvd
Placentia, CA 92870
714/572-9999
Farnaz Shaygan, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Rancho Santa Margarita
Clay Thomas Chiropractic Corp.
29819 Santa Margarita Pkwy Ste 100 C
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688
949/589-0526
Clay Thomas, DC
Accepting new patients.
McCarthy Chiropractic
29822 Avenida de las Bandera
Ste A
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
92688
949/292-6137
Richard McCarthy, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

San Clemente
John A. Virag DC
657 Camino De Los Mares Ste
134
San Clemente, CA 92673
949/492-1332
John Virag, DC
Accepting new patients.

Molina Chiropractic
Professional Corporation
647 Camino De Los Mares Ste
226
San Clemente, CA 92673
949/248-2826
Nancy Molina, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Richardson Chiropractic
214 Avenida del Mar Ste A
San Clemente, CA 92672
949/498-3262
Frederick Richardson, DC
Accepting new patients.

South Coast Chiropractic
214 Avenida Del Mar Ste A
San Clemente, CA 92672
949/498-3262
Richard Roth, DC
Accepting new patients.

Thompson Chiropractic
629 Camino De Los Mares Ste
104
San Clemente, CA 92673
949/240-1334
Russell Thompson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

San Juan Capistrano
Boshman Chiropractic
Center
32221 Camino Capistrano Ste
B106
San Juan Capistrano, CA
92675
949/493-4141
Kelly Boshman, DC
Accepting new patients.

Mission Chiropractic
31371 Rancho Viejo Rd Ste
101
San Juan Capistrano, CA
92675
949/240-6196
Dan Kim, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Korean

Ortega Chiropractic
27462 Calle Arroyo Ste A
San Juan Capistrano, CA
92675
949/493-7070
Michael Nelson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Santa Ana
Alex H Bidarian
3620 S Bristol St Ste 203
Santa Ana, CA 92704
714/751-2273
Alex Bidarian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish, Farsi

Fernando J. Rayas
520 W 17th St Ste 3
Santa Ana, CA 92706
714/973-8911
Fernando Rayas, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Michael Mousavi
Chiropractic Inc
999 N Tustin Ave Ste 101
Santa Ana, CA 92705
714/543-5005
Michael Mousavi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: German, Farsi

Pacific Health Center
2103 N Broadway
Santa Ana, CA 92706
714/550-7701
Carlos Garcia, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Paul S Gregory DC
310 N Tustin Ave Ste E
Santa Ana, CA 92705
714/541-0400
Paul Gregory, DC
Accepting new patients.
Opitmal Orthopedics Medical Group
17400 Irvine Blvd Ste L
Tustin, CA 92780
714/508-1112
John Vostmyer, DC
Accepting new patients.

Pacific Chiropractic & Wellness Center
180 E Main St Ste 106
Tustin, CA 92780
714/505-1901
Fereshteh Saeeda, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Performance Rx Sports Care
14081 Yorba St Ste 106
Tustin, CA 92780
714/665-9355
Gerald Ferencz, DC
Accepting new patients.

Salem Chiropractic PC
13891 Newport Ave Ste 290
Tustin, CA 92780
714/832-4010
Gregory Salem, DC
Accepting new patients.

Tim Franks Inc
222 Fashion Ln Ste 102
Tustin, CA 92780
714/350-7770
Tim Franks, DC
Accepting new patients.

Yeargin Chiropractic Inc
12721 Newport Ave Ste 2
Tustin, CA 92780
657/333-6061
David Valle, DC
Accepting new patients.

Westminster
Advanced Wellness Center
14340 Bolsa Chica Rd Ste G
Westminster, CA 92683
562/795-6680
Sese Novas, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

First Choice Pain and Rehab Center
10301 Bolsa Ave Ste 103
Westminster, CA 92683
714/898-7235
Truong Nguyen, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Golden Health & Wellness
13382 Goldenwest St Ste 213
Westminster, CA 92683
714/898-8484
Antoni Nguyen, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Lam Chiropractic & Wellness Consulting
6771 Westminster Blvd Ste I
Westminster, CA 92683
714/373-1511
Mitzie Lam, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Pain Free Bio-Mechanically
7020 Trask Ave
Westminster, CA 92683
949/673-3154
Bruce Fissette, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Chinese, Thai

Yorba Linda
Bair Chiropractic Center
4811 Eureka Ave Ste A
Yorba Linda, CA 92886
714/579-3900
John Bair, DC
Accepting new patients.

East Canyon Chiropractic
24835 La Palma Ave Ste D
Yorba Linda, CA 92887
714/692-1771
Terry Wilson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Eastlake Chiropractic Clinic
20421 Yorba Linda Blvd
Yorba Linda, CA 92886
714/970-1025
Robert Ornelas Sr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Jeffrey H Talbott DC
3890 Prospect Ave Ste A
Yorba Linda, CA 92886
714/529-3234
Jeffrey Talbott, DC
Accepting new patients.

John Z Moloian DC
18256 Imperial Hwy
Yorba Linda, CA 92886
714/577-8660
John Moloian, DC
Not accepting new patients.
Riverside County

Beaumont

Curtis R Salley DC
795 E Sixth St Ste G
Beaumont, CA 92223
951/845-1931
Curtis Salley Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Harmony Chiropractic
701 Highland Springs Ave Ste 8
Beaumont, CA 92223
951/845-9183
Amber Blackford, DC
Accepting new patients.

Healing Hands Chiropractic
851 E Sixth St Ste B6
Beaumont, CA 92223
951/200-5066
Renee Van Tiem, DC
Accepting new patients.

Jerilynn Kaibel DC
795 E Sixth St Ste G
Beaumont, CA 92223
951/845-1931
Jerilynn Kaibel, DC
Accepting new patients.

Kathryn Nielsen-Wines, DC
1074 Beaumont Ave
Beaumont, CA 92223
951/845-6456
Kathryn Nielsen-Wines, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Matthew R Wines, DC
550 Maple Ave
Beaumont, CA 92223
951/845-1830
Matthew Wines, DC
Accepting new patients.

Blythe

John K Maltby DC
320 E Hobsonway
Blythe, CA 92225
760/922-7353
John Maltby, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
John Maltby II II, DC
Accepting new patients.

Canyon Lake

Canyon Rehab & Chiropractic Center
31550 Railroad Canyon Rd Ste 3
Canyon Lake, CA 92587
951/244-6566
John Allen Sr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Cathedral City

Acker Chiropractic
33669 Date Palm Dr
Cathedral City, CA 92234
760/770-9133
Cory Acker, DC
Accepting new patients.

Delaire Chiropractic Clinic Inc
27620 Landau Blvd Ste 1
Cathedral City, CA 92234
760/320-4123
Ronald Delaire, DC
Accepting new patients.

Kortmeyer Chiropractic Inc
34950 Date Palm Dr
Cathedral City, CA 92234
760/321-1453
David Kortmeyer, DC
Accepting new patients.

Nancy Larson DC
34020 Date Palm Dr
Cathedral City, CA 92234
760/321-4844
Nancy Larson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pain Relief and Wellness Center
35325 Date Palm Dr Ste 106
Cathedral City, CA 92234
760/321-0647
Stephen Krupey, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: French

Cherry Valley

Mannis Chiropractic, A Professional Corp
10400 Beaumont Ave Ste E
Cherry Valley, CA 92223
951/769-5868
Victor Mannis, DC
Accepting new patients.

Coachella

Coachella Valley Neck & Back
1441 6th St
Coachella, CA 92236
760/391-5265
Gregory Yeend, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Corona Chiropractic and Wellness Center
487 Corona Mall
Corona, CA 92879
951/475-1020
Mayra Lozada-Hill, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Healthpointe Medical Group Inc
1171 Railroad St
Corona, CA 92882
951/272-1400
Ricardo Castro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Inner Qi Wellness Inc
1175 W Grand Blvd Ste 100
Corona, CA 92882
951/428-4135
Randi Ruela, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Portuguese

Integrated Medical Center of Corona
2250 S Main St Ste 203
Corona, CA 92882
951/737-1252
Anthony Pirritano, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Italian

Joseph Kim
555 Queensland Cir Ste 102
Corona, CA 92879
951/278-3333
Joseph Kim, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Lechner Chiropractic Inc
2275 S Main St Ste 103
Corona, CA 92882
951/808-0954
Anthony Lechner, DC
Accepting new patients.

Marc T Sakoda DC
624 E Grand Blvd Ste E
Corona, CA 92879
951/735-5424
Michael Onandia, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog

Richter Family Chiropractic
854 Magnolia Ave Ste J
Corona, CA 92879
951/817-9815
Matthew Richter, DC
Accepting new patients.

Sports and Wellness Chiropractic
2791 Green River Rd Ste 101
Corona, CA 92882
951/734-7692
Hoan Nguyen, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Cline Chiropractic Care
800 Magnolia Ave Ste 102
Corona, CA 92879
951/279-2339
Jeffrey Cline, DC
Accepting new patients.
Desert Hot Springs
Chase Chiropractic Care Center
11625 Palm Dr Ste G
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
760/251-3032
James Chase, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Hemet
Chiropractic Care
760 W Acacia Ave Ste 113
Hemet, CA 92543
951/652-4357
Pamela Wachholz, DC
Accepting new patients.

Deforest Chiropractic
815 E Latham Ave
Hemet, CA 92543
951/925-2400
Lisa DeForest, DC
Accepting new patients.

Hemet Family Chiropractic
230 S Girard St
Hemet, CA 92544
951/658-2225
Richard Badura, DC
Accepting new patients.

Michael L Monahan DC
2091 W Florida Ave Ste 120
Hemet, CA 92545
951/929-0100
Michael Monahan, DC
Accepting new patients.

New Health Wellness Center
41555 State Highway 74 Ste D
Hemet, CA 92544
951/392-3600
Matthew Sauter, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Physical Therapy Sports Institute Inc
1515 W Florida Ave Ste E
Hemet, CA 92543
951/658-3121
Charles Schelly, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Idyllwild
Idyllwild Chiropractic
54545 N Circle Dr Ste 2
Idyllwild, CA 92549
951/659-4663
Charles Schelly, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Mountain Chiropractic
55450 South Circle Dr
Idyllwild, CA 92549
951/659-4522
Judi Milin, DC
Accepting new patients.

Indian Wells
Richardson Family Chiropractic
45240 Club Dr
Indian Wells, CA 92210
760/568-2725
Daryl Richardson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Indio
Dawson Chiropractic Corporation
82013 Doctor Carreon Blvd Ste A
Indio, CA 92201
760/775-6966
Michael Dawson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Desert Clinic Pain Institute/Summit Institute
81812 Doctor Carreon Blvd Ste D
Indio, CA 92201
760/320-8005
Christopher Garden, DC
Accepting new patients.

Kurt A Spurgin Chiropractic Inc
80545 US Highway 111 Ste B
Indio, CA 92201
760/347-6822
Kurt Spurgin, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Spinal Injury Center
81765 US Highway 111 Ste 3
Indio, CA 92201
760/863-5955
Marco Cazares, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

La Quinta
Bohnet Acupuncture and Chiropractic
47875 Caleo Bay Dr Ste A104
La Quinta, CA 92253
760/771-2332
Kristen Bohnet, DC
Not accepting new patients.

Dr. Abel Rodriguez
78353 Highway 111
La Quinta, CA 92253
760/564-2338
Abel Rodriguez, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Dr. Scott Neff DC DABCO
79440 Corporate Center Dr Ste 111B
La Quinta, CA 92253
760/771-1221
Scott Neff, DC
Accepting new patients.

Medical Wellness Group, Inc.
78900 Avenue 47 Ste 100
La Quinta, CA 92253
760/771-4800
Lawrence Le Roy III, DC
Accepting new patients.

Rappe Chiropractic Inc
78474 Highway 111 Ste C
La Quinta, CA 92253
760/777-4177
Grey Rappe, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Lake Elsinore

Eclipse Chiropractic
31577 Canyon Estates Dr Ste 225
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532
951/285-8785
Ashley Miller-DeBoer, DC
Not accepting new patients.
Nicole Wallace, DC
Accepting new patients.

Joseph B Steinhouser DC
31796 Casino Dr Ste L
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
951/674-2999
Joseph Steinhouser, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lakefront Chiropractic Center
600 Central Ave Ste G
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
951/674-8711
Timothy Kimble, DC
Accepting new patients.

Raskey Chiropractic
16625 Lakeshore Dr
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
951/674-6841
Jerry Raskey, DC
Accepting new patients.

West Coast Chiropractic
32245 Mission Trl Ste D6
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
951/296-3595
Sarah Woolever, DC
Accepting new patients.

William Haneline DC
600 Central Ave Ste G
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
951/595-1502
William Haneline, DC
Accepting new patients.

Mendyk Chiropractic Inc
22635 Alessandro Blvd Ste 400D
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
951/697-0246
Derick Lajom, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Tagalog
Kristian Mendyk, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Murrieta

Banes Chiropractic & Rehabilitation Inc
29990 Hunter Rd Ste 101
Murrieta, CA 92563
951/461-9814
Holli Banes, DC
Accepting new patients.
Stephen Banes, DC
Accepting new patients.

California Oaks Chiropractic
40710 California Oaks Rd Ste A
Murrieta, CA 92562
951/698-2511
Keith Kruthaup, DC
Accepting new patients.
Chiropractic Plus
39755 Date St Ste 207
Murrieta, CA 92563
951/698-7977
Sam Ho, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese

Cooke Chiropractic
25095 Jefferson Ave Ste 102
Murrieta, CA 92562
951/355-3441
Christina Cooke, DC
Accepting new patients.

Cornerstone Chiropractic
41555 Cherry St Ste L
Murrieta, CA 92562
951/600-8024
Robert Timar, DC
Accepting new patients.

DeForest Chiropractic
41660 Ivy Ste 2B
Murrieta, CA 92562
951/925-2400
Lisa DeForest, DC
Accepting new patients.

Donohoe Chiropractic
41880 Kalmia St Ste 135
Murrieta, CA 92562
951/677-6500
Todd Donohoe, DC
Accepting new patients.

Energy Chiropractic Center INC
2576 Hamner Ave
Norco, CA 92860
909/578-7073
Michael Rodriguez, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Fit Chiropractic
1825 Hamner Ave Ste R
Norco, CA 92860
951/582-9700
Andrew Cho, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Gateway Chiropractic
2641 Hamner Ave Ste 206
Norco, CA 92860
951/808-8320
Jeffrey Lin, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Health Within Chiropractic
41667 Ivy St Ste E5
Murrieta, CA 92562
951/387-0229
Cassandra Herbst, DC
Accepting new patients.

Hoyt Chiropractic
25285 Madison Ave Ste 108
Murrieta, CA 92562
951/600-8198
Dae Lee, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

NeuroEdge/Marty Carlson Chiropractic Inc
25032 Las Brisas Rd Ste A
Murrieta, CA 92562
951/304-2242
Martin Carlson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Pure Chiropractic
25136 Hancock Ave Ste C
Murrieta, CA 92562
951/461-4617
Anthony Becerra, DC
Accepting new patients.

Pure Chiropractic
39605 Los Alamos Rd Ste D
Murrieta, CA 92563
951/387-4629
Agaezi Sonya, DC
Accepting new patients.

Norco

Back Country Chiropractic
911 6th St
Norco, CA 92860
951/427-1820
Jennifer Wells, DC
Accepting new patients.

Colette Arnsdorf DC
1675 Hamner Ave Ste 2
Norco, CA 92860
951/520-1927
Colette Arnsdorf, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Cantonese

William J Welch DC Inc
2576 Hamner Ave
Norco, CA 92860
951/256-7042
William Welch, DC
Accepting new patients.
Palm Desert
Coachella Valley Neck & Back Clinic
72650 Fred Waring Dr Ste 110B
Palm Desert, CA 92260
760/346-5660
Gregory Yeend, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Gamble Chiropractic
77564 Country Club Dr Ste 320
Palm Desert, CA 92211
760/610-1589
Jeffrey Gamble Sr, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Gary R Gaulin DC
73955 Highway 111 Ste B
Palm Desert, CA 92260
760/340-3999
Gary Gaulin, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Hall Chiropractic
74282 Highway 111
Palm Desert, CA 92260
760/341-4177
Curtis Hall, DC
Accepting new patients.

McDonald Chiropractic Inc
36945 Cook St Ste 103
Palm Desert, CA 92211
760/565-1158
Gregory McDonald, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Natural Medicine Group
77682 Country Club Dr Ste A
Palm Desert, CA 92211
760/345-7300
John Dixon, DC
Accepting new patients.

Nazemi Chiropractic Corp
74000 Country Club Dr Ste E4
Palm Desert, CA 92260
760/773-3400
Navid Nazemi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Stephanie Nazemi, DC
Accepting new patients.

Palm Springs
Bradley Wolff DC
1900 E Tahquitz Canyon Way Ste C1
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760/327-3330
Bradley Wolff, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Chiropractic Works
2145 E Tahquitz Canyon Way Ste 4
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760/327-2488
Christopher Rapoff, DC
Accepting new patients.

Davis Chiropractic
4050 Airport Center Dr Ste G
Palm Springs, CA 92264
760/320-1956
Jill Chapman, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dennis E Spurgin DC
555 E Tachevah Dr Ste 1W 204
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760/327-9402
Dennis Spurgin, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Desert Clinic Pain
Institute/Summit Institute
1133 N Palm Canyon Dr Ste A
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760/320-8005
Christopher Garden, DC
Accepting new patients.

Karen L Pope DC
777 E Tahquitz Way Ste 52
Palm Springs, CA 92262
760/323-9678
Karen Pope, DC
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Perris
Healthpointe Medical Group Inc
2226 Medical Center Dr Ste 102
Perris, CA 92571
951/657-1400
Ricardo Castro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
David Gendreau, DC
Accepting new patients.
Mendyk Chiropractic Inc
764 Ramona Expy Ste A
Perris, CA 92571
951/943-1722
Kristian Mendyk, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Rancho Mirage

Barry I Nelson DC
72780 Country Club Dr Ste 300C
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
760/346-0082
Barry Nelson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Desert Clinic Pain Institute/Summit Institute
36101 Bob Hope Dr Ste B2
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
949/783-3600
Christopher Garden, DC
Accepting new patients.
Luis Gonzalez Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Rancho Mirage Chiropractic
41750 Rancho Las Palmas Dr Ste E2
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
760/773-2600
Chris DAgostino, DC
Accepting new patients.

Riverside

Canyon Crest Chiropractic Clinic
5015 Canyon Crest Dr Ste 109
Riverside, CA 92507
951/682-7777
Samuel Aguilera, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Chiropractic Center of Riverside
4260 Central Ave
Riverside, CA 92506
951/684-2350
John Tanner, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Chiropractic Health Club
6700 Indiana Ave Ste 100
Riverside, CA 92506
951/341-6565
David Ehl Jr, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Chiropractic Wellness Center
5225 Canyon Crest Dr Ste 17
Riverside, CA 92507
951/222-2002
Shaïda Mansoub, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi
Ben Moshrefi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Farsi

David G Madison DC
3768 Jurupa Ave
Riverside, CA 92506
951/784-7800
David Madison, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dr Harris-Mission Grove Chiropractic, Inc
6670 Alessandro Blvd Ste A
Riverside, CA 92506
951/776-1693
Ian Harris, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Afrikaans

Dr Lauren M Papa
6800 Indiana Ave Ste 170
Riverside, CA 92506
818/990-0657
Lauren Papa, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dr Wei Xia
6887 Brockton Ave
Riverside, CA 92506
951/905-8532
Wei Xia, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Chinese

Energy Chiropractic Center Inc
5083 Arlington Ave
Riverside, CA 92504
951/689-5738
Michael Rodriguez, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Gerardo Guevara, D.C.
6700 Indiana Ave Ste 145
Riverside, CA 92506
951/248-9240
Gerardo Guevara, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Jurupa Chiropractic
7900 Limonite Ave Ste L
Riverside, CA 92509
951/685-5345
Bruce Kemp Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.
Kenneth Smith, DC
Accepting new patients.
Kendall Chiropractic
3297 Arlington Ave Ste 102
Riverside, CA 92506
951/787-9810
Charles Kendall, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Millennium Chiropractic
7177 Brockton Ave Ste 219
Riverside, CA 92506
951/323-7783
Meral Elgendy, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Turkish, Arabic

Peak Performance Chiropractic
19069 Van Buren Blvd Ste 110
Riverside, CA 92508
951/789-7671
Bobbie Hall, DC
Accepting new patients.

Rhoe Chiropractic
9720 Magnolia Ave Ste 101
Riverside, CA 92503
951/515-4129
Amber Rhoe, DC
Accepting new patients.

Riverside Medical Clinic
6405 Day St
Riverside, CA 92507
951/697-5572
Stanley Oh, DC
Accepting new patients.

RMS Medical Group
4240 Tequesquite Ave
Riverside, CA 92501
866/682-0347
Henry Hwang, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Mandarin

Steven J Lisonbee DC
6895 Magnolia Ave
Riverside, CA 92506
951/684-0989
Steven Lisonbee, DC
Accepting new patients.

Westgate Chiropractic
11130 Magnolia Ave Ste B
Riverside, CA 92505
951/785-1133
Gregory Conrad, DC
Accepting new patients.

San Jacinto
Guadamuz Chiropractic Inc
1695 S San Jacinto Ave Ste O
San Jacinto, CA 92583
951/654-5900
Roberto Guadamuz, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Sun City
Michael E Tucci DC
28125 Bradley Rd Ste 240A
Sun City, CA 92586
951/672-4801
Michael Tucci, DC
Accepting new patients.

Temecula
Advanced Chiropractic Pain and Wellness
31285 Temecula Pkwy Ste 260
Temecula, CA 92592
951/303-8486
David Wagner, DC
Accepting new patients.

Align and Thrive Family Chiropractic
27645 Jefferson Ave Ste 108
Temecula, CA 92590
951/699-3557
Danielle Osbon, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chiropractical
31141 Temecula Pkwy Ste H2
Temecula, CA 92592
951/225-2349
Timothy Kimble, DC
Accepting new patients.

Complete Health Chiropractic
31217 Pauba Rd Ste 204
Temecula, CA 92592
951/693-5629
Cody Masek, DC
Accepting new patients.

Green Chiropractic Inc
43950 Margarita Rd Ste A
Temecula, CA 92592
951/302-0130
Jeremy Green, DC
Accepting new patients.

Healthpointe Medical Group
27455 Tierra Alta Way Ste A
Temecula, CA 92590
951/699-5282
David Gendreau, DC
Accepting new patients. Ricardo Castro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Horst Chiropractic
31217 Pauba Rd Ste 204
Temecula, CA 92592
951/693-2208
Nathen Horst, DC
Accepting new patients.
Ingram Family Chiropractic
41900 Winchester Rd Ste 201
Temecula, CA 92590
951/506-0088
Robert Ingram, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Inland Valley Chiropractic
29377 Rancho California Rd Ste 106
Temecula, CA 92591
951/676-8686
Richard Theobald, DC
Accepting new patients.

Louis Williams Chiropractic Corporation
29645 Rancho California Rd Ste 218
Temecula, CA 92591
951/676-4080
Louis Williams, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Mario Cervino DC - Cervino Family Chiropractic
41278 Margarita Rd Ste 103
Temecula, CA 92591
951/693-0503
Mario Cervino, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Italian

Schembri West Coast Chiropractic
41750 Winchester Rd Ste M
Temecula, CA 92590
951/296-3595
Clayton Schuelke, DC
Accepting new patients.

Shaw Chiropractic
26810 Ynez Ct Ste D
Temecula, CA 92591
951/695-1176
Earl Shaw, DC
Accepting new patients.

Temecula Chiropractic
27450 Ynez Rd Ste 116
Temecula, CA 92591
951/694-9200
Donald Myren Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.
Lucas Hayes, DC
Accepting new patients.

Temeku Chiropractic
40967 Winchester Rd
Temecula, CA 92591
951/296-5286
Blake O'Connor, DC
Accepting new patients.

Temeku Chiropractic Orthopedic Clinic
40967 Winchester Rd
Temecula, CA 92591
951/296-5286
Anthony Young, DC
Accepting new patients.

West Coast Chiropractic
41750 Winchester Rd Ste M
Temecula, CA 92590
951/296-3595
Jeremy Schembri, DC
Accepting new patients.
Nick Schembri, DC
Accepting new patients.

Westside Chiropractic Center
29742 Rancho California Rd Ste C
Temecula, CA 92591
951/777-5736
Donald Davis, DC
Accepting new patients.

White Water
Creating A Perfect You
13390 Chaparral Rd
White Water, CA 92282
909/488-1077
Ernest Gallegos Jr, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Wildomar
Bear Creek Chiropractic and Medical
32246 Clinton Keith Rd Ste 102
Wildomar, CA 92595
951/678-9063
Omar Garcia, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gary Hardeman, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Cambodian, Urdu

Eric Campbell, D.C.
34740 Via Carnaghi
Wildomar, CA 92595
951/674-1167
Eric Campbell, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
**Integrated Medical Center of Corona**  
32475 Clinton Keith Rd Ste 108  
Wildomar, CA 92595  
951/678-0665  
Anthony Pirritano, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Italian

**Life Solutions Chiropractic**  
24335 Prielipp Rd Ste 129  
Wildomar, CA 92595  
951/304-9949  
Nicholas Crabill, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**San Bernardino County**

**Alta Loma**

**Sebbas Chiropractic Office**  
9480 Baseline Rd  
Alta Loma, CA 91701  
909/980-1400  
Leo Sebbas Jr, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**The Movement Chiropractic & Manual Medicine**  
9480 Baseline Rd  
Alta Loma, CA 91701  
909/285-4561  
Brittany Treadway, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**Apple Valley**

**Atlas Health Clinic Apple Valley**  
19015 Town Center Dr Ste 206  
Apple Valley, CA 92308  
760/242-4579  
Namjin Kim, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

**Chiropractic Institute of High Desert**  
18092 Wika Rd Ste 220  
Apple Valley, CA 92307  
760/810-0999  
Parastou Ilbeigi, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Farsi

**Frazee Chiropractic**  
17995 US Highway 18 Ste 3  
Apple Valley, CA 92307  
760/961-2225  
Donald Frazee, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**Leary Sport and Spine Chiropractic**  
16049 Tuscola Rd Ste B  
Apple Valley, CA 92307  
760/242-4111  
Matthew Leary, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**Twogood Chiropractic**  
13631 Navajo Rd Ste 102  
Apple Valley, CA 92308  
760/247-6162  
Daniel Twogood, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Dutch

**Barstow**

**James H Lehto DC**  
326 S 2nd Ave  
Barstow, CA 92311  
760/256-8316  
James Lehto, DC  
Accepting new patients.

**Chino**

**Inland Valley Rehabilitation & Chiropractic Center**  
13788 Roswell Ave Ste 106  
Chino, CA 91710  
909/464-2008  
Brian Biscotti, DC  
Accepting new patients.  
James Yi, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

**Kelly T Mai A Professional Chiropractic Corporation**  
12801 B Mountain Ave Ste B  
Chino, CA 91710  
909/464-8585  
Kelly Mai, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

**Martin Chiropractic**  
13801 Roswell Ave Ste F  
Chino, CA 91710  
909/591-2525  
David Martin, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Vigil Chiropractic Center**  
4455 Riverside Dr  
Chino, CA 91710  
909/628-0090  
Adam Vigil, DC  
Accepting new patients.
Villaverde Chiropractic
5266 Francis Ave
Chino, CA 91710
909/590-3122
Michael Villaverde, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chino Hills
Back & Neck Care Center
2545 Chino Hills Pkwy Ste J
Chino Hills, CA 91709
909/393-3333
Patrick Laubach, DC
Accepting new patients.

Colton
Healthpointe Medical Group Inc
290 N 10th St Ste 100
Colton, CA 92324
909/264-2500
Ricardo Castro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Gregory Toumayan, DC
Accepting new patients.

Rainbow Chiropractic
930 S Mount Vernon Ave Ste 90
Colton, CA 92324
909/777-3453
Jeannie Chau, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Crestline
Lake Gregory Chiropractic
580 Forest Shade Ste 4
Crestline, CA 92325
909/338-6477
John Bueler Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Fontana
Canyon Crest Chiropractic
8561 Nuevo Ave Ste B
Fontana, CA 92335
909/427-9200
Samuel Aguilera, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Dr Peter Hong DC
9673 Sierra Ave Ste A
Fontana, CA 92335
909/829-8722
Peter Hong, DC
Accepting new patients.

Fontana Chiropractic and Acupuncture
13677 Foothill Blvd Ste P
Fontana, CA 92335
909/766-5397
Marissa Palmer, DC
Accepting new patients.

Hillemann Chiropractic
8275 Sierra Ave Ste 104
Fontana, CA 92335
909/428-1818
Richard Hillemann, DC
Accepting new patients.

Interstate Chiropractic
8253 Sierra Ave Ste 105
Fontana, CA 92335
909/829-0332
Rory Brinkerhoff, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lalama Chiropractic Offices
8601 Wheeler Ave
Fontana, CA 92335
909/822-2014
Victor Lalama, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Grand Terrace
Grand Terrace Chiropractic
12139 Mount Vernon Ave Ste 100
Grand Terrace, CA 92313
909/783-4905
Kelly Keough, DC
Accepting new patients.

Hesperia
Back & Neck Pain Center
16727 Bear Valley Rd Ste 260
Hesperia, CA 92345
760/949-3909
Brenda Reid, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, French
Eric Storm, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, German

Hannon Chiropractic
16808 Main St Ste B
Hesperia, CA 92345
760/949-0996
Bradley Hannon, DC
Accepting new patients.
Clive Hannon, DC
Accepting new patients.

High Desert Chiropractic
9179 G Ave
Hesperia, CA 92345
760/244-0035
Jamie Wiegel, DC
Accepting new patients.
Myung Sim Dang
Chiropractic Inc
14519 Main St Ste B
Hesperia, CA 92345
562/879-3856
Benjamin Kang, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Victor Valley Chiropractic
17151 Main St Ste D
Hesperia, CA 92345
760/244-2420
Sonny Hambrick, DC
Accepting new patients.

Highland

East Highland Chiropractic
7223 Church St Ste A10
Highland, CA 92346
909/856-0213
Roland Rodriguez, DC
Accepting new patients.

Montclair

Dawson & Ma Chiropractic
8880 Benson Ave Ste 116
Montclair, CA 91763
909/608-0190
Peter Dawson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Christina Ma, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Dr. Benigno A. Salazar
9057 Central Ave
Montclair, CA 91763
909/873-8188
Benigno Salazar, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Marvin A Francis DC
9509 Central Ave Ste C
Montclair, CA 91763
909/621-4944
Marvin Francis, DC
Accepting new patients.

Randy S Higashi
Chiropractic
9635 Monte Vista Ave Ste 203
Montclair, CA 91763
323/546-3500
Randy Higashi, DC
Accepting new patients.

Ontario

All - Pro Medical Group, Inc
601 S Milliken Ave Ste B
Ontario, CA 91761
909/390-8111
Steven Kay, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Healthpointe Medical Group Inc
754 N Mountain Ave
Ontario, CA 91762
909/460-4155
Ricardo Castro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Aaron Zia, DC
Accepting new patients.

Jimmy Bae DC
4345 E Lowell St Ste A
Ontario, CA 91761
213/700-8725
Jimmy Bae, DC
Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Ontario Chiropractic
718 N Euclid Ave
Ontario, CA 91762
909/986-3636
Robert Steiskal, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Randy S Higashi
Chiropractic Inc
4355 E Airport Dr Ste 100
Ontario, CA 91761
323/546-3500
Randy Higashi, DC
Accepting new patients.

South Ontario Chiropractic
2780 E Riverside Dr Ste A
Ontario, CA 91761
909/923-6777
Rod Melvin, DC
Accepting new patients.

United Chiropractic Health Center
410 N Lemon St
Ontario, CA 91764
909/984-2765
Brandon Fantasia, DC
Accepting new patients.

Phelan

Tri-Community Chiropractic
4357 Phelan Rd
Phelan, CA 92371
760/868-4481
Timothy Wallace, DC
Accepting new patients.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City, State</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rancho Cucamonga</td>
<td>A-H Chiropractic</td>
<td>Rancho Cucamonga, CA</td>
<td>909/480-1796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9681 Business Center Dr Ste A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rancho Cucamonga, CA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91730</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>909/480-1796</td>
<td>Jonathan Price, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bellwood Chiropractic</td>
<td>8645 Haven Ave Ste 700</td>
<td>Rancho Cucamonga, CA</td>
<td>909/941-0633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91730</td>
<td>Diane Bellwood, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>909/941-0633</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leslie Bellwood Jr, DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiropractic Advantage</td>
<td>10722 Arrow Rte Ste 610</td>
<td>Rancho Cucamonga, CA</td>
<td>909/483-5295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91730</td>
<td>Sharon Martinez, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>909/483-5295</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alt. language spoken:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Cherlika Brown DC</td>
<td>7365 Carnelian St Ste 130</td>
<td>Rancho Cucamonga, CA</td>
<td>909/851-7385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91730</td>
<td>Cherlika Brown, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>909/851-7385</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevate Chiropractic, Jimmy Sayegh Chiropractic Corp</td>
<td>11879 Sebastian Way Ste 103 Rancho Cucamonga, CA</td>
<td>909/989-6980</td>
<td>Jimmy Sayegh, DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alt. language spoken:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spanish, Arabic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meera Jani, DC</td>
<td>9333 Baseline Rd Ste 230</td>
<td>Rancho Cucamonga, CA</td>
<td>909/294-6144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91730</td>
<td>Meera Jani, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>909/294-6144</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alt. language spoken:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hindi, Gujarati</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mojabe Chiropractic Rehabilitation Center</td>
<td>9555 Foothill Blvd Ste B</td>
<td>Rancho Cucamonga, CA</td>
<td>909/466-7363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91730</td>
<td>Mohammad Rockny Mojabe, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>909/466-7363</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alt. language spoken:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Farsi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Hill Chiropractic</td>
<td>8977 Foothill Blvd Ste D</td>
<td>Rancho Cucamonga, CA</td>
<td>909/989-0944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91730</td>
<td>Kheang Ly, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>909/989-0944</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alt. language spoken:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio Pain Relief</td>
<td>9033 Baseline Rd Ste Q</td>
<td>Rancho Cucamonga, CA</td>
<td>909/945-8721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91730</td>
<td>Kenneth Myers, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>909/945-8721</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanders Chiropractic</td>
<td>7365 Carnelian St Ste 134</td>
<td>Rancho Cucamonga, CA</td>
<td>909/481-5292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91730</td>
<td>Kenneth Sanders, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>909/481-5292</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alt. language spoken:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinal Health Center</td>
<td>7974 Haven Ave Ste 100</td>
<td>Rancho Cucamonga, CA</td>
<td>909/980-1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91730</td>
<td>Christopher Ferraro, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>909/980-1985</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redlands</td>
<td>Carlson Chiropractic</td>
<td>Redlands, CA 92373</td>
<td>909/798-3330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>529 Cajon St</td>
<td>Richard Carlson, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92373</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiropractic Sports &amp; Injury</td>
<td>1399 W Colton Ave Ste 9</td>
<td>Redlands, CA 92374</td>
<td>909/793-9787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92374</td>
<td>Bruce Humphries, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>909/793-9787</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redlands Chiropractic</td>
<td>620 Alabama St</td>
<td>Redlands, CA 92373</td>
<td>909/792-4434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92373</td>
<td>Brandon Cole, DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>909/792-4434</td>
<td>Accepting new patients.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ernest Gallegos Jr, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Chintu Hirpara, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hindi
Craig King, DC
   Accepting new patients.
Jeffrey Phillips, DC
   Accepting new patients.
Gerrit Wagner, DC
   Accepting new patients.
Rita Awender DC
   1746 Orange Tree Ln
   Redlands, CA 92374
   909/793-7246
   Rita Awender, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Rialto
Advanced Care Chiropractic Center
   1613 S Riverside Ave Ste D
   Rialto, CA 92376
   909/820-2220
   Thy Nguyen, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Vietnamese

Chiropractic Health Center
   1734 N Riverside Ave Ste 5
   Rialto, CA 92376
   909/421-3800
   Bozena Janczar, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Polish

Saldana’s Chiropractic & Wellness Center
   649 E Foothill Blvd Ste D
   Rialto, CA 92376
   909/990-5464
   Luis Saldana, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Universal Chiropractic Center
   1734 N Riverside Ave Ste 6
   Rialto, CA 92376
   909/873-8188
Benigno Salazar, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

San Bernardino
Advanced Injury Center
   4515 Hallmark Pkwy
   San Bernardino, CA 92407
   909/648-3551
Michael Trudeau, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Arrowview Chiropractic
   980 N D St
   San Bernardino, CA 92410
   909/884-1277
Augustine Amerigo, DC
   Accepting new patients.
Robert DeLuca, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Barbara Stanfield DC
   123 N E St Ste B
   San Bernardino, CA 92401
   909/884-6677
Barbara Stanfield, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dr Phil’s Chiropractic
   1428 N Waterman Ave Ste D
   San Bernardino, CA 92404
   909/383-4201
Philip Glukhovsky, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Herrera Chiropractic Inc
   416 N H St Ste 1
   San Bernardino, CA 92410
   909/888-5527
Jose Herrera, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Inland Chiropractic
   1030 N D St
   San Bernardino, CA 92410
   909/885-5459
Arlan Garcia, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Traditional Chinese Acupuncture & Chiropractic
   1050 E Base Line St
   San Bernardino, CA 92410
   909/381-8017
James Yi, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Wells Chiropractic
   1784 N Waterman Ave
   San Bernardino, CA 92404
   909/886-4020
Steven Wells, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Twentynine Palms
Vincent P Savarese DC
   72724 29 Palms Hwy Ste 101
   Twentynine Palms, CA 92277
   760/361-0087
Vincent Savarese, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Hindi
Upland

Carty Chiropractic
1183 E Foothill Blvd Ste 145
Upland, CA 91786
909/946-6407
Linda Carty, DC
Accepting new patients.

Castle Health & Wellness Chiropractic
659 E 15th St Ste D
Upland, CA 91786
909/694-4200
Raul Castillo, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Lauren M Papa DC
1125 E 16th St Ste 6
Upland, CA 91784
818/990-0657
Lauren Papa, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Lauren McCormack
1317 W Foothill Blvd Ste 115
Upland, CA 91786
909/946-2267
Lauren McCormack, DC
Accepting new patients.

Upland Spine & Rehab
1125 E 16th St Ste 4
Upland, CA 91784
909/297-3531
Alfred Garcia, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Victorville

Active Care Chiropractic Inc by Dr Sara
14156 Amargosa Rd Ste G
Victorville, CA 92392
760/955-5558
Sara Griffin, DC
Accepting new patients.

Bear Valley Chiropractic Center
16044 Bear Valley Rd Ste 2
Victorville, CA 92395
760/241-0018
Ernest Rubio Jr, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Desert Cities Chiropractic
12241 Industrial Blvd Ste 102
Victorville, CA 92395
760/952-3300
Athanasia Angelopoulos, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Greek

Inland Chiropractic
14021 Amargosa Rd
Victorville, CA 92392
760/962-1415
Arlan Garcia, DC
Accepting new patients.

Saldana's Chiropractic & Wellness Center
14368 St Andrews Dr Ste A
Victorville, CA 92395
760/955-4878
Luis Saldana, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Stine Chiropractic
17330 Bear Valley Rd Ste 105
Victorville, CA 92395
760/245-8182
Raychelle Deering-Kemple, DC
Accepting new patients.

Yucaipa

Jarrett Chiropractic
33733 Yucaipa Blvd Ste 7
Yucaipa, CA 92399
909/797-1705
Robert Jarrett, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Yucca Valley

Align The Spine Chiropractic
55898 29 Palms Hwy Ste B
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
760/365-2600
Valarie Carpenter, DC
Accepting new patients.

Desert Chiropractic Care
6530 La Contenta Rd Ste 300
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
760/365-8729
David McCollum, DC
Accepting new patients.

Family Chiropractic
57374 29 Palms Hwy
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
760/365-0881
Nelson Goff, DC
Accepting new patients.
San Diego County

Alpine

Alpine Advanced Pain Management
1392 Tavern Rd
Alpine, CA 91901
619/722-4270
Todd Polk, DC
Accepting new patients.

Alpine Family Medicine
1620 Alpine Blvd
Alpine, CA 91901
619/445-6200
Matthew Kelchner, DC
Accepting new patients.
Aaron Kenna, DC
Accepting new patients.

Friday Family Chiropractic
2710 Alpine Blvd Ste Q
Alpine, CA 91901
619/445-6221
Clinton Friday, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Bonita

Harold K Harver DC
4502 Bonita Rd
Bonita, CA 91902
619/475-6353
Harold Harver, DC
Accepting new patients.

Campo

Mountain Empire Family Medicine
31115 Highway 94
Campo, CA 91906
619/445-6200
Matthew Kelchner, DC
Accepting new patients.

Cardiff

Seaside Chiropractic Wellness Center
2045 San Elijo Ave
Cardiff, CA 92007
619/944-8877
Richard Carpenter, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Carlsbad

Alderete Chiropractic Inc dba Naturally Chiropractic Center
2753 Jefferson St Ste 200
Carlsbad, CA 92008
619/730-0180
Kathleen Alderete, DC
Accepting new patients.

Barbara J Stewart DC
3081 Madison St Ste A
Carlsbad, CA 92008
619/729-2727
Barbara Stewart, DC
Accepting new patients.

Carlsbad Chiropractic
2808 Roosevelt St Ste 100
Carlsbad, CA 92008
619/720-2273
R. Desi Gamboa, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dr Shawn E Burns DC
5825 Avenida Encinas Ste 107
Carlsbad, CA 92008
760/492-3222
Shawn Burns, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Frost Chiropractic
1207 Carlsbad Village Dr Ste P
Carlsbad, CA 92008
760/720-0777
GREGORY FROST, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Jennifer L Stevens DC
756 Grand Ave
Carlsbad, CA 92008
760/730-1880
Jennifer Stevens, DC
Accepting new patients.

Josh Walker Chiropractic
2292 Faraday Ave Ste 32
Carlsbad, CA 92008
760/967-7444
David Walker, DC
Accepting new patients.

Kline Chiropractic & Wellness
6010 Hidden Valley Rd Ste 107
Carlsbad, CA 92011
442/232-6708
James Kline, DC
Accepting new patients.

La Costa Chiropractic and Wellness
6986 El Camino Real Ste F
Carlsbad, CA 92009
760/438-9548
Michael Berry, DC
Accepting new patients.
James Miller, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lawrence R Dahl
Chiropractic Corporation
6986 El Camino Real Ste F
Carlsbad, CA 92009
760/438-9548
Larry Dahl, DC
Accepting new patients.

Paul E Peters DC
529 Carlsbad Village Dr Ste B
Carlsbad, CA 92008
760/720-1537
Paul Peters, DC
Accepting new patients.

Samantha Dean DC
2745 Jefferson St Ste A
Carlsbad, CA 92008
760/434-9454
Samantha Dean, DC
Accepting new patients.

Steady State Wellness
5825 Avenida Encinas Ste 107
Carlsbad, CA 92008
760/503-4449
Andres Garcia, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Strahan Chiropractic Center
6120 Paseo Del Norte Ste E1
Carlsbad, CA 92011
760/438-1114
Reid Strahan, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chula Vista
American Chiropractic Services
535 H St
Chula Vista, CA 91910
619/409-9000
Robert Weinzimer, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Kohler Chiropractic
236 F St
Chula Vista, CA 91910
619/420-7858
Andrew Kohler, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Langford Chiropractic Inc
359 Third Ave Ste C
Chula Vista, CA 91910
619/585-3611
Stanmore Langford III, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Salt Family Chiropractic
2452 Fenton St Ste 206
Chula Vista, CA 91914
619/426-2225
Celeste Salt, DC
Accepting new patients.
Mark Salt, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

South Coast Chiropractic
733 Third Ave
Chula Vista, CA 91910
619/426-4111
Georgiana Uda, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish, Tagalog

The CHIRO Office
1055 Tierra del Rey Ste A
Chula Vista, CA 91910
619/421-0444
Barry McCown, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Total Wellness Health Center
316 E H St Ste 701A
Chula Vista, CA 91910
619/422-6130
Mark Tsai, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish, Mandarin

Wachs Chiropractic Health Center
359 Third Ave Ste B
Chula Vista, CA 91910
619/427-4747
Steven Wachs, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Coronado
Crown City Chiropractic & Sports Performance
171 C Ave Ste A
Coronado, CA 92118
619/435-3155
Christopher Coulsby, DC
Accepting new patients.

Potter Chiropractic
1222 1st St Ste 8
Coronado, CA 92118
619/437-8888
Paul Potter, DC
Accepting new patients.
Del Mar
Pascoe Chiropractic
1011 Camino Del Mar Ste 234
Del Mar, CA 92014
858/481-7763
James Pascoe, DC
Accepting new patients.

El Cajon
American Chiropractic Services
508 S Magnolia Ave
El Cajon, CA 92020
619/440-4035
Robert Weinzimer, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Broadway Village
Chiropractic/Moyer Chiro
833 Broadway Ste 101
El Cajon, CA 92021
619/442-3444
Wayne Moyer, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Chiropractic & Soft Tissue Center
2940 Jamacha Rd Ste I
El Cajon, CA 92019
619/660-0707
David Jackel, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chiropractic Family Health Center
1333 N 2nd St
El Cajon, CA 92021
619/444-4792
R Christian Jesperson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Chiropractic Healing Arts Center
2345 Fletcher Pkwy
El Cajon, CA 92020
619/460-4465
Mark Krause, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chiropractic Natural Health
766 Jamacha Rd
El Cajon, CA 92019
619/588-6444
John Winslow, DC
Accepting new patients.

Karen E Hermanson, DC
2340 Tampa Ave Ste L
El Cajon, CA 92020
619/550-9343
Karen Hermanson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Miller Chiropractic Inc
1183 E Main St Ste C
El Cajon, CA 92021
619/579-8585
Melvin Miller, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ross Chiropractic Center
508 S Magnolia Ave
El Cajon, CA 92020
619/440-4035
Jeffrey Ross, DC
Accepting new patients.

Siekerka Chiropractic
983 E Washington Ave
El Cajon, CA 92020
619/447-3779
Jack Siekerka, DC
Accepting new patients.

Tortora Chiropractic
1174 Broadway Ste 103
El Cajon, CA 92021
619/444-9481
Michael Tortora, DC
Accepting new patients.

Trevor D Sanks DC
1089 Broadway
El Cajon, CA 92021
619/588-1100
Trevor Sanks, DC
Accepting new patients.

Vincent G Adamo, DC, PC
766 Jamacha Rd
El Cajon, CA 92019
619/579-1068
Vincent Adamo, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Encinitas
Christopher J Miller
1465 Encinitas Blvd Ste H
Encinitas, CA 92024
760/753-6808
Christopher Miller, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Jason Copping DC
4401 Manchester Ave Ste 202
Encinitas, CA 92024
760/436-4006
Jason Copping, DC
Accepting new patients.

Kerri L Voris DC
1465 Encinitas Blvd Ste H
Encinitas, CA 92024
760/753-6808
Kerri Voris, DC
Accepting new patients.
Leucadia Chiropractic
1351 Encinitas Blvd
Encinitas, CA 92024
760/942-3321
Anthony Hall, DC
Accepting new patients.
F Scott Sebastian, DC
Accepting new patients.

Michael L Monahan DC
285 N El Camino Real Ste 110
Encinitas, CA 92024
760/634-0232
Michael Monahan, DC
Accepting new patients.

Orthopedic Surgery San Diego
317 N El Camino Real Ste 405
Encinitas, CA 92024
760/994-2663
Jason Kart, DC
Accepting new patients.

Sheila Homer DC
171 Saxony Rd Ste 107
Encinitas, CA 92024
714/745-6987
Sheila Homer, DC
Accepting new patients.

Travis C Ehlers DC
499 N El Camino Real Ste C200
Encinitas, CA 92024
760/635-7800
Travis Ehlers, DC
Accepting new patients.

Vahl Chiropractic Wellness Center
171 Saxony Rd Ste 107
Encinitas, CA 92024
760/479-0146
James Vahl, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Wofford Chiropractic
267 N El Camino Real Ste H
Encinitas, CA 92024
760/943-8500
Brian Wofford, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Escondido

Escondido Family Medicine
255 N Ash St Ste 101
Escondido, CA 92027
619/445-6200
Matthew Kelchner, DC
Accepting new patients.
Aaron Kenna, DC
Accepting new patients.

Fallbrook Spine Center
460 N Elm St
Escondido, CA 92025
760/728-8999
Dean Robinson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Jeffrey M Steinhardt DC
105 N Rose St Ste 100
Escondido, CA 92027
619/234-2221
Jeffrey Steinhardt, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Karges Family Chiropractic
260 W Crest St Ste B
Escondido, CA 92025
760/755-7555
Scott Karges, DC
Accepting new patients.

Kiet Tran DC LAc
260 W Crest St Ste B
Escondido, CA 92025
760/755-7555
Kiet Tran, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lund Chiropractic
851 E Grand Ave
Escondido, CA 92025
760/745-7251
Thadeus Lund Sr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Californai Health Center
240 W Mission Ave Ste C
Escondido, CA 92025
760/839-3448
Anna Keys, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Russian

Carmelita Lopez Mitchell A Chiropractic Corp
325 W 3rd Ave Ste 106
Escondido, CA 92025
760/489-7762
Carmelita Lopez-Mitchell, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Acupuncture & Chiropractic Center of Escondido
1733 S Escondido Blvd
Escondido, CA 92025
760/233-5886
Ali Farahanchi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Farsi

Bloom Family Chiropractic Inc
633 E Grand Ave
Escondido, CA 92025
760/747-4737
Jeffrey Bloom, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Teresa Guta, DC
Accepting new patients.
Perez Chiropractic
2065 S Escondido Blvd Ste 105
Escondido, CA 92025
760/565-2225
Rosanna Perez, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Pete De Armas DC
105 N Rose St Ste 102
Escondido, CA 92027
760/741-8545
Peter De Armas, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Sunset Chiropractic & Wellness Center
1900 Sunset Dr Ste J
Escondido, CA 92025
760/291-1900
Elizabeth Domi, DC
Accepting new patients.

Walwick Chiropractic Group
801 S Escondido Blvd
Escondido, CA 92025
760/741-2805
Jon Walwick, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Whiteley Chiropractic Center Inc
1042 W El Norte Pkwy
Escondido, CA 92026
760/480-7555
Peter Whiteley, DC
Accepting new patients.

Fallbrook
Fallbrook Spine Center
746 S Main Ave Ste D
Fallbrook, CA 92028
760/728-8999
Dean Robinson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Foli Chiropractic Inc
210 S Vine St
Fallbrook, CA 92028
760/728-6170
Michael Foli, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Wetzel Chiropractic
945 S Mission Rd
Fallbrook, CA 92028
760/723-9512
David Wetzel, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

La Jolla
Brenda Grijalva DC
8950 Villa La Jolla Dr Ste B114
La Jolla, CA 92037
858/453-6550
Brenda Grijalva, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Sharaine Thompson Chiropractic Inc.
8950 Villa La Jolla Dr Ste B212
La Jolla, CA 92037
858/558-3111
Sharaine Thompson, DC
Accepting new patients.

The Head Neck and Spine Center of San Diego
8950 Villa La Jolla Dr Ste B212
La Jolla, CA 92037
858/558-3111
Richard Hedrick, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

La Mesa
Caruthers Chiropractic
5360 Jackson Dr Ste 116
La Mesa, CA 91942
619/464-2225
Timothy Caruthers, DC
Accepting new patients.

Danny Bachoua Chiropractic APC
3691 Via Mercado Ste 15
La Mesa, CA 91941
619/444-3191
Danny Bachoua, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Arabic, Chaldean Neo-Aramaic, Aramaic

La Mesa Spine Center
7441 University Ave
La Mesa, CA 91942
619/464-1600
Jude Cortes, DC
Accepting new patients.

La Mesa Village Chiropractic Center
4690 Nebo Dr
La Mesa, CA 91941
619/460-2224
Jason Graney, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Manning Chiropractic Clinic
8060 University Ave
La Mesa, CA 91942
619/698-8411
John Manning, DC
Accepting new patients.

Mason Chiropractic
5181 Baltimore Dr
La Mesa, CA 91942
619/589-7869
Robert Mason, DC
Accepting new patients.

Robert Afra MD A Professional Corporation
8300 University Ave
La Mesa, CA 91942
760/994-2663
Jason Kart, DC
Accepting new patients.

Vision Chiropractic
7877 Parkway Dr Ste 2C
La Mesa, CA 91942
619/462-4202
Richard Nasif, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lemon Grove
Add Chiropractic Wellness
8095 Broadway
Lemon Grove, CA 91945
619/460-2805
Dien Vo, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Delta Chiropractic Clinic
7103 Broadway
Lemon Grove, CA 91945
619/668-0833
Andrew Tutino, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Italian

Kent Karras Chiropractic Inc
7733 Palm St Ste 105
Lemon Grove, CA 91945
619/294-9205
Kent Karras, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Stoddard Chiropractic
7366 Broadway Ste C-D
Lemon Grove, CA 91945
619/466-0806
Shawn Stoddard, DC
Accepting new patients.

National City
Bay Cities Chiropractic
1727 Sweetwater Rd Ste 112
National City, CA 91950
619/474-0900
Steven Brodbeck, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Oceanside
Caitlin Donovan DC
3521 Windsor Rd
Oceanside, CA 92056
760/434-9454
Caitlin Donovan, DC
Accepting new patients.

Carlsbad Wellness Chiropractic
2125 S El Camino Real Ste 102
Oceanside, CA 92054
760/434-9006
Michael Jacobs, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Afrikaans

Crossroads Health Solutions
2191 S El Camino Real Ste 105
Oceanside, CA 92054
760/945-8282
Kenneth Graham, DC
Accepting new patients.

De Clerk Enterprises Inc
3529 Cannon Rd Ste 2E
Oceanside, CA 92056
760/631-8000
Brian Declerk, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Farthing Chiropractic Inc
4750 Oceanside Blvd Ste A17
Oceanside, CA 92056
760/945-4652
James Farthing II, DC
Accepting new patients.

Grinde Chiropractic
2103 S El Camino Real Ste 104
Oceanside, CA 92054
760/308-3691
Tammy Grinde, DC
Accepting new patients.
Janice S Cruz DC
2204 S El Camino Real Ste 201
Oceanside, CA 92054
760/757-0222
Janice Cruz, DC
Accepting new patients.

Jason Kullmann, DC
4055 Oceanside Blvd Ste E
Oceanside, CA 92056
760/726-1953
Jason Kullmann, DC
Accepting new patients.

Living Better Healthcare
2216 S El Camino Real Ste 202
Oceanside, CA 92054
760/231-1433
David Rowell, DC
Accepting new patients.

Mission Chiropractic Clinic
3815 Mission Ave Ste 103
Oceanside, CA 92058
760/433-8641
Perry Smith, DC
Accepting new patients.

Rancho Del Oro Chiropractic
4055 Oceanside Blvd Ste E
Oceanside, CA 92056
760/726-1953
Michael Kastrup, DC
Accepting new patients.

Victor Tomassetti DC
2204 S El Camino Real Ste 201
Oceanside, CA 92054
760/757-0222
Victor Tomassetti, DC
Accepting new patients.

Poway
Hagan Chiropractic
14168 Poway Rd Ste 105
Poway, CA 92064
858/748-7703
Michael Hagan, DC
Accepting new patients.

Kennedy Chiropractic
14103 Poway Rd
Poway, CA 92064
858/748-3900
J Douglas Kennedy, DC
Accepting new patients.

Seibert Chiropractic
12344 Oak Knoll Rd Ste A
Poway, CA 92064
858/679-3777
Sharon Seibert, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Wiederrich Chiropractic Clinic
14103 Poway Rd
Poway, CA 92064
858/748-4343
Hans Wiederrich, DC
Accepting new patients.

Rancho Santa Fe
100 Percent Chiropractic Helfrich Inc
18025 Calle Ambiente Ste 204
Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067
858/367-8660
Brandon Livingood, DC
Accepting new patients.

San Diego
Alan B Lloyd DC
842 Washington St Ste A
San Diego, CA 92103
619/295-3361
Alan Lloyd, DC
Accepting new patients.

Alignment & Rehab Chiropractic Clinic
3019 Polk Ave
San Diego, CA 92104
619/640-0321
Ian Ahearn, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Atherton L Sorrenti DC
12264 El Camino Real Ste 108
San Diego, CA 92130
858/481-0303
Atherton Sorrenti, DC
Accepting new patients.

Back Pain Relief Chiropractic
4829 Convoy St
San Diego, CA 92111
858/458-5144
Leland Ferguson, DC
Accepting new patients.
Bernardo West Chiropractic
16766 Bernardo Center Dr Ste 111
San Diego, CA 92128
858/673-1733
Angela Hee, DC
Accepting new patients.
Jeffrey Oslance, DC
Accepting new patients.

Bonnie Fischer DC
2525 Camino del Rio S Ste 300
San Diego, CA 92108
619/458-9355
Bonnie Fischer, DC
Accepting new patients.

Borrego Chiropractic Group
2615 Camino Del Rio S Ste 100
San Diego, CA 92108
619/584-8490
Carl Yamamoto, DC
Accepting new patients.

Carmel Valley Chiropractic
3830 Valley Centre Dr Ste 704
San Diego, CA 92130
858/792-9000
Christopher Elleraas, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Carmel Valley Chiropractic and Rehabilitation
12750 Carmel Country Rd Ste 207
San Diego, CA 92130
858/254-2047
Jay Kunard, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chiropractic and Massage Healing Arts
9265 Activity Rd Ste 111
San Diego, CA 92126
858/578-5775
Jerry Wolfe, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chiropractic Care Clinic
4629 El Cajon Blvd
San Diego, CA 92115
619/285-1236
Jayson Hoang, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Chiropractic Orthopedic Group
8222 Vickers St Ste 108
San Diego, CA 92111
858/292-4040
John Toro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Armenian

Chiropractic Plus
3019 Polk Ave
San Diego, CA 92104
619/280-9020
Johanna Appel, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chula Vista Sports Chiropractic APC
4620 Alvarado Canyon Rd Ste 14
San Diego, CA 92120
619/229-9695
Daniel Cordero, DC
Accepting new patients.

Coast View Chiropractic Center
5252 Balboa Ave Ste 1002
San Diego, CA 92117
858/278-2181
Guy Carter, DC
Accepting new patients.

Contemporary Health Care
6612 Mission Gorge Rd Ste B
San Diego, CA 92120
619/282-8181
Marc Lewis, DC
Accepting new patients.

Cordero Chula Vista Sports Chiropractic
2445 Morena Blvd Ste 104
San Diego, CA 92110
619/253-7182
Daniel Cordero, DC
Accepting new patients.

Core Health Spine & Sports Care
3784 Clairemont Dr
San Diego, CA 92117
858/272-0074
Sean Higgins, DC
Accepting new patients.
Mike Kuoppamaki, DC
Accepting new patients.

Creative Wellness Chiropractic
4849 Ronson Ct Ste 100
San Diego, CA 92111
858/576-8181
Belin Tekin, DC
Accepting new patients.
David E. Gaussoin, D.C. Inc.
3539 College Ave
San Diego, CA 92115
619/287-0322
David Gaussoin, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

DeForest Chiropractic & Sports
2304 San Diego Ave Ste C
San Diego, CA 92110
619/291-2462
Gary Deforest, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dorris Chiropractic Inc
10330 Friars Rd Ste 111
San Diego, CA 92120
619/281-7800
Andrea Dorris, DC
Accepting new patients. Jeremy Dorris, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dr Derek Rice
2515 Camino Del Rio S Ste 328
San Diego, CA 92108
619/356-0314
Derek Rice, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dr Steve Jones
10393 San Diego Mission Rd Ste 130
San Diego, CA 92108
619/280-0554
Steven Jones, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dr. Aaron A Kenna D.C.
10717 Camino Ruiz Ste 255
San Diego, CA 92126
858/400-8528
Aaron Kenna, DC
Accepting new patients.

Effective Health and Wellness Center
2214 5th Ave
San Diego, CA 92101
858/863-6111
Haron Kazem, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Farsi

Element Wellness Center
5055 N Harbor Dr Ste 100
San Diego, CA 92106
619/523-9355
Ryan Hummel, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, French

Elevated Chiropractic
3555 Kenyon St Ste 100
San Diego, CA 92110
858/888-5775
Alicia Oswald, DC
Accepting new patients.

G&R Chiropractic Inc
7151 El Cajon Blvd Ste J
San Diego, CA 92115
619/466-5858
David Gregg, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Portuguese
Kevin Ryan, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Portuguese

Govenar Chiropractic APC
5252 Balboa Ave Ste 400
San Diego, CA 92117
858/560-4460
Daniel Govenar, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Heal by Hand Wellness Center
9474 Kearny Villa Rd Ste 113
San Diego, CA 92126
858/578-2070
Michelle Leach, DC
Accepting new patients.

Health In Motion Chiropractic
11610 Iberia Pl Ste 102
San Diego, CA 92128
858/848-5671
Jenna Seto, DC
Accepting new patients.

Health Point Wellness Clinic
9450 Scranton Rd Ste 101
San Diego, CA 92121
858/457-1925
Linda Oliver, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Health Vibes Alternative Therapies
2883 Meade Ave Ste B
San Diego, CA 92116
619/298-2342
Ali Farahanchi, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Farsi
Healthy Living Chiropractic
11848 Bernardo Plaza Ct Ste 260
San Diego, CA 92128
858/798-5235
Nga Tran, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese
Justin Vickroy, DC
Accepting new patients.

Herbin Acupuncture & Wellness
2801 4th Ave
San Diego, CA 92103
619/738-0634
Josephine Morales, DC
Accepting new patients.

Herring Chiropractic
15817 Bernardo Center Dr Ste 105
San Diego, CA 92127
858/674-7200
Jay Dickson, DC
Accepting new patients. Larry Herring, DC
Accepting new patients.

Hifai Chiropractic
7805 Highland Village Pl Ste G-104
San Diego, CA 92129
858/360-9000
Samila Hifai, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Farsi

Hoffman Chiropractic Center
7670 Opportunity Rd Ste 150
San Diego, CA 92111
858/627-9220
Kevin Hoffman, DC
Accepting new patients.

Hulbert Chiropractic
8312 Lake Murray Blvd Ste O
San Diego, CA 92119
619/318-7062
Ryan Hulbert, DC
Accepting new patients.

Ito Chiropractic
5222 Balboa Ave Ste 23
San Diego, CA 92117
858/500-6100
Narikazu Ito, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Jeffers Chiropractic & Sports
7770 Regents Rd Ste 105
San Diego, CA 92122
858/452-7770
Keith Jeffers, DC
Accepting new patients.

Jeffrey A Ninberg DC
8322 Clairemont Mesa Blvd Ste 202
San Diego, CA 92111
858/279-4145
Jeffrey Ninberg, DC
Accepting new patients.

Jeffrey Steinhardt DC
2707 Congress St Ste 2A
San Diego, CA 92110
619/234-2221
Jeffrey Steinhardt, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Jeffry S Hays DC A Chiropractic Corporation
5252 Balboa Ave Ste 1002
San Diego, CA 92117
858/278-2181
Jeffry Hays, DC
Accepting new patients.

Johnson Chiropractic
9265 Activity Rd Ste 111
San Diego, CA 92126
858/578-5775
Bob Johnson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Italian

Kevin Stevens Chiropractic A Professional Corporation
2333 Camino Del Rio S Ste 230
San Diego, CA 92108
619/925-4380
Kevin Stevens, DC
Accepting new patients.

Kristy Cadava, Chiropractic Corporation
1676 Palm Ave
San Diego, CA 92154
619/423-3217
Kristy Cadava, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Lawrence Truong Chiropractic Inc
5252 Balboa Ave Ste 400
San Diego, CA 92117
858/560-4460
Lawrence Truong, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Limon Family Chiropractic Center
3456 Camino Del Rio N Ste 100
San Diego, CA 92108
619/584-8181
Alexandria Limon, DC
Accepting new patients.
Matthew Sanicki
Chiropractic Inc
3646 Midway Dr Ste B
San Diego, CA 92110
619/223-1617
Matthew Sanicki, DC
Accepting new patients.

MB Chiropractic
5354 University Ave Ste 3
San Diego, CA 92105
619/692-3211
Mai Bui, DC
Accepting new patients.

MB Spine Center
10717 Camino Ruiz Ste 238
San Diego, CA 92126
619/692-3211
Mai Bui, DC
Accepting new patients.

Michael Flint DC
3587 Meade Ave
San Diego, CA 92116
619/283-5963
MICHAEL FLINT, DC
Accepting new patients.

Michael W McKinney DC
842 Washington St Ste A
San Diego, CA 92103
619/295-8073
Michael Mc Kinney, DC
Accepting new patients.

Midway Chiropractic
3405 Kenyon St Ste 206
San Diego, CA 92110
619/224-5371
Brian White, DC
Accepting new patients.

Mills Chiropractic Office
6565 Balboa Ave Ste A
San Diego, CA 92111
858/502-1250
Douglas Mills, DC
Accepting new patients.

Mira Mesa Chiropractic
5850 Oberlin Dr Ste 220
San Diego, CA 92121
858/453-0366
Jasdeep Henshaw, DC
Gale Savage, DC
Accepting new patients.

Mira Mesa Chiropractic and Rehab
10717 Camino Ruiz Ste 255
San Diego, CA 92126
858/213-3926
Jay Kunard, DC
Accepting new patients.

Mission Valley Family Chiropractic
2221 Camino Del Rio S Ste 309
San Diego, CA 92108
619/295-2225
Mark Rawlings, DC
Accepting new patients.

Nicholas O'Connor DC
5252 Balboa Ave Ste 701
San Diego, CA 92117
619/857-2528
Nicholas O'Connor, DC
Accepting new patients.

North Park Chiropractic
4380 Felton St
San Diego, CA 92104
619/283-6001
Amanda Foster, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish
Grant Foster, DC
Accepting new patients.

Okazaki Chiropractic
8665 Gibbs Dr Ste 140
San Diego, CA 92123
858/514-8320
Michihiro Okazaki, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Japanese

Old Town Chiropractic
2707 Congress St Ste 2A
San Diego, CA 92110
619/234-2221
Dien Vo, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Vietnamese

Olsen Chiropractic
16445 Bernardo Center Dr
San Diego, CA 92128
858/395-9008
Martin Olsen, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ortega Chiropractic, Inc
5005 Texas St Ste 301
San Diego, CA 92108
619/296-5655
Joseph Ortega III, DC
Accepting new patients.

Owens Chiropractic
4529 College Ave
San Diego, CA 92115
619/265-9336
Lynn Owens, DC
Accepting new patients.

Paisley Wellness Center
16776 Bernardo Center Dr Ste 211
San Diego, CA 92128
858/675-1140
Jill Paisley, DC
Accepting new patients.

Paul Marsh Chiropractic Inc
5005 Texas St Ste 301
San Diego, CA 92108
619/299-1993
Paul Marsh, DC
Accepting new patients.

Peak Performance Sports And Spine Center
8885 Rio San Diego Dr Ste 357
San Diego, CA 92108
619/293-3453
Jarret Welsh, DC
Accepting new patients.

Point Loma Chiropractic
3646 Midway Dr Ste B
San Diego, CA 92110
619/223-1617
Ian Ahearn, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Positive Edge Chiropractic
9988 Hibert St Ste 205
San Diego, CA 92131
858/635-9355
Michael Lagueux II, DC
Accepting new patients.
Niccole O’Dell, DC
Accepting new patients.

Premier Treatment & Health
444 W C St Ste 190
San Diego, CA 92101
619/232-4030
Peter MacKay, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: French

Quest Holistic Center
3505 Camino Del Rio S Ste 120
San Diego, CA 92108
619/683-2220
Samir Faragallah, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, French, Italian, Arabic, Amharic

Rancho Bernardo Chiropractic & Wellness
11828 Rancho Bernardo Rd Ste 205
San Diego, CA 92128
858/485-8220
Richard Trevisin, DC
Accepting new patients.

Rapha Chiropractic Center
9855 Erma Rd Ste 104
San Diego, CA 92131
858/292-0256
David Joo, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean

Rapha Chiropractic Center
4655 Ruffner St Ste 120
San Diego, CA 92111
858/292-0256
David Joo, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Korean
SoCal Chiropractic/Wellspace
4080 Centre St Ste 202
San Diego, CA 92103
619/363-2373
Ahmad Kazem, DC
  Not accepting new patients.
  Alt. language spoken: Farsi

Soleimani Chiropractic PC
9040 Friars Rd Ste 400
San Diego, CA 92108
619/280-0201
Colin Mackay, DC
  Accepting new patients.

Soleimani Chiropractic PC
9040 Friars Rd Ste 401
San Diego, CA 92108
619/280-0201
Shahram Soleimani, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt.
  language spoken: Spanish,
  Farsi

Sorrento Valley Chiropractic
5440 Morehouse Dr Ste 1700
San Diego, CA 92121
858/455-7654
Jamey Jacquemoud, DC
  Accepting new patients.
  Timothy Reed, DC
  Accepting new patients.

Sorrento Valley Pain Relief Center
5955 Mira Mesa Blvd Ste D
San Diego, CA 92121
858/404-5944
Sherry Schneider, DC
  Accepting new patients.
  Richard Theobald, DC
  Accepting new patients.
  Mandeep Walia, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt.
  language spoken: Urdu,
  Hindi

Stability Spine & Sport Chiropractic
3019 Polk Ave
San Diego, CA 92104
619/640-0321
Katherine Andrews, DC
  Accepting new patients.

Symmetry Health
4432 Ingraham St
San Diego, CA 92109
858/270-2225
Michael Wilson, DC
  Accepting new patients.

Tierrasanta Chiropractic Group
10444 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
San Diego, CA 92124
858/573-1104
Michael Fillat, DC
  Accepting new patients.

Total Care Chiropractic
8787 Complex Dr Ste 204
San Diego, CA 92123
858/279-7600
Jeanne Ames, DC
  Accepting new patients.

Towne Center Chiropractic
4445 Eastgate Mall Ste 120
San Diego, CA 92121
858/450-1805
David McGrath, DC
  Accepting new patients.

TQ Chiropractic
6937 Linda Vista Rd Ste E
San Diego, CA 92111
858/279-3888
Tim Nguyentu, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt.
  language spoken: Vietnamese

Travis C Ehlers DC
8901 Activity Rd
San Diego, CA 92126
844/627-4763
Travis Ehlers, DC
  Accepting new patients.

Travis Rose Chiropractic
2635 Camino del Rio S Ste 200
San Diego, CA 92108
619/818-4306
Travis Rose, DC
  Accepting new patients.

West Care Chiropractic Dr
Majid Taghizadeh
3539 College Ave
San Diego, CA 92115
619/294-3800
Majid Taghizadeh, DC
  Accepting new patients. Alt.
  language spoken: Farsi,
  Persian, Turkish

Wheeler Family Chiropractic
5482 Complex St Ste 101
San Diego, CA 92123
858/569-4567
Gregory Wheeler, DC
  Accepting new patients.
San Marcos

Cafanga Chiropractic  
100 N Rancho Santa Fe Rd  
Ste 129  
San Marcos, CA 92069  
760/410-2373  
Mark Cafagna Sr, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Comprehensive Health  
555 S Rancho Santa Fe Rd  
Ste 200  
San Marcos, CA 92078  
760/736-0286  
Russell Revilla, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Douglas L Reich  
Chiropractic  
555 S Rancho Santa Fe Rd  
Ste 200  
San Marcos, CA 92078  
760/736-0286  
Douglas Lloyd Reich, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish

Hernandez Chiropractic  
1125 Linda Vista Dr Ste 102  
San Marcos, CA 92078  
760/591-4878  
Robert Gonzalez, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish  
Jose Hernandez, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish

Jason A. Edwards DC  
940 W San Marcos Blvd Ste B  
San Marcos, CA 92078  
760/744-1881  
Jason Edwards, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish

Kenneth M Wolff, DC  
811 W San Marcos Blvd  
San Marcos, CA 92078  
760/744-8223  
Kenneth Wolff, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Regina M Roark DC  
821 W San Marcos Blvd  
San Marcos, CA 92078  
760/591-4992  
Regina Roark, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Walter Fermin DC  
811 W San Marcos Blvd  
San Marcos, CA 92078  
760/509-6800  
Walter Fermin, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt.  
language spoken: Tagalog

Wellness Chiropractic  
940 W San Marcos Blvd Ste B  
San Marcos, CA 92078  
760/744-1881  
Gary Lewkovich, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish

Santee

Brinegar Chiropractic Center  
8760 Cuyamaca St Ste 203  
Santee, CA 92071  
619/258-1011  
Kenneth Brinegar, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Family Care Chiropractic  
10201 Mission Gorge Rd Ste L  
Santee, CA 92071  
619/449-8100  
Alan Tuthill, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Santee Chiropractic Clinic  
10763 Woodside Ave Ste A  
Santee, CA 92071  
619/562-8222  
Michael Kelly, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Santee Family Medicine  
120 Town Center Pkwy  
Santee, CA 92071  
619/445-6200  
Matthew Kelchner, DC  
Accepting new patients.  
Aaron Kenna, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Todd A Polk Chiropractic  
9570 Cuyamaca St Ste 101  
Santee, CA 92071  
619/258-1144  
Todd Polk, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Whalen Chiropractic  
9570 Cuyamaca St Ste 101  
Santee, CA 92071  
619/258-1144  
Nicole O'Dell, DC  
Accepting new patients.  
Wayne Whalen, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Solana Beach

Elliot B Canter  
440 Stevens Ave Ste 200  
Solana Beach, CA 92075  
760/942-4702  
Elliot Canter, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt.  
language spoken: Spanish
North County Spine & Disc Center
222 N Acacia Ave
Solana Beach, CA 92075
760/630-0426
Ross Webster, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Spring Valley
Timothy J Williams DC
9676 Campo Rd Ste B
Spring Valley, CA 91977
619/465-9700
Timothy Williams, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Wengs Acupuncture & Herbal Clinic
9972 Campo Rd Ste A
Spring Valley, CA 91977
619/469-6327
Audrey Vaughan, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Valley Center
Robert G Vertrees DC
27940 Valley Center Rd
Valley Center, CA 92082
760/749-8211
Robert Vertrees, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Valley Center Chiropractic and Hollistic Care
28714 Valley Center Rd Ste I
Valley Center, CA 92082
760/500-6253
John Maher, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Vista
Active Mobility Chiropractic Rehabilitation Group
1680 S Melrose Dr Ste 105
Vista, CA 92081
760/599-4900
Anthony Werbelow, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Advanced Spine & Joint Care
3231 Business Park Dr Ste B
Vista, CA 92081
760/598-9200
Mark Elliott, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Andres Garcia DC
115 Main St
Vista, CA 92084
760/726-9660
Andres Garcia, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Chiropractic Rehabilitation Wellness Center
115 Main St
Vista, CA 92084
760/726-9660
Rick Barrack, DC
   Not accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Core Chiropractic Solutions
510 Hacienda Dr Ste 107
Vista, CA 92081
760/630-0683
Alison Stamos, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Craig E Heller DC
115 Main St
Vista, CA 92084
760/726-9660
Craig Heller, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Daniel C Postulka DC
115 Main St
Vista, CA 92084
760/726-9660
Daniel Postulka, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Debra Asakura DC
1315 Hot Springs Way Ste 101
Vista, CA 92081
760/419-0002
Debra Asakura, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Denise M Maxwell DC
510 Hacienda Dr Ste 107
Vista, CA 92081
760/630-0683
Denise Maxwell, DC
   Accepting new patients.

Noll Chiropractic
1011 S Santa Fe Ave Ste F
Vista, CA 92083
760/726-1211
Patrick Noll, DC
   Accepting new patients.

North County Spine & Disc Center
850 E Vista Way Ste A
Vista, CA 92084
760/630-0426
Ross Webster, DC
   Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Robert D Olson Integrative Chiropractic Inc
906 Sycamore Ave Ste 210
Vista, CA 92081
760/940-0500
Robert Olson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Shadowridge Chiropractic Center
2315 S Melrose Dr
Vista, CA 92081
760/727-7600
Jason Gestring, DC
Accepting new patients.

Sycamore Chiropractic Center
1116 Sycamore Ave Ste C
Vista, CA 92081
760/598-1021
John Clark II, DC
Accepting new patients.

Touch of Health Chiropractic
1904 Hacienda Dr
Vista, CA 92081
760/758-4325
Melissa Tosczak, DC
Accepting new patients.

San Luis Obispo County
Arroyo Grande

Baird Chiropractic
411 Traffic Way Ste F
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
805/481-0754
William Baird Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.

Kyle Moser DC LLC
130 S Halcyon Rd Ste B
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
805/481-8508
Kyle Moser, DC
Accepting new patients.

Quinn Chiropractic Center
207 S Halcyon Rd
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
805/481-9696
John Quinn, DC
Accepting new patients.

Ruda Chiropractic
130 S Halcyon Rd Ste B
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
805/481-8508
John Ruda, DC
Accepting new patients.

Wolf Chiropractic
604 E Grand Ave
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
805/473-2200
Paul Wolf, DC
Accepting new patients.

Watson Chiropractic
800 Quintana Rd Ste B1
Morro Bay, CA 93442
805/772-6131
John Watson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Holly Martone DC QME
5801 Traffic Way
Atascadero, CA 93422
805/466-3643
Holly Martone, DC
Accepting new patients.

Mark Gorbahn Chiropractic Inc
9455 El Camino Real
Atascadero, CA 93422
805/466-5200
Mark Gorbahn, DC
Accepting new patients.

Mike Zemella Chiropractic
7540 Morro Rd
Atascadero, CA 93422
805/460-7557
Michael Zemella, DC
Accepting new patients.

Ralston Chiropractic
4305 El Camino Real
Atascadero, CA 93422
805/461-5768
Jerry Ralston, DC
Accepting new patients.

Willis Family Chiropractic
3534 El Camino Real
Atascadero, CA 93422
805/462-2595
Daniel Willis, DC
Not accepting new patients.

Morro Bay

Becker Chiropractic
580 Harbor St
Morro Bay, CA 93442
805/772-2737
Robert Becker, DC
Accepting new patients.

Watson Chiropractic
800 Quintana Rd Ste B1
Morro Bay, CA 93442
805/772-6131
John Watson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Nipomo

California Chiropractic
555 W Tefft St Ste 2
Nipomo, CA 93444
805/931-0300
Janet Gaussoin, DC
Accepting new patients.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Practice Name</th>
<th>Address/Office Information</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Paso Robles   | Gwen Pillow Chiropractic Inc                      | 1502 Spring St Ste B  
Paso Robles, CA 93446  
805/237-2654  
Gwen Pillow, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, French |                     |                                                                                                                                          |
|               | Holly Martone DC QME                              | 741 21st St Ste 103  
Paso Robles, CA 93446  
805/466-3643  
Holly Martone, DC  
Accepting new patients.                                                                                                              |
|               | LoJacono Family Chiropractic                      | 1830 Spring St  
Paso Robles, CA 93446  
805/226-8001  
Joseph LoJacono, DC  
Accepting new patients.                                                                                                                |
|               | Nicholas Meyer DC                                 | 741 21st St Ste 103  
Paso Robles, CA 93446  
805/239-8600  
Nicholas Meyer, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish                                                                                                                                      |
|               | Nicklas Chiropractic                              | 935 Riverside Ave Ste 2  
Paso Robles, CA 93446  
805/237-7463  
David Nicklas, DC  
Accepting new patients.                                                                                                                |
|               | Pismo Beach                                        | Peterson Chiropractic Office                    | 1251 Shell Beach Rd  
Pismo Beach, CA 93449  
805/773-1251  
Andrew Peterson, DC  
Accepting new patients.                                                                                                                |
|               | Roberton Mamigonian Central Coast Chiropractic Inc| 881 Oak Park Blvd  
Pismo Beach, CA 93449  
805/473-0900  
Ryan Fessel, DC  
Accepting new patients.                                                                                                                |
|               | San Luis Obispo                                   | Affinity Chiropractic Center                    | 3565 S Higuera St  
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401  
805/544-8884  
Jeffrey Hiner, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: German                                                                                                                                       |
|               |                                                   |                                                  |                      | Sandra Karlic-Hiner, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, German                                                                                                                                  |
|               |                                                   | David Van Dyke Chiropractic                      | 1150 Grove St  
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401  
805/541-2727  
David Van Dyke, DC  
Accepting new patients.                                                                                                                |
|               |                                                   | Johnston Chiropractic Clinic                    | 1150 Grove St  
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401  
805/541-2727  
Raymond Johnston, DC  
Accepting new patients.                                                                                                                |
|               |                                                   | Orszag Chiropractic Corporation                 | 891 Pismo St  
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401  
805/544-6325  
Adam Orszag, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish                                                                                                                                       |
|               |                                                   | Pain Relief Clinic                               | 3565 S Higuera St Ste D  
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401  
805/548-8877  
Jon Wells, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, ASL                                                                                                                                      |
|               |                                                   | Recovery Chiropractic                            | 1428 Phillips Ln Ste B1  
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401  
805/548-8520  
Thomas Rosplock, DC  
Accepting new patients.                                                                                                                |
|               |                                                   | San Luis Obispo Chiropractic Center              | 2066 Chorro St  
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401  
805/541-2225  
Erin Parsons, DC  
Accepting new patients.                                                                                                                |
|               |                                                   | Thomas Hadijiyane                                | 1264 Higuera St Ste 107A  
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401  
805/543-8199  
Thomas Hadijiyane, DC  
Accepting new patients.                                                                                                                |
Templeton
Dr Martha's Chiropractic Office
1051 Las Tablas Rd
Templeton, CA 93465
805/434-0288
Martha Bordonaro, DC
Accepting new patients.

Santa Barbara
County
Buellton
West Chiropractic, Inc
90 W Highway 246 Ste 1
Buellton, CA 93427
805/688-5545
Andrew West, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lompoc
Hinkens Hometown Chiropractic
115 E Hickory Ave Ste A
Lompoc, CA 93436
805/735-8148
Michael Hinkens, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Santa Barbara
Advanced Chiropractic Group
5350 Hollister Ave Ste A3
Santa Barbara, CA 93111
805/681-7322
James Cochran, DC
Accepting new patients.
Michael York, DC
Accepting new patients.

Athletic Injury Clinic
411 E Canon Perdido St
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
805/564-1824
Irwin Teichman, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Barry Family Chiropractic
30 W Mission St Ste 2
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
805/201-2909
Neal Barry, DC
Accepting new patients.

Craviotto Family Chiropractic
2922 De La Vina St
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
805/563-0007
John Craviotto, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dawson Chiropractic Health Center
1933 Cliff Dr Ste 5
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
805/965-3302
John Dawson Jr, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

English Chiropractic
5370 Hollister Ave Ste I
Santa Barbara, CA 93111
805/964-9839
Kevin English, DC
Accepting new patients.

Health Spectrum Chiropractic
1333 De la Vina St Ste A
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
805/965-6992
Rafael Reynoso, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

James E Adams DC
1809 E Cabrillo Blvd Ste B
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
805/969-9910
James Adams, DC
Not accepting new patients.
Maria Adams, DC
Accepting new patients.

Miller Family Chiropractic
1933 Cliff Dr Ste 5
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
805/569-9236
Karen Miller, DC
Accepting new patients.

Milpas Chiropractic
811 E Mason St
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
805/965-9801
Luis Diaz, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, ASL

Neilis Conrad Larson DC
5350 Hollister Ave Ste A3
Santa Barbara, CA 93111
805/681-7322
Neilis Larson, DC
Accepting new patients.
Spencer Chiropractic  
25 E Arrellaga St  
Santa Barbara, CA 93101  
805/963-1924  
John Spencer, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Wagner Chiropractic  
2922 De La Vina St  
Santa Barbara, CA 93105  
805/682-2407  
Daniel Wagner, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Zemella Chiropractic  
3022 State St Ste B  
Santa Barbara, CA 93105  
805/687-6629  
Paul Zemella, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Santa Maria  

Anaya Chiropractic and Sports Injury Center  
338 E Betteravia Rd Ste D  
Santa Maria, CA 93454  
805/925-9299  
Aaron Anaya, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Arensdorf Chiropractic  
912 E Main St Ste C  
Santa Maria, CA 93454  
805/346-6700  
Raymond Arensdorf Jr, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Catherina Chiropractic  
105 E Jones St  
Santa Maria, CA 93454  
805/310-3678  
Kimberly Catherina, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Douglas S Wilson DC  
2615 S Miller St Ste 108  
Santa Maria, CA 93455  
805/938-7480  
Douglas Wilson, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Matthew R Egbert DC Inc  
1767 S Broadway  
Santa Maria, CA 93454  
805/614-7820  
Matthew Egbert, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Portuguese

Orcutt Chiropractic Health  
235 E Clark Ave Ste A  
Santa Maria, CA 93455  
805/937-2015  
David Hensiek, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Pierce Chiropractic & Sports Injury Center, PC  
1415 E Main St  
Santa Maria, CA 93454  
805/922-1721  
William Pierce, DC  
Accepting new patients.

The Wellness Place  
210 E Clark Ave Ste A  
Santa Maria, CA 93455  
805/934-5761  
Gregory Anderson, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Solvang  

Adam Pollenz  
591 Alamo Pintado Rd Ste B  
Solvang, CA 93463  
805/693-1811  
Adam Pollenz, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Solvang Chiropractic  
680 Alamo Pintado Rd Ste 106  
Solvang, CA 93463  
805/325-9698  
Noah Swanson, DC  
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Ventura County  

Camarillo  

Adam Story Chiropractic Corp  
2310 E Ponderosa Dr Ste 20B  
Camarillo, CA 93010  
805/389-0325  
Adam Story, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Ayala Chiropractic Inc APC  
2370 Las Posas Rd Ste B  
Camarillo, CA 93010  
805/384-8443  
Aaron Ayala, DC  
Accepting new patients.

Camarillo Holistic and Chiropractic Center  
1200 Paseo Camarillo Ste 160  
Camarillo, CA 93010  
805/987-1800  
James Aylor, DC  
Accepting new patients.
**Chiropractic Health Care**
333 N Lantana St Ste 114
Camarillo, CA 93010
805/987-1555
Mark Stone, DC
Accepting new patients.

**Coffman Chiropractic**
1601 Carmen Dr Ste 112
Camarillo, CA 93010
805/383-9114
Brent Coffman, DC
Accepting new patients.

**Community Chiropractic Health Centre**
1000 Paseo Camarillo Ste 118
Camarillo, CA 93010
805/482-3131
Billy Long, DC
Accepting new patients.

**Dimaano Chiropractic, Inc.**
2370 Las Posas Rd Ste B
Camarillo, CA 93010
805/384-0101
Romeo Dimaano, DC
Accepting new patients.

**Jensen Walk-In Chiropractic**
3687 Las Posas Rd Ste 185
Camarillo, CA 93010
805/484-1990
Stanley Jensen, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Joseph L Lennon DC**
3687 Las Posas Rd Ste 185
Camarillo, CA 93010
805/484-1990
Joseph Lennon, DC
Accepting new patients.

**Lopez Family Chiropractic**
760 Las Posas Rd Ste A3
Camarillo, CA 93010
805/482-0105
Nicole Lopez, DC
Accepting new patients.

**Mission Oaks Chiropractic**
5239 Mission Oaks Blvd
Camarillo, CA 93012
805/484-7500
Jonathan Bugh, DC
Accepting new patients.

**Nancy Hood Chiropractic Care**
3901 Las Posas Rd Ste 1
Camarillo, CA 93010
805/482-9595
Nancy Price-Hood, DC
Accepting new patients.

**Optimal Chiropractic**
760 Las Posas Rd Ste A3
Camarillo, CA 93010
805/482-0105
Kassandra Walkowiak, DC
Accepting new patients.

**Tyler T Taylor Chiropractic**
445 Rosewood Ave Ste A
Camarillo, CA 93010
805/484-8930
Tyler Taylor, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Moorpark**

**Ed Green Chiropractic**
301 Science Dr Ste 100
Moorpark, CA 93021
805/531-1188
Ed Green, DC
Accepting new patients.

**Moorpark Chiropractic**
530 New Los Angeles Ave Ste 204
Moorpark, CA 93021
805/523-7146
Don Stanley Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.

**Newbury Park**

**Rick Sears DC**
2814 Camino Dos Rios Ste 404
Newbury Park, CA 91320
805/496-1045
Rick Sears, DC
Accepting new patients.

**Oxnard**

**Anacapa Chiropractic**
3600 Harbor Blvd Ste 132
Oxnard, CA 93035
805/201-0500
David Packard, DC
Accepting new patients.

**Anderson Chiropractic**
300 E 1st St
Oxnard, CA 93030
805/486-8311
Todd Anderson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

**Donley Chiropractic**
2045 Saviers Rd Ste 6
Oxnard, CA 93033
805/486-7345
Brian Donley, DC
Accepting new patients.
Dr Lauren M Papa
2045 Saviers Rd Ste 6
Oxnard, CA 93033
818/990-0657
Lauren Papa, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Logan Osland Chiropractic
3663 W 5th St
Oxnard, CA 93030
805/644-4937
Logan Osland, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Logan Osland Chiropractic
2001 Solar Dr Ste 165
Oxnard, CA 93036
805/644-4937
Logan Osland, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Mousseli Chiropractic Corporation
2100 Solar Dr Ste 102
Oxnard, CA 93036
805/973-0919
Farrah Mousseli, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Farsi

O’Neill Chiropractic
400 E Esplanade Dr Ste 103
Oxnard, CA 93036
805/981-8575
Jack O’Neill, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Oxnard Health and Wellness
4225 Saviers Rd Ste 3
Oxnard, CA 93033
805/385-8822
Todd Anderson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Roger Anderson Chiropractic
300 E 1st St
Oxnard, CA 93030
805/486-8311
Roger Anderson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

The Kraft Chiropractic Clinic Inc
917 W 7th St
Oxnard, CA 93030
805/483-2225
Garry Kraft, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Chinese, Tagalog, Ilocano (Ilokano)

Ventura County Occupational Medical Center
1901 Holser Walk Ste 315
Oxnard, CA 93036
805/988-2273
Bradford Alex, DC
Accepting new patients. Mack Toyama, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Vineyard Chiropractic
2577 E Vineyard Ave
Oxnard, CA 93036
805/485-8181
Joseph Combs, DC
Accepting new patients.

Port Hueneme
Knight Chiropractic Health
521 W Channel Islands Blvd
Ste 4
Port Hueneme, CA 93041
805/984-1500
Roger Knight, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Santa Paula
White Chiropractic Center
957 E Main St
Santa Paula, CA 93060
805/525-1132
Robert White, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Simi Valley
Bruce Householder DC
1445 E Los Angeles Ave Ste 303
Simi Valley, CA 93065
805/581-2497
Bruce Householder II, DC
Accepting new patients.

Cathy Ann Hunter DC
1633 Erringer Rd Ste 201C
Simi Valley, CA 93065
805/433-5806
Cathy Hunter, DC
Accepting new patients.

Chiropractic Way
2488 Tapo St Ste 2
Simi Valley, CA 93063
805/583-0895
Jan Suckut, DC
Accepting new patients.
Deborah W Wollum DC
3200 E Los Angeles Ave Ste 28
Simi Valley, CA 93065
805/520-2780
Deborah Wollum, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dr Porter Sports Chiropractic & Wellness
2345 Erringer Rd Ste 210
Simi Valley, CA 93065
805/582-0770
Elena Porter, DC
Accepting new patients.

Dvora Family Chiropractic
2072 Tapo St
Simi Valley, CA 93063
805/584-1114
Yaniv Dvora, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Hebrew

Family Chiropractic Center
4352 Cochran St
Simi Valley, CA 93063
805/522-3713
Paul Brandt, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: German

In Line Chiropractic
1716 Erringer Rd Ste 100
Simi Valley, CA 93065
805/581-8053
Phillip Lavine, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Shawn DeCloedt DC
3200 E Los Angeles Ave Ste 28
Simi Valley, CA 93065
805/581-2310
Shawn DeCloedt, DC
Accepting new patients.

Sommer Sports Chiropractic
2345 Erringer Rd Ste 210
Simi Valley, CA 93065
805/582-0007
David Sommer, DC
Accepting new patients.

Susan Bruno DC
495 E Los Angeles Ave Ste 103
Simi Valley, CA 93065
805/527-6782
Susan Bruno, DC
Accepting new patients.

Wayne Press Chiropractic, Inc
495 E Los Angeles Ave Ste 106
Simi Valley, CA 93065
805/527-7246
Wayne Press, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Thousand Oaks
A 2 Z Health Wellness Centers
2955 N Moorpark Rd
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
805/241-4194
Vera Flannery, DC
Accepting new patients.

Advanced Chiropractic Rehabilitation
1625 E Thousand Oaks Blvd Ste E
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
805/496-4469
Nicholas Brock, DC
Accepting new patients.

American Chiropractic Wellness Center
1325 E Thousand Oaks Blvd Ste 104
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
805/371-6144
Michael Lipsky, DC
Accepting new patients.

Bodyfix
325 E Hillcrest Dr Ste 170
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
805/557-1288
Richard Cimadoro, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Central Chiropractic Clinic
516 Pennsfield Pl Ste 100
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
805/373-0097
Philip Caso, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Dr. Hans C. Delfo
268 Lombard St
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
805/495-8300
Hans Delfo, DC
Accepting new patients.
Gregory A Celaya Chiro Corp
1325 E Thousand Oaks Blvd
Ste 104
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
805/371-6144
Gregory Celaya, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Janousek Chiropractic
60 Rancho Rd Ste 1
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
805/495-3811
Peter Janousek, DC
Accepting new patients.

Julie R Trussell DC
1325 E Thousand Oaks Blvd
Ste 104
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
805/371-6144
Julie Trussell, DC
Accepting new patients.

Omega Rehab & Sport
325 Rolling Oaks Dr Ste 250
Thousand Oaks, CA 91361
805/230-1199
Sevak Khodabakhshian, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Armenian

Premier Family Chiropractic
60 Rancho Rd Ste 1
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
805/494-3388
Jay Thompson, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Sean B Wagner
268 Lombard St
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
805/495-8300
Sean Wagner, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

Sharon Dollase DC
3180 Willow Ln Ste 204
Thousand Oaks, CA 91361
805/495-2127
Sharon Dollase, DC
Accepting new patients.

Stephen A Marrone II DC
3180 Willow Ln Ste 102
Thousand Oaks, CA 91361
805/379-2595
Stephen Marrone II, DC
Accepting new patients.

Tevel Chiropractic
1489 E Thousand Oaks Blvd
Ste A1
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
805/496-4532
Tass Toth-Tevel, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Hungarian

Thousand Oaks Family Chiropractic
268 Lombard St Ste B
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
805/777-9277
David Hwang, DC
Accepting new patients.

Ulberg Healing Choices & Chiropractic
901 Greenwich Dr
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
805/449-2646
Jeri Ulberg, DC
Accepting new patients.

Ventura
Active Spine & Sports Care
2021 Sperry Ave Ste 44
Ventura, CA 93003
805/384-0101
Romeo Dimaano, DC
Accepting new patients.

Advanced Spine & Sport Chiropractic
4601 Telephone Rd Ste 110
Ventura, CA 93003
805/642-4061
James Baranski, DC
Accepting new patients.

Auda Chiropractic Health Care Clinic
789 S Victoria Ave Ste 206
Ventura, CA 93003
805/644-3629
Larry Auda, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish, Italian

Buenaventura Chiropractic
2929 Loma Vista Rd Ste A
Ventura, CA 93003
805/641-0777
Irwin Teichman, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish

College Chiropractic Group
4247 Telegraph Rd
Ventura, CA 93003
805/644-5563
Robert Cocain, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt. language spoken: Spanish
Eckerson Chiropractic
738 E Main St
Ventura, CA 93001
805/278-6767
David Eckerson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Jennifer Francisco
Chiropractic Care Inc
4564 Telephone Rd Ste 806
Ventura, CA 93003
805/339-0457
Jennifer Francisco, DC
Accepting new patients.

Lawrence Chiropractic Inc
4247 Telegraph Rd Ste C
Ventura, CA 93003
805/340-4487
Christopher Lawrence, DC
Accepting new patients.

Logan Osland Chiropractic
5227 Telegraph Rd Ste B
Ventura, CA 93003
805/644-4937
Logan Osland, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Lundstrom Family
Chiropractic
2686 Johnson Dr Ste 104
Ventura, CA 93003
805/654-1432
Lars Lundstrom, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish, Swedish

Lyans Chiropractic Center
46 N Ash St
Ventura, CA 93001
805/644-4487
John Lyans Jr, DC
Accepting new patients.

ManeeWan Chiropractic
5700 Ralston St Ste 110
Ventura, CA 93003
805/653-6008
Vanvisa Gitjarunglert, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Thai

Michael S Peck DC
697 E Main St
Ventura, CA 93001
805/658-8600
Michael Peck, DC
Accepting new patients.

Prestin Chiropractic
Professional Corporation
1623 Goodyear Ave Ste B
Ventura, CA 93003
805/658-8115
Eric Prestin, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish, Russian

Wilson Chiropractic &
Sports
2000 E Main St
Ventura, CA 93001
805/643-4176
Ralph Wilson, DC
Accepting new patients.

Westlake Village
Chiropractic Sports Institute
2277 Townsgate Rd Ste 101
Westlake Village, CA 91361
805/371-0737
Terry Weyman, DC
Accepting new patients.

Fey Chiropractic
Corporation
128 Auburn Ct Ste 100
Westlake Village, CA 91362
805/495-0110
Pierre Fey, DC
Accepting new patients.

Knox Family Chiropractic,
Inc
2277 Townsgate Rd Ste 218
Westlake Village, CA 91361
818/597-0000
Kyle Knox, DC
Accepting new patients.

Michelle M Caravello DC
699 Hampshire Rd Ste 109
Westlake Village, CA 91361
805/409-8000
Michelle Caravello, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Spanish

Shekinah Health
650 S Westlake Blvd Ste 200
Westlake Village, CA 91362
805/777-8154
Kap Kim, DC
Accepting new patients. Alt.
language spoken: Korean
Notice of nondiscrimination

Kaiser Permanente complies with applicable federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex. Kaiser Permanente does not exclude people or treat them differently because of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex. We also:

- Provide no cost aids and services to people with disabilities to communicate effectively with us, such as:
  - Qualified sign language interpreters.
  - Written information in other formats, such as large print, audio, and accessible electronic formats.
- Provide no cost language services to people whose primary language is not English, such as:
  - Qualified interpreters.
  - Information written in other languages.

If you need these services, call Member Services at **1-800-443-0815** (TTY 711), 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., seven days a week.

If you believe that Kaiser Permanente has failed to provide these services or discriminated in another way on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex, you can file a grievance with our Civil Rights Coordinator by writing to One Kaiser Plaza, 12th Floor, Suite 1223, Oakland, CA 94612 or calling Member Services at the number listed above. You can file a grievance by mail or phone. If you need help filing a grievance, our Civil Rights Coordinator is available to help you. You can also file a civil rights complaint with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office for Civil Rights electronically through the Office for Civil Rights Complaint Portal, available at [https://ocrportal.hhs.gov/ocr/portal/lobby.jsf](https://ocrportal.hhs.gov/ocr/portal/lobby.jsf), or by mail or phone at: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office for Civil Rights, 200 Independence Avenue SW., Room 509F, HHH Building, Washington, DC 20201, **1-800-368-1019, 800-537-7697** (TDD). Complaint forms are available at [http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/office/file/index.html](http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/office/file/index.html).
Multi-language Interpreter Services

English
ATTENTION: If you speak a language other than English, language assistance services, free of charge, are available to you. Call 1-800-443-0815 (TTY: 711).

Spanish
ATENCIÓN: si habla español, tiene a su disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia lingüística. Llame al 1-800-443-0815 (TTY: 711).

Chinese
注意：如果您使用繁體中文，您可以免費獲得語言援助服務。請致電 1-800-443-0815（TTY：711）。

Vietnamese
CHÚ Ý: Nếu bạn nói Tiếng Việt, có dịch vụ hỗ trợ ngôn ngữ miễn phí dành cho bạn. Gọi số 1-800-443-0815 (TTY: 711).

Tagalog
PAUNAWA: Kung nagsasalita ka ng Tagalog, maaari kang gumamit ng mga serbisyo ng tulong sa wika nang walang bayad. Tumawag sa 1-800-443-0815 (TTY: 711).

Korean
주의: 한국어를 사용하시는 경우, 언어 지원 서비스를 무료로 이용하실 수 있습니다. 1-800-443-0815 (TTY: 711)번으로 전화해 주십시오.

Armenian
ՈՒՇԱԴՐՈՒԹՅՈՒՆ՝ Եթե խոսում եք հայերեն, ապա ձեզ անվճար կարող են տրամադրվել լեզվական աջակցության ծառայությունները: Զանգահարեք 1-800-443-0815 (TTY (հեռախոսի)՝ 711):

Russian
ВНИМАНИЕ: Если вы говорите на русском языке, то вам доступны бесплатные услуги перевода. Звоните 1-800-443-0815 (телетайп: 711).

Japanese
注意事項：日本語を話される場合、無料の言語支援をご利用いただけます。1-800-443-0815（TTY:711）まで、お電話にてご連絡ください。

Punjabi
ਫਿਨ੍ਹਾਰ ਦੌੜੀਂ: ਤੇ ਉੰਨੀ ਭਾਸ਼ਾ ਬੇਠਣਾ ਦੇ, ਤੁਹਾਂ ਉੱਪਰ ਸੰਚਾਲਿਤ ਮੰਗਣੀ ਮੇਰੇ ਉਚਾਰਣ ਸੰਸਾਰ ਭੁਹੌਦ ਧਿਆਲਾ ਹੈ।
1-800-443-0815 (TTY: 711) ਉੱਚਾਰਣ ਬੰਧੜ।
Hmong

Hindi
ध्यान दें: यदि आप हिंदी बोलते हैं तो आपके लिए मुफ्त में भाषा सहायता सेवायें उपलब्ध हैं। 1-800-443-0815 (TTY: 711) पर कॉल करें।

Thai
เรียน: ถ้าคุณพูดภาษาไทยคุณสามารถใช้บริการช่วยเหลือทางภาษาได้ฟรี โดยโทร 1-800-443-0815 (TTY: 711).

Farsi
توجه: اگر به زبان فارسی گفتگو می کنید، تسهیلات زبانی بصورت رایگان برای شما فراهم می‌باشد. باشند. با 1-800-443-0815 (TTY: 711) تماس بگیرید.

Arabic
ملحوظة: إذا كنت تتحدث أنكر اللغة، فإن خدمات المساعدة اللغوية تتوفر لك بالمجان. اتصل برقم 1-5180-344-008-344 (رقم هاتف الصم والبكم: -171).
Important plan information.